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Abstract

This thesis investigates “voice mismatch verbs” (deponents), verbs that take non-active morphology but are used in syntactically active environments. The focus is on the non-informant Indo-European languages Hittite, Vedic Sanskrit, Ancient Greek, and Latin, supplemented by data from Modern Greek.

On the empirical side, this thesis contributes to the debate on the status of the external argument of deponents by showing that the surface subjects of deponents are agents (rather than experiencers). It furthermore adds new evidence to the question of whether or not mismatch behavior is continued in the non-finite formations of deponent verbs by providing a discussion of the microvariation and general typology of deponents in Indo-European.

I propose an analysis of agentive deponents in bivalent (“Greek-type”) voice systems that derives their properties from the nature of these voice systems, in particular the fact that non-active morphology is not valency-reducing, but spelled out post-syntactically together with tense and agreement features if vP does not introduce an external argument. I argue that this happens in deponents because their roots are lexically specified to merge their agent argument below vP. Evidence for this comes from the link between deponent behavior and verbalizing morphology in the Indo-European languages studied here. This behavior may moreover be linked to particular aspect/Aktionsart morphology.

This analysis has implications for our understanding of the interaction between middle and passive morphology in these languages, as well as of non-alternating verbs (verbs that take only active or only non-active morphology) in general. I also argue that it correctly
predicts whether or not deponent behavior is continued in non-finite formations of deponents.

A central goal of this thesis is the investigation of deponents both from a synchronic and a diachronic perspective. While chapters 2-5 are concerned with the synchronic aspects of deponency, chapter 6 discusses the ramifications for the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European (PIE) voice system. I argue that it is possible to reconstruct voice mismatches for the proto-language and discuss examples of such PIE deponents. The Appendix furthermore contains a collection and discussion of the Indo-European deponents on which this study is based.
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# Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abl</td>
<td>ablative</td>
<td>Enn.</td>
<td>Ennius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc</td>
<td>accusative</td>
<td>Eur.</td>
<td>Euripides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>act</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>exp</td>
<td>experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adv</td>
<td>adverb</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>feminine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesch.</td>
<td>Aeschylus</td>
<td>Fal.</td>
<td>Faliscan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alb.</td>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>fut</td>
<td>future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aor</td>
<td>aorist</td>
<td>gen</td>
<td>genitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appl</td>
<td>applicative</td>
<td>Goth.</td>
<td>Gothic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm.</td>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>Hdt.</td>
<td>Herodotus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asp</td>
<td>aspect</td>
<td>Hitt.</td>
<td>Hittite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aux</td>
<td>auxiliary</td>
<td>Hom.</td>
<td>Homer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Atharvaveda</td>
<td>Hsch.</td>
<td>Hesychius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av.</td>
<td>Avestan</td>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caus</td>
<td>causative</td>
<td>IIr.</td>
<td>Indo-Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cl</td>
<td>clitic</td>
<td>Il.</td>
<td>Iliad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLuv.</td>
<td>Cuneiform Luvian</td>
<td>indef</td>
<td>indefinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat</td>
<td>dative</td>
<td>inf</td>
<td>infinitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dem</td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
<td>inj</td>
<td>injunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>dual</td>
<td>instr</td>
<td>instrumental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emph</td>
<td>emphatic (particle)</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engl.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>ipf</td>
<td>imperfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ipfv</td>
<td>imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipv</td>
<td>imperative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itr</td>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Kāṭhakasāṃhītā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>Latin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lith.</td>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liv.Andr.</td>
<td>Livius Andronicus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>locative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luv.</td>
<td>Luvian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyc.</td>
<td>Lycian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>masculine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Modern Greek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Maitrāyaṇīyasāṃhitā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myc.</td>
<td>Mycenaeae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>neuter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naev.</td>
<td>Naevius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg</td>
<td>negation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nmnlz</td>
<td>nominalizer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td>nominative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonact</td>
<td>non-active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAv.</td>
<td>Old Avestan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS</td>
<td>Old Church Slavonic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Od.</td>
<td>Odyssey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OE</td>
<td>Old English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHG</td>
<td>Old High German</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIr.</td>
<td>Old Irish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLat.</td>
<td>Old Latin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>Old Persian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opt</td>
<td>optative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osc.</td>
<td>Oscan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacuv.</td>
<td>Pacuvius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pal.</td>
<td>Palaic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part</td>
<td>particle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pass</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perf</td>
<td>perfect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pfv</td>
<td>perfective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>plural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaut.</td>
<td>Plautus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pluperf</td>
<td>pluperfect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poss</td>
<td>possessive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pres</td>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pret</td>
<td>preterite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pron</td>
<td>pronoun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prvb</td>
<td>preverb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptcp</td>
<td>participle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quot</td>
<td>quotative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refl</td>
<td>reflexive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rel</td>
<td>relative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>Rigveda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg</td>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smpl</td>
<td>simple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soph.</td>
<td>Sophocles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stat</td>
<td>stative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj</td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toch.</td>
<td>Tocharian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr</td>
<td>transitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>thematic suffix</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>Vājasaneyisāṃhitā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up.</td>
<td>Upanishads</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Yasna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Videvdad</td>
<td>YAv.</td>
<td>Young Avestan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vb</td>
<td>verbalizer</td>
<td>Yt</td>
<td>Yašt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ved.</td>
<td>Vedic</td>
<td>YV</td>
<td>Yajurveda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Deponents as “feature mismatch” verbs

1.1 Introduction

The term “deponents” is traditionally applied to verbs that take non-active (middle or passive) morphology, but are semantically and syntactically active (Lat. *dē-pōnēre* ‘lay aside’, sc. the verb’s passive meaning\(^1\)) in languages which morphologically distinguish (at least) between an active and a non-active voice. The phenomenon is best known from Latin and Greek, but other languages with similar voice systems also have deponent verbs. In modern treatments of deponents, these verbs are often described as instantiating a “feature mismatch” because their surface non-active morphology does not seem to “match” their syntactic behavior (cp. the use of the term “mismatch” in the papers in Baerman et al. 2007). These verbs are puzzling because they challenge our understanding of the function of voice morphology in general. If non-active morphology can be apparently arbitrarily assigned to verbs that do not have the “right” syntax or semantics, then what governs its distribution? The intuition that deponents display the “wrong” (namely non-active) morphology in the syntactic environments they occur

\(^1\)For a detailed discussion of the history of the term see Flobert (1975).
in presupposes that there are canonical contexts in which we expect this morphology, and that deponents do not form a subset of these canonical contexts—they are instances of non-canonical use of non-active morphology.

I argue in this thesis that in addition to being interesting from a diachronic point of view, voice mismatches can also help us understand the synchronic distribution of non-active morphology and its derivation in languages with a particular kind of morphological voice distinction.

The term “deponents” is usually used for both intransitive and transitive verbs. This study focuses on transitive deponents in older Indo-European languages. I concentrate on transitive deponents because this is where we find instances of “feature mismatch”, or non-canonical use of non-active voice, whereas all intransitive deponents can be explained as instances of the canonical use of non-active voice. I argue for this in more detail in Chapter 2, based on Alexiadou and Doron (2012).

Concerning the choice of languages under study here, there are several reasons why ancient Indo-European languages such as Latin, Sanskrit, or Ancient Greek should be the centerpiece of a study of deponency. First, although these are non-informant languages, they are attested in large and easily accessible corpora that can be expected to provide data for the different syntactic environments and diagnostics that will be relevant, and they display patterns that are not usually discussed in the contemporary literature on deponents. Second, the voice systems of these languages are well studied and deponency is robustly attested. Third, these languages can provide valuable information about the diachrony of deponents due to the time span of their attestation—in the case of Greek, for example, it is possible to track the development and syntactic behavior of deponent verbs over a course of almost 3,000 years. This makes them valuable sources for testing different theoretical approaches to deponency. Furthermore, from the point of view of comparative reconstruction, studying deponents in early Indo-European languages may lead to new insights for the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European (PIE) verbal system as well. The question of the “original” function and morphology of the middle voice in PIE has been intensely debated by Indo-Europeanists, as
has the question of whether or not PIE had a separate voice category “stative” besides active and middle (e.g., Jasanoff 1978, Rix 1988, Oettinger 1992, Jasanoff 2003, Meiser 2009). I argue in this thesis that there is no need to reconstruct a distinct morphological category “stative” and that the “functions” associated with that category in the previous literature fall under the canonical functions that are cross-linguistically associated with middle morphology. Furthermore, Proto-Indo-European, like many other languages with a bivalent voice system, also had instances of non-canonical use of middle morphology (that is, deponents).

1.2 Background and terminology

In order to clearly delimit the object of study, namely “mismatch” verbs, it is important to be clear on terminology, since the term “middle” is often used not only to designate a particular type of verbal morphology in a given language, but also for certain syntactic constructions or “situation types” (as in Kemmer 1993). That is, it is used both for certain syntactic contexts or functions and for the morphology associated with those functions. To make this more explicit, consider the following figure. The bottom line lists the syntactic contexts a, b, c, d, and e, the top line the morphological exponents available in a given language, α and β. In a bivalent voice system, α would correspond to active morphology and β to non-active morphology. The term “middle” could in principle be used to refer to a subset of either of the two tiers—that is, a subset of syntactic contexts, say, c and d, or one of the morphological exponents, like β.

Fig. 1 Syntactic context/morphological exponentence

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{morphology} \\
\text{syntax} \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\uparrow & \uparrow & \uparrow & \uparrow \\
\alpha & b & c & d & e \\
\end{array}
\]

2I use “morphology” in this and the following figure to stand for Vocabulary Insertion at Spell-Out, as in Distributed Morphology, not in the sense of a separate “module” of grammar.
A lot of confusion arises from the use of the term “middle” for both tiers, that is, both for syntactic contexts and morphological exponence. For instance, the following examples from English are usually referred to as “middle constructions” (see Keyser and Roeper 1984, Arce-Arenales et al. 1994, Stroik 1999, Alexiadou 2012):

(1) 
a. These toys assemble rapidly.

b. Bureaucrats bribe easily.

c. I’d say bottles would sneak in easier than travel mugs.3

Descriptively, the internal argument of these predicates occupies the surface subject position, reminiscent of unaccusatives and passives. Unlike the latter, however, they cannot occur with an agentive *by*-phrase:

(2) Bureaucrats bribe easily (*by Mary).

This construction is called “middle” because it shares features with both active (verbal morphology, i.e., no passive participle) and passive (demotion of the external argument) clauses,4 and because it corresponds to the so-called generic or dispositional reading that verbs with non-active morphology in languages like Modern Greek can have:

---

3I owe this beautiful example to Gretchen Kern.

4The intuition that the middle is somehow a category between the active and the passive voice, sharing features of both is in fact why Ancient Greek and Latin grammarians coined the term. Thus Dionysius Thrax in his *Tēkhnē grammaticē* (“Art of grammar”, 2nd century BCE): *diathēsēs eis treis, enérgēia, pāthos, mesōtēs ...* *mesōtēs dē hé potē mēn enérgēian potē dē pāthos paristāsa* “There are three voices, active (enérgēia, activity), passive (pāthos, ‘experience; state’), and middle (mesōtēs, ‘central/middle position’) ... the middle is sometimes closer to the active, sometimes to the passive.” (see Flöbert 1975: 6ff.). Note that Dionysius Thrax was aware that these “functions” could correspond to different surface morphology: his example of a passive is the formally middle/non-active present *túptomai* ‘am (being) beaten’ (Greek does not have a morphological distinction between a present middle and a present passive), but his example of a middle includes the likewise formally middle aorists *epōsámēn* ‘I considered’ and *eγγραψάμēn* ‘I wrote (for myself)’ (and Greek does have morphologically distinct middle and passive aorist formations).

The term *mesōtēs* was translated as *medium* by Latin grammarians, but was not usually used in the description of the Latin voice system, which was described as active—passive: *genera verborum sūae significātiōnis sunt principalēs duo, activa et passa. Ex his nāscuntur aliae, neutra commūnēs dēpōnēns* “There are two basic verbal voices or meanings, active and passive. From these, others have now developed (namely) neuter, common, and deponent (verbs).” (Diomedes Grammaticus, 4th century CE, see Flöbert 1975: 14). The last three terms (neuter, common, deponent) were created in an attempt to describe the behavior of verbs that did not show a morphological alternation between the “basic” voices active and passive in Latin.
Modern Greek (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012: 16):

afto to vivlio diavazete efkola
this the book reads:NONACT easily

“This book reads easily”

In other words, the name of the English “middle construction” derives from the fact that the same construction in languages like Greek is associated with a particular type of morphology. But this morphology is found in many other contexts as well (e.g., reflexives and anticausatives), and it is not clear that these form a natural class with the “middle construction” in a language like English. For this reason, I use the term “middle” only to refer to a type of morphological exponence, and not to the syntactic or semantic properties of the verbs that take this kind of morphology. This is important, since middle morphology is found on a variety of different verb classes (see Chapter 2).

The term “middle” is exclusively reserved for verbs marked by middle morphology in languages with an active–middle or active–middle–passive voice distinction and is used here synonymously with the term medium. The term “non-active” is likewise used for verbs marked by middle morphology in languages with a bivalent voice system (in other words, I use “middle” and “non-active” synonymously for bivalent voice systems).

Moreover, much of the literature on the middle is dedicated to finding the common semantic or syntactic denominator of the functions this morphology is associated with. That is, the focus is on the bottom tier of figure 1 above.

In this study I deviate from this tradition in that my primary concern is not the relationship between a, b, and α or c, d, e, and β, but those instances in which the “canonical” association between the two tiers seemingly breaks down. Concretely, these are cases in which a particular syntactic context of the syntax tier seems to be associated with the “wrong” exponent on the morphology tier. I illustrate this in figure 2.
Fig. 2 Syntax-morphology mismatch

Here, some members of the syntactic context b, which is usually associated with the morphological exponent α, are unexpectedly associated with the exponent β. These are "mismatches" between the canonical mapping of syntactic context to morphology, and the primary focus of this thesis.

In order to understand when this mapping goes wrong, it is of course necessary to know what happens in the canonical cases, when a and b are mapped to α and c, d, and e are mapped to β. This is discussed in Chapter 2.

I will not discuss languages like English in which there is no distinction in morphological exponence between "active" and "middle" constructions, since the "mismatch" situation illustrated in figure 2 never arises in such languages. That is, English-type languages do not have deponents (I discuss the reasons for this in Section 5.3).

Finally, I use a more constrained definition of deponency than that which is usually used, namely that deponents are transitive or intransitive verbs which only take non-active morphology. I argue in Chapter 2 (based on Alexiadou and Doron 2012) that this definition misses important generalizations concerning the canonical function of non-active voice. I propose my own definition of deponency in Section 2.4, where I argue that only verbs that are agentive and transitive but take non-active endings should be considered instances of feature mismatch, and hence deponents.

1.3 Texts and methods

Before discussing deponency in the older Indo-European languages, there is an important methodological point to be made. Because some of these languages are attested over quite a long time span, it is important to be aware of different diachronic stages of each language
and concomitant changes in their verbal systems, as well as individual lexical changes. That is, a given verb may be a deponent in stage A of a language, but switch to active morphology in stage B. This is often the case in Hittite, where deponents almost completely switch to active morphology between Old Hittite and Neo-Hittite, even though the time span here is relatively small (ca. 400 years). On the other hand, a given verb may be deponent in one particular dialect of a language, but active in another. For instance, in the Ionic dialect of Ancient Greek, many verbs that are morphologically active in other dialects take middle morphology (Bechtel 1924: 246ff.), like the verb déomai ‘want, need’, which is usually active in Attic (déō). In order to give an accurate descriptive account of the distribution and the paradigms of deponent verbs in Indo-European, I therefore concentrate on particular corpora from which I draw the examples discussed here. This ensures a certain degree of temporal and dialectal homogeneity. Deviations from these corpora will be specially indicated.

The importance of philological accuracy when using data from non-informant languages in contemporary syntactic theory cannot be overstated. To give an example, Lavidas and Papangeli (2007) list the verb biázmai ‘I force’ in their table of Ancient Greek middle transitive deponents (p. 101). However, this verb is also attested as formally active already in Homer (albeit only once), and the Homeric middle forms are moreover used both as deponents (i.e., they are syntactically active) and as regular passives. Since a passive interpretation of formally middle verbs is entirely expected in Ancient Greek, treating this form as synchronic deponent is problematic under the standard definition of deponency. Other verbs, like mákhomai ‘fight’, hépomai ‘follow’, and khrúomai ‘use’ which are listed in the same category do not usually take accusative objects (hépomai and mákhomai take dative objects, khrúomai takes genitive or dative objects), but are included in their list despite their own definition of transitive deponents as accusative-taking verbs (p. 99). These few examples should suffice to show that generalizations about the behavior of deponent verbs in these languages are likely to be skewed if they are not based on a philologically “clean” and clearly defined corpus. Heuristically, this preliminary philological work has the same status as fieldwork on an understudied language, the testing of native speaker intuitions on island violations, or an eye-tracking ex-
periment on the interpretation of adjectives in different contexts, albeit with the big caveat that ungrammatical data is usually not available. That is, it is one of several methods that can be used to construct linguistic data sets, and this is how I use it in this thesis.

Furthermore, even though the goal of this study is not to give a philologically complete description of deponent verbs in these languages, focusing on particular linguistic corpora means that a descriptively complete discussion of a particular pattern is at least in principle possible. This will become relevant in Chapter 4, where I discuss the behavior of deponents with respect to particular tense-aspect stems.

For Sanskrit, I focus on Vedic Sanskrit (ca. 1500-500 BCE, followed by Classical Sanskrit), and I concentrate on the Rigveda as the primary source of data because of its (relative) chronological and dialectal homogeneity, occasionally supplemented by other Vedic texts. I use the metrically restored edition by van Nooten and Holland (1994). Further sources for deponent verbs in Vedic include handbooks and dictionaries such as Whitney (1885), Grassmann (1996), VIA 1, as well as studies on subcomponents of the Vedic verbal system such as Gonda (1951), Gonda (1979) and Kümmel (1996).


For Latin, I focus on the work of Plautus (late 3rd/early 2nd century BCE). Latin is the only one of these languages for which a designated study on deponents exists, that of Flobert (1975). An important online source for both Greek and Latin are the online corpora and dictionaries of the Perseus Digital Library at Tufts University (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu). Other relevant sources for Latin are Draeger (1878), Baldi (1977), Leumann (1977), and Weiss (2009).

For Hittite, I concentrate on Old Hittite. Important editions of Old Hittite texts include Hoffner (1997), Neu (1980), and in general the editions of the StBoT-series. Other relevant sources for Hittite are the *Chicago Hittite Dictionary* (CHD), Kloekhorst (2008), and Hoffner
and Melchert (2008).

Since Modern Greek has the same type of voice system as these languages, I will rely on it for comparison and to test properties of deponents that cannot be tested in the older Indo-European languages (for obvious reasons). Furthermore, material from other Indo-European languages such as Avestan, Old Irish, Tocharian, and Modern Albanian will be discussed.

1.4 Overview: Properties of deponent verbs

The Indo-European languages under discussion have essentially bivalent voice systems, in which a synthetic active voice is opposed to a synthetic non-active voice. This opposition is usually labeled “active-middle” in Vedic, Avestan, and Greek, “active-passive” in Latin, and “active-mediopassive” in Hittite. To avoid confusion, I use the cover term “non-active” for what is variously called middle, mediopassive, and passive morphology in these languages. Independently of the term used, non-active voice tends to have the same functions in these bivalent voice systems (see Chapter 2).

Finite deponent verbs always take non-active morphology. Some old Indo-European languages show signs of an emergent trivalent voice system, in which a morphologically distinct passive is opposed to the older active and non-active/middle voice. This is incipient in Vedic and Greek at the stages under discussion. However, in both languages, distinct passive morphology is only available for certain tense-aspect stems. Finite deponent verbs in these languages usually take middle (as opposed to passive) morphology. They can also take passive morphology in some cases, with different results depending on the language (see Section 5.1). Interestingly, there are no cases in which deponents in trivalent voice systems exclusively take passive rather than middle morphology.

With respect to their syntactic behavior, transitive deponents in Indo-European behave like transitive verbs with active morphology. They have nominative subjects and accusative objects. The following passages exemplify this for Latin, Ancient Greek, Vedic Sanskrit, and
(4) Latin, Plautus, *Mercator* 695–697:

sed *coquos*, quasi in mari solet hortator *remiges*
but *coquos*,ACC.PL like in sea.ABL be.wont.to.3SG.PRES inciter.NOM rowers.ACC.PL

hortarier, ita hortabatur
incite.INF.PASS so incite.3SG.IPF.PASS

“But just like at sea a rowing-master (lit. ‘inciter’) is wont to urge the rowers, so he urged the cooks”

Both verbal forms of the deponent verb *hortor* ‘incite, urge, encourage’ in this passage take an accusative object and behave like a normal active transitive verb: the clauses *coquos* ... *hortabatur* “he urged the cooks” and *remiges hortarier* “to urge the rowers” have the same active and transitive syntax as the formally active and semantically quite similar verbs *instigō* ‘incite’, or *moneō* ‘admonish, advise’ as used by the same author:

(5) Plautus, Miles gloriosus 573:

Bene *me mones,* ... well *me.ACC advise.2SG.ACT*

“You advise me well, ...”

It is worth stressing that the forms of *hortor* in (4) cannot be interpreted as syntactically passive, as is clear from the passage, and they cannot easily be explained in terms of the functions usually ascribed to the middle voice, either (i.e., self-benefactive, reflexive, intransitive, etc., see Chapter 2 on the canonical functions of the middle voice). Both (4) and (5) are active and agentive.

The same holds for Ancient Greek. In the Homeric example in (6), the deponent *kynumai*
‘punish, take revenge on’ takes an accusative object.⁶

(6) Homer, Iliad, 3.278-9:

kaí hòi hupénérthe kamóntas anthrópous and who.NOM.PL beneath passed.on.PTCP.ACC.PL men.ACC
tínumthon punish.2DU.PRES.MID.

“and (you) who in the underworld punish the men who have passed on”

Despite its middle morphology, tínumai has exactly the same properties as a comparable morphologically active verb: it is agentive and has an accusative object.

In Vedic, the root trā ‘protect’ is a deponent root: All its verbal forms take the middle endings, but it behaves like an active transitive verb.

(7) RV 2.23.4a-b:

tráya-se jánam yás túbhyaṃ dásāt protect-2SG.PRES.MID man.ACC who.NOM you.DAT worship.3SG.SUBJ.ACT

“You protect the man who worships you”

The final example is the Hittite deponent paḫša(r)ı̱ ‘protects’, which is agentive and takes accusative objects:

(8) Hittite, KBo 8.35 ii 14-15:

nu mān kūš lingauš paḫšaduma šumuš-a PART if these.ACC.PL oaths.ACC.PL protect.2PL.PRES.MID you.ACC.PL=PART DINGIR.MEŠ-eš paḫšandaru gods.PL-PL protect.3PL.IPV.MID

‘If you protect these oaths, let the gods likewise protect you!’

In all four passages, verbs with non-active morphology have distinctly active properties. The

⁶For Ancient Greek, I use the following transcription throughout: ζ = <x>, η = <e>, θ = <th>, ξ = x, ω = <u>, φ = <ph>, χ = <kh>, ψ = <ps>, ο = < să>, τ = <e>, ô = <ō>.
same phenomenon is also found in modern languages like Modern Greek (MG), which has a number of deponent verbs, such as *metahirizome* ‘use’, *psilazome* ‘suspect’, *ekmistirevome* ‘confide in’, etc. (see, e.g., Manney 2000, Papangeli and Lavidas 2009, Alexiadou and Doron 2012, Zombolou and Alexiadou 2014).

However, there is also plenty of language-specific variation in the syntactic and morphological behavior of transitive deponents. For example, while Latin deponents descriptively use both morphologically active and passive participles (the former in the present, the latter in the perfect), Sanskrit deponents exclusively use the middle participial suffix -(m)āna-, and never the active one. Latin and Modern Greek deponents cannot be passivized, but Sanskrit ones can. A general account of transitive deponents must therefore leave room for parametric variation with respect to the interaction between voice, finiteness, and argument structure.

The examples discussed in this section can be classified as deponents in the broad sense of the term.

(9) Definition of deponency (broad)

“In an active—non-active voice system, a deponent is syntactically active and transitive, but takes non-active morphology.”

The term “deponent” is usually used in this sense in the literature, but note that it does not refer to the status of the nominal arguments of deponents. I argue in Section 2.4 for a refined definition of deponency that does make reference to the nominal arguments of deponents.

### 1.5 Deponency in non-Indo-European languages

Deponency in the broad sense defined above is not restricted to Indo-European, but occurs in a variety of languages with the same general voice system type in which a single morphological exponent is found across different syntactic contexts (“voice syncretism”, Embick 2004a). In Dravidian, for example, the marker -*kōl-* (Tamil, Kannada) or -*kon-* (Telugu) appears on verbs in a variety of different syntactic environments, chiefly reflexives, but also reciprocals, anticausatives, self-benefactives, and experiencer verbs (see, e.g., Sundaresan 2012: 101ff. on
Tamil, Lidz 2001 on Kannada). While the kol-marked verbs in these classes alternate with verbs without the marker, there are also verbs that obligatorily take -kol- and are ungrammatical without it. Some of these verbs are transitive, cp. the following example from Kannada (from Sundaresan 2012: 117, fn. 7):

(10) Ramaa Krishnan-annu tabbi-ko-ηη-aa/*tabb-id-aa
    Rama.NOM Krishnan-ACC hng-kol-PST-3MSG/*hng-PST-3MSG
    “Rama hugged Krishnan.”

Such cases at least descriptively fit the broad definition of deponency given at the end of the last section.

Another example comes from Sora, a Munda language spoken in India. As described in Stump 2007, Sora distinguishes morphologically between reflexive and non-reflexive uses of verbs in a way that is reminiscent of the Sanskrit use of active vs. middle forms for these functions. To create a reflexive/self-benefactive form from an active verb such as kusaha ‘I shave (somebody else)’, a morpheme -n- is added, giving kusaha-ν-ya ‘I shave myself’. Sora also has a class of verbs that always uses the reflexivizing morpheme, but whose semantics are not reflexive. Not all of these verbs are transitive, but some of them are. Stump cites ber ‘speak’, ni ‘walk’, der ‘believe’, and daka ‘stay’ as examples of verbs that are always morphologically, but not semantically reflexive.

A structurally similar phenomenon is found in Cree (Algonquian).7 Cree distinguishes between four verb classes: intransitives with an inanimate subject (II), intransitive with an animate subject (AI), transitive with an inanimate object (TI), and transitive with an animate object (TA). There is a subclass of verbs that are syntactically transitive and can take both animate and inanimate objects, but nevertheless stay in the AI inflectional class, thus patterning as deponents. The following two clauses are transitive and should alternate between TI and TA marking. Instead, the verb me:ki- stays in the AI form (from Wolfart 1996: 403, cited after http://www.smg.surrey.ac.uk/Deponency/WALS/Cree.htm).

(11) a. mi:na pa:kisikan me:ki-w
   also gun.INAN give.out.AI-3SG.PROX
   “He also gave out a gun”

b. ta:pwe: me:ki-w pe:ya:k misatimwa:
   truly give.out.AI-3SG.PROX one horse.AN
   “Truly he gave out one horse”

Kemmer (1993) furthermore cites examples of deponency from Turkish (Altaic), Kamuri (Nilo-Saharan), Guugu Yimithirr (Pama-Nyungan), Mohave (Yuman), and Fula (Niger-Congo). Fula distinguishes between active, middle, and passive voice and has both *activa tantum* and *media tantum*. Among the latter, we also find transitive deponents that have the same external syntax as the examples from the Indo-European languages given above (the following is taken from Klaiman 1991: 64):

(12) Fula:

’o don-verd-ii mo
he NONPUNCTUAL-TRUST-STAT.MID him.DAT/ACC

‘He trusts him’

Deponency is usually discussed in the context of languages with nominative-accusative alignment, and the status of the reported voice mismatch cases in ergative/absolutive languages is somewhat unclear. For example, one possible case has been reported from Chukchi (Chukotko-Kamchatkan). Chukchi distinguishes between an active and an antipassive voice. The antipassive morphemes *-ine-* and *-lku-* demote the logical object, resulting in intransitive clauses in which the subject takes absolutive marking and the demoted object takes oblique case marking. Crucially, there is no ergative-marked DP in a regular antipassive clause. However, in the so-called “spurious antipassive” (SAP), the antipassive marker co-occurs with the ERG-ABS marking found in regular transitive clauses, a situation that could be described as voice mismatch. The following examples, taken from Bobaljik (2007: 178f.), illustrate a regular antipassive (13) and a SAP construction (14).
(13) Chukchi antipassive:

?aaček-at  O\textbf{-ine}-n\text{-t etet-\text{-et}}  kimi\text{-t-e}

youth-PL(ABS) 3SG.SBJ(1)-\textbf{AP-carry-3PL.SBJ(1)} load-INSTR

“(The) young men carried away a load”

(14) Chukchi SAP:

ə-nən  yəm  O\textbf{-ine}-\text{-t u-\text{-ú}}

he-ERG I(ABS) 3SG.SBJ(1)-\textbf{AP-see-3SG.SBJ(1)}

“He saw me”

Note that while the DP case alignment is \textit{erg-abs}, there is no object agreement on the verb. Bobaljik (2007) argues that this mismatch pattern arises from the interaction of independently needed mechanisms in Chukchi that govern the distribution of case and agreement morphology and is therefore not directly relatable to deponency in languages like Latin. However, it seems that \textit{erg-abs} languages have voice mismatch phenomena that at least fit the the broad definition of deponency, but probably do not constitute a natural class with them (Bobaljik 2007: 197).

With a question mark over the \textit{erg-abs}-languages, this cross-linguistic overview suggests that voice mismatches, that is, non-canonical use of non-active morphology, is a universal property of certain types of voice systems. While non-canonical use makes up only a small percentage of the use of middle morphology in any given language (see Section 2.4 below), it is nevertheless a puzzling cross-linguistic constant in need of explanation. Before going deeper into the discussion of the problems posed by these verbs, it is therefore necessary to discuss the distribution of non-active voice in general. This will be undertaken in Chapter 2.

1.6 Outline of this thesis

This brief overview should suffice to show that the deponency is a puzzling feature of a certain type of voice system (synthetic active vs. non-active) with potential ramifications for our understanding of the syntax/morphology interface. The main issue to be resolved
in order to develop an analysis of deponent behavior is whether transitive deponents are indeed an instance of “feature mismatch” or whether they can be explained in terms of the canonical functions of non-active voice in the languages in which they occur. This raises several questions:

- What is the canonical function of non-active voice in the languages under discussion? Does non-active voice reduce valency, and if yes, why does it ostensibly fail in the case of deponents? These questions are addressed in Chapter 2, where the canonical function of the middle voice is discussed.

- Are deponents instances of non-canonical use of the middle voice? The answer to this question will depend on the status of the surface subject of deponents. If, as has been argued recently by Kallulli (2013) and Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014), the subjects of deponents are experiencers or benefactive arguments, they may not need to be analyzed as mismatch verbs at all. On the other hand, if the surface subject is an agent, we are dealing with a voice mismatch, since non-active voice assignment depends on not having an agentive subject DP. I argue for this analysis of non-active morphology in Chapter 2. In Section 4.2 I provide arguments in favor of analyzing deponents as transitive agentive verbs (as Embick 1998 does for Modern Greek) rather than as experiencer verbs.

- How does deponency interact with or depend on finiteness? Papangeli and Lavidas (2009) argue that both in Latin and in Modern Greek deponents pattern morphologically with active transitive verbs in their non-finite forms (i.e., the Latin deponent *sequ-or* ‘follow’ has a formally active participle *sequē-ns* ‘following’). Does this hold for other languages as well, and if yes, why should voice morphology depend on the presence or absence of a finite +TENSE feature? I discuss the synchronic behavior of non-finite formations of deponent verbs in Chapter 3 and argue in Section 4.3 that deponent behavior depends on the availability of a functional projection *v* in combination with a particular functional head relating to verbalizing morphology (and possibly thematic aspect) rather than on finiteness.
• How does deponency interact with tense, aspect, and mood (TAM) and what causes semi-deponency? I discuss this issue in Chapter 4, where I argue that deponency is always dependent on the interaction of “low” verbal projections (V, v), which may vary across languages.

The general structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, I compare the cross-linguistic uses of non-active morphology and argue for a unified account of the syntactic derivation of non-active morphology. An important part of this discussion is the question of what it means to be a “canonical middle” (Sections 2.2 and 2.3) vs. what it means to be a “non-canonical middle”, or deponent (Section 2.4). In Chapter 3 I give a descriptive and comparative account of the voice systems of Vedic, Avestan, Ancient Greek, Hittite, Latin, and Modern Greek and the properties of their deponent verbs. This serves as the background for the theoretical discussion of “mismatch verbs” in Chapter 4. In this chapter, I review previous approaches to deponency and argue that deponents are agentive, that is, they are indeed instances of “feature mismatch” and do not instantiate any of the canonical uses of middle morphology. I then present my own analysis of deponents, arguing that their external arguments are introduced in a different syntactic position than those of canonical active verbs. I build on the approach of Embick (1997), (1998), and (2004a), in which active morphology depends on the presence of an external argument in the right syntactic environment (namely the specifier of vP). Because the external argument of deponent verbs is introduced in a different location, we end up with the surface “mismatch” between active syntax and non-active morphology.

In Chapter 5, I discuss the consequences of this analysis, in particular how this general framework extends to deriving activa tantum (verbs that only occur with active morphology), and how it relates to the question of “voice co-occurrence” in Vedic and Greek. I moreover show that this analysis can predict whether or not mismatch behavior is continued in non-finite formations to deponent verbs, and that it offers a relatively simple explanation for why certain languages (e.g., English, French, German, etc.) do not have deponents (under the definition of deponency that I use).
Chapter 6 discusses the diachrony of Indo-European deponents and its consequences for the reconstruction of the morphology and uses of the Proto-Indo-European middle. Chapter 7 is a general summary and conclusion. The Appendix contains an exhaustive list of the deponents that occur in the corpora of the non-informant Indo-European languages under study, as defined in Section 1.3, including a discussion of their synchronic properties and diachrony where this is relevant.
Chapter 2

Deriving canonical middle verbs

2.1 Introduction

Before determining what it means to be a “non-canonical” middle (that is, a deponent), we need to be clear about the canonical uses of middle morphology and the mechanisms by which it is assigned. As I mentioned in the general Introduction, both native speakers of bivalent voice system languages like Modern Greek and Albanian and the linguists working on these languages have intuitions concerning the contexts in which non-active morphology is grammatical (or expected) and in which it is not. We can characterize these contexts \textit{a priori} as “canonical” uses of non-active morphology. While deponents do not correspond to any of the canonical uses of non-active morphology (intuitively, but this is theoretically motivated in Section 2.4), they are nevertheless grammatical and part of the grammar of the speakers of these languages.

The aim of this chapter is to clarify which contexts should be considered canonical for non-active morphology and to establish a descriptive generalization concerning these contexts. While other approaches use notions like subject affectedness or valency reduction/argument demotion to generalize over the contexts in which non-active/middle morphology occurs, I argue that the right generalization concerns the status of the surface subject in these contexts: the subject is never an agent. I motivate this in Sections 2.4 and 4.2 and provide arguments
against previous approaches in Sections 2.5-2.6 and 4.1.

2.2 The canonical functions of non-active morphology

In this section, I provide a descriptive overview over the distribution of non-active/middle morphology.

As recognized widely in the literature (e.g. Klaiman 1991, Kemmer 1993, 1994, Embick 1998, Kaufmann 2007, Alexiadou and Doron 2012, etc.), non-active voice morphology tends to have the same set of functions cross-linguistically in languages that have an active–non-active voice opposition. However, the literature is far from unanimous on how to classify these functions. As a first approximation, I will distinguish between *oppositional* and *non-oppositional* uses of middle morphology.

Descriptively, oppositional middles are opposed to (often transitive) active constructions in a predictable manner. That is, speakers (and linguists) have the intuition that these verbs alternate between active and non-active morphology, and that each member of the alternation has a predictable syntax and meaning.¹

The following functions can be considered *a priori* canonical oppositional uses of non-active morphology based on the comparative typology of active—non-active languages, this will be further motivated in Section 2.6. Non-oppositional uses are discussed in Section 2.3.

(1) Anticausatives/inchoatives: Verbs designating spontaneous, non-externally caused changes of state.

a. Modern Greek:

\( \text{keome} \) ‘burn’ (non-act., itr.) — \( \text{keo} \) ‘burn’ (act., tr.)

\( \text{tsakizome} \) ‘snap, split’ (non-act., itr.) — \( \text{tsakizo} \) ‘snap, split’ (act., tr.)

\( \text{sikonomo} \) ‘rise’ (non-act., itr.) — \( \text{sikono} \) ‘raise’ (act., tr.)

¹This intuition was shared by the grammarians of antiquity, who also distinguished between alternating and non-alternating verbs. cp. Flöbert (1975: 8ff.) for Latin and the discussion of the Vedic voice system in 3.1.2 below.
b. Sanskrit:

\[ \text{vārdhate} \text{ ‘grows’ (mid., itr.)} \rightarrow \text{vārdhati} \text{ ‘grows’ (act., tr.)} \]

\[ \text{vārtate} \text{ ‘turns’ (mid., itr.)} \rightarrow \text{vārtati} \text{ ‘turns’ (act., tr.)} \]

(2) Naturally reflexive verbs, naturally reciprocal verbs.

a. Modern Greek:

\[ \text{plenome} \text{ ‘wash oneself’ (non-act.)} \rightarrow \text{pleno} \text{ ‘wash’ (act.)} \]

\[ \text{htenizome} \text{ ‘comb oneself’ (non-act.)} \rightarrow \text{htenizo} \text{ ‘comb’ (act.)} \]

b. Sanskrit:

\[ \text{pāvate} \text{ ‘washes oneself’ (mid.)} \rightarrow \text{punāti} \text{ ‘washes’ (mid.)} \]

c. Classical Greek:

\[ \text{loúomai} \text{ ‘wash oneself’ (mid.)} \rightarrow \text{loúō} \text{ ‘wash’ (act.)} \]

(3) Self-benefactives/indirect reflexives.

a. Modern Greek:

\[ \text{promithevome} \text{ ‘get sth. for oneself’ (non-act.)} \rightarrow \text{promithevo} \text{ ‘supply’ (act.)} \]

b. Sanskrit:

\[ \text{yájate} \text{ ‘sacrifices sth. for one’s own benefit’ (mid.)} \rightarrow \text{yájati} \text{ ‘sacrifices sth.’ (act.)} \]

\[ \text{bhárate} \text{ ‘takes/carryes sth. for oneself’ (mid.)} \rightarrow \text{bhárati} \text{ ‘carries’ (act.)} \]

(4) Dispositional/generic middles (examples from Alexiadou and Doron 2012).

a. Modern Greek:

```
afto to vivlio diavazete efkola
this the book reads.act easily
```

“This book reads easily”

b. Hebrew:

```
ha-xulca lo hitgahaca
the-shirt not iron.int.mid
```

“This shirt didn’t iron”
(5) (Medio) passives.

   a. Modern Greek:

   *skotonome* ‘be killed’ (non-act.) — *skotono* ‘kill’ (act.)

   b. Sanskrit:

   *stáve* (mid.) ‘is being praised’ — *stáuti* ‘praises’ (act.)

This is not the only possible classification. Kemmer (1993), for instance, classifies the uses of middle morphology based on lexical-semantic considerations. However, I will argue that a classification based on the syntactic properties of these groups is superior in that it allows a unified account of what middle morphology “does” in each instance. I briefly discuss each of these functions in the next sections.

### 2.2.1 Anticausatives

So-called causative alternation verbs designate actions that can either occur spontaneously or be brought about by an external cause or causer, e.g., *open, break, grow, boil, freeze, roll*, etc. This broadly corresponds to Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995’s distinction between internally and externally caused events. Internally caused events include verbs of emission (Engl. *glitter, gleam, roar, burp*, etc.), externally caused events include, e.g., Engl. *break, cook, freeze, melt, dry*, etc. There is a vast typological and theoretical literature on causative alternation verbs (e.g., Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004, Alexiadou et al. 2006, Comrie 2006, Schäfer 2009, Alexiadou 2010, Horvath and Siloni 2011, and many of the papers in Comrie and Polinsky 1993, especially Haspelmath 1993), so I will restrict myself to a brief reiteration of the facts that will be relevant to the general discussion.

Causative alternation verbs come in two versions, an intransitive anticausative/inchoative version and a transitive causative version. In languages which morphologically distinguish between active and non-active voice, the anticausative version usually takes non-active mor-
phology, while the causative version takes active morphology.\textsuperscript{2} The following examples from Embick 1998 illustrate this (for more examples from Modern Greek see Manney 2000: 247ff.).

(6) Causative alternation verbs in MG

\textit{tsakizo} — \textit{tsakizome} ‘snap’

\textit{keo} — \textit{keome} ‘burn’

\textit{aplono} — \textit{aplonome} ‘spread’

\textit{vithizo} — \textit{vithizome} ‘sink’

\textit{anaptiso} — \textit{anaptisome} ‘develop’

The main point of debate is whether or not the anticausal variant of these alternation verbs can be derived from the causative variant by some sort of detransitivizing operation, as argued by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) and Chierchia (2004) for (externally caused) causative alternation verbs. On the other hand, Embick (1998) and Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004), among others, argue that the intransitive variant is more basic. Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004) propose that anticausatives are always embedded under a \textit{become} or \textit{result} operator. I use R(oot)P for the lexical projection that is embedded under this operator, as used in Distributed Morphology (DM, see, e.g., Halle and Marantz 1993, Harley and Noyer 1999, Harley 2005 and To appear, Embick and Noyer 2007, Embick and Marantz 2008, and Haugen and Siddiqi 2013 on roots in DM). RP is “categorically unspecified” until it merges with a functional category that turns it into a verb, noun, or adjective.\textsuperscript{3} In the case of anticausatives/inchoatives, the verbalizing functional category adds achievement or state semantics (in the sense of Dowty 1979, van Valin 1990):

\textsuperscript{2}But note that Modern Greek has a number of anticausatives that take active morphology, cp. Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004), and this also holds for other languages with a similar voice system. I discuss these in Sections 2.3.1 and 5.2.

\textsuperscript{3}Note to Indo-Europeanists: This conception of “category-neutral” roots corresponds more or less exactly to the use of roots in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European, that is, all the entries in LI\textsuperscript{V} can be understood as roots in this sense.
(7) \[ vP \]
\[ \text{BECOME/ RP} \]
\[ \text{RESULT} \]

In the causative variant, this structure is then merged with a functional projection that introduces a causing event and a causer external argument. Crucially, this only happens in “verbal” environments, as nominalizations of causative alternation verbs show. In these nominalizations (“derived nominals” in the sense of Chomsky 1970), only the internal, but not the external argument can surface (Chomsky 1970: 214f., Pesetsky 1995: 78f., Marantz 1997: 215f.):

(8)  a. the growth of tomatoes  
     b. *John’s growth of tomatoes

(9)  a. the drop of the curtain  
     b. *the mechanism’s/*John’s drop of the curtain

(10) a. the swing of the pendulum  
     b. *gravity’s/John's swing of the pendulum

The lack of an external argument in anticausatives is also apparent from contrasts as in (11). While the passive in (11a) must have an implicit agent that can control the infinitival adjunct, there is no such implicit agent in the anticausative in (11b), hence the sentence is ungrammatical. This has been taken as evidence for the absence of an external argument in the underlying representation of anticausatives.

(11) a. The boat was sunk [PRO to collect insurance]  
     b. *The boat sank [PRO to collect insurance]

To summarize, the anticausative variant of causative alternation verbs does not have an external argument, while the causative variant does. The causer argument of the latter is introduced by a functional projection specifying a causing event that is absent in the
structurally more basic anticausative variant.

2.2.2 Reflexives and reciprocals

For reflexives and reciprocals, it is important to distinguish between naturally and derived reflexive and reciprocal verbs. Naturally reflexive verbs include *wash, shave, comb*, and other “body action verbs” (cp. Kemmer 1993, Levin 1993) and predicates like *be ashamed*. Naturally reciprocal verbs include verbs that are inherently specified for more than one participant, e.g., *meet, fight, embrace, kiss*, etc. On the other hand, there are verbs that are not inherently reflexive or reciprocal, but can become so by means of a reflexive or reciprocal pronoun. These two classes are cross-linguistically systematically different with respect to their morphosyntax. For present purposes, only their behavior in languages with a bivalent voice system is relevant. Naturally reflexive and reciprocal verbs take non-active morphology in languages with a bivalent voice system, e.g.:

(12) a. Modern Greek: *plenome* ‘wash myself’, *htenisome* ‘comb myself’
   b. Sanskrit: *pávate* ‘washes oneself’, *nímsante* ‘they kiss’, *spárdhante* ‘they fight’
   c. Classical Greek: *loúomai* ‘wash myself’, *mákhontai* ‘they fight’

Many modern Indo-European languages, on the other hand, have a descriptively analytic construction for reflexives, reciprocals, and self-benefactives, in which a weak pronoun or anaphoric element *se* (Sp., Fr. *se*, It. *si*, Dut. *zich*, Gm. *sich*, etc.) combines with a morphologically active (or morphologically underspecified) verb. This construction also occurs in other syntactic contexts which display non-active morphology in voice systems with a synthetic bivalent voice distinction (especially in self-benefactive, dispositional, and anticausative constructions). Examples of the reflexive use are given in (13).

(13) *se*-reflexives
   a. Italian:
      
      *lavare* ‘wash’ — *lavarsi* ‘wash oneself’
      *uccidere* ‘kill’ — *uccidersi* ‘kill oneself’
*pettinare* ‘comb’ — *pettinarsi* ‘comb oneself’

b. French:

* laver ‘wash’ — * se laver ‘wash oneself’

* tuer ‘kill’ — * se tuer ‘kill oneself’

* améliorer ‘improve’ — * s’améliorer ‘improve oneself’

c. German:

* waschen ‘wash’ — * sich waschen ‘wash oneself’

* verletzen ‘injure’ — * sich verletzen ‘injure oneself’

* sehen ‘see’ — * sich sehen ‘see oneself’

Languages with this type of voice system are not the central topic of this dissertation and will only be discussed when relevant. It is interesting that analytic constructions such as (13) never seem to exhibit feature mismatch. That is, there are no analytic “deponents” of the structure agent + se + verb + DPACC. All predicates that do have this structure are unambiguously self-benefactive. I will come back to this generalization in Section 5.3.

Again, the literature on reflexivity in general is long (e.g., Chomsky 1981, Reinhart and Reuland 1993, Safir 2004, Reinhart and Sironi 2005, Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd 2011, Reuland 2011, etc.) and cannot be exhaustively reviewed here. However, there is consensus in that it is generally recognized that non-active morphology by itself cannot reflexivize a predicate. This observation is captured by Reinhart and Reuland (1993)’s Condition B: “a reflexive predicate is reflexive-marked”. Non-active morphology alone is not enough to make a predicate count as “reflexive-marked” (unless it is a “naturally reflexive” predicate). Modern Greek reflexives, for instance, always take non-active morphology in addition to the preposed reflexive marker *afi*- ‘self’, as in (14a). If *afi*- is missing, the interpretation can only be passive, as in (14b) (from Embick 1998).

(14) a. *afi-katastrafo-me*

    SELF-destroy-1SG.NACT

    “I destroy myself”

26
b. O Yanis katastraf-ik-e
   the Yanis destroy-PAST.NACT-3SG
   ‘Yanis was destroyed/*destroyed himself’

This suggests that it is the affix-morpheme that introduces reflexivity, and not the non-active morphology. Of course, this immediately raises the question why non-active morphology is found in reflexives at all, if it does not effect any kind of syntactic alternation. This is one of the arguments that leads Embick (1998) to argue that voice morphology in Greek-type voice systems is determined post-syntactically and depends on a particular syntactic configuration in which A-movement of the internal arguments has taken place.

Naturally reflexive/reciprocal verbs like the ones in (10) are, at first glance, principled counterexamples to the claim that non-active morphology alone does not reflexivize, since they do not need a reflexive marker. Most theoretical accounts need special assumptions to handle this class. Embick (1998), for example, analyzes inherent reflexives as unaccusative verbs which take only an internal argument which moves to subject position, as in (15).

\[
(15) \quad \text{XP} \\
\quad \text{DP}_i \xrightarrow{} \text{VP} \\
\quad \text{V} \xrightarrow{} t_i
\]

A more general “unaccusative analysis” of reflexive predicates is also proposed by Grimshaw (1990), Pesetsky (1995) and Sportiche (1998), who suggest a syntactic derivation of se-reflexives in which the reflexive clitic absorbs the external argument and must be bound by the internal argument which has moved to subject position. Recent defenses of the unaccusative analysis include Charnavel et al. (2009) and Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2011).

On the other hand, an “unergative analysis” of reflexives has been proposed by, e.g., Chierchia (2004), Reinhart and Siloni (2005), and recently by Sportiche (2014). Reinhart and Siloni (2005) provide several arguments for the claim that reflexives systematically pattern with unergative rather than with unaccusative verbs. First, in French the clitic en can only
cliticize out of object position. (16b) illustrates this using the unaccusative verb *arriver* ‘arrive’, whose sole argument is the internal argument, hence *en*-cliticization is possible (all examples from Reinhart and Siloni 2005).

(16)  
  a.  Il est arrivé trois filles hier soir  
      There is arrived three girls yesterday evening  
      “There arrived three girls yesterday evening”
  b.  Il *en* i est arrivé trois *ti* hier soir  
      There of them.cl is arrived three *of them* yesterday evening  
      “There arrived three of them yesterday evening”

If reflexives in French were unaccusative verbs, they should pattern with verbs like *arriver* and allow *en*-cliticization of the internal argument. However, as (17b) shows, this is ungrammatical.4

(17)  
  a.  Il s’est lavé beaucoup de touristes dans ces douches publiques  
      There SE+is washed many of tourists in these showers public  
      récemment
trécentement  
      “Many tourists washed in these public showers recently”
  b.  *Il s’en* i est lavé beaucoup *ti* dans ces douches publiques  
      There SE+of them.cl is washed many in these showers public  
      récemment
trecentement
      Intended: “Many of them washed in these showers recently”

A second piece of evidence comes from Hebrew, in which unaccusative verbs allow an inversion structure with a postverbal subject (S V → V S), as in (18a), whereas unergatives do not, (18b). Again, reflexives pattern with unergatives in disallowing the inversion structure (18c).

(18)  
  a.  Nishbar mašehu  
      Broke something  
      “Something broke”

4(15b) is, however, acceptable in the “middle” reading, as pointed out to me by Isabelle Charnavel.
b. *Rakdu šloša yeladim ba-mesiba  
   Danced three boys   in-the.party

c. *Hitlabšu šaloš dugmányot ba-knisa  
   Dressed three models   in-the.entrance

Finally, Reinhart and Siloni (2005) point out that reflexives, like unergatives (19a) and unlike unaccusatives (19b), allow the formation of agent nouns in English (19c), which is unexpected under an unaccusative analysis of reflexives.

(19)  
   a. She runs so fast because she is an experienced runner  
   b. *She moves so gracefully because she is an experienced mover  
   c. She dresses slowly because she is an elegant dresser

These are just a few of the arguments against an unaccusative analysis of reflexives. The question of an unaccusative vs. unergative analysis of reflexives is relevant to the present discussion because it makes different predictions as to the status of the surface subject of reflexives. While the unergative analysis is compatible with an agentive subject in reflexives (which is also suggested by (19c)), the unaccusative analysis is not.

For the purposes of this study, I will operate with an unaccusative analysis of reflexives in Greek-type languages in which both naturally reflexives and “derived reflexives” take non-active morphology. The fact that reflexives in these languages share the same morphology with other unaccusative constructions (anticausatives, passives) is a first indicator that this is correct, but of course this assumption has to be independently motivated.

There is in fact evidence that naturally reflexive verbs in these languages pattern with unaccusatives with respect to their syntactic properties (cp., e.g., Embick 1998, Oikonomou 2014, Alexiadou and Schäfer To appear); in Modern Greek, naturally reflexive verbs behave like unaccusatives with respect to the impossibility of agent noun formation, the possibility of possessor sub-extraction, and the unavailability of a strict/“object comparison” reading under ellipsis, as in (20) (from Alexiadou and Schäfer To appear, who also discuss a number of caveats concerning these tests):
(20) O Janis plenete _perisotero apo to Vasili_
the John _washes.NONACT more than the Vasili_
1. Sloppy interpretation: “John washes himself more than Vasilis washes himself”
2. #Strict interpretation/object comparison: # “John washes himself more than he washes Vasilis”

Note that both readings are available in reflexive constructions with the object anaphor _ton efto tu_. Leaving aside these constructions, I assume that tests like (20) are evidence for a movement analysis of reflexives in which the internal argument raises to subject position. This also seems to be the case for _efto_-reflexives, judging from the impossibility of proxy readings (again, proxy readings are available for reflexives which use the object anaphor). The following example is taken from Oikonomou (2014): in a context in which Johnny Depp visits Mme Tussaud’s, the following sentence with an _efto_-reflexive can only mean that he took a picture of himself. The proxy reading, in which he took a picture of his statue, is not possible.

(21) O Johnny _efto-fotografistike._
The Johnny _self-photograph-PAST.NONACT.3SG_
“Johnny took a selfie” (-proxy) (#“Johnny took a photo of his statue” (+ proxy))

The impossibility of a proxy reading as evidence for a movement analysis will also be relevant for self-benefactives (Section 2.2.5). Basically, because there is only one argument in (21), a disjoint reading is impossible, and the diagnostics mentioned above provide evidence that this sole argument must be the theme.

A longer discussion of arguments for the unaccusative analysis of reflexives would take up too much space, and Greek reflexives are extensively discussed by Oikonomou (2014), Alexiadou and Schäfer (To appear), and Spathas et al. (To appear), among others. However, I hope that this brief introduction in combination with the discussion of self-benefactives below suffices to show that there are good arguments for an unaccusative analysis of reflexives in Greek-type languages, despite the objections of Reinhart and Siloni (2005) concerning Hebrew. I must stress again that I am not making any claims about languages with anaphoric or
pronominal reflexives (French, Italian, German, etc.), some of which have structurally transitive reflexive constructions (e.g., German, see Steinbach 2002), while others have intransitive ones (e.g., Italian, French). Moreover, the intransitive ones may be unergative rather than unaccusative (cp. Sportiche 2014 for French). Since the goal of this thesis is to show how voice mismatches arise in a very specific kind of voice system, I think that it is reasonable to exclude other types of voice systems for now.

Reciprocals

While I cannot give a detailed discussion of reciprocals here (see Bruening 2004, the papers in Nedjalkov et al. 2007 and König and Gast 2008, and Oikonomou 2014), they must be mentioned because they seem to pose a problem for the analysis outlined so far. I have begun to argue that non-active marked verbs in Greek-type languages share the characteristic of not having an external argument (descriptively, their surface subject is not an agent). However, reciprocals denote complex events in which the participants are the respective agents and patients of different sub-events. In “naturally reciprocal verbs” (meet, kiss, fight), these sub-events occur simultaneously.

Unergative analyses of reciprocals have moreover been proposed by Bruening (2004), who posits a projection RecipVP above VP that introduces reciprocal semantics differs from the “regular” voice head in merging an argument that is both the agent and the theme (for reciprocals whose sole argument is a plural subject) and provides arguments for unergative behavior of reciprocals from Japanese and Chichewa and Reuland (2011: 211ff.) (reduction of the internal argument by the reciprocal marker). Siloni (2008) provides arguments for an unergative analysis of Hebrew reciprocals, although she notes that inherently symmetrical reciprocals like miz pattern with unaccusative verbs with respect to the relevant tests.

In Modern Greek and the older Indo-European languages, there is at least some evidence that reciprocals (like reflexives) only have a single argument, and that this is the internal argument. Like reflexives, anticausatives, and (medio)passives, they take non-active morphology; naturally reciprocal verbs do not need to take a designated reciprocal pronoun, as
in the following examples from Hittite and Modern Greek.

(22) a. Hittite, KBo 23.92 ii 14:

\[ \text{takku } L¹⁻\text{MEŠ } zahh-\text{anda } ta \ 1?-aš \ \text{ak-i } \ldots \]
if man-pl fight-3PL.NONACT and one-NOM die-3SG.ACT

“If men hit each other and one dies ...”

b. Modern Greek (Oikonomou 2014: 21):

\[ \text{Ta } \text{pedja } \text{kinigiunte} \]
The children chase.3PL.PRES.NONACT

“The children chase each other”

Modern Greek moreover has a productive “reciprocating” prefix \textit{alilo-} “each other”, parallel to reflexive \textit{after-} ‘self’. The older Indo-European languages likewise develop reciprocals. In Vedic, for example, the adverb \textit{mithás} ‘mutually, reciprocally, alternately’ and the adjective \textit{anyá-} ‘other’ (in the phrase \textit{anyó} … (a)\textit{nyá}- ‘the one … the other; each other’) are used in derived reciprocal constructions (see Jamison 1997, Kulikov 2007a and 2007b). Derived reciprocals also take non-active morphology. Reciprocals in Modern Greek moreover pattern with reflexives in disallowing a strict/object comparison reading under ellipsis (the following example was provided by Despina Oikonomou):

(23) i Ana kei i Maria alilo-ipostirizonte perisotero ap’oti i the Ana and the Maria RECIPR-support.3PL.PRES.NONACT more than the antres tus. men their

1. Sloppy interpretation: “Ana and Maria support each other more than their husbands support each other.”

2. #Strict interpretation: “ ... than their husbands support them.”

Oikonomou (2014) argues that reciprocals, like reflexives, are monoargumental (that is, the reciprocalizer does not have a theta role). The sole argument is the internal argument, which is identified with the initiator (“agent”) role via the semantics of the reciprocalizer. While the semantics of reciprocals under this analysis are similar to those proposed by Bruening 2004, the syntax diverges: as already mentioned, Bruening argues for an unergative analysis and
uses examples like (23) (from Chichewa, where the strict reading in reciprocals is likewise impossible) in support of the semantics he gives for his RecipV head (he does not explicitly discuss the syntactic implications), while Oikonomou argues that these data are compatible with an unaccusative analysis.

It seems, however, that the “agentive” semantics of reciprocals and reflexives in Greek-type languages should be dissociated from their (intransitive and most likely unaccusative) syntax. Oikonomou (2014), for example, proposes that the reciprocal head is distinct from the “agentive” head v, whose argument must be existentially bound by the middle/non-active voice head. I will come back to this point in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

To summarize, there is some evidence that both reciprocals and reflexives in Greek-type languages should be analyzed as intransitive and unaccusative structures, based on recent arguments from focus, ellipsis, and proxy readings. While this is less intuitive in the case of reciprocals, their agentive semantics may be due to the voice head that determines non-active morphology and are not necessarily a property of their reciprocal meaning.

### 2.2.3 Dispositional middles

Dispositional (or “generic”) middles are similar to passives in that they seem to be derived from transitive predicates through promotion of the internal argument to subject position (note that “middle” here refers to a syntactic construction, not to a particular kind of verbal morphology). This is the analysis proposed by Keyser and Roepen (1984) for English “middle constructions” such as (24) (see also Roberts 1987: 185ff., Stroik 1992, 1999, and Ackema and Schoorlemmer 1995 on English and Lekakou 2005 on middle constructions cross-linguistically).

(24)    a. Bureaucrats bribe easily
        b. The books sold quickly
        c. The baggage transfers efficiently

(25)    a. These books don’t sell
        b. This bread doesn’t cut
Keyser and Roeper (1984) show that this kind of middle formation in English is productive, but only grammatical with adverbs (or negation, as in (25)). However, they do not explain why the adverbs are obligatory.

In languages with a distinction between active and non-active morphology, dispositional and generic constructions take non-active morphology. Adverbs are not always required.

(26) Hebrew (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012):

ha-xulca lo hitgahaca (l-o)
the-shirt not iron.INT.MID (to-him)

“The shirt didn’t iron (for him)”

(27) Modern Greek (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012):

afto to vivlio diazete efkola
this the book reads.NACT easily

“This book reads easily”

Languages differ in whether or not these dispositional constructions have implicit agents that can license by-phrases. While the English and German “middle constructions” are ungrammatical with an agentive by-phrase (unlike passives), cp. (28), Greek dispositional/generic constructions do license agentive by-phrases, cp. (29).

(28) *Bureaucrats bribe easily by Mary

(29) Modern Greek (from Lekakou 2005: 20):

Afto to vivlio diazete efxarista akomi ki apo megalus
this the book read.NONACT.IMPERF.3SG with.pleasure even and by grown-ups

“This book reads with pleasure even by grown-ups.”

5See Tsimpli (1989) for Modern Greek, also Lekakou (2005: 13ff) for a discussion of dispositional readings of formally active verbs.
It seems, then, that the dispositional reading in languages like Modern Greek is very similar to a generic passive, such as English (30).\(^6\)

(30) The butter is kept in the fridge

In languages like Modern Greek, the morphology on the verbs in the equivalents of (30) is identical to that of (29) (non-active). The question of the “middle construction” in English is therefore not relevant to languages with a bivalent voice system, since it is reducible to the question of genericity in non-active voice constructions more generally.

Moreover, these generic readings are usually connected to imperfective aspect (although the language-specific implementation of this varies). In Modern Greek, “dispositional middle” readings always appear in the imperfective aspect (as in (32)), while the passive can be both generic and episodic, in which case it can appear with perfective aspect ((31), both examples from Lekakou 2005: 14; NB Lekakou uses “middle” to refer to generic middle constructions like (29), not to a particular type of verbal morphology):

(31) Passive:

\[
\text{Afto to vivlio diavastike xtes} \\
\text{this the book.NOM read.3SG.NONACT.PAST.PERF yesterday}
\]

“This book was read yesterday.”

(32) Middle:

\[
\text{Afto to vivlio diavazete efkola} \\
\text{this the book.NOM read.3SG.NONACT.PRES.IMPERF easily}
\]

“This book reads easily.”

Note, however, that both the episodic “passive” in (31) and the generic “middle” in (32) take the same voice morphology on the verb, namely non-active.

\(^{6}\)I am grateful to Sabine latridou for pointing this out to me.
This is also the case for the older Indo-European languages, where the dispositional use of middle morphology is not always distinguishable from its passive use (see Section 2.2.4). Compare the following example from Vedic:

(33) RV 6.10.4d

\[
\text{śocīsā dadhśe pāvakāḥ}
\]

glow. instr sec. 3sg. perf. mid pure. nom

“the pure one is visible by his glow” (or “is seen through/ by his glow”)

The instrumental phrase in this example seems to have the same function that adverbs like easily have in the English “middle construction”.

Because of this overlap with passives in Greek-type languages, Lekakou (2005) argues that the “dispositional middle” construction is “parasitic” on the passive construction in these languages. The dispositional reading is achieved by a generic operator GEN that ascribes a disposition to the internal argument. Oikonomou (2013), based on Lekakou (2002) and (2005), proposes that this operator is introduced by an imperfective aspectual projection (since dispositional middles in Modern Greek must be imperfective) and that it also existentially binds the external argument.\(^7\) As in passives, the external argument of generic/dispositional constructions is demoted and the internal argument which carries the disposition moves to the subject position. Variations of this approach have been proposed by Keyser and Roeper (1984), Condoravdi (1989), Lekakou (2002) and (2005), Alexiadou and Doron (2012), and Oikonomou (2013). While I cannot go into the details of these proposals here, what is important is that verbs with non-active morphology in Greek-type voice systems can have a generic/dispositional reading, and that this construction is similar to (“parasitic on” in Lekakou’s terminology) the passive in these languages. In other words, this is another formally non-active construction in which the surface subject is not an agent.

\(^7\)Cp. also Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 26), who propose that in dispositional middles “[t]he external argument is eventually bound in the context of a possibility modal”, such an approach depends on whether existential binding of the external argument is assumed to lead to its syntactic suppression. Since we have seen that by-phrases are possible in Modern Greek.
2.2.4 (Medio)passives

The terms “mediopassive” and “passive” refer to two closely related constructions in which the surface subject of the corresponding active transitive clause is demoted and the logical object is promoted to subject position (note that “mediopassive” and “passive” once again refer to syntactic constructions rather than to a particular type of verbal morphology).

To illustrate this, English has a construction that is sometimes referred to as “mediopassive”, namely the so-called “get-passive” in (34b) (see Haegeman 1985, Arce-Arenales et al. 1994, Givón and Yang 1994, Huang 2013, and Wanner 2013 on the get-passive in general).

(34) a. Mary’s car was stolen.
    b. Mary’s car got stolen.

The intuition behind this term seems to be that of a passive with certain “middle” characteristics, such as the absence of an implicit demoted agent. The get-passive, for example, is incompatible with agent-oriented adverbs and control clauses, both of which are fine with the be-passive (examples from Wanner 2013: 50).

(35) a. The book was/*got torn on purpose.
    b. The ship was/*got sunk [PRO to collect insurance money]

However, distinguishing passive from mediopassive constructions is not always easy, since non-canonical passives in general vary cross-linguistically with respect to their semantic and morphosyntactic properties (see the papers in Alexiadou and Schäfer 2013), and it is not clear whether the distinction is even relevant for languages with a bivalent voice system, like Greek.

Alexiadou and Doron (2012) argue that in languages that have a trivalent morphological distinction (active-middle-passive), “passive” is expressed through passive morphology, while the “mediopassive” is expressed through middle morphology. Evidence for this comes from Hebrew, which has a trivalent voice system at least in some tense/aspect-stems. While the mediopassive (marked by middle morphology) can occur with causer (36b), and agent by-phrases, the passive (marked by passive morphology) can occur only with agents ((36a); all
Hebrew examples are from Alexiadou and Doron 2012).

(36)  

a. Passive:

\[ \text{hu huva l-a-mesiba al-yedey xavert-o/*saqranut-o} \]
he bring.CAUS.PASS to-the-party by friend-his/*curiosity-his

\[ \text{“He was brought to the party by his friend/*by his curiosity”} \]

b. Mediopassive:

\[ \text{hu nitmax al-yedey emunato ha-xazaqa} \]
he support.SMPL.MID by faith-his the-strong

\[ \text{“He was supported by his strong faith”} \]

In general, the Hebrew mediopassive can be ambiguous between an anticausative and a mediopassive reading, whereas the “real” passive cannot. The anticausative/mediopassive can occur with a phrase meaning “by itself”, whereas the passive cannot.

Moreover, in situations where a morphologically distinct passive is available, the agential mediopassive reading of a formally middle verb is blocked, as in the Hebrew intensive template which can take active, middle, or passive morphology.\(^8\)  

(37a) is an example of an agential passive, (38a) shows that this reading is blocked for the corresponding middle construction. (37b) shows that the morphological passive cannot have an anticausative reading (triggered by the phrase “by itself”), (38b) shows that the corresponding middle does have this reading.

(37)  

a. ha-gader porqa al-yedey ha-mafginim
the-wall dismantle.INT.PASS by the-demonstrators

\[ \text{“The wall was dismantled by the demonstrators”} \]

b. *ha-gader porqa me-acma
the-wall dismantle.INT.PASS from-itself

\[ \text{“The wall was dismantled by itself”} \]

(38)  

a. *ha-gader hitparqa al-yedey ha-mafginim
the-wall dismantle.INT.MID by the-demonstrators

\[ \text{“The wall fell apart by the demonstrators”} \]

\(^8\)The same is true in Sanskrit and Greek, which develop distinct passives for some tense/aspect stems, cp. Jankuhn (1969: 39) for Greek.

38
b. ha-gader hitparqa me-acma
   the-wall dismantle.INT.MID from-itself
   “The wall fell apart by itself”

Finally, formally middle mediopassives can give rise to dispositional readings (as discussed in the previous section), whereas formally passive forms cannot:

(39) a. Dispositional middle:

   ha-xulca lo hitgahaca
   the-shirt not iron.INT.MID
   “The shirt didn’t iron” (= it was impossible to iron the shirt)

b. Passive:

   ha-xulca lo gohaca
   the-shirt not iron.INT.PASS
   “The shirt wasn’t ironed” (verbal passive, dispositional reading not possible)

c. Dispositional/medio-passive:

   migdal ayfel lo nir’a mi-šam
   tower Eiffel not see.SMPL.MID from-there
   “The Eiffel tower was not visible/was not seen from there” (both readings possible)

The generalization that emerges is that middle morphology in trivalent voice systems is used for passive readings under certain circumstances (called “medio-passive”), but middle-marked verbs in such voice systems generally oscillate between anticausative, generic, reflexive, and mediopassive interpretation (the “voice syncretism” of Embick 1998 and Embick 2004a), whereas passive verbs take distinct morphology and show no such variation in interpretation. While the formally middle mediopassive can have an implicit agent, this is not obligatory, unlike in the passive.

The question remains whether the mediopassive/passive distinction is relevant for languages with a bivalent voice system. In Greek, for example, it is possible to differentiate between the anticausative and the passive reading of non-active marked predicates via the different prepositional “by-phrases” they take: The anticausative takes the preposition me,
the mediopassive takes *apo.*

(40) Greek mediopassive/anticausative:

\[ \text{the prices lowered. NACT by the director} / \text{the new developments} \]

“The prices were lowered by the director/went down because of the new developments”

However, there is no obvious way of differentiating between a “mediopassive” and a “passive” reading of such predicates. This leads Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 23) to propose that Modern Greek only has a middle voice head \( \mu \) that triggers non-active morphology in anticausative, reflexive, dispositional, and mediopassive constructions, but lacks a designated voice head \( \pi \) for passive. In a similar vein, Kalluli (2007) argues that the anticausative/passive distinction has a different status in a language like English, where distinct verbal morphology is available for each construction, compared to that of Albanian, where both fall together under (non-active) “voice syncretism” (and there is no distinction between *by-* and *from-*phrases, as opposed to English).

What is relevant for the Indo-European languages under discussion is that non-active marked verbs can in principle be interpreted as passives (and are then sometimes called “mediopassives”), and that this passive interpretation is blocked if a distinct morphological passive is available for a given verb, as in the Hebrew intensive examples above. In other words, a syntactic context may be associated with a different morphological exponent depending on the language. This is illustrated in figure 3; the context \( e \) (“passive”) is associated with the morphological exponent \( \beta \) when no other exponent is available, but can have its designated exponent \( \gamma \) under certain circumstances. Under this view, the \( \alpha-\beta \) version of figure 3 represents a bivalent system, while the \( \alpha-\beta-\gamma \) version represents a trivalent system. The latter situation is found in Hebrew according to Alexiadou and Doron (2012) as well as in Vedic and Ancient Greek.

---

9But see Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2009) and Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 16f, esp. fn. 13) for some caveats concerning this distribution.
Fig. 3 Partially trivalent voice systems

As a final note, the term “mediopassive” is sometimes also used to refer to non-active morphology, for example, in the linguistic literature on Hittite. To avoid confusion, I will not use “mediopassive” to refer to inflectional endings (and avoid the use of this term in general because of the problems outlined in this section).

2.2.5 Self-benefactives

Self-benefactives and “indirect reflexives” provide an important argument against valency reduction approaches to the middle. Descriptively, self-benefactives are three-place predicates in which the benefactive (or malefactive) argument of an action is identified with the subject of the same action. These constructions usually alternate with regular transitive two-place predicates, so that there is a valency increase, or with benefactive constructions in which the benefactive argument is not identical to the subject. German and French have productive self-benefactive constructions10:

(41) German
   a. (sich) etwas auf-wärmen
      (REFL) something,ACC up-warm
      ‘warm up something (for oneself)’
   b. (sich) etwas kaufen
      (REFL) something,ACC buy
      ‘buy something (for oneself)’
   c. (sich) etwas runter-laden
      (REFL) something,ACC down-load
      ‘download something (for oneself)’

10I am grateful to Laurence B-Violette for her help with the French examples.
(42) French

a. (se) prendre quelque chose
   (REFL) take something.ACC
   ‘take something (for oneself)’

b. (s’) acheter quelque chose
   (REFL) buy something.ACC
   ‘buy something (for oneself)’

c. (se) monter quelque chose
   (REFL) set up something.ACC
   ‘set up something (for oneself)’

In languages with a morphological distinction between active and non-active voice, we find that the predicates of self-benefactive constructions take non-active/middle morphology, as in Vedic:

(43) Vedic self-benefactives

a. RV 8.45.39:

   atā        ... hārī  grbhṇe
   these.ACC.DU  horses.ACC.DU  seize.1SG.PRES.MID
   “I am seizing these two horses for myself.”

b. RV 1.161.6:

   bṛhaspātir  visvārūpām  úpājata
   Bṛhaspati.NOM Visvārūpā.ACC  PRVB.drive.3SG.IPF.MID
   “Bṛhaspati drove away [the cow] Visvārūpā for himself.”

c. RV 1.36.2:

   agniṁ  dadhīre
   Agni.ACC  place.3PL.PERF.MID
   “They have installed Agni for themselves, for their own benefit.”

Note that all the verbs in (43) (grbh ‘seize’, aj ‘drive’, and dhā ‘place’) are alternating verbs, that is, they can take either active or middle morphology.

So far, I have started to build an argument for the generalization that the surface subjects of middle-marked verbs are not agents. Self-benefactives are at first glance an obstacle to this
generalization, since the semantics of predicates like (43) seem to indicate agentivity. They are very similar to benefactive or “affected experiencer” constructions (Bosse et al. 2012), in which the subject is not coreferent with the benefactive argument/affected experiencer.\textsuperscript{11} The following examples illustrate this alternation for German.

(44) German

\begin{itemize}
\item[a.] Livia hat mir Firefly runtergeladen  
Livia has me.DAT Firefly downloaded  
“Livia downloaded Firefly for me”
\item[b.] Livia hat sich Firefly runtergeladen  
Livia has refl. Firefly downloaded  
“Livia downloaded Firefly for herself”
\end{itemize}

In Vedic, however, we see a difference in voice morphology between the equivalent of the benefactive/affected experiencer construction in (44a) and the self-benefactive in (44b). While the benefactive in which the subject and the benefactive participant are non-coreferent takes active morphology, the self-benefactive takes middle morphology, as in the examples in (43) and in (45b).

(45) Vedic

\begin{itemize}
\item[a.] RV 4.20.9d:

\begin{verbatim}
(indraḥ) ... dadhā-ty drāvinām jaritrē
(Indra) place-3SG.NONPAST.ACT wealth-ACC singer-DAT
\end{verbatim}
“(Indra) installs/arranges wealth for the singer”
\item[b.] RV 1.3.11c:

\begin{verbatim}
yajñāṃ dadh-e sārasvatī
sacrifice-ACC place-PERF-3SG.PERF.MID Sarasvatī.NOM
\end{verbatim}
“Sarasvatī has arranged/taken the sacrifice for herself”
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{11}Bosse et al. (2012) argue that benefactive constructions differ from affected experiencer constructions syntactically and semantically, as well as from possessor and attitude holder constructions. For reasons of space, I cannot review their arguments for these distinctions and subsume them under “benefactives” in the following discussion. This simplification is convenient for expository purposes, but nothing hinges on it.
I propose that this difference in voice morphology reflects a difference in the status of the surface subject in the two constructions (benefactives vs. self-benefactives). Pylkkanen (2008) argues that in benefactives an applicative head Appl$_{Ben}$ located between VP and VoiceP/$eP$ (the projection introducing the agent) introduces the benefactive argument which is “thematic ally related to the event described by the verb” (p. 12). The structure of such a benefactive construction is illustrated in (46).

(46) Benefactive:

```
          vP
             /\
            /  \
     Agent  v

     v  Appl$_{Ben}$

                    /\
               Experiencer  Appl$_{Ben}$

                               /\
                      Appl$_{Ben}$  VP

                            /\ \
                       V  Theme
```

In self-benefactives, the subject is co-referent with the benefactive argument. Given the structure in (46), there are two possible ways of accounting for this: 1) The surface subject is an agent merged in the specifier of $v$, as in benefactives; the experiencer is substituted by an empty category (Vedic) or a weak pronoun (German); or 2) the surface subject is the experiencer/benefactive argument merged by Appl$_{Ben}$ and then moves to the subject position; its copy is spelled out as zero (Vedic) or weak pronoun (German). I propose that 2) is the right analysis. The experiencer (Exp) is merged in the specifier of Appl$_{Ben}$ and then moves to the subject position.

---

12 Building on this, a similar analysis is proposed by Bosse et al. (2012) who argue that the experiencer argument of the affected experiencer construction is merged by a dedicated projection AffP, which can attach either below or above $vP$. Pylkkanen (2008) likewise operates with both high and low attachment of Appl$_{Ben}$. For present purposes, only low attachment will be relevant.
(47) Self-benefactive:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{TP} \\
\text{Exp}_i \\
vP \\
<\text{Exp}>_i \\
v \\
\text{App}_i \text{P}_{\text{BEN}} \\
<\text{Exp}>_i \\
\text{App}_{\text{BEN}} \\
\text{App}_{\text{BEN}} \text{VP} \\
\text{V Theme}
\end{array}
\]

The difference in voice morphology between benefactives and self-benefactives is a result of the different status of their surface subjects. I argue for this analysis in more detail in Section 4.3.13

More evidence for this analysis may come from a very similar Vedic construction involving inalienably possessed object DPs. This transitive construction consists of an accusative object that is inalienably possessed by the nominative possessor, usually a body part DP. Like in Vedic self-benefactives, the predicate takes middle morphology:

(48) a. 9.15.4a:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
esā śrūgāni ... chīś-te ... viśā \\
\text{This horn. ACC} \text{ chafe-3SG. PRES. MID} \text{ bull. NOM}
\end{array}
\]

13I am grateful to Benjamin Bruening for discussing these constructions with me, and for pointing out that the impossibility of proxy readings in English self-benefactives could be independent support for a movement analysis of the surface subject. In a Mine Tussaud’s context (or time travel, if you prefer), an English reflexive like (i) has two readings, one in which the subject hits herself and one in which she hits a statue of herself (proxy reading). On the other hand, in the self-benefactive in (ii), the proxy reading is impossible—the interpretation cannot be that the subject gets a coat for her statue.

i. I'm gonna hit myself (±proxy)

ii. I'm gonna get me a coat (-proxy)

This pattern would be predicted under a movement analysis of self-benefactives, since in these cases the experiencer spells out a copy of the moved subject, making non-co-reference impossible.

45
“This bull is chafing his horns”

b. 10.142.5:

bāhū ... agne anu-mārmṛṇo ...
Arms.ACC.DU Agni.VOC PRṾB-brushing.MID.PTCP.NOM.SG
ānvēṣi bhūmim
PRṾB.go.3SG.PRES.ACT earth.ACC

“Withdrawing your arms, Agni, you go out to the earth”

c. 6.71.1a:

devah savitā ... bāhū ayaṁś-ta
god.NOM Savitar.NOM arms.ACC.DU raise-3SG.AOR.MID

“The god Savitar raised his arms”

I have argued elsewhere that Vedic “indirect reflexives” like (48) should be analyzed along the lines of Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2011)’s analysis of simple reflexives in Dutch, in which both the possessor (the surface subject) and the possessee (the object) are base-generated in the complement of VP (Grestenberger To appear). The details of the analysis are not relevant here, but if it is correct, we would have a second formally transitive construction in Vedic in which middle morphology on the verb is triggered by a DP that has moved to subject position from below vP.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that both French and German have verbs that are transitive and obligatorily take a reflexive pronoun. These fall into a limited set of semantic classes, mainly experiencer/cognition verbs and verbs of appropriation.

(49) German

a. (sich) etwas überlegen
   (REFL) something.ACC consider
   ‘consider something’

b. (sich) etwas einbilden
   (REFL) something.ACC imagine
   ‘imagine something’

c. (sich) etwas trauen
   (REFL) something.ACC dare
   ‘dare (to do) something’
(50) French

a. (s') approprier quelque chose
   (REFL) appropriate something
   'appropriate something'

b. (se) départir de quelque chose
   (REFL) dispose of something
   'dispose of something'

c. (s') emparer de quelque chose
   (REFL) seize of something
   'seize something'

At first glance, one could argue that these verbs share certain similarities with the deponent verbs of languages like Greek and Latin. They have nominative subjects and accusative objects, and obligatorily take the reflexivizing morphology that in these languages occurs in similar contexts as non-active morphology in Greek-type languages. However, I will make it clear in the following chapters that deponent verbs cannot be reduced to self-benefactives. First, they do not have the same meaning, that is, speakers of Modern Greek do not have the intuition that deponents like metahirizome 'use' or epititheme 'attack' have a meaning component 'for oneself' or something similar. The same holds for languages like Vedic and Greek. Although speaker intuitions are not available for these languages, the contexts in which deponent verbs are used do not suggest any self-benefactive connotations. In Section 4.2, I provide arguments in favor of an analysis of deponents as agentive verbs. Agentive verbs are rare in "obligatory self-benefactives" in languages like German and French. The predicates in (49) are easily analyzable as psych verbs, and even more promising cases like

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{14}} \]

\[ \text{German may have a few idioms with agentive predicates in obligatory self-benefactives but good cases are not easy to find (the following examples were provided by Hannes Fellner and Matthias Wenigwieser), and even those have a compositional self-benefactive/affected experiencer meaning, unlike deponents.} \]

i. sich einen Zacken aus der Krone brechen
   \text{REFL INDEF.ACC spike.ACC from the crown break}
   'lose face, humiliate oneself' (lit. 'break a spike from one's crown (for oneself'))

ii. sich über die Häuser haun
    \text{REFL over the houses throw}
    'take off, to leave' (lit. 'throw oneself over the houses')
the French ones in (50) have a clear self-benefactive meaning component. I conclude that
the generalization that languages with a French/English/German type of voice system do not
have deponents is not threatened by cases like (49) and (50), and that deponents cannot be
reduced to self-benefactive or indirect reflexive constructions (at least not synchronically).

2.2.6 Summary

In this section, I have introduced the four core syntactic contexts in which non-active mor-
phology is found in bivalent synthetic (“Greek-type”) voice systems, namely anticausatives,
reflexive/reciprocal verbs, dispositional/generic constructions, and passives (/mediopassives);
self-benefactives are usually grouped with reflexive constructions.

I have argued that what is noteworthy about these four core classes of canonical uses of
middle morphology is that their surface subjects are not agents. In fact, this seems to be the
syntactic common denominator of these otherwise very diverse constructions, and it is also
true for the non-oppositional uses of non-active morphology. These are discussed in the next
section.

2.3 Non-oppositional uses of middle morphology

Besides the oppositional uses of middle morphology that were just discussed, there are other
groups of verbs that tend to take middle morphology in active-middle voice systems, but
differ from the ones discussed above in not taking part in any kind of voice alternation. These
include many intransitive predicates that are often referred to as deponents in the literature,
in particular Kemmer (1993)’s classes of states, denominative and deadjectival verbs, and
verbs of motion, as well as cognition verbs/psych verbs/experiencer verbs, which are often
transitive.

iii. sich einen rein-stellen
    REFL INDEF-ACC in-put
    ‘to get drunk’ (lit. ‘put one in for/to oneself’)
(51) States


b. Greek: keímai ‘lie’, aiskhúnomai ‘am ashamed’

c. Modern Greek: ime ‘be’, dikeúme ‘have a right to’, politeúme ‘be involved in politics’, diakíme ‘be disposed toward’, ironeúme ‘be ironic’.

(52) Motion (translational/non-translational)


b. Greek: pétomai ‘fly’, érkhomai ‘come’


d. Modern Greek: erhome ‘come’, afiknúme ‘arrive’

(53) Psych verbs/experiencer verbs/verbs of cognition

a. Vedic: mányate ‘thinks’, bhándate ‘is happy’, módate ‘enjoys’

b. Greek: máinomai ‘rage’, házomai ‘be in awe of’, sóbomai ‘fear’


d. Modern Greek: fowame ‘fear’, gevome ‘taste’, esthanome ‘feel’

The same observation that was made above with respect to the canonical uses also holds for these verb classes: their subjects are not agents. They are experiencers in the case of (53) and internal arguments in the case of stative verbs and verbs of motion.

Although non-oppositional anticausatives, reflexives, or (medio)passives are relatively rare, occasional examples are also found in these languages, e.g.:

(54) Non-oppositional anticausatives

a. Vedic: rócate ‘shines’, pápajé ‘becomes solid’


c. Hittite: āri ‘becomes hot’, kiša(rí) ‘happens, becomes’

d. Modern Greek: ekrigníome ‘explode’, eniliskíome ‘become an adult’, mareníome ‘wilt’
(55) Non-oppositional reflexives/reciprocals
   a. Vedic: námsante ‘they kiss’, spárđhante ‘they fight’
   b. Greek: mákhontai ‘they fight’
   c. Latin: amplementunctur (inter sē) ‘they embrace each other’, osculuntur ‘they kiss’
   d. Modern Greek: afito-eksipiretume ‘I serve myself’, alilo-eksipiretumaste ‘we serve each other’, adelfo-skotonomaste ‘we brother-kill each other’ (i.e., brothers killing each other)

(56) Non-oppositional (medio)passives
   a. Greek: γίγνομαι ‘am born’, κιδναμά ‘am spread around’\textsuperscript{15}
   b. Latin: nascor ‘am born’
   c. Modern Greek: itome ‘am beaten’, ilio-keome ‘am burnt by the sun’, idrevome ‘am watered’

I will argue that what is relevant for understanding the canonical function of non-active morphology is not the oppositional vs. non-oppositional distinction, but the status of the subject. If the subject is not an agent, non-active morphology is assigned by the mechanism described in Section 2.6. If the subject is an agent, active morphology emerges by default.

This means that the non-oppositional middles in (47-52) are not actually “mismatch” verbs. They instantiate a canonical function of the use of non-active morphology—they simply do not have anything that could be interpreted as an active counterpart. It also means that having an accusative object alone is not enough for a given verb to classify as a mismatch verb, since many experiencer/cognition verbs on the surface emerge with NOM-ACC case marking. Based on these facts, I give a revised definition of deponency in Section 2.4.

While the argument structure of these classes is relatively well understood, some of them cross-linguistically exhibit variation in their voice morphology and need further discussion, since these classes will be relevant to the revised definition of deponency and the discussion of Indo-European deponents in Chapter 3. The first consists of denominal and deadjectival

\textsuperscript{15}Passivum tantum in Homer.
verbs that differ with respect to agentivity. The second class are canonical experiencer verbs ("psych verbs"). The thirds, related to the second, are verbs of speech and communication (cp. Levin 1993: 202ff.).

2.3.1 Denominal and deadjectival verbs

In their corpus study of Modern Greek deponents,\(^\text{16}\) Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) report that 68% of the verbs in their corpus are either denominal and deadjectival (note that they use the term “deponents” for all verbs that take only middle morphology). They only discuss intransitive denominal and deadjectival deponents in which the subject is affected by the property of the base noun/adjective and argue that deponency is productive for these verb classes. Examples of denominative deponents include seliniazome ‘be affected by the moon’ (selini ‘moon’), idrevome ‘be watered’ (idor ‘water’), itome ‘be defeated’ (ita ‘defeat’), ethizome ‘become addicted’ (ethismos ‘addiction’), etc., deadjectival verbs include enilikionome ‘reach adulthood, become an adult’ (enilikios (adj.) ‘adult’), ironevome ‘be ironic’ (ironikos ‘ironic’), tsigunevume ‘be stingy’ (tigunis ‘stingy’), etc.

Based on these examples only, we could argue that the formation of intransitive non-oppositional verbs belongs to the canonical functions of non-active morphology, since all the examples given here are stative or inchoative verbs that comply with the generalization that canonical non-active verbs do not have an agentive subject.

However, not all denominal/deadjectival verbs behave as unaccusatives, and not all that do take non-active morphology. Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004) point out that a large class of Modern Greek deadjectival verbs of the causative alternation always take active morphology, in both the causative and the inchoative variant. They cite examples such as asprizo ‘whiten’ (aspros ‘white’), kokinizo ‘redden’ (kokinos ‘red’), skurenio ‘darken’ (skuros ‘dark’), stegono ‘dry’ (stegnos ‘dry’), stenevo ‘narrow’ (stenos ‘narrow’), etc. Their analysis of the anticausative variant has already been introduced in Section 2.2.1; its surface subject

\(^{16}\)I am very grateful to Artemis Alexiadou and Katerina Zombolou for sharing their corpus of Modern Greek deponents with me, and to Despina Oikonomou for her help with these data.
originates in a predicative structure A(djectival)P/RootP together with the adjective, which is embedded under an event-introducing projection \( \nu \text{BECOME} \) (similarly Harley 1999, 2005).

(57) Structure of a deadjectival anticausative verb (adapted from Alexiadou and Anastopoulou 2004: 130)

a. to pukamiso asprise
   the shirt    whiten.3sg.act
   “The shirt whitened”

b. \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   \text{v} \\
   \text{BECOME} \quad \text{AP} \\
   | \\
   -iz- \quad \text{A} \quad \text{DP} \\
   | \quad | \\
   \text{aspr-} \quad \text{to pukamiso}
   \end{array}
   \]

Note that the “verbalizing” projection \( \nu \) is non-agentive and does not have a specifier or case feature (i.e., it is “defective” in the sense of Chomsky 2001). I will return to this analysis in the discussion of \textit{activa tantum} in Section 5.2.

For our purposes, it is important to emphasize that the older Indo-European languages also have both formally active and formally non-active denominal and deadjectival verbs. The opposite situation to the one in Greek is attested in Old Irish, where denominate/deadjectival verbs in \textit{-igidir} always take non-active morphology, but can be both transitive and intransitive, e.g., \textit{dechra-igidir} ‘is distinguished/distinguishes’ (\textit{dechur} ‘difference’), \textit{doimn-igidir} ‘is low/lowers’ (\textit{domne} ‘depth’), \textit{suid-igidir} ‘places’ (\textit{suide} ‘seat’), \textit{sonartna-igidir} ‘strengthens, becomes strong’ (\textit{sonart} ‘strong’), \textit{catha-igidir} ‘fights’ (\textit{cath} ‘battle’), etc. (examples from Griffith 2010).

In Ancient Greek, the suffixes \textit{-ō}, \textit{-ōō}, and \textit{-ōō} are productive in forming active denominal and deadjectival verbs from different nominal stems (see Debrunner 1917: 88ff., Tucker 1990, Rau 2009b on these verb classes; on deadjectival formations in Indo-European see in particular Rau 2009a: 11ff.):
Table 1. Greek active denominal/deadjectival verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| -ēō        | philēō 'love' | philōs 'dear'
|            | kosmēō ‘arrange, order’ | kósmos ‘order’
|            | turannēō ‘be a tyrant’ | tūrannos ‘tyrant’
| -āō        | nikāō ‘conquer’ | nīkē ‘victory’
|            | timāō ‘honor’     | timē ‘honor’
|            | boāō ‘call’       | boē ‘call’
| -ōō        | orthōō ‘straighten’ | orthōs ‘straight’
|            | stephanōō ‘crown’  | stéphanos ‘crown’
|            | kakōō ‘mistreat’   | kakōs ‘bad’

Historically, the verbalizing suffix of these verbs was ā*-je/, which was added to the nominal/adjectival basis. The cognate suffix -yā- makes denominal and deadjectival verbs in Vedic Sanskrit, e.g., taviṣyā- ‘be strong’ (taviṣā- ‘strong’), amitrayā- ‘be an enemy’ (amitra- ‘enemy’), ratharyā- ‘drive in a chariot’ (rātha- ‘chariot’), vasnayā- ‘buy’ (vasnā- ‘price’), mṛga- ‘hunt deer’ (mṛgā- ‘deer’, etc., which vary between taking active and middle morphology (see Insler 1997 and Rau 2009b for more examples).

Based on the discussion of alternating verbs in the previous section, we would expect stative and inchoative denominal/deadjectival verbs to take non-active morphology in these languages, while their causative and factitive counterparts should take active morphology. This is to a large degree true for deadjectival verbs in Ancient Greek (cp. Debrunner 1917: 100, Rau 2009a: 115ff.).
Table 2. Voice alternations in Greek denominal/deadjectival verbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>itr., non-act.</th>
<th>tr., act.</th>
<th>base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>thermainomai</em> ‘become hot’</td>
<td><em>thermainō</em> ‘heat, make hot’</td>
<td><em>thermos</em> ‘heat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kakóomai</em> ‘suffer, be mistreated’</td>
<td><em>kakō</em> ‘mistreat’</td>
<td><em>kakós</em> ‘bad’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>melainomai</em> ‘turn black’</td>
<td><em>melainō</em> ‘blacken’</td>
<td><em>mēlas</em> ‘black’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pakhúnomai</em> ‘become thick’</td>
<td><em>pakhúnō</em> ‘thicken, make thick’</td>
<td><em>pakhús</em> ‘thick’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>místhóomai</em> ‘rent sth. for oneself’</td>
<td><em>místhō</em> ‘rent sth. out to sbdy.’</td>
<td><em>místhós</em> ‘fee, rent’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>komizomai</em> ‘receive provisions’</td>
<td><em>komizō</em> ‘provide for’</td>
<td><em>komidē</em> ‘provision’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pistóomai</em> ‘be trustworthy, pledge’</td>
<td><em>pistō</em> ‘make trustworthy’</td>
<td><em>pistós</em> ‘trustworthy’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While voice alternations in denominal and deadjectival verbs like in (57) must be accounted for by a general theory of the distribution of voice morphology in “alternating verbs”, there are two contexts which will not be covered by such a theory: First, formally active unaccusative deadjectival (or denominal) verbs such as (47). The analysis of these has already been outlined (based on Harley (1999), Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004, etc.) and in general is connected to the question of whether unaccusative *activa tantum* represent a mismatch problem. This question will be addressed in Section 5.2.

Second, and more relevant, there are also a number of formally non-active agentive denominal and deadjectival verbs in the older Indo-European languages that fulfill the provisional criteria for deponency outlined so far: they have active, transitive syntax, but non-active morphology. The following table exemplifies this.17

---

17 These examples are valid for the corpora defined in Chapter 1; some of these verbs are found with active morphology at later stages of the respective languages.
### Table 3. Agentive denominal/deadjectival deponents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Non-act. verb</th>
<th>base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vedic</td>
<td><em>duchanāyā-</em> ‘harm sbdy.’</td>
<td><em>duchānā-</em> ‘harm’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>mantrāya-</em> ‘say a mantra’</td>
<td><em>māntra-</em> ‘song, prayer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>mṛgāya-</em> ‘hunt deer’</td>
<td><em>mṛgā-</em> ‘deer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td><em>lēizomai</em> ‘rob, plunder’</td>
<td><em>lēis</em> ‘spoils, booty’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>lōbāomai</em> ‘outrage, mistreat’</td>
<td><em>lōbē</em> ‘outrage’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>tektaínomai</em> ‘build, contrive’</td>
<td><em>téklōn</em> ‘carpenter’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td><em>fūror</em> ‘steal’</td>
<td><em>fūr</em> ‘thief’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>medicor</em> ‘cure, heal’</td>
<td><em>medicus</em> ‘doctor’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>minor</em> ‘threaten’</td>
<td><em>minae</em> ‘threats’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I add verbs like these to the synchronic “mismatch verbs” discussed in Chapter 3 because they fulfill the criteria for deponent status defined in Section 2.4.

To summarize, stative and inchoative denominal and deadjectival verbs tend to take non-active morphology in binary voice systems, but there is a lot of variation—some deadjectival verb classes take only active morphology in Modern Greek (similarly in Latin and Hittite, cp. Rau 2009a: 112ff.), while others show the same voice alternation as primary causative alternation verbs. Moreover, some non-active denominative and deadjectival verbs are transitive and agentive and can therefore be classified as voice mismatch verbs (cp. (57)).

#### 2.3.2 Experiencer verbs

Experiencer verbs are relevant to the discussion of deponency because their behavior with respect to case and surface argument alignment is very similar to that of canonical agentive transitive verbs in many Indo-European languages. Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) (cp.
also Lavidas and Papangeli 2007) list a number of non-active transitive verbs whose nominative subjects are experiencers, like esthanome ‘feel’, osmizome ‘smell’, fovame ‘fear’, gevome ‘taste’, kapsurevome ‘fall in love with’, drepome ‘be ashamed of’, sevome ‘respect’, etc., and argue that non-active morphology is canonical for what they call “cognitive/psych verbs”, a broader term that also encompasses verbs of speech, thought, perception, etc.

However, Kemmer (1993: 127ff.)’s discussion makes it clear that the “cognition middle” may actually not be a natural class with respect to voice morphology and argument structure. Kemmer notes, for example, that the voice morphology of verbs of perception (experiencer verbs) is inconsistent and difficult to predict (p. 137). The morphosyntax of experiencer verbs in the older Indo-European languages certainly warrants further study, and I cannot cover this topic exhaustively here. However, the following discussion of Vedic and Ancient Greek will hopefully establish a base line for evaluating voice morphology on these verbs.

First, I follow Pesetsky (1995: 19)’s terminology in distinguishing between Subject Experiencer (SubjExp) verbs in which the surface subject is an experiencer and the object is a theme or stimulus, as in (58a), and Object Experiencer (ObjExp) verbs in which the subject is the theme/stimulus and the object is the experiencer, as in (58b) (cp. also Belletti and Rizzi 1988, Kemmer 1993: 136, Arad 1999).

(58)  

(a) Bill fears ghosts (SubjExp)

(b) Ghosts frighten Bill (ObjExp)

ObjExp verbs behave like causatives in many ways: the surface subject causes a mental change of state in the object. Arad (1999) argues that ObjExp verbs also have the same syntactic structure as causative and agentive transitive verbs and that their surface subject starts out as the external argument of vP. I argue in more detail in Section 2.6 that this structure predicts active morphology in Greek-type languages, and a preliminary overview of Vedic and Greek suggests that this bears out. These verbs are formally active, have a nominative subject and an accusative (more rarely a dative) object and in many cases take overt causative morphology.
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Table 4. ObjExp verbs in Vedic and Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active verb</th>
<th>Case on exp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vedic</td>
<td>prīṇanti ‘they gladden, please’ ((\sqrt{prī}))</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>harsāyati ‘pleases, delights’ ((\sqrt{hṛś}))</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chadónati ‘is pleasant to’ ((\sqrt{chad}))</td>
<td>DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vi bībhaya ‘scared’ ((\sqrt{bhī}))</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Phobō ‘frighten, scare’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aiskhúnō ‘dishonor’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koló ‘anger’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handánō ‘please, delight’</td>
<td>DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Térpō ‘gladden’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of these verbs alternate between active and non-active morphology, in which case the non-active marked verb is the corresponding SubjExp verb (the same pattern is found in Modern Greek, cp. Roussou and Tsimpili 2007). In SubjExp verbs, the surface subject is an experiencer, and Arad (1999) argues that this experiencer is not base-generated in the same position as the causer of ObjExp verbs, but in a lower stative projection \(V_{nm}\). The details are not relevant, but I will argue in Section 2.6 that this “low” base position of SubjExp subjects predicts non-active morphology. Again, this prediction is borne out, albeit with more exceptions. SubjExp verbs in Vedic and Greek usually take non-active morphology and have nominative subjects, but the object case varies widely depending on the thematic role of the object.
Table 5. SubjExp verbs in Vedic and Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-active verb</th>
<th>Case on theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vedic</strong></td>
<td><strong>chandayate</strong> ‘likes, takes pleasure in’ (√chad)</td>
<td>ACC; LOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>jusánta</strong> ‘they taste, enjoy’ (√jus)</td>
<td>ACC (GEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>pánanta</strong> ‘they admire’ (√pan)</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>bháyate</strong> ‘is afraid of’ (√bhi)</td>
<td>ABL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>bhuñjáte</strong> ‘they enjoy’ (√bhuj)</td>
<td>INSTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>módate</strong> ‘is delighted in, rejoices at’ (√mud)</td>
<td>INSTR; LOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>mrşyate</strong> ‘forgets’ (√mrş)</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>hársate</strong> ‘is happy about, rejoices at’ (√hṛṣ)</td>
<td>INSTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greek</strong></td>
<td><strong>házomai</strong> ‘am in awe of, fear’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>hédomai</strong> ‘delight in, am amused by’</td>
<td>DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>gánumai</strong> ‘rejoice in’</td>
<td>DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ákthomai</strong> ‘am vexed at, angry with’</td>
<td>DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>peíthomai</strong> ‘trust’</td>
<td>DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ágamai</strong> ‘admire; envy’</td>
<td>ACC, DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>térpomai</strong> ‘enjoy’</td>
<td>GEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vedic has a number of exceptions in which SubjExp verbs take active morphology, most notably **irasýati** ‘is envious, envies’ + DAT (√ṛṣ), **cákána**\(^{18}\) ‘liked, was pleased with’ + LOC, INSTR, GEN (*kan*), **ránýati, rányati** ‘takes pleasure in’ + LOC, (INSTR; √rañ), **sághat** ‘endures’ + ACC (√sagḥ), **dveṣṭi** ‘hates’ + ACC (√dvis), all Rigvedic. The active inflection on the last

\(^{18}\) Classified as perfect rather than intensive by Schaefer (1994: 27f. (with references)).
verb seems to be regular from a comparative perspective, however, cp. Greek act. *ekhthairō*, *stugéō* 'hate', Latin act. *ōdī* 'hate', etc. (cp. Buck and Petersen 1945: 1132f.).

Moreover, the canonical behavior of verbs of perception with respect to voice morphology is somewhat unclear. These tend to be formally active and behave very much like agentive transitive verbs in Vedic (where they passivize, see Benedetti 2012), but show a lot more variation in Greek and usually do not passivize (at least in Homeric Greek).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vedic</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Non-active</th>
<th>Case on theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>cētati</em> ‘recognizes, notices’ (<em>cēt</em>)</td>
<td>*ābhi, āva ākse ‘sees’ (<em>ākse</em>)</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>jūjōsatī</em> ‘tastes (sth.)’ (<em>jūṣ</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>jānāti</em> ‘knows, perceives’ (<em>jñā</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>dādārśa</em> ‘has seen’ (<em>dṛś</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>pāśyati</em> ‘sees’ (<em>paś</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>śṛṇōti</em> ‘hears’ (<em>śṛu</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td><em>horō</em> ‘see, look’</td>
<td><em>ōssomai</em> ‘see, look’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>akoūō</em> ‘hear’</td>
<td><em>punthānomai</em> ‘learn, hear’</td>
<td>ACC, GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>kluō</em> ‘hear’</td>
<td><em>pēuthomai</em> ‘learn, hear’</td>
<td>ACC, GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>eīdon</em> ‘saw’</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>aīō</em> ‘perceive, hear’</td>
<td><em>géuomai</em> ‘taste’</td>
<td>GEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This variation is continued within the averbls of some verbs of perception, e.g., middle present *dērkomai* ‘see’ vs. active aorist *ēdrakon* ‘saw’; middle present *ōssomai* ‘see’ vs. active
perfect ὑπῆρξα ‘have seen’ from the same root and suppletive active aorist ἐγένομεν ‘saw’, etc. This class needs further study, but it seems that at least in Vedic, verbs of this class are usually formally active, and a formally non-active transitive perception verb should be considered a mismatch. Moreover, formally non-active ObjExp verbs in both languages can also safely be considered mismatch verbs, while SubjExp verbs canonically take non-active morphology.

Again, it must be stressed that this is a very preliminary survey, but it reinforces the observation that “verbs of cognition” fall into several distinct classes, and that surface transitivity alone is not a predictor of voice morphology in Greek-type languages.

2.3.3 Verbs of speech and communication

Verbs of speech are discussed together with other “cognition middles” by Kemmer (1993: 127ff.). She distinguishes between emotive speech actions (e.g., lament, complain, blame) and non-emotive speech actions like threaten, refuse, chide, accuse, deceive, etc. These verbs are both morphologically and syntactically difficult to classify. That is, they vary between taking active and non-active morphology in bivalent voice systems, and their surface subject may or may not be an experiencer. Kemmer (p. 134) mentions that there are plenty of minimal pairs of verbs with almost the same meaning, but different voice morphology in these languages. I exemplify this in the following table.
Table 7. Voice morphology on speech act verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Non-active</th>
<th>Case on theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vedic</td>
<td>grñāti ‘praises, greets’ (√gṛ)</td>
<td>ñitte ‘praises’ (√ñt)</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nīndati ‘mocks, taunts’ (√nīd)</td>
<td>ñhate ‘they praise’ (√ñh)</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prñchāti ‘asks’ (√prñś)</td>
<td>vándate ‘praises’ (√vanda)</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brñvīti ‘says (to)’ (√brñū)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC (DAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vādāti ‘says’ (√vad)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vōcat ‘said, spoke (to)’ (√vac)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC (DAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stāuti ‘praises’ (√stu)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>aitēō ‘beg, demand’</td>
<td>líssomai ‘beg, demand’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>phēnī ‘say’</td>
<td>eikhomai ‘praise, declare’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eipōn ‘said’</td>
<td>eiromai ‘ask, question’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kalēō ‘call, summon’</td>
<td>kēlomai ‘urge, command’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kleīā, klēō ‘tell of, make famous’</td>
<td>psēdōmai ‘lie, belie’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ómnūmi ‘swear’</td>
<td>mēmphōmai ‘blame, reproach’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>steūmai ‘promise, declare to’</td>
<td>[inf.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>dicō ‘say, tell’</td>
<td>for ‘speak, say’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>promittō ‘promise’</td>
<td>pollicēor ‘promise’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recitō ‘recite’</td>
<td>loquor ‘speak, say’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vocō ‘call, summon’</td>
<td>fātōr ‘confess’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>negō ‘deny, negate’</td>
<td>hortōr ‘incite, encourage’</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>āitō ‘affirm, say’</td>
<td></td>
<td>inf. (ACC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is difficult to make any generalizations here. Kemmer invokes the notion “affectedness of the Experiencer” to explain the middle morphology in pairs like Lat. act. cogitō vs. non-act. meditor, both ‘think, consider’, but it is not clear how this would predict the voice morphology on, e.g., Lat. promittō vs. pollicēor. However, Kemmer also points out that speech act verbs tend to develop historically from verbs denoting a mental event, citing English deplorē as an example (p. 133, with reference to Traugott and Dasher 1987).
Because of the variation in voice marking both cross-linguistically and within the same language, it is therefore difficult to decide whether non-active morphology is “canonical” for speech act verbs like the ones in table 7. That is, it is possible that active morphology is actually canonical for these predicates, and that the middle marked variants instantiate “voice mismatches”. The reason for this may be that they developed out of experiencer verbs denoting mental states, as suggested by Kemmer. In the following, I assume that this is true at least for transitive speech act verbs that behave as agentive verbs according to the diagnostics in Section 4.2. I therefore include these cases in the lists of deponent verbs in Chapter 3, as well as in the Appendix. The details of the diachronic development of the experiencer argument into an agent is discussed in Section 4.3.

2.3.4 Summary

In this section, I have given an overview of the different non-oppositional (non-alternating) verb classes for which non-active voice morphology can be considered canonical. This was based both on typological considerations (that is, which predicate classes take non-active morphology cross-linguistically) and on the argument structure of these predicates. The generalization that emerges is that verb classes whose surface subject is not an agent (whether alternating or not) canonically take non-active morphology.

I have furthermore discussed two “borderline” cases of verb classes in which both active and non-active morphology is regularly found, namely nominal and deadjectival verbs and speech act verbs. For these verbs, we need a more fine-grained distinction between different subtypes, since some of them have the right argument structure for non-active morphology while others do not. I have argued that we therefore expect to find mismatch behavior in these two broad classes, examples of which are given in Chapter 3.

With this background on canonical uses of non-active morphology, we can now turn to alleged cases of non-canonical uses. In the next section, I discuss such “non-canonical middles”–deponents–and argue for a more narrow definition of deponency than the one that is usually used and that I have operated with so far.
2.4 Delimiting non-canonical middles

Although Alexiadou and Doron (2012) consciously leave out deponents from their list of canonical functions of middle morphology, Embick (1998) makes a point of including them in his list of canonical syntactic contexts in which non-active voice appears in Greek (passive, reflexive, anticausative, deponent; note that he refers to both transitive and intransitive middles as “deponents”). To put this differently, it seems that the non-canonical use of non-active voice is actually a universal property of certain voice systems: “voice mismatches” only occur in particular voice systems, namely ones with synthetic “voice syncretism” morphology (this generalization is also argued for by Weisser 2010: 59ff.). The reasons for this will be addressed in Chapter 5.

In the previous sections, I have given an overview of the canonical uses of non-active morphology, based on the syntactic environments in which non-active morphology is found cross-linguistically. On the other hand, the term “deponent” as I will define it here covers only non-canonical middles. This is important, since in much of the relevant literature, the term is used to refer to both formally non-active transitive verbs and non-active intransitive verbs that do not have an active counterpart, like the ones discussed in the previous section. In other words, this term is applied to all verbs that happen not to alternate between active and middle morphology, independent of whether or not they instantiate a canonical middle function (thus most recently Kalhulli 2013). In describing languages with an active-middle voice system, the term “deponent” is therefore often used synonymously with the term medium tantum (Latin for “middle only” verbs). But this practice renders the question of “canonical function” of middle morphology moot, since there is no a priori reason why middle morphology should only be found in alternating contexts.

A more nuanced approach is taken by Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014), who argue that the functions of intransitive “deponents” largely correspond to the canonical oppositional functions of non-active voice listed above, namely reflexive/reciprocal, anticausative, and passive. “Deponency” in their sense is actually productive for these functions, as well as for denominal and deadjectival formations. On the other hand, experiencer, unaccusative, benefactive, and
stative “deponents” are unproductive in MG. If intransitive “deponents” actually instantiate the canonical functions of the middle voice, they do not constitute a feature mismatch at all. They simply differ from other non-deponent middles in not having an active counterpart.

Transitive deponents, on the other hand, only account for 30% of Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014)’s corpus, and only 11% can be classified as “active-like” according to the authors (that is, as “mismatch” cases under my definition below). The remaining transitive deponents are psych verbs, experiencer verbs, or verbs of cognition like *skéftome* ‘think’ or *fovame* ‘fear’, which according to them instantiate the canonical function of non-active morphology.

Finally, 11% of Modern Greek verbs which synchronically take non-active morphology do not fit into any of the categories established as the canonical uses of non-active morphology. This is the group that most immediately fits the label “feature mismatch” and that is the focus of this study. To avoid confusion, I will from now on reserve the terms “deponency” and “deponents” for this class of syntactically active, transitive, and agentive, but morphologically non-active verbs, that is, for mismatch cases. The terms *media tantum* or “middle-only verbs”, on the other hand, will be used to refer to both transitive and intransitive verbs that only take middle morphology, but are instances of the canonical use of middle morphology (because they are inchoative, mediopassive, reflexive, etc.).¹⁹ I summarize this proposed distinction in the following table.

---

¹⁹ One could also use the term *media tantum* to refer to both canonical and non-canonical “middle only” verbs, which is how it is usually used in the literature on the older Indo-European languages. While this pre-theoretical use of the term is descriptively adequate, I will try to avoid it here because I am not primarily interested in whether or not a verb alternates.
Table 8: Distribution of non-active morphology: canonical vs. non-canonical uses of non-active morphology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oppositional</th>
<th>Canonical</th>
<th>Non-canonical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anticausative &amp; inchoative, reflexive &amp; reciprocal, self-benefactive, dispositional, (medio)passive</td>
<td>anticausative &amp; inchoative, reflexive &amp; reciprocal, (medio)passive, self-benefactive, stative, (some) denominal &amp; deadjectival verbs, SubjExp verbs, (some) verbs of cognition, (some) verbs of motion</td>
<td>active, transitive, agentive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that what distinguishes deponents from canonical middles is not transitivity, since many experiencer verbs in Indo-European take nominative subjects and accusatives objects. It is not agentivity alone, either, since agentive passives regularly take non-active morphology in bivalent voice system. The crucial criterion is having active syntax and an agent surface subject, and this usually implies transitivity. The definition of deponency that I therefore assume is given in (59). Note that this is a “narrow” definition of deponency, as opposed to the “broad” use of the term which refers to non-oppositional middles in general, independent of their argument structure.

(59) Definition of deponency (narrow)

“In an active—non-active voice system, a deponent is a syntactically active verb whose surface subject is an agent and whose finite forms are morphologically non-active.”

So far, I have given a descriptive account of the canonical uses of non-active voice morphology from a cross-linguistic perspective. I have argued that canonical middles do not have an agent subject, but I have not yet motivated the implicit claim in table 8 that deponents do. In Chapter 3, I show that they differ from canonical middles in the selected languages, and I provide arguments for an analysis of deponents as syntactically active, agentive, transitive
predicates in Chapter 4.

The definition of deponency in (59) specifies that they must be ‘syntactically active’. The core criteria for this are a nominative, agentive subject and a direct object marked with structural case (accusative). Additional criteria, depending on the language, are 1) the possibility of passivization of deponents, 2) the possibility of agent noun formation from deponents, and 3) the possibility of modification by agent-oriented adverbs. These will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Under this approach, a feature mismatch verb is a verb that fulfills the definition of deponency in (59).

Note that this move allows us to drastically reduce the object under study. Real mismatch cases are now reduced to the 11% of Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014)’s corpus that are agentive and do not fit into any other established category of middle morphology uses. On the other hand, it means that we have to account for a large class of verbs that are canonical middles and have to find a principled explanation for why all these disparate classes take non-active morphology. This is the topic of the next two sections.

Finally, this proposed distinction between canonical and non-canonical middles raises an important question, as pointed out to me by Sabine Iatridou: can the canonical contexts of non-active morphology in table 8 be understood as a natural class? That is, if they did not take the same morphology in these languages, would we still analyze them as having a certain syntactic feature in common?

The answer is probably no. There is no reason why some languages should choose to group contexts with a non-canonical (non-agent) subject together and mark its presence with special morphology on the verb while others do not, in the same way that there is no a priori reason why some languages should have definiteness marking on adjectives while others do not. These are parametric choices that must be understood in terms of the interaction between the invariant syntactic apparatus of the language faculty with the language-specific set of morphosyntactic $\phi$-features available in a given language (as well as the often neglected diachronic component). This does not mean that these choices are meaningless—the “voice
syncretism” pattern regularly occurs in language after language and must be constrained by some principle underlying this interaction. A theory that can predict this syncretism from such a general principle, rather than just describe it, would be highly desirable, but I have nothing to contribute to this question at this point.

2.5 Is non-active morphology valency-reducing?

In determining what exactly middle/non-active morphology “does”, an important question that needs to be addressed is whether or not it is valency-reducing, either in the lexicon or in the syntax. As we have seen, middle morphology has a variety of different (though cross-linguistically constant) functions, but does it effect a syntactic alternation in the way that the passive is standardly assumed to do, resulting in some form of valency reduction? In the passive, this is usually assumed to be achieved by deleting the external argument and promoting the internal argument to subject position. Passive morphology (like the English past ptp. suffix -ed/en, etc.) in mainstream approaches is thought to absorb a thematic role (θ-role) of the verb and is therefore argumental (see, e.g., Baker et al. 1989). When extending such an approach to the middle, it is not immediately clear which θ-role is to be absorbed by middle morphology. In causative alternation verbs like break, burn, move, etc., which can be both intransitive and transitive-causative, one could argue that the external argument is deleted (cp. Chierchia 2004’s account):

(60) Causative alternation:

a. Sanskrit: váṛta-ti ‘turns’ (act., tr.) — váṛta-te ‘turns’ (mid., itr.)
b. Greek: aith-ō ‘burn’ (act., tr.) — aitho-mai ‘burn’ (mid., itr.)
c. Modern Greek: tsakiz-o ‘burn’ (act., tr.) - tsakizo-me ‘burn’ (non-act., itr.)

This can be formulated as (61):
(61) \([v_P \text{DP}_{\text{AGENT}} [v_P V_{\text{act}} \text{DP}_{\text{THEME}} ]] \rightarrow [v_P \text{DP}_{\text{AGENT}} [v_P V_{\text{mid}} \text{DP}_{\text{THEME}} ]]\)

“In two-place predicates with an external and an internal argument, middle voice morphology expresses the deletion of the external argument. The result is a one-place predicate.”

The subsequent movement of the remaining argument to subject position would then be motivated in terms of the usual mechanisms (nominative case, EPP).

On the other hand, it has been argued that the same morphology in reflexive verbs suppresses the internal argument by identifying its \(\theta\)-role with that of the external argument. Chierchia (2004) proposes a reflexivization operation \(R\) that identifies the two arguments of a transitive verb, thereby creating a reflexive structure \(\lambda x[\text{wash} (x) (x)]\). In alternating verbs such as (62), this means that the two \(\theta\)-roles of a verb like \textit{clean} are effectively identified as one.

(62) Reflexivization:

a. Sanskrit: \(\text{punā-ti} \ ‘\text{cleans}’ \) (act., tr.) \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{pāva-te} \ ‘\text{washes, cleans oneself}’\) (mid.)

b. Greek: \(\text{luo-ō} \ ‘\text{wash}’ \) (act., tr.) \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{luo-ō-mai} \ ‘\text{wash myself}’\) (mid.)

c. Modern Greek: \(\text{hteniz-o} \ ‘\text{comb}’ \) (act., tr.) \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{htenizo-me} \ ‘\text{comb myself}’\) (non-act.)

This would have to be formulated as (63):

(63) \([v_P \text{DP}_{\text{AGENT}} [v_P V_{\text{act}} \text{DP}_{\text{THEME}} ]] \rightarrow [v_P \text{DP}_{\text{AGENT}} [v_P V_{\text{mid}} \text{DP}_{\text{THEME}} ]]\)

“In two-place predicates with an external and an internal argument, middle morphology expresses the syntactic deletion of the internal argument. The result is a reading in which the action affects the external argument.”

It seems, then, that we would have to say that non-active morphology sometimes deletes the external argument and sometimes the internal one. Furthermore, it is not clear how such an approach would handle transitive middle-marked predicates, like experiencer verbs and the deponents under discussion here, since for these there seems to be no valency reduction. The same holds for self-benefactives, in which there is evidently no valency reduction—if anything,
the opposite. Moreover, a “valency reduction” approach cannot account for non-active morphology on *media tantum* (canonical non-oppositional middles), since these ostensibly do not have an active counterpart from which they could have been derived through θ-role absorption or suppression.

As for oppositional middles, here too there are more reasons to doubt that middle morphology syntactically “absorbs” θ-roles. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, in the case of causative alternation verbs like in (54), there is evidence that a subset of anticausatives are born as one-place unaccusative predicates, which means that there is no argument reduction in their intransitive, middle-marked variants (Embick 1998, Hale and Keyser 1998, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004, etc.).

Moreover, non-active marked verbs in bivalent systems are usually ambiguous between different interpretations. The ambiguity between passive and anticausative readings is well-known and has already been mentioned in Section 2.2.4. Examples are repeated here for convenience.

(64) Modern Greek (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012):

\[
i \text{ times} \ \text{miothikai} \ \text{apo to diefhindi/men} \ \text{tis nees ekeliksis}
\]
the prices lowered.NACT by the director/with the new developments

“The prices were lowered by the director/went down because of the new developments”

(65) Modern Albanian (from Kallulli 2007):

\[
\text{Dritar-ja u kris nga presion-i/ Xhon-i/ libr-i}
\]
Window-the NONACT crack.AOR.3SG from/pressure-the John-the book-the

“The window cracked from the pressure/ was cracked by John/the book”

(66) Vedic, RV 7.8.1 (Kulikov 2006):

\[
\text{indhe rājā sām arīyō nāmabhīr}
\]
ligh.t.up.3SG.PRES.MID king.NOM PRVB noble.NOM reverence:1INSTR

“And with reverence, the noble king (= the fire) is igniting/is being kindled”

69
The ambiguity between an episodic passive and generic/dispositional reading has also already been mentioned:

(67) Hebrew (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012):

migdal ayfel lo nir’a mi-šam
tower Eiffel not see:SMPL-MID from-there

“The Eiffel tower was not visible from there/ was not seen from there”

(68) Vedic: RV 6.10.4d

śociśā daṛś-e pāvakā-ḥ
glow-INSTR see-perf-3sg.mid pure-NOM

“The pure one is visible by his glow/ is seen through his glow”

Finally, certain non-active marked verbs can be ambiguous between a reflexive and a passive interpretation.

(69) Modern Greek *plithike* ‘washed himself/ was washed’ (for example, in a hospital)

While one interpretation may be favored over the others depending on context, it is noteworthy that we do not find this kind of ambiguity in the Germanic/Romance type of passives, nor in the passive of trivalent synthetic voice systems. It seems, then, that “passive” is a syntactic operation that targets verbs with a particular argument structure and results in a very particular (and predicatable) interpretation, whereas the non-active morphology of bivalent systems has a different status.

Because of these properties of non-active morphology and the problems that a “valency reduction” account of its distribution encounters, David Embick (1997, 1998, 2004a) has termed this phenomenon “voice syncretism”: the same morphology is found across syntactically different environments. According to Embick, this can be understood if non-active morphology is assigned post-syntactically “when v is not in a local relationship with an external argument” (1998: 22). This means that voice morphology itself does not cause a syntactic operation, but is assigned as the result of one.
I present this account in more detail in the next section, after giving some background.

2.6 Non-active as a property of vP

The general framework that I will use here is based on a line of research following Kratzer (1996), according to whom agent arguments are introduced by a functional category that takes the lexical category V as its complement. The agent argument of a verb like *buy* or *hit* is not an argument of the lexical category V, but is introduced by this functional category. The lexical entry of *buy* according to Kratzer consists only of an event argument and the internal argument x.

\[(70) \ \lambda x\lambda e[\text{buy} (x)(e)]\]

That is, “there is an event of buying x”. As for the external argument, Kratzer calls the functional category introducing the agent and specifying the event type VoiceP, but vP is also used. I will use the latter notation.\(^20\)

Crucially, besides introducing the external argument and providing event semantics, v was initially meant to provide a solution to Burzio’s generalization, given in (71) (from Woolford 2003):

\[(71) \ \text{Burzio’s generalization (Burzio 1986: 178):}\]
\[
\text{All and only the verbs that can assign a } \theta\text{-role to the subject can assign accusative Case to an object. } [\text{subject} = \text{external subject (agent)}]\]

In other words, in order to have accusative case on the object, you need to have an external argument. The functional projection v was intended to provide both. In terms of case, this furthermore introduced a parallelism between having a functional projection that assigns nominative to the subject (T(ense)P) and a separate one for accusative case on the object.

\(^{20}\)But note that v is also used to refer to “verbalizing heads”, e.g., by Embick (2010) and Harley (2013). I use v for the head that determines active/non-active morphology in bivalent systems and V for the lower verbalizing head. Unfortunately, there is no general practice here, but this notation broadly corresponds to Voice-v as used by other authors.
(vP).

Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004: 119) summarize the most important properties generally associated with v following Kratzer (1996), which I repeat here with some annotations:

(72)  
  a. v is the locus of agentivity, i.e., it introduces and licenses agent arguments (= *external arguments*).  
  b. v bears Case features for the object (i.e., it licenses accusative Case).  
  c. v bears features related to eventivity.  
  d. v bears features related to the licensing of a manner component (i.e., manner adverbs, etc.).  
  e. v comes in two types: one that introduces an external argument, and one that does not.

While v is not explicitly called a “verbalizer” by Kratzer (1996), she does discuss a possible connection between the Aktionsart of a verb and the thematic role of its external argument (p. 122ff.). This point will be taken up again in Chapter 4.

What is important for now is that the agent argument is not an argument of the verb phrase (VP), but of a functional projection vP hierarchically higher than the VP. The VP itself introduces the theme (= *internal argument*). The simplified structure of the transitive clause *Cora wrote a book* is therefore as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(73)} \\
\text{vP} \\
\text{AGENT} \\
\text{v} \\
\text{Cora} \\
\text{v} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{verb} \\
\text{THEME} \\
\text{wrote} \\
\text{a book}
\end{array}
\]
The arrow indicates that accusative case on a book is valued via agreement with \( v \). This tree is simplified—tense and aspect marking on the verb are not determined within the \( vP \), but by the designated functional projections T(ense)P and Asp(ect)P, respectively. The crucial point here is that the canonical agent is introduced in a position external to the VP by a functional projection that also determines the event type and (in some approaches) voice and object case.

On the other hand, unaccusative verbs \((\text{arrive, fall, break (itr.)})\) and experiencer/psych verbs (specifically SubjExp verbs, cp. Section 2.3.2) are generally agreed to lack an external argument, that is, \( v \) does not introduce an agent for these verbs. In the case of unaccusative verbs, only an internal argument is present (74a), which raises to subject position. For experiencer verbs, different structures have been proposed (cp. Belletti and Rizzi 1988, Pesetsky 1995, Arad 1999 for a discussion). Leaving aside the details for now, the experiencer argument is usually thought to originate within the VP (74b), sometimes embedded under a PP. It is crucially not introduced by \( v \), so that the \( v \) projection could be (and is, sometimes) left out in these verb classes.

\[
(74) \quad \text{Unaccusatives vs. experiencer verbs}
\]

\[
a. \quad (v) \quad \underline{\text{VP}} \\
\quad \underline{\text{verb}} \quad \underline{\text{THEME}}
\]

\[
b. \quad (v) \quad \underline{\text{VP}} \\
\quad \underline{\text{EXPERIENCER}} \quad \underline{\text{V}}
\]

\[
\quad \underline{\text{verb}} \quad \underline{\text{THEME}}
\]

The approach to the distribution of voice morphology that I will follow here can be characterized as “post-syntactic” (Embick 1998): voice morphology is a Spell-Out property of \( vP \) in different syntactic environments. Embick’s approach to the distribution of non-active morphology basically states that non-active voice is assigned whenever \( vP \) does not introduce an
agent DP, i.e., in structures like (74). This is captured by his definition of the condition on non-active voice (Embick 1998, 2004a):

(75) \[ v \leftrightarrow v-X/\_ \text{ No external argument (Embick 2004a: 150)} \]

“Non-active voice is assigned when \( v \) does not introduce an external argument”

Where “-X” stands for the morphological exponent of “non-active” in a given language. In other words, there is no syntactic feature [\textit{NONAct}] or the like on \( v \) that could trigger non-active voice assignment. Rather, structures are evaluated at Spell-Out and assigned a feature [\textit{NONAct}] when the relevant syntactic configuration (\( v \) does not have an external DP argument or the trace of one) is found (for similar implementations of this idea see Lidz 1999, McGinnis 1999, Kallulli 2007, and 2013).

The Spell-Out condition (75) gives us two environments, one for non-active morphology (\( v \)P without an external argument) and one for active morphology (\( v \)P with an external argument). In addition, I assume that there is one more environment that always results in the Spell-Out of active morphology, namely selection of a “defective” \( v \) head that never projects a specifier and never values accusative case (cp. the change-of-state introducing head \( v\text{become} \) of Harley 1999 and Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004; versions of “defective” \( v \) are also proposed by Kratzer 1996, Embick 1997, 1998, 2004a, Chomsky 2001, Kallulli 2007, (2013)).

I will discuss this head in more detail in Section 5.2. What is important for now is that this head is never subject to rule (75) because it \textit{never} projects a specifier. There are now two environments in which active morphology is found: a \( v \)P with an external argument (“canonical actives”, if you will), and a “defective \( v \)P” in which active morphology emerges by default (this is motivated in Sections 4.3 and Section 5.2). I will refer to these two heads as \( v[^{\text{AG}}] \) and \( v \), respectively (following the terminology of Embick 2004a).

This gives us the following basic distribution of voice morphology in a Greek-type voice system (cp. Kallulli 2013: 349):
(76) Distribution of active vs. non-active morphology:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>v[AG]</th>
<th>+ext.arg.</th>
<th>-ext.arg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>NONACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>ACT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One consequence of this approach is that it predicts that all of the canonical functions of non-active morphology arise from structures that select v[AG] but lack an agent argument in the right syntactic configuration. It moreover predicts that accusative case will in principle be available in such structures, which is a desirable result.

I have already introduced the generalization that canonical middles do not have an agentive subject in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. On the surface it seems that the subject of non-active constructions can encompass a variety of different θ-roles. I summarize these in (77):

(77) Subject θ-roles in the canonical functions of non-active constructions:

a. Anticausatives: Theme (burn, break, turn, move, etc.)

b. Reflexives: Theme/possessor (e.g., Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd 2011) or agent, depending on the analysis (unaccusative/unergative analysis of reflexives), e.g., hit oneself, see oneself, etc., inherently reflexive verbs: wash oneself, shave oneself, etc.

c. Self-benefactives: Benefactive/experimenter (under the analysis presented in Section 2.2.5) or agent

d. Dispositional middles: Theme (This book sold quickly, etc.)

e. Mediopassives: Theme (The book got sold, etc.)

f. Stative verbs: Holder/possessor (Kratzer 1996) or Theme

g. Experimenter verbs: Experimenter

As is clear from this list, an Embick-style account depends on an unaccusative analysis of reflexives and self-benefactives. Under an unaccusative analysis, the specifier of vP[AG] is not
occupied by an external argument DP in reflexive and self-benefactive predicates and hence fulfils the requirement for the assignment of non-active voice in (76).

Deponents as defined in Section 2.4 also do not fit into the generalization that emerges from (76) because they are agentive. That is, contrary to all the syntactic contexts listed in (77), their surface subject is arguably an agent and should originate in the specifier of \(vP[AG]\) in the framework used here, which predicts active morphology.

There are two ways around this problem. The first one is to find a way of incorporating deponents into the canonical functions of non-active morphology. This is the strategy of Alexiadou (2013), Kallulli (2013), and Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014), all of whom argue that the surface subjects of transitive deponents are never agents. Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) in fact argue that the surface subjects of transitive deponents are always experiencers and hence start out in the VP (cp. (74b)). Since experiencer verbs fall under the canonical function of non-active voice, this analysis allows them to claim that deponency does not represent an instance of feature mismatch and that transitive deponents are simply instances of the canonical functions of non-active voice.

However, their analysis of transitive deponents as psych verbs is not without problems, and I will show in Section 4.2 (based on diagnostics by Anagnostopoulou (1999) and Embick (1997) for Modern Greek) that not all transitive deponents can be analyzed as experiencer verbs. This means that deponents with agent subjects do indeed constitute a case of “feature mismatch”.

On the other hand, agentive transitive deponents also pose a problem for Embick’s account because they do not fulfil the requirement for the assignment of non-active voice in (75) and (76).

Embick avoids this problem by stipulating that transitive deponents have a *lexical* [NON-Act] feature, i.e., they do not acquire this feature in a particular syntactic configuration but are lexically marked as non-active. While I ultimately agree that there must be something about the lexical entry of deponent verbs that triggers their “mismatch” behavior, I argue in Section 4.1 that “[NONACT]” is an inadequate characterization of that feature.
In particular, I want to build on another possible solution inherent in Embick’s rule in (75) by arguing that morphological insertion cares about *when* the external argument is introduced in assigning the [**NONAct**] feature. In such an approach, the lack of an external argument at a particular moment in the Spell-Out cycle would result in the Spell-Out of $v[\text{AG}]$ as non-active, *even if* an external argument is introduced elsewhere in the derivation, either below $vP[\text{AG}]$, as in (78a), or above it, (78b):

(78) a. $vP[\text{AG}]$

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DPAgent} \\
\text{X} \\
\text{X} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{DP}
\end{array}
\]

(78) b. $XP$

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DPAgent} \\
\text{X} \\
\text{X} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{DP}
\end{array}
\]

In (78a), $v[\text{AG}]$ does not introduce an external argument and hence is spelled out as non-active. Since traces of arguments that are merged below $vP[\text{AG}]$ do not count for the purposes of voice morphology assignment, subsequent movement of the agent DP to subject position would not influence the Spell-Out feature [**NONAct**] on $v[\text{AG}]$ (this assumption is independently necessary, since we would otherwise expect that movement of the theme argument of anticausatives and of the experiencer argument of psych verbs to subject position would trigger active morphology, which is evidently not the case). The same holds for (78b), where a functional projection XP introduces an agent DP. Again, this DP cannot influence the feature on $v[\text{AG}]$ because it is not in the right structural configuration. In Chapter 4, I argue that agentive deponents can be explained in terms of (78a), in which an agent argument is merged *non-canonically* below $vP[\text{AG}]$. I argue that the functional projection introducing the agent argument is linked to the verbalizing morphology of deponents (VP).
2.7 Summary

In this chapter I have argued that non-active morphology occurs in cross-linguistically similar contexts and can broadly be characterized as marking the lack of an agent subject. I have claimed that deponents fall outside the canonical functions of non-active morphology because they are agentive, and I have started to sketch out possible derivations of canonical vs. non-canonical middles based on Embick’s post-syntactic approach to the distribution of voice morphology.

The two analyses outlined so far, namely that of Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) (all transitive deponents are experiencer verbs) and that of Embick (1997), (1998), (2004a), etc. (at least some transitive deponents are agentive) make different predictions with respect to the behavior of the surface subjects of transitive deponents. The approach of Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) predicts that they always pattern as experiencer subjects. My own approach, based on that of Embick, predicts that they pattern as agents, like the subjects of active transitive verbs like *hit* or *buy*. This gives us a clear starting point for studying deponent behavior in Indo-European, since both analyses make testable predictions. I discuss these in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4.

Before delving deeper into the syntactic derivation of deponent verbs as outlined in the end of this chapter, I give a descriptive account of the verbal systems of the languages under discussion and their canonical and non-canonical non-active verbs in the next chapter. This serves to outline the empirical background of the discussion and add a more detailed comparative perspective.
Chapter 3

The typology of deponents in Indo-European languages

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I provide a synchronic description of the morphosyntax of the voice systems of Vedic, Greek, Latin, and Hittite. The aim is to familiarize the reader with the properties of the bivalent voice systems of these languages and to show how deponents fit into them, especially with respect to the difference between finite and non-finite contexts, as well as to outline the microvariation found in these systems.

3.2 Vedic Sanskrit

Vedic Sanskrit is the language of the oldest texts of the Indic branch of the Indo-Iranian language family, the Vedas (Skt. vēda- ‘knowledge’). The Rigveda, a collection of hymns, is the oldest of these and was composed in the Punjab region (Northern India/Pakistan) ca. 1,400-1,100 BCE.

In the following, I give an overview of the Vedic voice system and the syntactic and semantic behavior of Vedic Sanskrit deponents.
3.2.1 The Vedic Voice system

Vedic has a voice opposition between active and middle that is expressed through active vs.
middle endings (sometimes in combination with a stem alternation) and cross-cut by the
distinction between past and non-past tenses (cp. the paradigms given by Whitney 1879,
Macdonell 1910):

Table 9. Vedic active—middle endings (non-past/”present”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th></th>
<th>Middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>Pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-vas</td>
<td>-masi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-si</td>
<td>-thas</td>
<td>-tha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ti</td>
<td>-tas</td>
<td>-nti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The non-past endings (also called “primary” endings) are used in the present, the subjunctive,
and the future. The marker -i of the active forms marks non-past tense. Synchronously,
the difference between present active and present middle can be described as adding -i (active)
or -e (middle) to the inflectional endings. However, Vedic -e goes back to an Indo-Iranian
diphthong *-ai, which can be decomposed into an ending *-a plus the non-past marker -i,
so that from a diachronic point of view both the present active and the present middle are
characterized by the addition of an -i.

Past tenses, both perfective (the aorist) and imperfective (the imperfect), take the “sec-
ondary” endings:
Table 10. Vedic active—middle endings (past)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-tam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-tām</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sound change and remodelling have obscured the connection between primary and secondary endings, but as can be seen from pairs such as 3sg.act. -t (secondary): 3sg.act. -t-i (primary) or 3sg.mid. -ta (secondary): 3sg.mid. -te < *-ta-i (primary), the primary endings are actually derived from the secondary endings by adding the ‘non-past’ marker -i. The secondary endings are used by the aorist, imperfect, pluperfect, optative and subjunctive (the subjunctive vacillates between primary and secondary endings).

Finally, the perfect has a distinct set of endings:

Table 11. Vedic active—middle endings (perfect)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-vá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-tha</td>
<td>-āthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-ātur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison between the perfect endings and the primary and secondary middle endings shows a number of similarities (e.g. 3sg.perf.act. -a : 3sg.mid. -a (secondary); 2sg.perf.act. 81
-tha : 2sg.mid. -thās < *tha-as (secondary), 3pl.perf. -úr (act.)/-ré (mid.) : 3pl.mid. -re (primary), -ra (secondary), etc.). The diachronic explanation for this is that both the middle and the perfect endings go back to the same pre-Proto-Indo-European category (the ‘proto-middle’, cp. Jasanoff 1978, Jasanoff 2003 and elsewhere).

3.2.2 Classification of Vedic middles

In this section, I give an overview of the Vedic verb classes that only take middle morphology in order to tease apart the canonical from the non-canonical instances.

Traditional Sanskrit grammars distinguish between three types of verb classes with respect to Voice:  ubhayapadin-verbs that can take both active and middle endings ( ubhāya- ‘both’), e.g. vr dh ‘grow’, kr ‘make’, bhṛ ‘carry’, parasmaipadin-verbs that only take the active endings, i.e., activa tantum ( parasmai ‘for somebody else’ (dat.sg), i.e. the action is thought to affect someone/something other than the subject), for example as ‘be’, ṭ/ay ‘go’, ad ‘eat’, etc., and finally ātmāpedadin-verbs which always take middle endings (ātmāne ‘for oneself’ (dat.sg)), i.e., media tantum. I will refer to these as U-verbs, P-verbs, and Ā-verbs, respectively.

The Indian grammars following the tradition of Pāṇini (ca. 6th century BCE) give lists of roots ( Dhātupātha) indicating whether they pattern as P-, Ā-, or U-verbs. The following table is based on the Dhātupātha of Pāṇini and Candra given by Liebich (1922).

Table 12. Sanskrit P-, Ā-, and U-verbs, ca. 500 BCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># of roots</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>1,038</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ā</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,001</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Interestingly, U-verbs, i.e., verbs that can take both active and middle inflection, are in a minority compared to tantum verbs, both activa and media tantum. This contrast is even more drastic in the Dhātupatha of the 13th century grammarian Vopadeva (taken from Stump 2007: 87):

Table 13. Sanskrit P-, Ā-, and U-verbs, ca. 1200 CE

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>68.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ā</td>
<td>23.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>7.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,430 roots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Vedic roots that pattern as Ā-verbs in the Rigveda can be divided into several subgroups. First, a large number of verbs fall into the classes of canonical use of non-active voice discussed in Chapter 2, namely anticausative/inchoative verbs, naturally reflexive and reciprocal verbs, verbs of motion, verbs of cognition and emotion (psych verbs/experiencer verbs), verbs of emission, and intransitive denominative and deadjectival verbs. While most of these are intransitive, there are also a few transitive ones, mainly experiencer verbs and some denominative/deadjectival verbs. The following list of these is based on my own corpus (hapax legomena are excluded). Note that I follow the general practice in using the bare root (without stem-forming morphology or inflection) as the citation form, rather than the 3sg.

(1) Rigvedic canonical middles


(pari) svaj ‘hug, embrace’.


- States: āś ‘sit’, īś ‘have power over, own’, śi ‘lie’, nādh ‘be in need of help’, (vi, pra) ṛapā ‘be full (of)’,1 ramb ‘hang (down)’, vas ‘wear’, ād ‘be distinguished’, sev ‘stay (at)’.


On the other hand, there is a small group of non-canonical middles (deponents) with active, agentive syntax and semantics. These are listed in (2).

1Originally denominative, see EWA II: 559.
(2) Rigvedic deponents (non-canonical middles)

$idh$ ‘kindle, ignite’ (tr.), $\ddot{i}j$ ‘drive, move sth.’, $\ddot{id}$ ‘call, praise sbdy.’, $k\hat{s}ad$ ‘prepare, serve’, $gu$ ‘praise, let resound’, $gras$ ‘devour’, $\lambda m\dot{\epsilon}s$ ‘push, drive, drag’, $\lambda r\dot{a}$ ‘protect, save’, $\ddot{d}\ddot{a}$ ‘distribute’, $\hat{p}at$ ‘rule over, take sth. in one’s possession’ (+ acc., dat., loc., instr.), $\ddot{b}\ddot{a}dh$ ‘beset, oppress, attack’, $m\hat{a}nh$ ‘be generous, give, donate to’, $rabh/\hat{l}abh$ ‘seize, take’, $\hat{v}and$ ‘praise, greet sbdy.’, $\hat{v}as$ ‘wear clothes, dress in’ (?),$^2$ $s\hat{u}$ ‘give birth to’.

These verbs are discussed in detail in Appendix B. Vedic moreover has a small class of agentive denominative verbs that likewise display mismatch behavior according to the criteria given in Chapter 2.

(3) Rigvedic agentive denominative deponents

$\ddot{d}uc\dot{h}u\ddot{n}\ddot{\ddot{a}}\hat{y}\ddot{\ddot{a}}$- ‘harm sbdy.’ (d$\ddot{u}c\ddot{h}\ddot{\ddot{u}}n\ddot{\ddot{a}}$- ‘harm’), $m\ddot{a}ntr\acute{\ddot{a}}y\ddot{a}$- ‘say a mantra’ (m$\ddot{a}ntr\acute{\ddot{a}}$- ‘song, prayer’),

These are “mismatch verbs”: Their syntax and semantics are unexpected given the morphology they take.

### 3.2.3 Non-finite forms

In Vedic, the mismatch between morphological form and syntactic function continues in the non-finite forms. This is an important observation, since it is occasionally stated in the literature on deponents that their mismatch behavior is suspended in non-finite contexts (i.e., participles, gerunds, absolutive constructions, etc., see Papangeli and Lavidas 2009, Pesetsky 2009). However, this is only true in languages which in general do not express a morphological voice contrast on non-finite verbal forms (e.g., Latin). Vedic, on the other hand, has both an active participial suffix -\textit{ant}- (cp. Lat. -\textit{ēns}, \textit{-entīs}, Gk. -\textit{ont-}/-\textit{-ent-}) and a middle participial suffix -\textit{āna-}/-\textit{māna-} (cp. the Greek middle participle suffix -\textit{menos}). As expected,

$^2$ Usually analyzed as stative.
the participles of Ā-verbs always take the middle suffix. The participles of deponents moreover display the same mismatch as the corresponding finite forms: They are transitive, agentive, and take accusative objects, as the following examples illustrate.

(4) ḍī ‘praise’, RV 10.66.14ab:

vasiṣṭhāsaḥ ... vācam akrata devāṁ
V.NOM.PL speech.ACC.SG make.3PL.AOR.MID gods.ACC.PL
ídānaṁ ṛṣivāt svastāye
praise.MID.PTCP.NOM.PL ṛṣi-like.ADV well-being.DAT.SG

“The Vasiṣṭhas have made a speech, praising the gods in the fashion of the Ṛṣis for their well-being.”

(5) dā/ day ‘distribute’, RV 3.2.11cd:

vaśīvaṇaraḥ pṛthupājā āmartyo vāsu rātāṁ
Vaśīvaṇara.NOM broad.shaped.NOM immortal.NOM goods.ACC gifts.ACC
dāyaṁanaṁ vi dāsūṣe
distributing.MID.PTCP.NOM.SG around worshipper.DAT

“Immortal Vaśīvaṇara of broad stature, distributing the goods and gifts around for the worshipper.”

(6) bādh ‘oppress, attack, fend off’, RV 1.35.3cd:

ā devō yāti savitā ... vīśvā duritā
PRVB god.NOM.SG go.3SG.PRES Savitar.NOM.SG all.ACC.PL danger.ACC.SG
bādhamānāḥ fend.off.MID.PTCP.NOM.SG

“The god Savitar is approaching, ... fending off all dangers.”

There are occasional exceptions in which a deponent participle (also) has a passive reading. These are discussed in the Appendix.

On the other hand, there are non-finite verbal forms that are underspecified for Voice. These include gerundives made with the suffix -ya- (see Whitney (1879: 307ff.), AiG II,2.
789ff.) and verbal adjectives\textsuperscript{3} in -tá- (or -ná-, see Whitney (1879: 310ff.), AiG II,2: 551ff., Jamison (1990)).

Both the gerundive and the verbal adjective have a passive reading with transitive verbs, but an intransitive reading with intransitive verbs.\textsuperscript{4} The verbal adjectives of deponents pattern with active transitive verbs in having a passive reading:

(7) Non-deponent verbal adjectives in -tá-:
   a. ha-tá- ‘slain’ (han ‘slay’)
   b. uk-tá- ‘spoken’ (vac ‘speak’)
   c. pī-tá- ‘drunk’ (pā ‘drink’)

(8) Deponent verbal adjectives in -tá-:
   a. gras-itá- ‘devoured’ (gras ‘devour’)
   b. bādh-itá- ‘beset, hemmed in’ (bādh ‘beset’)
   c. -lab-dhā- ‘taken’ (< *labh-ta-, labh ‘take, seize’)

The same is true for gerundives of deponent verbs, which have the same passive, modal reading (“to be x-ed”) as the gerundives of formally active transitive verbs:

(9) Non-deponent gerundives in -ya-:
   a. hāv-ya- ‘to be called’ (hū ‘call’)
   b. vēd-ya- ‘worth knowing’ (vid ‘know’)
   c. gṛh-ya- ‘to be seized’ (grabh ‘seize’)

(10) Deponent gerundives in -ya-:
   a. -bādh-ya- ‘to be oppressed, hemmed in’ (bādh ‘oppress’)
   b. īḍ-ya- ‘to be praised, praiseworthy’ (īḍ ‘praise’)

\textsuperscript{3}These are also called “past passive participles”. However, the periphrastic passive construction based on these participles is a late Vedic/post-Vedic development. On the passive readings of the verbal adjectives and gerunds see Gonda (1951: 9-22), on the tá-participles in particular see Jamison (1979) and (1990).

\textsuperscript{4}This is sometimes referred to as “ergative” behavior of NOM-ACC languages because the transitive object is grouped together with the intransitive subject, cp. Williams 1987 on this pattern in English.
c. *rūbh-ya*- ‘to be seized’ (*rabh* ‘seize, take’)

I take this to be evidence that deponent verbs are syntactically active, transitive verbs (more evidence for this is discussed in Section 4.2) that take non-active morphology whenever it is available. The fact that they pattern with morphologically active, transitive verbs in non-finite contexts when distinct non-active morphology is unavailable cannot be taken as evidence that mismatch behavior is caused by finiteness. I discuss the non-finite forms of deponents in detail in Section 5.4.

### 3.3 Ancient Greek

#### 3.3.1 The Greek Voice system

The Greek verbal system closely resembles the Indo-Iranian one, albeit with a number of innovations. It has the same distinction between past ("secondary") and non-past ("primary") verbal endings, as well as a basically bivalent voice system (active—non-active). The following tables summarize the active and middle indicative endings of Greek (see Rix 1992: 239ff.):

Table 14. Greek active—middle endings (primary)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-mi, -ô</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-s(î), -eis</td>
<td>-ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-si, -ti, -ei</td>
<td>-ton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 15. Greek active–middle endings (secondary)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-n, -a</td>
<td>-men, -mes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-ton, -te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ō</td>
<td>-tēn, -n, -an, -san</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek also distinguishes between active and middle in the perfect, which has a separate set of endings with the same past/non-past distinction. The past perfect (= pluperfect) takes the past endings.

Table 16. Greek active—middle endings (perfect)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Primary/non-past</th>
<th>Secondary/past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-(a)men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-as (-tha)</td>
<td>-(a)te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-āsi(n), -anti, -ansi, -ati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The functions of middle morphology in alternating contexts correspond to the ones discussed in Section 2.2 above and do not need to be repeated here (detailed discussions of the synchronic functions of middle morphology in Ancient Greek can be found in, e.g., Schwzyzer (1939-71: II, 228ff.), Smyth and Messing (1956: 389ff.), Jankuhn (1969), Bakker (1994),
Embick (1997: 229ff.), Allan (2003), etc.

Greek *media tantum*, both canonical and non-canonical ones, always take the middle endings.

3.3.2 Classification of Greek non-alternating middles

The following is a representative (though not exhaustive) classification of Homeric canonical middles. The biggest classes are verbs of motion, experiencer/psych verbs, and denominative and deadjectival verbs. Many of these combine with preverbs, which can change their valency (e.g., *pétomai* ‘fly’—*eis-pétomai* ‘fly into’, etc.). I have excluded preverbs from this list, except for verbs that only occur with preverbs in the Homeric texts.

(11) Homeric canonical middles

- Reciprocal/reflexive verbs: *mákhomai* ‘fight’ (dat./acc), *ánthomai* ‘meet with, approach’ (dat./acc.), *pros-πτύssomai* ‘embrace, hug’.


- States: *kéímai* ‘lie’, *hémai* ‘sit’, *dúnamai* ‘have strength, be able to, achieve’.

- Experiencer verbs: *àiđomai*, *àiđéomai* ‘be reverent of, fear’, *ágamai*, *ágóomai* ‘admire’, *házomai* ‘be in awe of’, *átúzomai* ‘be bewildered by, amazed at’, *bo(ú)lomai* ‘wish, will’, *(e)lédomai* ‘wish (for)’, *épístamai* ‘understand’, *epi-, peri-, sum-þrázomai* ‘consider carefully, devise’, *thèomai* ‘gaze at’, *punthánomai*, *peúthomai* ‘hear, learn’, *sebázomai*, *sébomai* ‘be in awe of, fear’, *khóomai* ‘be angry at’ (acc./dat./gen.).
• Denominative verbs: ankázomai 'take into one's arms, embrace' (ankás 'in the arms', adv.), nautállomai 'sail' (nautálos 'sailor'), nemesítzomai 'be angry with, fear' (némesis 'retribution'), oinítzomai 'supply oneself with wine' (+ acc., oínos 'wine'), opítzomai 'revere' (ópis 'reverence'), pempázomai 'count on one's five fingers' (pémpe 'five' (Aeol.)).

• Mèdiopassives: (epi-)-kídnamai 'be spread all over'.

The following is an exhaustive list of transitive deponents found in Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, based on Autenrieth (1904)'s Homeric dictionary. I am leaving aside semi-deponents, which will be discussed separately, as well as hapax legomena and alternating verbs that are only deponent in combination with preverbs (e.g., alternating act. ném-ó 'deal out, dispense', mid. nemo-mai 'dispense to oneself; hold' vs. non-alternating amphi-némomai 'dwell around', etc.).

(12) Homeric deponents (non-canonical middles)

See Appendix D for a detailed discussion of these verbs. Agentive denominative verbs are also found:
(13) Homeric agentive denominate deponents

\[ \textit{aitiáomai} \text{ ‘accuse, blame’ (\textit{aitios} ‘responsible’), \textit{gounóomai} ‘implore, clasp sbdy.’s knees’ (\textit{gónu} ‘knee’), \textit{dia-moiráomai} ‘portion out’ (\textit{moíra} ‘portion’), \textit{ergázomai} ‘work, perform’ (\textit{ération} ‘work’), \textit{léizomai} ‘plunder’ (\textit{lēís} ‘spoils’), \textit{lóbáomai} ‘outrage, spite sbdy.’ (\textit{lóbē} ‘outrage’), \textit{manteúomai} ‘prophecy’ (\textit{mántis} ‘prophet’), \textit{mýthóomai} ‘relate, tell’ (\textit{mýthos}), \textit{homégurízomai} ‘assemble’ (tr., \textit{homéguris} ‘assembly’), \textit{teknaírho-mai} ‘ordain, decree’ (\textit{tékmar} ‘mark, boundary’), \textit{tektáínomai} ‘build, contrive’ (\textit{tékto}n ‘carpenter’), \textit{huper-hoplízomai} ‘furnish, equip’ (\textit{hópla} ‘tools, weaponry’), \textit{kharízomai} ‘bestow, give abundantly’ (\textit{kháris} ‘grace’)

3.3.3 Non-finite forms

Like Sanskrit, Greek distinguishes morphologically between active and middle participles. Active participles are formed with the suffix -(\textit{o/e/a})-\textit{nt}-, middle participles with the suffix -(\textit{o/a})-\textit{ménos}. Both are adjectival and agree with their head noun for number and gender. Like Vedic Sanskrit, Homeric Greek uses these participles in absolute constructions, but not to build periphrastic tenses. DepONENTS always take the middle participial suffix and behave like the corresponding finite verbs with respect to valency, transitivity, and case:

- \textit{aínóumai} ‘take, seize’: ptcp. \textit{aínóumenos} ‘taking’, Od.22.498-500:

\[
\text{hai mèn ár’ amphekhéonto kai ōspázont’ Oduséa (…) kai they.F PART PART go.around-3PL.IPF and greet.3PL.IPF Ulysses.ACC and ómous kheírás t’ aínúmenai shoulders.ACC hands.ACC and seizing.F.PL}
\]

“They were thronging around and greeting Ulysses, … seizing his shoulders and his hands.”

- \textit{dízómai} ‘seek sth.’: ptcp. \textit{dízómenos} ‘seeking’, Od.1.261-2:

\[
\text{óbikheto gár kai keíse thoès epì vèos O dusseìs phármakon go.3SG.IPF PART and there swift.GEN on ship.GEN Ulysses.NOM poison.ACC androphónon dizómenos men.slaying.ACC seeking.NOM}
\]
‘And then Ulysses went into his swift ship, seeking (some) men-slaying poison.”

• tίνυμαι ‘avenge, punish, chastise’ : ptcp. tίνυμενος, Od.24.326:

lóbēn tίνυμενος thurnalgēa kā kakā érga
insult-ACC avenging-PRES-PTCP-MID-NOM SG grievous-ACC and bad-ACC deeds-ACC

“... avenging (their) grievous insults and bad deeds.”

This shows again that finiteness is not the decisive criterion for mismatch behavior.

Greek also inherited the verbal adjective suffix *-tó- (cp. Vedic -tā- above), which was unmarked for Voice (as well as Tense and Aspect, cp. : I, 501ff. Risch 1974: 19ff. on the suffix in Greek). The tó-formations to both (non-deponent) active transitive verbs and deponents have a passive reading, e.g.:

(14) tó-formations/active transitive verbs:
   a. the-tós ‘placed, set’ (túhēmi ‘place, set’)
   b. poiē-tós ‘made’ (poiēō ‘make’)
   c. trē-tós ‘pierced, perforated’ (tetraínō ‘pierce’)

(15) tó-formations/deponents:
   a. éx-ai-tos ‘picked; choice’ (ex-aínīmai ‘pick, take out’)
   b. mnēs-ē ‘wooed one’ (f.) (mnāomai ‘woo, court’)
   c. euk-tós ‘(thing) prayed for, desired’ (eukhomaí ‘pray’)

3.4 Latin

3.4.1 The Latin Voice system

Latin has a bivalent voice system traditionally classified as active—passive. However, passive morphology is also shared by a number of semantically non-passive verbs, both transitive and intransitive. Compared to Greek and Indo-Iranian, Latin has altered its verbal system considerably (although it is more conservative than either in retaining the r-endings of the
PIE middle). Latin (and the Italic branch in general) has given up the older tense/aspect stem system in favor of a tense system. The following table summarizes the verbal endings of the present and imperfect indicative (see Leumann 1977: 513f., Weiss 2009: 384ff.):

Table 17. Latin active—passive endings (present—imperfect)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td><strong>Passive</strong></td>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td><strong>Passive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Pl.</td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-ē (-m)</td>
<td>-mus</td>
<td>-ōr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-tis</td>
<td>-ris, -re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-nt</td>
<td>-tur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Latin furthermore has a synthetic future active (the future passive is periphrastic) and a subjunctive. These stems will be less relevant to the discussion, which is why I do not give their endings here (they are similar to the indicative ones in (15)).

The Latin perfect, however, has played an important role in discussing deponency and the interaction between morphology and syntax more generally. From a diachronic perspective, the Latin (Italic) perfect is a merger of the PIE perfect and aorist. Its notoriety derives from the fact that it is morphologically defective in having only active endings, while the corresponding perfect passive is a periphrastic category made from the auxiliary esse ‘be’ plus the perfect participle. The following table summarizes the active endings of the perfect/pluperfect.
Table 18. Latin perfect & pluperfect active endings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Perfect</th>
<th>Pluperfect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Pl.</td>
<td>Sg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ī</td>
<td>-imus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>īstī</td>
<td>īstis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-īt</td>
<td>-ērant, -ēre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In other words, an alternating verb in Latin has a synthetic present active and passive, a synthetic perfect active, but a periphrastic perfect passive. A non-alternating or deponent verb only has a synthetic present, but a periphrastic perfect. This is exemplified in the following table.

Table 19. Latin alternating vs. deponent verbs: the basic paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternating</td>
<td>am-ō</td>
<td>am-or</td>
<td>amāv-ī</td>
<td>amatus sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I love’</td>
<td>‘I am (being) loved’</td>
<td>‘I loved’</td>
<td>‘I was loved’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deponent</td>
<td>sequ-or</td>
<td></td>
<td>secutus sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I follow’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘I followed’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The perfect of deponent verbs has the same active, transitive syntax as the synthetic present and assigns accusative case, e.g.:

(16) apūscōr ‘attain, seize’, perf. aptus sum ‘(have) attained’, Plautus, Captivi 775:

sine sacris hereditatem sum
without incumbrances.ABL inheritance.ACC be.AUX.1SG.PRES
aptus effertissimam
attained.PERF.PTCP.NOM.SG amplest.ACC
“Without incumbrances, I have gained the amply inheritance.”

(17) *com-minisco* ‘invent, devise’, perf. *commentus sum* ‘(have) devised’: Plautus, *Truculentus* 85:

\textit{eo nunc commenta est dolum} for this now devised.PTCP.PERF.NOM.SG.F be.AUX.3SG.PRES deceit.ACC

“For this reason she has now devised this deceit”

(18) *loquor* ‘speak, say’, perf. *locutus sum* ‘(have) said’: Plautus, *Trinummus* 563:

\textit{quid hic est locutus tecum?} what.N this.M be.AUX.3SG.PRES said.PTCP.NOM.SG.M you.with

“What did he discuss with you?”

The Latin perfect is discussed in detail by Embick (2000) (see Embick 1997: 226ff., see Sadler and Spencer 2001 and Kiparsky 2005 for a different analyses) who argues that the periphrastic perfect is the result of lack of verb movement to T. Building on this approach, Bjorkman (2011) describes this as “overflow” pattern which occurs when agreement features are stranded. In the case of the Latin perfect passive, the verb can move to Voice, where it can agree with the [PFV] feature on Asp, but the [PASS] feature on Voice prevents it from moving higher up. The marked feature [PFV] on Asp acts as an intervenor, so the verb cannot agree for tense and the interpretable feature [PRES] on T is stranded. Bjorkman argues that auxiliaries are used to pick up such stranded features, effectively acting as a repair strategy.
(19) Latin perfect passive: *consumptum est* ‘was consumed’:

\[TP\]

\[T \quad \text{AspP} \]

\[\mid \quad \text{[PRES]} \quad \text{Asp} \quad \text{VoiceP} \]

\[\mid \quad \text{[PFV]} \quad \text{Voice} \quad \text{VP} \]

\[\mid \quad \mid \quad \mid \quad \text{[PASS]} \quad \text{V} \]

\[\mid \quad \mid \quad \mid \quad \mid \quad \text{[uINFL\_]}\]

Bjorkman furthermore argues that feature valuation proceeds via upwards agreement of the verb with interpretable features on functional heads (“Reverse Agree”, e.g., Wurmbrand 2012, Zeijlstra 2012), rather than the other way around (“Standard Agree”, e.g., Chomsky 2001).

As for deponents, Embick (1998), (2000), and Bjorkman (2011) both assume that they are inherently specified for passive voice through a diacritic [PASS] (they use [PASS] instead of [NONACT] because they both focus on Latin, but note that this stands for the non-active morphology of a bivalent synthetic voice system). Bjorkman (2011: 75f) argues that this results in a synthetic form in deponent presents because the feature on Asp is unmarked (imperfective), and T can agree directly with the verb which has moved to Voice:

(20) Deponent *sequor* ‘follow’:

\[TP\]

\[T \quad \text{AspP} \]

\[\mid \quad \text{[PRES]} \quad \text{Asp} \quad \text{VoiceP} \]

\[\mid \quad \mid \quad \mid \quad \text{Voice} \quad \text{VP} \]

\[\mid \quad \mid \quad \mid \quad \mid \quad \text{V[PASS]}\]
In the perfect of a deponent, however, the same clash as in (19) occurs, but this time the [PASS] feature causing the problem (by preventing verb movement to Asp) originates on V rather than on Voice.

(21) Deponent perfect *secutus est* ‘followed’

```
TP
   _______  
  /       \
 T       AspP
    |      |
 [PRES] Asp VoiceP
    |      |
   [PFV] Voice VP

V[PASS]
```

Asp agrees directly with V, but there is no Voice-to-Asp-movement, so the perfective feature on Asp acts as an intervenor.

I follow Bjorkman (2011)’s account of periphrastic constructions, but disagree on the nature of the lexical feature that triggers deponent behavior. I argue in Section 4.1 that this cannot be [PASS] or [NONACT]. Note that operating with such a feature on deponents does not predict why deponents are not found in languages that *only* have periphrastic passives. I provide an alternative to a feature [PASS] on deponents in Sections 4.3 and 5.3, where I argue that Bjorkman’s approach can be used to predict why we do not find deponents in English-type languages.

3.4.2 Classification of Latin non-active-only verbs

In (22), I list the Latin verbs which always take non-active morphology and (because of their syntax and semantics) can be considered canonical. I concentrate on the Old Latin (OL) period (3rd-2nd century BCE, see Weiss 2009: 23f.). This list is based on Flobert (1975)’s collection of Latin deponent/*media tantum* verbs (cp. also Claflin 1927, Baldi 1977, Xu et al.
2007). The main sources are Plautus, Ennius, and Naevius. As before, I leave out hapax legomena, I also do not list the combination with preverbs unless the simplex is unattested or they change the verb class of a given verb.

(22) Latin canonical non-active verbs

- Anticausative/inchoative verbs: *morior* ‘die’, *oriōr* ‘rise, be born’, *défētāscor* ‘become tired’, *expergīscor* ‘wake up’, *īrāscor* ‘become angry’, *implīciscor* ‘become confused’, *nāscor* ‘be born’, *ōrdior* ‘set out, begin to’ (also tr.).

- Reflexive/reciprocal verbs: *amplector*, *amplexor*, *circumplector*, *complector* ‘embrace’, *aemulor* ‘rival, vie with’, *congridor* ‘meet with’.

- Verbs of motion: *gradior* ‘walk’, *lābor* ‘glide, slip’, *proficiscor* ‘start out’, *grassor* ‘go, move’.

- States: *nītor* ‘lean (on)’.

- Experiencer verbs: *adsentor* ‘agree with’ (dat.), *cōnspicor* ‘see, perceive’, *experior* ‘experience, undergo’; *frūnīscor* ‘enjoy’, *fruor* ‘enjoy’ (acc./abl.), *oblīviscor* ‘forget’, *loquitor* ‘speak badly of’ (dat.), *opīnor* ‘believe, think’, *patior* ‘suffer, endure’, *reor* ‘reckon, believe’, *vereor* ‘fear, revere’.

- Denominative verbs: *adversor* ‘disagree with’ (+ dat., *adversus* ‘turned against, opposed to’), *arbītror* ‘observe, witness’ (?) (arbiter ‘witness’), *h(ari)olor* ‘foretell, prophesy’ (itr., *hario plus* ‘prophet’), *bacchor* ‘celebrate the festival of Bacchus’, *blandior* ‘flatter’ (blandus ‘flattering’), *commentor* ‘study, think about’ (?) (commentum ‘fiction, invention’), *grātulor* ‘rejoice, wish joy to’ (*grāti-tulos* ‘bringing thanks’), *laetor* ‘be glad’ (laetus ‘glad’), *lustror* ‘frequent brothels’ (lustrum ‘brothel’), *mīror* ‘admire’ (mīrus ‘astonishing’), *moderor* ‘set bounds, moderate’ (+ dat., *modus* ‘measure, bound’), *moror* ‘wait, tarry’ (also tr. ‘delay’, *mora* ‘delay’), *nūgor* ‘talk nonsense’ (*nūgae* ‘non-

\(^5\)See LEW: I, 619, Flober (1975: 85ff.)
sense, jests’), odoror ‘smell’ (odor ‘smell’), opitulor ‘aid, bring help’ (opitulus ‘bringing help’), óscalor ‘kiss’ (ósculum ‘kiss’), parasitor ‘act like a parasite’ (parasītus ‘parasite’), pergraeor ‘live in a Greek manner’ (graeus ‘Greek’), philosophor ‘act like a philosopher’ (philosophus ‘philosopher’), piscor ‘to fish’ (piscis ‘fish’), potior ‘become master of, obtain’ (potis ‘able’), praestōlor ‘expect, wait for’ (praesto ‘ready, present’), precor ‘beg, plead’ (+ dat., prex ‘prayer, request’), recordor ‘remember’ (cor, gen. cordis ‘heart’), scortor ‘frequent prostitutes’ (scortum ‘skin; prostitute’), sýchophantor ‘trick sbdy.’ (sýchophanta ‘slanderer’), veneror ‘revere’ (venus ‘love, charm’).

As expected, Latin also has agentive media tantum that can be considered mismatch verbs. The following list is exhaustive for the defined period (hapax legomena are not listed).

(23) Latin deponents (non-canonical non-active verbs)

adipiscor ‘obtain’, apiscor ‘reach, attain’, a-spernor ‘despise’, caluor ‘deceive’, com-

These verbs are discussed in Appendix E. Latin also has a number of denomi
native agentive deponents:

(24) Latin denomi
native deponents

(cōn)-fābulor ‘speak, chat’, (fabula ‘tale’) fūror ‘steal’ (fūr ‘thief’), frūstror ‘deceive’
(frēstra ‘in error’), interpretor ‘explain’ (interpres ‘intermediary’), largior ‘bestow,
distribute' (largus ‘abundant’), lādi-fīcor ‘make fun of, mock’;₆ māchinor ‘contrive, design’ (māchina ‘contraption, engine’), medicor ‘cure, heal’ (tr., medicus ‘doctor’), minor ‘threaten’ (minae ‘threats’), miseror ‘lament, commiserate’ (miser ‘wretched’), molior ‘endeavor, undertake’ (mōlēs ‘toil, labor), percontor ‘question, explore’ (contus ‘boat hook’ (see Appendix E)), perīcītor ‘try, test’ (perīculum ‘test, attempt’), speculor ‘spy out, explore’ (specula ‘watchtower’), stipulor ‘bargain, stipulate’ (stipula ‘stalk, halm’), testor ‘call as witness’ (testis ‘witness’), vador ‘bind by bail’ (vas ‘bail’).

3.4.3 Non-finite forms

While Sanskrit and Greek have non-finite verbal forms that morphologically distinguish between active and middle, Latin famously does not. That is, descriptively Latin has only one participial suffix for each the present and the perfect: The present participle suffix -(e/o)nt- (nom.sg. -ns; Skt. -(a)nt-, Gk. -e/o/ant-; Leumann 1977: 582ff.) and the perfect participle nom.sg. -tus (Skt. -tā-, Gk. -tō-; cp. Brugmann 1895, Leumann 1977: 611ff.). The following table summarizes the distribution of these non-finite forms for deponents and non-deponents:

Table 20. Latin non-finite forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Altern.</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Perfect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>am-ð</td>
<td>am-or</td>
<td>amā-ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I love’</td>
<td>‘I am loved’ ‘loving’</td>
<td>‘I have loved’ ‘I was loved’ ‘having loved’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dep.</td>
<td>sequ-or</td>
<td>sequē-ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I follow’ ‘following’</td>
<td>‘I have followed’ ‘having followed’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the present participle usually has an active reading, it seems as if the participle

---

₆ Also passive in Plautus.
of the deponent verb sequor uses the same active participial suffix as the active verb amā. However, while the present participle is usually classified as active and the perfect participle as passive, a more accurate description would be to say that they are underspecified for voice. The present participle, for example, can occasionally have a non-active reading (examples from Leumann 1977: 583):

(25)  
a. vert-ō ‘turn’ (tr.) : vert-or ‘turn’ (itr.), pres.ptcp. vertēns ‘turning’ (tr./itr.)  
b. volv-ō ‘roll’ (tr.) : volv-or ‘roll’ (itr.), pres.ptcp. volvēns ‘rolling’ (tr./itr.)  
c. līqu-ōr ‘become fluid, melt’, ptcp. līquēns ‘fluid’ (vs. later līqu-ō ‘make fluid, melt (tr.))

The perfect passive participle of alternating or formally active verbs, on the other hand, occasionally (though rarely) has an active reading (Leumann 1977: 61f., Weiss 2009: 437):

(26)  
a. cēnō ‘dine’ : cēnātus ‘having dined’  
b. iūrō ‘swear’ : iūrātus ‘having sworn’  
c. [pōlo] ‘drink’ : pōtus ‘having drunk’

Moreover, it has been argued that the perfect participle is not necessarily “perfective” and does not always behave like a past participle. Brugmann (1895: 100ff.) cites a number of examples in which a Latin tus-participle behaves like a present participle, either active, as in (27a-b), or passive, as in (27c) (see also Embick (2000: 219ff.) and Weiss (2009: 437 and fn. 45) on this observation):

(27)  
a. confidō ‘trust’ : confīsus ‘trusting’  
b. taceō ‘am silent’ : tacitus ‘silent’  
c. laudō ‘praise’ : laudātus ‘being praised’

I will come back to these formations in Section 5.4. The important point for now is that the fact that both the alternating verb amā and the deponent verb sequor use the same suffix to form their (syntactically active) present participle cannot be taken as evidence that the mismatch breaks down in non-finite contexts, because there is no other suffix available in the
Latin present paradigm.

3.5 Hittite

Hittite belongs to the Anatolian branch of Indo-European and was spoken in the second millennium BCE in today’s Turkey and Syria. The textual transmission mainly consists of clay tablets written in a variant of the Old-Assyrian cuneiform syllabary and dating from the mid-17th to the mid-12th century BCE.

3.5.1 The Hittite Voice system

Typologically, the Hittite verbal system is closer to that of Latin than that of Vedic and Ancient Greek. It also has a bivalent (active—non-active) voice system, and distinguishes between past (= preterit) and non-past (= present). As in Greek and Indo-Iranian, there are traces of an emergent trivalent system, since Hittite has a periphrastic passive construction consisting of the present participle (formed with the suffix -ant-) plus the auxiliary ėš/aš ‘be’.

The following table summarizes the active and non-active indicative endings of Hittite (see Hoffner and Melchert 2008):

Table 21. Hittite active—non-active endings (present)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Non-act.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-mi; -hí</td>
<td>-meni, -weni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-sú; -tí</td>
<td>-lúni; -(š)lúni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ží; -i</td>
<td>-anzi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7The Hittite non-active endings are usually referred to as “mediopassive”, but for the reasons discussed in Chapter 1 I avoid this term in the following discussion.
The distribution of the optional marker -ri (or -ti) of the non-active endings is discussed extensively by Yoshida (1990) (see also Hoffner and Melchert 2008: 233), but will not be relevant for our purposes.

Table 22. Hittite active–non-active endings (preterit)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Non-act.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg.</td>
<td>Pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-(n)un;  pute</td>
<td>-wen, -men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-š; -(š)la</td>
<td>-ten; -(š)ten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-t; -š, -la</td>
<td>-er</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2 Classification of Hittite non-active-only verbs

The following verbs exclusively take non-active morphology, but can be considered canonical because of their syntax and meaning (this and the following list are based on Melchert 2012’s classification of Hittite non-active verbs, which he has kindly shared with me). I focus on Old Hittite (OH, 1650–1450 BCE, see Kloekhorst 2008: 3f. for the periodization of Hittite texts). The list of *media tantum* is exemplary rather than exhaustive, but note that in general the Hittite corpus of verbal forms is smaller than that of, e.g., Latin.

(28) Hittite canonical *media tantum*

• Verbs of motion: ēša(ri) ‘sits down (on)’, īetta, īyatta(ri) ‘go’, ĕaikta(ri), ĕinka(ri), ĕinkatta(ri) ‘bows’, ĕaliya(ri) ‘bows, kneels’, šalikari ‘touches, invades, reaches’.

• Verbs of emission: tilha ‘thunders’.

• Denominatives: āšša(ri), āššiyatta(ri) ‘is good’ (āššu- ‘good’), parkuyatta(ri) ‘becomes clean’ (parkui- ‘clean, pure’), šallatta(ri), šalliyatta(ri) ‘spreads out, becomes big’ (šalli- ‘big’), zahhiyatta(ri) ‘fights’ (zahhai- ‘fight’)

(29) Hittite deponents (non-canonical non-active verbs)


See Appendix A for a discussion of these verbs.

3.5.3 Non-finite forms

Like Latin, Hittite does not have a morphological voice distinction in its non-finite formations. The participle in -ant- behaves syntactically much like the verbal adjectives in -tó- and -tó- in Vedic and Greek: It has a passive reading when made to transitive verbs, and an intransitive, stative reading when made to intransitive verbs (Hoffner and Melchert 2008: 339ff.):

(30) Intransitive ant-participles:

a. akkant- ‘having died, dead’ (āk-/akk- ‘die’)

b. uvant- ‘having come’ (we-/uwa- ‘come’)

c. arant- ‘standing’ (ar- ‘stand’)

---

8Hoffner and Melchert 2008: 339 also note that there are a few cases in which the participles of transitive verbs have an active reading, e.g., šekkant ‘knowing’ (šēkk-/šakk- ‘know’), ʾiššannaššant- ‘hearing’ (ʾiššannašš- ‘hear’), adant- ‘having eaten’ (ad-/ad- ‘eat’).
(31) Transitive ant-participles:
   a. *appant-* ‘seized, taken’ (*epp-/app-* ‘seize’)
   b. *piγaнт-* ‘given’ (*pai-/pi-* ‘give’)
   c. *taruppant-* ‘assembled’ (*tarupp-* ‘collect, assemble’)

The participles of deponents pattern with regular transitive verbs and have a passive reading:

(32) Deponent ant-participles:
   a. *paršiyant-* ‘broken’ (*parš(i)- ‘break’)
   b. *ḫuettiant-* ‘pulled’ (*ḫuett(i)- ‘pluck, pull’)
   c. *tuḫšant-* ‘cut off’ (*tuḫš- ‘cut off’)

3.6 Modern Greek

3.6.1 The Modern Greek Voice system

In order to compare the behavior of the non-informant bivalent voice systems with that of a contemporary language, I briefly discuss the Modern Greek voice system and its deponents here.

The Modern Greek voice system is remarkably similar to that of Ancient Greek and the other Indo-European languages discussed in this chapter, although it has branched out in terms of periphrastic constructions. Modern Greek distinguishes between perfective and imperfective aspect, non-past, past, and future tense, and active vs. non-active voice. It also has a periphrastic perfect that likewise distinguishes between non-past, past, and future tense.

In the following tables, I summarize the active and non-active endings of Modern Greek. I deviate from the format of the previous section, where I have grouped the endings according to non-past and past, since Modern Greek has more distinctions in the non-active than in the active endings (see Holton et al. 1997: 113ff. on voice distinctions in the verbal endings in Modern Greek, for recent theoretical discussions of Modern Greek voice morphology see Embick 1997: 207ff., Embick 1998, Merchant To appear).
Table 23. Modern Greek active—non-active endings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Non-active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-past</td>
<td>Past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ipf./pfv.</td>
<td>ipf./pfv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1sg.</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg.</td>
<td>-is</td>
<td>-es</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg.</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl.</td>
<td>-ume</td>
<td>-ame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl.</td>
<td>-ete</td>
<td>-ate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl.</td>
<td>-un</td>
<td>-an</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek deponents and non-oppositional middles take the non-active endings.

The periphrastic perfect is formed using the (formally active) auxiliary *eho* ‘have’ plus the invariant infinitive (“non-finite”) form of the verb, which is identical to the 3sg. non-past perfective (Holton et al. 1997: 112f.). Alternating verbs make both an active and a non-active perfect; the perfect active uses *eho* plus the 3sg. non-past perfective active form, the perfect non-active uses *eho* together with the 3sg. non-past perfective non-active form.

Deponents show mismatch behavior in the periphrastic perfect in that they are formally non-active, but syntactically active, exactly like the Latin periphrastic perfect of deponents. That is, they take the non-active “infinitive” rather than the active one.
Table 24. Modern Greek: deponent vs. non-deponent perfects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Alternating verb: <em>deno</em> ‘tie’</th>
<th>Deponent verb: <em>dehome</em> ‘accept’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3sg. active</td>
<td>desi</td>
<td><em>chi desi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘tied’</td>
<td>‘has tied’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg. non-active</td>
<td><em>dethi</em></td>
<td><em>chi dethi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘was tied’</td>
<td>‘has been tied’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The periphrastic perfect of deponents is active and transitive, exactly like the corresponding synthetic forms, cp. (33a). A passive interpretation of deponent perfects is impossible ((33b), both examples from Papangeli and Lavidas 2009: 203).

(33) Deponent verb *ekmētalevome* ‘exploit’:

a. I Maria ehi ekmētalef-thi oles tis The.NOM Maria.NOM has exploit-3SG.NON-PAST.PFV.NONACT all.ACC the.ACC katástasis situations.ACC
   “Maria has exploited all situations”

b. *I katástasis ehn ekmētalef-thi The.NOM situations.NOM have exploit-3SG.NON-PAST.PFV.NONACT
   Intended: “The situations have been exploited”

3.6.2 Classification of Modern Greek non-active-only verbs

Since Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) provide a detailed study dedicated of Modern Greek middle-only verbs, I restrict myself to briefly summarizing their main findings here. It must be stressed again that they define deponents as verbs that take only non-active morphology, 89% of which fall into one of the canonical functions discussed in Chapter 2. These are summarized in the following table.
Table 25. Canonical *media tantum* in Modern Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflexives/reciprocals</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td><em>afloesipirete</em>me ‘serve oneself’, <em>aliloe</em>ksipirete*me ‘serve one another’, <em>stihodo</em>nome ‘hit oneself in the chest’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticausatives/Change of state</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td><em>ekrignime</em> ‘explode’, <em>mare</em>nome ‘wilt’, <em>enilikonome</em> ‘become an adult’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive/psych verbs</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td><em>fovame</em> ‘fear’, <em>esthanome</em> ‘feel’, <em>gevome</em> ‘taste’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaccusatives</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td><em>erhome</em> ‘come’, <em>afiknune</em> ‘arrive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Medio)passives</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td><em>itome</em> ‘be defeated’, <em>ilioke</em>me ‘be burnt by the sun’, <em>androkratune</em> ‘be dominated by men’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statives</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td><em>ironemone</em> ‘be ironic’, <em>ime</em> ‘be’, <em>dike</em>ume ‘have the right to’, <em>tsi</em>gune*ome ‘be stingy’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining 11% are transitive, syntactically active verbs that do not fit any of the above categories and are mismatch verbs/deponents according to the definition in Section 2.4. Taken together, middle-only verbs in Modern Greek make up 1,348 verbs out of the ca. 5,500 verbs in Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014)’s corpus, or 24.5%. This corresponds remarkably well to the numbers given in Section 3.2.2 above based on the corpora of the Sanskrit grammarians of antiquity, where 485 out of 2,001 roots, or 24.9%, were classified as middle-only verbs. Even taking into account the caveats in both cases (the Sanskrit *Dhâtuv pathologicalas* contain occasional forms that are never encountered outside the grammatical literature, the Greek corpus contains forms which for some speakers have active counterparts or which some speakers consider obsolete, like *kime* ‘lie’), this is a remarkable convergence. It is clear that non-alternating behavior is a stable component of bivalent synthetic voice systems.

As for the mismatch verbs, I list examples of this class in (34); verbs with a question mark
may not have to be classified as mismatch verbs.

(34) Modern Greek deponents


There are a few borderline cases that are syntactically agentive and transitive and are usually classified as deponents, but which are semantically interpretable as inherently self-benefactive verbs (e.g., ekmetalevome ‘exploit, benefit’, karponome ‘appropriate’, kapilevome ‘exploit, use’). However, there seems to be some variation in whether or not speakers perceive these as self-benefactives.

Although Alexiadou 2013 and Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) have recently argued that all of (34) should be analyzed as experiencer verbs, this is at least synchronically impossible, since these verbs pattern as transitive verbs with an agent argument with respect to the relevant tests. I discuss the evidence for this in Section 4.2.

3.6.3 Non-finite forms

Greek has three non-finite formations that are relevant here: the gerund or present active participle in -ondas, the perfect non-active participle in -menos and a verbal adjective in -tos (on MG participles see Holton et al. 1997: 234ff., Embick 1997: 134ff., Anagnostopoulou

---

9Despina Oikonomou, p.c.
2003, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008, Papangeli and Lavidas 2009). The first one is invariant while the other two inflect for case, number, and gender like adjectives. They also pattern together in being syntactically “passive”, that is, oriented towards the object of transitive verbs. The gerund, on the other hand, is syntactically active and has been described as “subject-controlled” (Holton et al. 1997: 235).

The -menos and -tos participles have a similar surface syntax and interpretation, as the following examples (from Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008 and Anagnostopoulou 2014) show:

Table 26. -menos vs. -tos participles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>-menos</th>
<th>-tos</th>
<th>'boiled'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vazo</td>
<td>vras-menos</td>
<td>vras-tos</td>
<td>'boiled'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psino</td>
<td>psi-menos</td>
<td>psi-tos</td>
<td>'grilled'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anigo</td>
<td>anig-menos</td>
<td>anih-tos</td>
<td>'opened; open'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klino</td>
<td>klis-menos</td>
<td>klis-tos</td>
<td>'closed'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, Anagnostopoulou 2003 has argued that they differ in that -menos has event implications, whereas -tos does not. That is, anigmenos means ‘opened’, implying a prior event of opening, whereas anihtos means ‘open’, with no implications of such a prior event. This correlates with syntactic differences between the two formations (for instance, with respect to the licensing of manner adverbs, etc.). Anagnostopoulou argues that these differences reflect different heights of attachment sites for the nominalizing suffixes -menos vs. -tos. While -tos attaches directly to the root, cp. (35), -menos either selects v+Asp (“target state participles”, (35a), NB “v” stands for the verbalizing projection, not the one introducing the agent) or

---

10There are a few other participial formations which belong to the katharevousa register and which are rarely used outside of formal contexts (see Holton et al. 1997: 235ff. I am leaving these aside here.
v+Voice+Asp ("resultant state participles", (35b)).

(35) \( \textit{tos}-\)participles:

\[
\text{Adj} \\
\text{-tos} \quad \text{RootP} \\
\text{\ } \sqrt{anig}
\]

(36) \( \textit{menos}-\)participles:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a. Adj} \\
\text{-menos} \quad \text{Asp} \\
\text{\ } \text{Asp} \quad \text{v} \\
\text{\ } \text{v} \quad \text{RootP} \\
\text{\ } \sqrt{anig}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{b. Adj} \\
\text{-menos} \quad \text{Asp} \\
\text{\ } \text{Asp} \quad \text{Voice} \\
\text{\ } \text{Voice} \quad \text{v} \\
\text{\ } \text{v} \quad \text{RootP} \\
\text{\ } \sqrt{anig}
\end{array}
\]

The different syntactic properties of these participles then follow from the difference in functional projections that they incorporate (for this general approach to nominalizations see also, e.g., Alexiadou 2001, Embick 2004b, Alexiadou et al. 2007, Baker and Vinokurova 2009, Harley 2009).

Deponent participles, both in \textit{-tos} and in \textit{-menos}, behave like the participles of non-deponent transitive verbs. The latter has a passive interpretation both in predicative position ("adjectival/stative passive", (37a) and (38a)) and in the attributive use, (37b) and (38b).
(37) Non-deponent *grafo* ‘write’:

a. To graama ine grammeno

The letter.NOM is written

“The letter is written”

b. To grammeno gramma

The written letter

(38) Deponent *metahirizome* ‘use’:

a. To lekiko ine metahirismeno

The dictionary.NOM is used

“The dictionary is used”

b. To metahirismeno lekiko

The used dictionary

-tos occurs in negated participles of deponent and non-deponent verbs (ex. from Papangeli and Lavidas 2009: 201):

(39) a. Non-deponent *pleno* ‘wash’:

pli-menos — a-pli-tos

washed unwashed

b. Deponent *metahirizome* ‘use:

metahiris-menos — a-metahirist-tos

used unused

While the behavior of the *tos*-participle of deponents is expected, given the proposed structure in (46), the passive reading of the *menos*-participle is unexpected under an analysis where it incorporates a functional projection Voice, as in (47b). As I argue in more detail in Section 5.4 where I discuss the non-finite formations of deponents more generally, incorporation of the head that determines active/non-active morphology in finite formations should lead to a continuation of mismatch behavior in deponent participles. That is, *metahirismenos* should mean active ‘using’, which it does not. Papangeli and Lavidas (2009: 201) posit that this is because the Voice projection is actually lacking in deponent adjectival participles, but do not motivate that claim further.

However, Modern Greek has a second type of participle in *-menos* with a different stress pattern: *-ómenos* instead of *-méno*.*s. While this is also described as belonging to *katharevousa*
Holton et al. 1997: 235ff.), -όμενος is interesting in that it preserves the mismatch when formed to deponent verbs. Thus metahirizόmenos means ‘using’ while metahirismένος means ‘used’, and likewise epitithέmenos/epitithómenos ‘attacking’, ekmetalevόmenos ‘taking advantage of, using’, dehόmenos ‘accepting’, arrnόmenos ‘refusing’, etc. These have the same active, transitive syntax as the finite forms, cp. (40).\footnote{I am grateful to Elena Anagnostopoulou, Sabine Iatridou, and Despina Oikonomou (who provided these examples) for discussing these participles with me.}

(40) Kerdise lefta ekmetalevόmenos tus ergates
won.3SG.PAST.ACT money.ACC exploiting the.ACC workers.ACC
“He won money (by) exploiting the workers”

While its distribution is somewhat restricted by register, -όμενος clearly patterns with Vedic -(m)āna- and Ancient Greek -menos in preserving the “mismatch syntax” of deponents.

Modern Greek also has gerunds, formed with the invariant suffix -όndas. Tsimpili (2000) argues that they “bear active voice features” (p. 160). I argue in Chapter 4 that “active” is not a feature of a functional head v/Voice, but default inflection inserted in particular syntactic environments at Spell-Out. The characterization of -όndas as “subject-oriented” is therefore a priori more useful. Tsimpili furthermore argues that gerunds, which only occur in absolutive constructions, contain functional projections relating to manner and voice, but crucially not tense and agreement. While both -menos and -όμενος agree with their head nouns for number and gender, -όndas does not agree.

Not unexpectedly, ondas-gerunds to deponent verbs are rare and usually perceived as speaker errors: Papangeli and Lavdas (2009: 201, fn. 6) note that they are not fully accepted (they seem to be more acceptable to speakers than new formally active finite forms, however, cp. Roussou and Tsimpili 2007). An example is given in (41) (= Papangeli and Lavidas 2009’s (9c)).
(41) apodeho-nds tin isodo metanaston
accept-GER the.ACC entry.ACC immigrants.GEN
“Accepting the entry of immigrants”

For the diachronic development of -ondas and -menos and their uses see Manolesou (2005).

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, I have presented the voice systems of different Indo-European languages from a synchronic and comparative perspective. We have seen that all of these languages basically have bivalent synthetic voice systems, that they all have a sizeable number of verbs that exclusively take non-active morphology, and that these verbs fall into several semantically predictable classes.

Besides these canonical middles, however, all these languages also have a semantically less coherent class of non-canonical middles (deponents). These mismatch verbs behave slightly differently from language to language with respect to non-finite formations and other parts of their paradigm, and this chapter was meant to elucidate this cross-linguistic variation.

Interestingly, however, there is a certain extent of cross-linguistic coherence in deponent verb meanings. The following table lists lexical items with very similar semantics that all pattern as deponent verbs in these five languages. Note that these are not cognate pairs, that is, they do not go back to the same (Proto-Indo-European) lexical item.
Table 27. Correlations between deponent verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vedic</th>
<th>Hittite</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Modern Greek</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tráyate</td>
<td>pahiša(ri)</td>
<td>tuaor</td>
<td>erúomai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘protect’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bádhate</td>
<td></td>
<td>íptomai</td>
<td>epititheme</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘attack, beset’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>imitor</td>
<td>mimume</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘imitate’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>aleísco</td>
<td>tínunai</td>
<td>ekdikume</td>
<td>‘take revenge on, avenge’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rábhate</td>
<td>adiśco,</td>
<td>ánnumai,</td>
<td>sfeterizome,</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘take, appropriate’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pátyate)</td>
<td>nancśco</td>
<td>dékhomai</td>
<td>karponome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>comminśco,</td>
<td>médomai</td>
<td>skarfizome</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘contrive, devise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>máchinor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ídyate,</td>
<td></td>
<td>eúkhomai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘praise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vándate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>útor</td>
<td>(meta)hirizome,</td>
<td>kapilevome</td>
<td>‘use’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kšádate</td>
<td>fungor</td>
<td>titúskomai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘prepare, carry out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hannar(ri)</td>
<td>perčlitor</td>
<td>aitiáomai,</td>
<td>prokalizomai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘challenge, contest, test’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note, however, that we cannot simply add these predicates to our list of canonical functions of non-active morphology, since all of these deponent verb classes have formally active synonyms at the same synchronic stage. That is, the lexical meaning “protect” was not in any way specified for non-active morphology in Indo-European, any more than “attack” or “praise”
was. Rather, it must be the lexical entry of these particular verbs themselves that must be synchronically specified to trigger deponent behavior, for reasons specific to the diachronic development of these verbs.

Having established what “mismatch paradigms” look like, I discuss the syntax of deponent verbs in more detail in the next chapter, confirming that they are indeed mismatch verbs and cannot be analyzed as experiencer or self-benefactive verbs (hence canonical middles). I start by discussing previous approaches to mismatch verbs and their benefits and shortcomings. I present my own analysis of deponents in Section 4.3.
Chapter 4

Explaining the mismatch

4.1 Previous approaches to deponency

The fact that deponency is found both in modern and ancient languages that are not genetically related makes it likely that this kind of formal feature mismatch is a cross-linguistic universal that verbal systems can display. Deponent verbs raise several questions concerning the relationship between syntax and morphology. In languages such as the ones introduced above, with a productive distinction between active and non-active voice morphology, one would predict that transitive verbs like ‘incite’, ‘protect’, and ‘devour’ would choose active morphology. On the morphological side, one would predict that if these verbs did pick non-active morphology, their meaning should be ‘is incited’, ‘is protected’, or some similar non-active meaning.

There are several ways in which this mismatch between expected form and expected meaning could be approached. Stump (2007) and Müller (2013) both distinguish between form deponency and property deponency. Form deponency means that verbs have the “wrong” morphological exponence for their syntactic and semantic behavior. Under this view, a deponent verb like Vedic grásate ‘devours’ is an active verb that wrongly takes only non-active endings. Property deponency, on the other hand, means that verbs have the “wrong” meaning for the morphology they take. Under this view, grásate is a middle verb that has the wrong
meaning and morphosyntactic behavior for the endings that it takes.

Previous approaches to deponency have focused on finding a diachronic explanation for individual lexical items with the “wrong” morphological exponence, usually via reanalysis of an older, canonical function. While this can indeed often explain how a particular verb came to be a deponent, focussing on diachrony alone misses an interesting generalization, namely that voice mismatches are a regular feature of certain kinds of voice systems (“Greek-type” voice systems) across non-genetically related languages. In other words, the possibility of such a reanalysis must be part of the grammar of a speaker of a Greek-type system, but not of that of a speaker of a language with an English-type voice system. This means that there must be a synchronic component to deponency that needs to be accounted for in terms of general principles of the grammatical apparatus.

One argument in favor of this view is that deponents are not necessarily eliminated in the course of a language’s history, but are often remarkably stable. Latin deponents such as hortor ‘incite’ and sequor ‘follow’ remain solidly deponent for a period of over 500 years without being replaced by formally active forms like *hortō and *sequō,1 and the same holds for Vedic Sanskrit and Greek. In Sanskrit, deponent verbs are replaced by verbs with active morphology only when the distinction between active and middle voice breaks down on the way to Middle Indic. In Greek, deponent behavior is even extended throughout the history of the language, so that verbs that were active in Ancient Greek (or distinguished between active and middle forms) end up being deponents in Modern Greek, e.g. Ancient Greek active ἐχθραῖο ‘hate’ → Modern Greek non-active ἐχθρεύω; act. ἐμπίστευο ‘I entrust’ → MG non-act. ἐμπιστεύω, etc. (Lavidas and Papangeli 2007: 112ff.). This is remarkable given that there is also a counteracting tendency for syntactically active transitive verbs to be recharacterized as morphologically active (“morphological coercion”, see Roussou and Tsimpili (2007), Lavidas and Papangeli (2007), and Manzini et al. (Forthcoming) on Modern Greek “neo-actives”). The fact that some deponents nevertheless escape this process means that

---

1 Active sequō is actually marginally attested, but does not catch on.
there must be a synchronic niche for mismatch verbs at any given stage of such voice systems.

Moreover, it is not always possible to find an obvious synchronic motivation for non-active morphology on a syntactically active, transitive verb. That is, the synchronic non-canonical function of these verbs is not always immediately derivable from a previous canonical function, and many times can only be uncovered by studying the diachrony of these verbs. Take, for example, the Latin deponent verb *sequor* ‘follow’. In Latin, this verb at first glance behaves like a mismatch verb: It has a nominative subject and an accusative object.

(1) Latin, Plaut., *Aulularia* 4.7.16:

I, *iam sequor* te, *mater*  
*go.*IPV at.once follow.1SG.PRES.PASS you.ACC mother

“Go! I (will) follow you at once, mother.”

However, the comparison with Greek and Vedic shows that this verb only marginally takes accusative objects in these languages. In fact, the use with dative (Greek) and instrumental (Vedic) arguments is much more common, e.g.:

(2) Vedic, RV 1.145.2:

śyā *krátvā* sacate ápradṛśpitaḥ  
*DEM.PRON.GEN.SG* insight.INSTR follow.3SG.PRES.MID careless.NOM

“The one who isn’t careless follows his insight”

(3) Greek, Hom., Od., 9.159:

nēs mén moi héponto duōdeka  
*ships PART me.DAT* follow.3PL.IPF.MID twelve

“Twelve ships followed me”

Since the Greek dative has taken over some functions of the PIE instrumental (which is not preserved as a separate category in Greek), the most likely explanation is that the root *sek* that these verbs ultimatively go back to originally meant ‘go along, together with’ and took instrumental arguments (or quasi-arguments). But this meaning could be described as
translational motion, which according to Kemmer (1993) falls into the class of predicate types that cross-linguistically take non-active morphology. This verb would therefore originally have been a canonical middle verb (medium tantum), which on the way to Latin developed into a deponent. While its non-active morphology is understandable from a diachronic perspective, it cannot easily be motivated from the point of view of the synchronic distribution of active vs. non-active morphology in Latin.

While historical linguists may eventually uncover an earlier canonical function for even the most obstreperous deponent using comparative or internal reconstruction, an L1 acquirer obviously does not have access to a deponent’s prehistory and must therefore find another way of incorporating a voice mismatch into her grammar.

In the following sections, I provide further arguments for the view that deponency needs a general synchronic account in addition to an account of the diachronic trajectory of the individual lexical items.

4.1.1 Deponency as lexical idiosyncrasy

An obvious hypothesis concerning deponents would be the assumption that there is nothing syntactically interesting about them—they are normal active verbs that simply share the idiosyncrasy of having some feature in their lexical entry that will cause them to be spelled out as non-active. Such an analysis would treat deponents as cases of form deponency, that is, as active verbs which are “wrongly” spelled out as non-active because the lexical entry of their root or stem includes a diacritic [PASS] or [DEF]. One could then look for a diachronic explanation as to why certain verbs have acquired this feature. Such an approach to deponency is extremely widespread, spanning different theoretical schools (e.g., Embick 1998, Embick 2000, Sadler and Spencer 2001, Kiparsky 2005, Bjorkman 2011). However, while I ultimately agree that there is a diacritic in the lexical entry of deponents that triggers their mismatch behavior, I propose that it cannot be a feature [PASS] or [DEF]. First, if deponent behavior were triggered by a feature [PASS] on a lexical entry, one would not expect deponent behavior to be influenced by tense, aspect, or mood (TAM). However, it is well known that Ancient
Greek and Latin have so-called “semi-deponent” verbs that are deponent only in particular tenses, but formally active in others (see Section 4.4.2 for a discussion of this pattern). In Latin, for example, active verbs have synthetic active perfects, whereas deponent verbs have analytic active perfects consisting of a perfect (passive) participle (PPP) plus an auxiliary. Semi-deponent verbs have active present tense forms, but analytic perfects.

Table 28. Latin semi-deponents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>active verb</th>
<th>deponent verb</th>
<th>semi-deponent verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pres. am-ō</td>
<td>hort-or</td>
<td>confid-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I love’</td>
<td>‘I incite’</td>
<td>‘I trust’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perf. am-āv-ī</td>
<td>hortatus sum</td>
<td>confisus sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I have loved’</td>
<td>‘I have incited’</td>
<td>‘I have trusted’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Greek, a similar split is in evidence between the present and the future tense. A number of verbs have active morphology in the present, but middle morphology in the corresponding futures (the future marker is -s-):

Table 29. Greek semi-deponents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>active verb</th>
<th>deponent verb</th>
<th>semi-deponent verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pres. gráph-ō</td>
<td>dékh-omai</td>
<td>akou-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I write’</td>
<td>‘I receive’</td>
<td>‘I hear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fut. gráp-s-ō</td>
<td>dék-s-omai</td>
<td>akou-s-omai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I will write’</td>
<td>‘I will receive’</td>
<td>‘I will hear’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A feature [PASS] on a root should not be sensitive to any particular TAM configuration—such roots should behave as deponents in all forms of their paradigm, independent of TAM
and finiteness.

In a lexicalist approach, one could explain this by saying that deponents are lexically marked for non-active morphology in combination with certain stem-forming suffixes. That is, the abstract Greek root AKOU is unmarked, whereas the combination AKOU + -s has a diacritic [NonAct] in its lexical entry. However, there is no way of constraining this approach: in principle, any diacritic on any lexical entry, and any combination thereof should be possible, and this is clearly not the case. Moreover, the problem of the diachrony of such stems remains: How would this situation arise diachronically, and why would children learn such a system rather than regularize the paradigm and get rid of this lexical idiosyncrasy?

A further argument against a feature [Pass] (or [NonAct]) on deponent roots (or stems) comes from Sanskrit. Classical Sanskrit has a periphrastic perfect construction besides the regular synthetic perfect. The periphrastic perfect is formed using the accusative singular of a verbal abstract of the root or stem with the finite synthetic perfect of an auxiliary (usually kṛ 'do, make', see Whitney 1879: 347ff., Delbrück 1888: 426f., Macdonell 1910: 365, Gotz 2013: 123). The verbal abstract often includes present stem morphology of stems that do not make a synthetic perfect, like the causative, intensive, or desiderative. That is, we find verbalizing morphology on the verbal abstract, but perfect and voice morphology on the auxiliary.

Interestingly, deponent verbs always select the middle perfect form of the auxiliary, whereas verbs which alternate between active and middle morphology in the non-perfect stems also alternate in the perfect auxiliary. Examples are given in table 30 (-a is the 3sg. perfect active ending, -e is the 3sg. perfect middle ending, -ar is the 3pl. perfect active ending), see Whitney 1885 and Stump 2007 for more examples.

---

2See Embick (1997: 281ff.) for a detailed discussion of why certain features, e.g., [Past], cannot be inherent to roots.
Table 30. Sanskrit periphrastic perfects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Synthetic perf.</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Analytic perf.</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternating</td>
<td>vyā</td>
<td>viny-ūr</td>
<td>‘have covered’</td>
<td>vyayaṁ cakār-a</td>
<td>‘has covered’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bhī</td>
<td>bhīhāy-a</td>
<td>‘is afraid’</td>
<td>bhayaṁ cakār-a</td>
<td>‘was afraid’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vid</td>
<td>vēd-a</td>
<td>‘knows’</td>
<td>vidāṁ cakār-a</td>
<td>‘knew’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deponent</td>
<td>īḍ</td>
<td>īḍ-e</td>
<td>‘has praised’</td>
<td>īḍāṁ cakr-e</td>
<td>‘has praised’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>idh</td>
<td>idh-ē</td>
<td>‘has ignited’</td>
<td>indhāṁ cakr-e</td>
<td>‘has ignited’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>īkṣ</td>
<td>īkṣ-e</td>
<td>‘has seen’</td>
<td>īkṣāṁ cakr-e</td>
<td>‘has seen’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the deponent status of īḍ were determined by a non-active feature on this root, there is no reason why a non-active auxiliary should be selected when the root itself is in a voice-neutral nominal form.

Kiparsky (2005) follows the literature in assuming that the Sanskrit periphrastic perfect is only used when the formation of the expected reduplicated synthetic perfect is prevented because of a synchronic restriction against reduplication of certain root structures, namely ĹC and VCC, or to stems that do not allow reduplication. It is true that the synthetic perfect is regularly found with causative stems, which cannot be reduplicated. However, as (3) shows, Ĺ- and VCC-roots actually make synthetic perfects in Vedic (and Classical Sanskrit). Moreover, roots that can be regularly reduplicated, like vyā, bhī, and vid, also form periphrastic perfects. Kiparsky furthermore points out that the periphrastic perfect has the synchronically expected meaning in cases in which the corresponding synthetic perfect has an irregular meaning (cp. irregular vēḍa ‘knows’ vs. regular vidāṁ cakāra ‘has known’); this is expected given that the periphrastic perfect is the newer formation. The relationship between the synthetic and the periphrastic perfect is therefore not quite straightforward both from the phonological and the semantic point of view. The important point is that the periphrastic perfect shows that deponent behavior cannot simply depend on a feature [NONACT] on particular roots alone, since this offers no explanation for the presence of non-active morphology on the auxiliary. Rather, the mismatch seems to happen when certain roots interact with the func-
tional structure associated with tense/aspect projections. Recall that in Bjorkman (2011)’s approach (introduced in Section 3.4.1 above), auxiliaries are inserted to pick up “stranded” inflectional features (when movement of the verb is blocked, for example). Applied to the Sanskrit periphrastic perfect, we see both the feature [PERF] (for perfect, not perfective) and the feature [NONACT] expressed on the auxiliary.

But we are operating under the assumption that deponents have a root feature [NONACT], indicated in (4). The verbal noun exhibits stem-forming morphology, suggesting that the root moves at least to V, as in the following example (the hierarchy of functional projections in the perfect is based on Iatridou et al. 2001).

(4)

T+AGR
  /\  
  |   
  T   PerfP
       /\  
       |   
       [PERS; NUM; TNS]  
         /\  
         |   
         Perf  (AspP)
                /\  
                |   
                [PERF]  (Asp)
                               /\  
                               |   
                               rP  vP
                                       /\  
                                       |   
                                       [NONACT]?  VP
                                              /\  
                                              |   
                                              √idh[NONACT]i + V  RP
                                                          /\  
                                                          |   
                                                          li  t_i

However, at this point we face a dilemma. We have a lexical feature [NONACT] on the root, by stipulation. But we also need to ensure that voice is expressed on the auxiliary (which is where we actually see voice morphology). That is, it seems as if the feature content of the auxiliary is determined by T+AGR, Perf and Asp, rather than the root (which is stuck in V). But if that is the case, how can we ensure that deponents auxiliaries always surface with non-active morphology? I come back to this dilemma in Section 5.3 and propose an
alternative account for (4). At this point, it should suffice to illustrate that a lexical feature [PASS]/[NONACT] is insufficient to capture all aspects of deponency.

Moreover, languages which only have periphrastic non-active voice constructions, like English, do not have deponents. That is, there are no BE + past participle-passives in English that are syntactically active. The same holds for languages that have “analytic middles”, in which a morphologically active verb combines with an anaphoric pronoun (e.g., German sich, Dutch zich, French se, Italian si, etc.). These constructions have many of the functions defined as canonical in Section 2.2 (reflexive, reciprocal, anticausative, dispositional, etc.). Yet they never make deponents, that is, there are no analytic middle “mismatch cases”. There is no a priori reason why these languages should never have a lexical feature [PASS], however.

Taken together, these facts indicate that there must be a deeper explanation of deponency than simply positing a lexical feature associated with certain verbal roots that triggers the insertion of non-active morphology despite the active syntax of such verbs. Rather, deponency is a feature of particular types of voice systems, and should receive an explanation within a general theory of the morphosyntax of these voice systems.

4.1.2 Deponency as a lexical-semantic phenomenon

While the lexical approach acknowledges the idiosyncratic morphosyntactic behavior of deponents, one could also go the other direction and start with the assumption that the semantics of deponent verbs can somehow be subsumed under the canonical function(s) of non-active voice morphology. Such approaches are widespread in the traditional literature on Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit, and have also been taken up more recently in the typological literature (e.g. Klaiman 1991, Kemmer 1993, and the papers in Fox and Hopper 1994). Broadly speaking, the common denominator for non-active voice in such approaches is usually termed “subject-affectedness”, i.e. the subject is somehow affected by the verbal action, by being the patient/theme (as in passives and mediopassives) or by initiating and controlling it (to account for the reflexive/reciprocal function) or by being the recipient of it (benefactives/malefactives).

Compare the following description by Gonda (1979: 9) on the function of the Sanskrit middle:
“In studying the opposition between the active and the middle voices in those frequent cases in which a verb is conjugated in both diatheses the former may be defined as the category which essentially signifies that the subject performs a process (...) Being opposed to the active the medium adds its specific nuance to the verb—viz. “the process is taking place with regard to the person who (the thing which) is the subject; it happens to him (it) etc.” (...)”

This works at least descriptively for cases in which a middle verb has a reflexive or self-benefactive function compared to the corresponding active, e.g.:

(5) Sanskrit:

   a. act. punáti ‘washes’: mid. pávate ‘washes oneself’
   b. act. drvñháti ‘makes firm’: mid. drvñháte ‘becomes firm’
   c. act. várđhati ‘grows something’: mid. várđhate ‘grows’

In the middle-marked variants, it is intuitively easy to see how the process “is happening to the subject”. It is more difficult in the case of non-oppositional middles like sáye ‘lies’ or áste ‘sits’, where it is difficult to argue that any sort of process is “happening” to someone. Moreover, in self-benefactives, “the process” is apparently happening to both the subject and the object.

Gonda goes on to say that the actual use of voice marking with certain verbal roots/stems in Vedic often clashes with this superficial classification. He cites RV 6.16.48 as an example of a transitive deponent whose middle voice morphology would not be predicted by this classification:

(6) RV 6.16.48:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{agním deváso ... indh-áte} \\
\text{fire,ACC.SG gods,NOM.PL kindle-3PL.PRES.MID}
\end{array}
\]

‘The gods kindle the fire’
Gonda suggests the translation “the event of kindling comes to pass in the sphere of the gods with respect to fire” (p. 11), which is rather forced. Moreover, nothing would prevent one from paraphrasing a formally active transitive verb in the same way, i.e. taking active X Y bhára-ti “X carries Y” to mean “the event of carrying happens in the sphere of X with respect to Y”. Some scholars translate “agentive” middle-marked verbs like the one in (6) consistently as self-benefactives, i.e., “The gods kindle the fire for themselves”, but without a clear definition of what a non-alternating self-benefactive might mean synchronically (cp. French and German, where non-alternating self-benefactives are highly restricted) this approach is circular and will allow any action to be qualified as self-benefactive. Again, it has to be stressed that the label “self-benefactive” may in some cases provide a diachronic explanation (in particular for verbs that mean ‘take, seize’, etc.), but using this label as a “last resort” strategy to explain synchronic mismatch cases like Gonda does for Vedic is methodologically unilluminating.

Moreover, the comparison with Modern Greek shows that native speakers do not have the intuition that deponents (in the narrow definition) have a self-benefactive component.

The “subject affectedness” approach runs into trouble on another level as well. In their study of Modern Greek (MG) deponents, Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) point out that the claim that “deponents denote subject affectedness in the presence of control” (Kemmer 1993) cannot be supported “since many deponents in MG have a passive or anticausative meaning which clearly lacks control” (p. 13, NB their use of “deponent”, i.e., middle-only verbs).

Furthermore, semi-deponents as discussed above would be difficult to predict, since it is not clear why “subject affectedness” would only be relevant to particular TAM configurations. Taken together, this indicates that an approach to the distribution of non-active voice based purely on lexical-semantic and pragmatic notions such as “affectedness” or “situation control” does not have any predictive power and cannot explain the behavior of mismatch verbs in conjunction with particular tense/aspect morphology, finiteness, or nominalizing morphology. As I will argue in more detail in the next section, this behavior calls for a syntactic account, at least synchronically.
4.1.3 Summary

In this section, I have presented arguments that deponency cannot only be understood as an idiosyncrasy of certain verbs triggered by a diacritic in their lexical entries that forces the insertion of non-active morphology, at least not independently of the verbal functional structure relating to tense, aspect, and finiteness (more arguments for this are presented in the next section). Nor can deponents be subsumed under the canonical function of middle morphology, unless one is willing to stretch the definition of “canonical” until it loses all its predictive power. In the next chapter, I suggest an analysis that derives deponent behavior from a structural relation between the functional projections Voice/\textit{v} and the “verbalizing” projection \textit{V} that determines thematic aspect (\textit{Aktionsart}). That is, I propose that deponency should be understood as syntactic phenomenon, in the sense that it originates in the course of the syntactic derivation of a predicate.

First, however, I argue in the next section that deponents are agentive and do not fall under any of the canonical functions of non-active voice. This is important given the attempts to stretch the definition of “canonical middles” to encompass deponents which I discussed in this section.

4.2 Deponents are agentive

While Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014)’s study shows that the overwhelming majority of morphologically non-active verbs in a given language actually instantiate the canonical functions of non-active voice, their attempt to stretch this finding to cover all morphologically non-active verbs is less convincing. Their starting point is the observation that many of the MG transitive \textit{media tantum} are psych verbs/verbs of cognition/experiencer verbs, in which the external argument is an experiencer or undergoer rather than an agent. Examples include:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item MG experiencer \textit{media tantum}
    \begin{enumerate}
      \item \textit{fetome} ‘fear’
      \item \textit{esthanome} ‘feel’
    \end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
c. *gevome* ‘taste’

d. *skeftome* ‘think’

Based on this observation, they then argue that all transitive deponents can be analyzed as experiencer verbs “because they can be analysed as benefactives or malefactives” (p. 8). As discussed in Section 2.2.5, the benefactive or indirect reflexive use is a well-attested canonical function of non-active morphology. If Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) are right, there simply is no mismatch here—all transitive deponents are actually canonical middles.

However, there are good arguments against such an analysis. Embick (1997: 216f.), based on Anagnostopoulou (1999), shows that transitive deponents in Modern Greek pattern systematically with agentive transitive verbs as opposed to experiencer verbs with respect to clitic doubling, word order, and clitic left dislocation (all of the MG examples are taken from Embick).

With some psych-verbs, both an agentive and a psychological reading is possible under certain circumstances. In the agentive reading, the subject is an agent carrying out an action (as in (8a)), in the psychological reading, the subject is the cause of an event (as in (8b)). While the agentive reading with an animate subject does not require clitic doubling of the object, (8a), the psychological reading is ungrammatical without the doubled clitic, (8b):

\[(8)\]

\[\text{a. I Maria enolli ton Petro} \]
\[\text{The Maria.NOM bothers the Petros.ACC} \]
\[\text{“Maria bothers Petros”} \]

\[\text{b. Ta epipla *?!(ton) enohlun ton Petro} \]
\[\text{The furniture.NOM CL.ACC bothers the Petros.ACC} \]
\[\text{“The furniture bothers Petros”} \]

Transitive agentive deponents like *hriazome* ‘need’ pattern with the agentive reading and do not require clitic doubling, as in (9). This indicates that their external argument is an agent rather than a cause/theme.\(^3\)

\[^3\text{*Hriazome* may not be the best verb with which to exemplify this, since it fails to behave as agentive with respect to other tests, like imperative formation (Despina Oikonomou, p.c.).} \]
(9)  I  Maria hriazete ton Petro
     The Maria needs,ACC the Petros,ACC
   “Maria needs Petros”

For experiencer verbs, both the word orders EXP-verb-THEME and THEME-verb-EXP are possible and unmarked with respect to their discourse status. However, fronting of the object of a non-psych verb results in a marked clitic left dislocation (CLLD) structure. Transitive deponents pattern as non-psych verbs in triggering this CLLD construction:

(10)  a. O Petros hriazeto vivlio
       The Petros,NOM needs the book
     “Petros needs the book”

       b. To vivlio hriazeto o Petros
       The book CL needs the Petros
     “The book, Petros needs”

Agentivity tests can also be applied to the other languages that have deponents. For the older Indo-European languages, the most important ones are agent noun formation, passivation, and agent-oriented adverbs.

4.2.1 Agent nouns

Vedic, Greek, Hittite, and Latin all have designated agent-noun forming suffixes that have the same properties as agent nominalizers in other languages: They take genitive objects and can only be formed to verbs whose external argument is an agent (or animate causer; for a detailed account of the properties of agent nominalizations see Baker and Vinokurova 2009). This property distinguishes agentive verbs from verbs whose surfaces subject is an experiencer. Experiencer verbs cannot form agent nouns, that is, they cannot take the same nominalizing morphology as agentive verbs in the same reading:

   i. *Hríasu ton Petro!
     Need.PV the.ACC Petros.ACC

   However, since these tests also work for deponents that do form imperatives, I cite Embick’s examples with hriazome here.
(11)  English:
   a. #fearer
   b. #smeller
   c. #feeler
   d. #forgetter

While an instrumental reading in which the -er nominal designates the instrument with which an action is performed (rather than the agent performing it) is available for cases like feeler, an agentive one is not.\(^4\) Moreover, in English only agent nouns can inherit the argument structure of a verb and appear with an of-complement, while instrumental nouns cannot (mower of the lawn can only be a person, not a machine), and only agent nouns are eventive, whereas instrumentals are not (see, e.g., Levin and Rappaport 1988, Pesetsky 1995: 76ff. on caus object experiencer verbs, Baker and Vinokurova 2009: 530, fn. 12). The same holds for self-benefactives, reflexives, and unaccusatives, which likewise do not make agent nouns.

This generalization also applies to the older Indo-European languages. Vedic has an agent-noun forming suffix -tar- which comes in two variants: The non-accented variant behaves like a verbal participle and takes accusative objects, while the accented version -tář- takes genitive objects and behaves like a true agent noun (Benveniste 1948, AiG II,2: 669ff., Tichy 1995). Deponents behave like active agentive verbs and form agent nouns in -tář-, (13).

(12)  Vedic non-deponent agent nouns
   a. dā-tář- ‘giver’ (dā ‘give’)
   b. ne-tář- ‘leader’ (nī ‘lead’)
   c. raksi-tář- ‘protector’ (raksi ‘protect’)

\(^4\) But note that these nouns are much better in compounds in which the first compound member is the theme or direct object: god-fearer, witch-smeller, food-taster.
(13) Vedic deponent agent nouns

a. *trā-tār* ‘protector’ (*trā* ‘protect’)
b. *īḍī-tār* ‘praiser, worshipper’ (*īḍ* ‘praise’)
c. *ksat-tār* ‘server’ (*ksad* ‘serve, prepare’)

Both the forms in (12) and in (13) take genitive objects. Experincer verbs, on the other hand, do not make agent nouns. Apparent exceptions are explicable in terms of the meanings of the base verb. Thus *yāār* ‘avenger’ seems to belong to *yā* ‘go’, but this root fell together with a verb meaning ‘seek out, demand’, as shown by its Greek cognates (cp. Section 6.2.6 below); and cases like *mardīlār* ‘forgiver’ (*mṛd* ‘have pity, forgive’) and AV *jñālār* ‘witness’ (*jñā* ‘know’) can hardly be considered counterexamples. A survey of the collection of agent nouns in Tichy (1995) confirms that experinence verbs, non-agentive verbs of motion, and unaccusatives do not take the suffix -tar- in Vedic. Although negative evidence in the strict sense is not available, Tichy (1995: 32, fn. 6-9) does give a list of non-agentive verbs that fail to make *tar*-nouns in Vedic.

The same holds for Greek, which also has two agent noun forming suffixes cognate with the Vedic ones: -tōr, broadly corresponding to Vedic unaccented -tar- and -tēr corresponding to Vedic accented -tār-. Again, the collections of nouns in -tēr in Fraenkel 1912, Buck and Petersen 1945, and Benveniste 1948 (see also Debrunner 1917: 170ff.) make it clear that only agentive verbs use this suffix to make agent nouns. It is furthermore found in kinship nouns (*patēr* ‘father’, etc.) and with an instrumental reading with non-agentive verbs and (occasionally) agentive verbs (*lambtēr* ‘torch’: *lāmpō* ‘shine’, *statēr* a standard coin: *hīstēmi* ‘stand’, *rhaistēr* ‘hammer’: *rhaiō* ‘break, scatter’, etc.).

Deponents, like non-deponent agentive verbs (cp. (14)), can make agent nouns in -tēr (cp. (15)), and note that denominative agentive verbs likewise make agent nouns, as expected (as in (15b-c)): 
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(14) Greek non-deponent agent nouns
   a. *ela-tér* ‘driver’ (*elaúnō* ‘drive’)
   b. *dot-ér* ‘giver’ (*díðomi* ‘give’)
   c. *ole-tér* ‘destroyer’ (*óllumi* ‘destroy’)

(15) Greek deponent agent nouns
   a. *rū-tér* ‘protector’ (*érūmai, rúomai* ‘protect, guard’)
   b. *lēis-tér* ‘robber’ (*lēizomai* ‘rob, plunder’; *lēis* ‘plunder’)
   c. *lōbē-tér* ‘slanderer’ (*lōbāomai* ‘slander, mistreat’; *lōbē* ‘insult’)

Finally, Latin has a cognate agent noun forming suffix -tor (cp. Leumann 1977: 358f.).

Like the non-deponent agentive nouns in (16), deponents use this suffix to make agent nouns (17).

(16) Latin non-deponent agent nouns
   a. *amā-tor* ‘lover’ (*amā* ‘love’)
   b. *vic-tor* ‘conqueror’ (*vincō* ‘conquer’)
   c. *doc-tor* ‘teacher’ (*docēō* ‘teach’)

(17) Latin deponent agent nouns
   a. *hortā-tor* ‘inciter’ (*hortor* ‘urge, incite’)
   b. *vēnā-tor* ‘hunter’ (*vēnor* ‘hunt’)
   c. *tū-tor* ‘protector, guardian’ (*tueor* ‘watch, protect, guard’)

Note that this test also works for Modern Greek, where agentive deponents likewise make agent nouns. The agent noun suffix is -tí̂s.

---

5I am grateful to Elena Anagnostopoulou and Despina Oikonomou for confirming this and for providing these examples.
Modern Greek deponent agent nouns:

a. *hiris-tis* ‘user, manipulator’ (*hirizome* ‘use, manipulate’)
b. *ekmetalef-tis* ‘exploiter’ (*ekmetalevome* ‘exploit’)
c. *mimi-tis* ‘imitator’ (*minume* ‘imitate’)
d. *kataras-tis* ‘curser’ (*katarieme* ‘curse’)

The evidence from agent noun formation confirms that deponents have active syntax and that their external arguments are agents. It is also evidence that the “mismatch” behavior only happens in the verbal domain, while nominalizations from deponent roots behave formally and syntactically like nominalizations from non-deponent roots with the same argument structure.

4.2.2 Passivization

If deponents are syntactically active agentive verbs, they should be able to passivize given the right conditions. This diagnostic is only available in languages that have designated passive morphology that is distinct from the morphology that deponents usually take—that is, we do not expect passivization in strictly bivalent voice systems, since the passive use of non-active morphology is presumably blocked for deponents.

Vedic basically has a binary voice system in which active and non-active voice take different inflectional endings. However, there are some tense/aspect stems in which a passive morpheme that is distinct from the non-active morphology is available to make passives. In tenses where a distinct passive exists, the passive interpretation of the middle is blocked (see (19b)), as expected based on the Hebrew facts discussed in Section 2.2.4. A trivalent distinction is available in the Vedic imperfective (“present”) stem. Active verbs take the active endings, middle verbs take the middle endings, passive verbs take the passive suffix *-yā-* together with the middle endings. This is illustrated in (19) for the alternating root *bhr* ‘carry’ (the gloss *vb* stands for “verbalizer”, or verbal stem-forming suffix, usually called “theme” or “class” suffix).
(19)  a. Present active:

    bhár-a-ti
    carry-VB-3SG.NONPAST.ACT
    “carries sth.”

b. Present middle:

    bhár-a-te
    carry-VB-3SG.NONPAST.MID
    “carries oneself/for one’s own benefit/*is being carried”

c. Present passive:

    bhri-yá-te
    carry-PASS-3SG.NONPAST.MID
    “is being carried”

Deponent verbs show that it is the suffix -yá- that passivizes, and not the middle morphology. Deponents behave like active transitive verbs in being able to form a yá-passive in their imperfective stem.

Table 31. Vedic deponent passives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Deponent</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>udl</td>
<td>û-te ‘praises’</td>
<td>iê-yá-te ‘is being praised’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>praise-3SG.NONPAST.MID</td>
<td>praise-PASS-3SG.NONPAST.MID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idh</td>
<td>i&lt;n&gt;d-dhê ‘kindles’</td>
<td>idh-yá-te ‘is being kindled’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kindle&lt;VB&gt;-3SG.NONPAST.MID</td>
<td>kindle-PASS-3SG.NONPAST.MID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabh</td>
<td>rábha-te ‘seizes’</td>
<td>rabh-yá-te ‘is being seized’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>seize-3SG.NONPAST.MID</td>
<td>seize-PASS-3SG.NONPAST.MID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The internal structure of Vedic yá-passives is discussed in more detail in Section 5.1. The deponent passives in table 31 show that passivization of deponents is possible if passive morphology that is distinct from the morphology that causes the mismatch (middle, in this
case) is available.

More evidence for this generalization comes from Greek. Greek developed a passivizing
suffix -thē- in the aorist in post-Homeric Greek (cp. Section 5.2). Stahl (1907: 73f.) notes that
deponents use this suffix to make passive aorists, as in the following example from Thucydides
(5th century BCE).

(20) Deponent ἱκτῶμαι ‘acquire’, Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War 2.36.4:

(...) ὧν ἡ ἐκτῆσθαι ε-κτα-θῆ
REL.DAT.PL several.NOM.PL.PAST-acquire-AOR.PASS.3SG

“(...) by which several (things) were acquired”

The passive aorist ektēthē ‘was acquired’ contrasts with the middle aorist ektéseto ‘acquired’,
as used by the same author with the expected active syntax (e.g., in 1.4.1).

Another example comes from Herodotus (5th century BCE). The deponent ὄρεωμαι ‘give,
bestow upon, endow with’ regularly takes an accusative benefactive argument and a dative
theme (‘endow somebodyACC with somethingDAT ’). In the passive in (21), the accusative is
promoted to subject.

(21) Deponent ὄρεωμαι ‘give, endow with’, Herodotus, Histories 8.85.3:

Phulakos δὲ εὐεργήτης βασιλεός ἁν-ε-γράφη καὶ
Phulakos.NOM PART benefactor.NOM king.GEN down-PAST-write-AOR.PASS.3SG and
khórein ἐ-ὄρε-θῆ polléi
land.DAT PAST-endow-AOR.PASS.3SG much.DAT

“Phulakos was recorded as benefactor of the king and endowed with much land.”

Note that the deponent passive ὄρεθη ‘was endowed’ syntactically behaves exactly like the
non-deponent passive ἀνεγράφη ‘was recorded’ (from ἀνα-γράφο ‘write down’). Herodotus
also uses a formally middle aorist ὄρεστατο, which has the expected active syntax (e.g., in
4.88). More examples of syntactically passive ἔρη-aorists can be found in Stahl, loc.cit.

The conclusion must be that deponents, like formally active transitive verbs, can passivize
if distinct passive morphology is available. This is not usually the case in bivalent voice sys-
tems, but Vedic and Greek both developed distinct passive morphology in some tense/aspect stems, and in those cases we find deponent passives.

However, this also means that in languages which do not have separate passive morphology, we do not expect deponents to be able to passivize. This is the case for Latin, in which the “r-forms” are taken both by the passives of alternating verbs and by syntactically active deponents. Since there is no passive morphology available that is distinct from the r-endings, Latin deponents cannot passivize. This is true for most strictly bivalent voice systems and has given rise to the idea that deponents in general do not passivize. However, the Vedic and Greek data above show that this is not true, and that deponents can passivize under the right conditions.

Finally, it is often claimed that some Latin deponents can have both active and passive readings (e.g., Draeger 1878: 156ff., Hofmann 1910: 12ff., 32ff., Flober 1975, Embick 2000: 194). These claims should be taken with a grain of salt, since these uses usually imply that the deponent has been reanalyzed as regular alternating verb and a new formally active transitive form exists beside the formally and functionally passive form. This may actually be the case for the often-cited example in (22).

(22) Varro ap. Prisc. II, 387:

  ab amācīs  hortā-rētur
  by friends.ABL urge-3SG.IPF.SBJ.PASS

  “He was urged by his friends”

A formally active hortō may be attested already in Ennius (Ann. 567, Vahlen 1928: 104), an active perfect form crops up in Seneca (Suas. 5.8). While no formally active form is known from Varro, (22) should probably be analyzed as passive of the formally active hortō attested elsewhere.

Evidence for this analysis of seemingly ambiguous forms also comes from Modern Greek. While a passive reading of deponents is usually impossible, passive readings of formally non-active deponent forms become available once the oppositional formally active transitive forms
exist. Roussou and Tsimpli 2007: 149f. cite the following examples in which the deponent
ekmetalevome `exploit’, which usually disallows a passive interpretation, acts like an alternating
verb: in (23a), its new formally active variant syntactically active and transitive while its
new oppositional non-active variant in (23b) is passive (I have modified the glosses slightly
for reasons of consistency).

(23) a. ti perihei to INTEREG 3, oste na to ekmetalefsume gia
what contain.3SG.ACT the intereg 3 so that it.ACC exploit.1PL.ACT for
ti diasinoriaki ... 
the inter-borders
“.. what INTEREG 3 contains, so that we can exploit it for the inter-borders ...”
b. i iroes tetjon istorion ekmetalevonde apo ta MME
the heroes such.GEN stories.GEN exploit.3PL.NONPAST.NONACT by the media
“The heroes of such stories are being exploited by the media”

However, Roussou and Tsimpli (2007) also point out that speakers are very reluctant to accept
new formally active forms of deponents such as (23a).

The Vedic and Greek examples of deponent passives, on the other hand, are different from
the Latin example in (22), since here we see passive morphology that is distinct from the
morphology that triggers the mismatch, while the Latin form seems to be truly ambiguous if
taken out of context.

4.2.3 Agent-oriented adverbs

Agent-oriented adverbs expressing intention or volition can modify agentive predicates, but
not psych verbs/experiencer verbs. Adverb formation is notoriously varied in the older Indo-
European languages, where a variety of different suffixes is used, and this test is more difficult
to apply to the closed-corpus languages under study here than the other tests. That being
said, Vedic in particular provides a few instances in which non-canonical middles are modi-
fied by agent-oriented adjunct phrases. Vedic uses certain substantival case-forms as adverb
markers, in particular the instrumental and the accusative (cp. Macdonell 1910: 427ff.). The
instrumental of the adjectival abstract òjas- ‘power, might’, òjasā, for example, is only used
with animate subjects and means “forcefully, with might”. This adverbial use of the instrumental also occurs with agentive deponents, as in the following examples:

(24) Deponent *day* ‘distribute’, RV 1.130.7d-g:

atithigvāya sāmbaram girēr ugrō āvāhārat
Atithigva.DAT Šambara.ACC mountain.ABL mighty.NOM push.down.3SG.IPF
mahō dhānāñi dāyamāna
great.ACC prizes.ACC distributing.PART.PRES-MID.NOM.SG might.INSTR all.ACC
ójasā vīśā
dhānāny ójasā
prizes.ACC might.INSTR

“The mighty one pushed Šambara off the mountain for Atithigvya, distributing the
great prizes with might, (distributing) all the prizes with might.”

(25) Deponent *iś* ‘rule (over)’, RV 8.6.41a-b:

ṛṣīr hi pūrvajā āsy āka iśāna
Rṣi.NOM PART firstborn.NOM be.2SG one.NOM ruling.PTCP.PRES-MID.NOM.SG
ójasā
might.INSTR

“For you are the firstborn Rṣi, ruling by might alone.”

The accusative of the adjective *sabāḍhas-* ‘eager’ is used as an agent-oriented adverb in the following passage:

(26) Deponent *iḍ* ‘praise, invoke’, RV 7.8.1c:

nārō havyēbhir iḍate sabāḍhaḥ
men.NOM sacrifices.INSTR invoke.3PL.PRES-MID eager.ACC.ADV

“The men are eagerly invoking (him) with sacrifices.”

Another example comes from Latin, where the adverb *cōgitātē* ‘deliberately, carefully, with consideration’ presupposes an animate agent in the following passage:
(27) Deponent *meditor* 'think, consider', Plautus, *Miles gloriosus* 944:

> Ab-eamus ergo intro, haec uti *meditemur* cogitate

PRVB-go.1PL.SUBJ then inside these so that consider.1PL.SUBJ deliberately

> “Let us go inside, then, so that we may carefully consider these things.”

Although this test is less conclusive than the others, in combination with the evidence from agent noun formation and passivization it does provide more evidence for the agitative nature of the deponent class.

### 4.2.4 Summary

In this chapter, I have so far provided arguments in favor of analyzing deponents as transitive agitative verbs rather than as experiencer verbs. I have argued in Chapter 2 that canonical middles are characterized by their lack of an agitative subject. Deponents are therefore indeed cases of “feature mismatch” and cannot be captured by the same mechanism that derives the canonical functions of middle verbs—unless one is willing to give up the notion of “canonical function”.

In the next section, I discuss the derivation of canonical and non-canonical non-active verbs.

### 4.3 Deriving deponents

A theory of voice mismatches should be able to account for the following properties of Indo-European deponents, established in the previous chapters: 1) their surface subject is an agent, 2) they are transitive, and 3) they take non-active morphology.

I have discussed 1) at length in the previous section and provided arguments for the agent status of the surface subject of deponents. 3) is self-evident, but I have not discussed 2) at length. I have discussed evidence that suggests that the objects of deponents have the same structural status as those of agitative transitive verbs like *hit* or *cut*, that is, themes with structural accusative case. In Chapter 2, I have furthermore argued against a valency reduction
approach to non-active morphology. Taken together, this means that the head that “triggers”
non-active morphology can also value accusative case, and the occurrence of formally non-
active deponents with accusative objects is not unexpected (cp. the structurally very similar
self-benefactives in Section 2.2.5). I refer to this head as $v[\lambda\alpha]$ (“agentive $v$”), that is, the
type of functional head that can introduce external arguments, has event/agentivity features,
and values accusative case on direct objects. I also follow Embick (1997: 174ff., 1998) and
(2004a) in assuming that “agentivity relates to the semantics of a head, not necessarily to the
presence of a DP” (Embick 1997: 175). That is, the $\lambda\alpha$ feature on $v$ is not dependent on
whether or not there is a DP in its specifier. This will become relevant below.

The absence of $\lambda\alpha$ indicates that $v$ is “defective” and cannot introduce an external argu-
ment or value accusative case. I argue in Section 5.2 that this head is found in certain
unaccusatives and passives, following Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004), among others.

Note that it is a standard assumption in the literature that there are (at least) two different
kinds of event/agentivity-associated heads, going back to Kratzer (1996)’s original intro-
duction of a “voice” head, which according to her comes in two variants: one that introduces
agents and one that does not. Chomsky (2001) distinguishes between a $\phi$-complete $v^*$ and a
defective $v$; the latter is found in passives and unaccusatives. A similar approach is taken by
Kalluli (2007) and (2013) who distinguishes between three types of $v$-heads: $v[+\text{act}]$ (an “ac-
tivity” head, similar to Embick’s $v[\lambda\alpha]$) and $v[+\text{cause}]$ (a causation head). The third $v$ head
is underspecified for $[+\text{-act}]$ or $[+\text{-cause}]$; this head is found in formally active unaccusatives
(analogous to the “defective” $v$ of Chomsky 2001).

This distinction is therefore well motivated, and I use Embick’s notation $v[\lambda\alpha]$ to indicate
that agentivity is a feature of the head, not necessarily of the DP in its specifier.

With this background in mind, let us see what the derivations of a regular active and a
non-active verb look like. I use Vedic bháráti ‘carries’ (act.) and bhárate ‘carries/is carrying
for herself’ (mid.) as examples, but the same mechanisms apply to Ancient Greek, Hittite,
and the Latin present (on the Latin periphrastic perfect see Section 3.4.1.).
So far, all assumptions are standard and do not need special motivation, although I do assume “upwards Agree” (following proposals by Bjorkman 2011, Wurmbrand 2012, and Zeeijlstra 2012), that is, unvalued features probe upwards within their local domain for potential goals. This is indicated by the diacritic [uNFL_] on the root node RP. Agree furthermore triggers head movement, so √\textit{bhar} moves upwards and merges with the verbalizing head V (“verbalizing” in the sense of Harley 2005, 2011, similarly Borer To appear). The exponent of this head is the theme vowel \(-a\)-, but other suffixes, as well as zero-derivation, are available as well. When vP is merged, it introduces the external argument as proposed by Kratzer (1996). Because there is now a DP in the specifier of vP, the conditions for the assignment of non-active voice are not satisfied (I repeat the relevant rule here for convenience):

\begin{equation}
  v \leftrightarrow v\text{-X/}_- \text{No external argument (Embick 2004a: 150)}
\end{equation}

“Non-active voice is assigned when \(v\) does not introduce an external argument”

Hence \(v[\text{AG}]\) is not spelled out as non-active in (28), but as active. The insertion rules for
active vs. non-active morphology on $v[AG]$ can be summarized as follows:

(30)  
\begin{align*}
&\text{a. } v[AG][\text{NONACT}] \leftrightarrow \text{non-active} \\
&\text{b. } v[AG] \leftrightarrow \text{active}
\end{align*}

In other words, active morphology is here treated as unmarked “elsewhere” inflection. I will provide more motivation for this in Section 5.2.

Finally, the verb agrees with Asp and T for aspectual and inflectional features and completes its head movement cycle. The result is a formally and syntactically active verb.

As for the shape of the inflectional endings, Embick (2000) notes in connection with the Latin $r$-endings that passive morphology in Latin seems to be spelled out higher than expected, namely in the T+AGR complex. The same holds for Vedic, Greek, and Hittite. To solve this problem, Embick (2000: 199) proposes adjunction of the [PASS] feature to T+AGR via Morphological Merger (see also Embick and Noyer 1999, 2001, 2007 on Morphological Merger), and this solution is also applicable to the [NONACT] feature on $v$ in the present account. In (31) and (32), I deconstruct the feature specification of the Vedic 3sg. non-past active and middle endings to show how Merger results in their spell-out:

(31)  
\begin{align*}
&\text{Vedic 3sg. non-past active }-t\text{i} \\
&\quad \text{a. } T: \text{NONPAST} \leftrightarrow /-i/ \\
&\quad \text{b. } AGR: 3SG \leftrightarrow /-t-/ \\
&\quad \text{c. } v[AG]: \leftrightarrow /\emptyset/ \\
&\quad \rightarrow \text{3sg. non-past active } \leftrightarrow /-t\text{i}/
\end{align*}

(32)  
\begin{align*}
&\text{Vedic 3sg. non-past middle }-te \\
&\quad \text{a. } T: \text{NONPAST} \leftrightarrow /-i/ \\
&\quad \text{b. } AGR: 3SG \leftrightarrow /-t-/ \\
&\quad \text{c. } v[AG][\text{NONACT}] \leftrightarrow /-a-/ \\
&\quad \rightarrow \text{3sg. non-past middle } /-t\text{-a}-i/ > /-te/
\end{align*}

Now compare the same derivation for a middle verb. I use the self-benefactive $bha\text{r}ate$, 
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but the general account holds for the other alternating verb classes of Section 2.2, as well as for the non-oppositional middles of Section 2.3. As a reminder that the non-active feature on $v[Ag]$ is not a syntactic feature, but a spell-out property of this head, I use round instead of square brackets for the feature (NONACT).

(33)  

\begin{enumerate}
  \item X Y \textit{bhār-a-te}
  \quad \textit{carry-vb-3sg.nopast.nonact}
  \quad “X carries Y for herself, X is carrying Y for herself”
  \item TP + AGR
  \quad T
  \quad | \quad AspP
  \quad | \quad [-PAST]
  \quad | \quad [Pers:3]
  \quad | \quad [Num:Sg]
  \quad vP[Ag]
  \quad | \quad [IPFV]
  \quad \text{App\textsubscript{BEN}}
  \quad DP\textsubscript{X}
  \quad \text{App\textsubscript{BEN}}
  \quad VP
  \quad V
  \quad | \quad -a-
  \quad \textit{bhār-}
  \quad | \quad [uINFL_] \\
  \quad R
  \quad D\textsubscript{Y}
\end{enumerate}

The derivation proceeds as in (26), with the crucial difference that $v$ does not introduce an external argument DP and is therefore spelled out as $v[\text{NONACT}]$. The benefactive DP is introduced by the projection App\textsubscript{BEN} (see Section 2.2.5), subsequent movement of this DP to subject position is not indicated in (33). Note, however, that this movement would take place successive-cyclically, with the benefactive DP passing through the specifier of $vP$. We must therefore assume that the [NONACT] assigning rule (27) is not sensitive to the trace of a moved DP in Spec.$vP$. However, this is not a problematic assumption, since we would otherwise
predict that all unaccusative verbs whose internal arguments move to subject position surface with active morphology, which is evidently not true.

Note that nothing in this account links non-active voice to the availability of accusative case. That is, whether or not an object DP receives case from v[AG] does not seem to depend on the presence or absence of the [NONACT] feature, and self-benefactive and indirect reflexives provide evidence for this, since they have accusative objects. This means that we do not need to worry about a special rule for the assignment of accusative case in deponents that is different from the accusative case found in canonical middles.

The ingredients for deriving a deponent verb are now in place. We have seen that deponents have agent arguments (cp. Vedic trā ‘protect’, rabh ‘seize’, bādh ‘attack’, gras ‘devour’, īδl ‘praise’, Greek daïomai ‘distribute’, erūomai ‘protect’, κēlomai ‘command’, sînomai ‘plunder’, etc.), but if these were introduced by v[AG] in the canonical Kratzerian fashion, we would expect active morphology to surface.

To solve this puzzle, consider how we can distinguish alternating roots from deponent roots in Vedic (again, I use Vedic as a place holder for the other languages discussed in Chapter 3). By themselves, there is nothing that distinguishes alternating roots like han ‘slay’ or bhṛ ‘carry’ from deponent roots like rabh ‘seize’ or trā ‘protect’. Only in certain syntactic environments that we could pre-theoretically characterize as “verbal” does the distinction surface. That is, deponent verbs are specified for voice (non-active voice) as soon as verbalizing morphology is introduced. In other words, a speaker of Vedic Sanskrit knew that a deponent stem like rābh-a- would always take middle morphology, while an alternating verb stem like bhār-a- could take either active or middle morphology, depending on the syntactic context. The following table exemplifies this distinction.
Table 32. Vedic alternating and deponent verb stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternating</th>
<th>Deponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>várdh-śa-act./mid.</td>
<td>‘grow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhár-śa-act./mid.</td>
<td>‘carry’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yáj-śa-act./mid.</td>
<td>‘sacrifice’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems that the voice specification of deponents is linked directly to their verbalizing morphology. More arguments for this come from “zero-derived” nominalizations of alternating vs. deponent roots, in which the nominalizing morphology seems to attach directly to the root. I have already introduced some of these nominalizations in Chapter 3 and in Section 5.2. In these formations, the non-deponent nominalizations (exemplified for han ‘slay’ in (34a) and (35a)) are syntactically and semantically identical to the deponent nominalizations (exemplified fro trá ‘protect’ in (34b) and (35b)).

(34) Agent nominalizations:
   a. han-táś- ‘slayer’
   b. trá-táś- ‘protector’

(35) Verbal adjectives:
   a. ha-táś- ‘slain’
   b. trá-táś- ‘protected’

I propose that the reason for this is that in deponents, it is the verbalizing head V that non-canonically merges an agent DP. While this head is present in all finite contexts, it is absent in some non-finite contexts like (34) and (35), in which the mismatch is suspended (I discuss this generalization in more detail in Section 5.4).

If this is true, the derivation of a deponent verb proceeds similarly to that of the self-benefactive in (31), with the introduction of the surface subject DP below v[AG]. As in self-benefactives, this means that v[AG] will be spelled out as non-active because vP[AG] does
not introduce an external argument DP, and because the trace of a moved DP does not count for purposes of voice assignment. In the following, I give a sample derivation of the deponent verb *trā-ya-te* ‘protects’. For now, I use the subscript x on V to indicate that this is a verbalizing head that introduces an agent DP.

(36) a. X Y *trā-ya-te*
    protect-VB-3SG.NONPAST.NONACT
    “X protects/is protecting Y”

b. 

This derivation accounts for the core properties of deponents: 1) their surface subject is an agent, 2) they are transitive, and 3) they take non-active morphology.

1) and 3) are now crucially linked to each other: deponent roots like *trā*, *rabh*, *gras*, etc., merge with a projection introducing an agent DP, just like active agentive verbs. The difference between the two is that the agent of a deponent verb is merged in a different structural position than the agent of a formally active verb, namely *not* in the specifier of
VP[AG]. We therefore expect deponents to have the same properties with respect to agentivity as active agentive verbs, and this is true.

3) is predicted by the condition on the assignment of the [NONACT] that I have argued for, namely that it is assigned when VP[AG] does not introduce an external argument DP. Because the agent DP of deponent verbs is introduced below VP[AG] by the verbalizing projection Vx, non-active morphology on deponents is derived by the same mechanism as in canonical middle verbs. Since deponents use exactly the same morphology as canonical middle with respect to participial morphology and inflectional endings, this is a desirable outcome.

2) is unproblematic because we have already established that transitivity and accusative case do not depend on the presence or absence of [NONACT] on VP[AG], but I will come back to this point below in Section 4.4.

This analysis covers the basic properties of deponents, and it furthermore offers a straightforward way of understanding the diachronic development of deponents. Basically, all that needs to happen to create a deponent is the reanalysis of a canonical non-active transitive verb in which the surface subject starts out below VP (an experiencer or self-benefactive argument, for example) as a non-active transitive verb with an agent subject. I illustrate this for a self-benefactive in (37). (37a) shows the structure of a self-benefactive before raising of the benefactive argument to subject position, (37b) shows the reanalyzed deponent structure, likewise before raising. The boxed DP is the one undergoing the reanalysis.
Although none of the deponents listed in Chapter 3 can be synchronically analyzed as self-benefactives, some of them may have arisen from oppositional self-benefactive middles diachronically, for instance Greek \( \text{ainuma} \) ‘take, seize’. For this to happen, the benefactive argument would have to be reanalyzed as an agent, presumably triggered by the loss of benefactive semantics of (37a). If there is no (self-)benefactive meaning that could serve as a cue for positing the presence of the projection \( \text{Appl}_{\text{Ben}} \), a language learner would be confronted with a paradoxical situation: an agentive, transitive verb whose subject appears to be an agent, but which has non-active morphology. If the learner has successfully acquired the canonical distribution of active and non-active morphology in her language, she knows that a canonical agent should trigger active morphology. She can therefore either “correct” the apparent mistake and switch to active morphology, or posit a non-canonical middle with a low agent, since this would be compatible with the mechanism that triggers non-active morphology. In the latter case, the learner has successfully acquired a deponent. The loss of \( \text{Appl}_{\text{Ben}} \) can be understood as “structural simplification” in the sense of Roberts and Rousson (2003). The same reanalysis process can be applied to the development of certain experiencer arguments into agents, for example the development of experiencer verbs denoting mental states into speech act verbs that was mentioned in Section 2.3.3.

Crucially, the fact that canonical middles select the head \( v[AG] \) makes this reanalysis possible, since it makes accusative case and agentive semantics in a formally non-active verb available. In other words, the fact that deponents have direct objects with structural case \( \text{and} \) non-active morphology provides the cue to the learner that they select \( v[AG] \).

To summarize, this analysis of deponency explains both their synchronic behavior and provides a relatively simple account of their diachronic development from canonical middles. In Chapter 5, I show that it makes the right predictions with respect to non-finite deponent formations and the absence of deponency in languages like English.

However, it also raises a number of questions with respect to the nature of the category \( V_x \) and the thematic role it assigns. The two crucial problems are the following:
• What is the nature of the category $V_x$?

• How can the role of the argument introduced by $V_x$ be understood in terms of semantic compositionality and syntactic licensing?

These questions are addressed in the next section.

4.4 Motivating “low agents”

The proposal that the agent arguments of deponents are introduced “non-canonically” below $\epsilon \mid AG$ raises a number of questions with respect to $\theta$-role assignment, the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH), and the nature of the lexical entry of deponent roots.

Starting with the last point, it is clear that we cannot avoid the conclusion that deponents are somehow lexically specified for mismatch behavior in verbal contexts. There is nothing in the meaning or argument structure of deponent verbs themselves that can be held responsible for their mismatch behavior, since it a well-known fact that deponents usually have formally active synonyms or near-synonyms in Greek-type languages—verbs with the same (or very similar) meaning and the same syntactic behavior which take the expected active morphology. Examples include:
Table 33. Active/deponent synonyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Deponent verb</th>
<th>Active verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>hortor</td>
<td>moneō</td>
<td>‘encourage, incite’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tueor</td>
<td>servō, salvō</td>
<td>‘keep safe, watch over, protect’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fūror</td>
<td>clepō, rapiō</td>
<td>‘steal, rob’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hom. Greek</td>
<td>erúomai</td>
<td>phūlassō</td>
<td>‘protect, guard’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eíromai</td>
<td>erōtāō</td>
<td>‘ask, question’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>datomai</td>
<td>skhızō</td>
<td>‘divide, separate’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Greek</td>
<td>skarfizome</td>
<td>epinoo</td>
<td>‘contrive, devise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(meta)hirizome</td>
<td>hrizimopio</td>
<td>‘use’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>katarieme</td>
<td>anathematizo</td>
<td>‘curse’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In other words, the argument structure of deponent verbs alone cannot be responsible for their mismatch behavior, since the same argument structure usually triggers active morphology.

I propose that deponents differ from these verbs in that they are lexically specified to select a particular verbalizing projection, namely one that also merges an agent argument. The lexical entry of Vedic trā ‘protect’, for instance, could be described as follows:

\[ \sqrt{trā[AGENT]}/\_V_x \]

Which can be loosely translated as “if you merge an agent, merge it in V_x”. Only deponent roots have this type of lexical entry, since we would not want the “regular” agentialive verbs of table 33 to select V_x. This entry predicts non-active morphology on verbs that have it, since in verbal contexts their agents will always be introduced below eP, thus pre-empting the mechanism which would trigger active morphology.

Note that the difference in lexical entries between a deponent and a non-deponent agentive
verb under this proposal is minimal: while the agent argument of a non-deponent root like Ved. √han ‘slay’ is independent of that verb’s verbalizing morphology, it is linked to it in the case of a deponent like Ved. √trā ‘protect’.

It must be stressed that both this type of lexical entry and the one used by, e.g., Embick and Bjorkman require some form of early insertion of deponent roots. As Embick (2000: 210) himself notes in connection with his proposed [PASS] feature on deponents, it requires that at least deponent roots are inserted early in the derivation, since their idiosyncratic lexical feature affects Spell-Out. While voice morphology itself is a property of Spell-Out, the merger of the mismatch-triggering projection V_x is clearly a syntactic operation and causes problems for classic DM approaches which assume late insertion of roots (Halle and Marantz 1993, Harley 1999, recently defended by Haugen and Siddiqi 2013 and Harley To appear). I have no solution to this at present, but it is a problem that any account that anchors mismatch behavior in the lexical entry of particular verbs has to face.

A more serious problem that this account creates is the introduction of a DP in a structural position that is dissociated from where its θ-role is canonically assigned. This is a violation of the UTAH, according to which thematic roles are always linked to particular structural positions:

(39)  The Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH):

Identical thematic relationships between items are represented by identical structural relationships between those items at the level of D-structure. (Baker 1988: 46)

Specifically, UTAH rules out “cases where (...) the Agent can be either the specifier of vP or the specifier of VP” (Adger 2003: 138), which is exactly what is being proposed here. While the minimalist program has dispensed with D-structure, and the status of theta roles is contested, some version of UTAH is nevertheless implicit in much recent work on argument structure, and the solution proposed here will be a problem for any version of it in which particular (classes of) DPs are associated with particular structural positions.

However, Baker’s original formulation of the hypothesis is vague, and a number of modi-
fications have been proposed. While a complete discussion of the relationship between lexical semantics, verbal argument structure, and syntax is outside the scope of this thesis, there is one particular avenue of research that could provide a solution to the problem. There is a growing amount of literature that suggests that arguments (be they external or internal) are not determined by the lexical entry of a verb, but by functional projections associated with event structure. This is most explicit in the work of Borer, who argues that “arguments are assigned interpretation in functional specifiers of nodes associated with event structure” (Borer 2004: 290, see also Borer 1994 and 2005), but similar proposals of a connection between argument structure and event structure, with varying implementations, have been proposed by Kratzer (1996), (2004), Arad (1996), Ramchand (1997), (2008), Ritter and Rosen (1998), Doron (2003) and (2005), among others. Doron’s approach is particularly relevant and will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

In general, the solution proposed here recalls what Arad (1996) calls a “finer-grained semantics” approach to θ-structure and apparent UTAH violations (based on Pesetsky 1995: 13ff):

(40) Finer-grained semantics, Arad (1996: 217):

“[W]hat looks like one thematic role is in fact two distinct roles, and therefore may be associated with two different positions.”

In its strongest version, we would have to argue based on (40) that the formally active and the deponent verbs in table 33 differ with respect to the thematic roles of their external arguments, however subtle that difference may be, and that each is associated with a different structural position. This claim is clearly too strong: there is no useful and general enough criterion that could possibly distinguish the external arguments of the active verbs in table 33 from the deponent verbs. Moreover, unlike in the case of the Hebrew intensive verbs in which unergative behavior is associated with a particular type of verbal morphology (see below), there is no comparable correlation between verbal morphology and deponent behavior.

A weaker version of the claim would state that there is some correlation between thematic
aspect and deponent behavior, without explicitly specifying a particular semantics for the agent of deponents. In the following, I argue that there is some evidence for this weaker claim in Vedic and Greek. For some background, I first discuss Doron’s analysis of the Hebrew intensive template.

4.4.1 Agency and Aspect

Hebrew

Doron (2003), (2005), and Alexiadou and Doron (2012) argue that Hebrew provides evidence for a link between different types of agentivity and thematic aspect (lexical aspect, Aktionsart). According to Doron, Hebrew has different types of agency heads which determine different kinds of external arguments of a given root. This distinction is based on the three different “root templates” in Hebrew, the simple, intensive, and causative templates. These three templates interact with three categories of voice in Hebrew, active, middle, and passive. The following table, from Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 6), summarizes the possible patterns (two of the nine possible ones are unattested).

Table 34. Hebrew verbal templates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Intensive</th>
<th>Causative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>a-a</td>
<td>i-e</td>
<td>h + i-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>u-a</td>
<td>h + u-a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>n + i-a</td>
<td>t + i-a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depending on the template, consonantal roots receive different interpretations. Doron (2005) argues that the agency templates intensive and causative correspond to functional heads which specify the type of external argument a root is going to take. The causative head γ specifies that it will be a cause, while the intensive head t specifies that it will be an actor. The simple template does not correspond to a designated functional head and assigns
the unmarked role “agent”. Doron uses “actor” for the role that is usually termed “agent”, that is, “the active performer of the event” (Doron 2005: 155), which is usually linked to animacy, intentionality, and volition. Her use of “agent”, on the other hand, is much broader and roughly means “participant in the action”.

While the agency heads determine the type of thematic role an external argument will take, the DP expressing this role is still introduced by a higher functional head $v$, as in other accounts following Kratzer (1996).

Technical details aside, what is relevant here is that Doron’s approach explicitly links agentivity to the intensive template. That is, all intensive active formations in her approach, whether transitive or intransitive, are predicted to be unergative and take an actor as their external argument, and this is apparently the case (Doron 2005: 162). Moreover, the intensive head does not increase valency, while the causative one does. Examples of the intensive and simple templates are given in table 35 (from Doron 2005: 156).

Table 35. Hebrew intensive verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Simple verb</th>
<th>Intensive verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rqd</td>
<td>raqad ‘dance’</td>
<td>riqed ‘perform dancing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qpe</td>
<td>qafac ‘jump’</td>
<td>qipec ‘jump up and down’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’p</td>
<td>’af ‘fly’</td>
<td>’ofef ‘perform flying’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlk</td>
<td>halax ‘walk’</td>
<td>hilex ‘perform walking’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xzr</td>
<td>xazar ‘return’</td>
<td>xizer ‘court’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, this approach is similar to that of Borer (2005), who derives thematic aspect from different functional projections associated with different types of internal arguments (“quantity” and “non-quantity” nominals). If the lexical-aspectual properties of verbs differ depending on the type of internal argument they take, one can in principle assume that the same might hold for different types of external arguments.
The relevance of this approach for the analysis of deponency proposed here should now be clear. If verbalizing morphology related to thematic aspect can determine different types of thematic roles of external arguments, it would hardly be surprising if they also syntactically introduced these, in line with general principles of semantic and syntactic compositionality. There is no evidence for this in Hebrew, and it must be emphasized that in Doron’s approach it is still \( v \) that syntactically introduces the external argument, while its semantic role is determined by a lower functional projection (an “agency head”). Departing from Doron, to apply her general insight about the connection between agency and lexical aspect to deponents, one would have to argue that 1) deponents are likewise linked to a particular type of thematic aspect, and 2) the projection that determines thematic aspect also syntactically introduces an agent DP and assigns it its thematic role. There is some evidence for this in Vedic and Greek.

**Vedic and Greek deponents**

Aspect has a different status in the languages discussed in Chapter 3. In Hittite and Latin, verbs basically distinguish between a past (“perfect” in Latin, “preterite” in Hittite) and a non-past (“present”) stem.

In Vedic and Ancient Greek, on the other hand, verbal stem formation is tied to both *Aktionsart* and viewpoint aspect. Verbs usually make both an imperfective (“present”) stem and a perfective (“aorist”) stem, besides a separate perfect stem. Leaving aside the perfect for now, we find a number of different “stem forming” suffixes for both the present and the aorist in Vedic and Greek:

(41) **Vedic**

a. Present: \( \emptyset, -a, -ya, -aya, -na/-n, -no/-nu, \) reduplication, etc.

b. Aorist: \( \emptyset, -s, -i\tilde{s}, -a, \) reduplication, etc.
(42)  Greek

a. Present: Ø, -e/-o-, reduplication, -ske/-o-, -nā-, -n-, etc.

b. Aorist: Ø, -s-, -e/-o-, reduplication, etc.

These suffixes usually also trigger certain accent/ablaut properties of the roots they combine with (e.g., the reduplication found in the present stem has different properties from that found in the aorist stem). Some of the present stem forming suffixes moreover modify the event structure/Aktionsart of the base root. For example, Vedic -aya- forms causatives, Ionic Greek -(e)sk- makes iteratives, etc. It has been argued that all these different suffixes (at least the “present stem” suffixes) were originally linked to different Aktionsart types (Rix 1986, LIV²: 10f).

What is relevant is that the suffixes in (41a) and (42a) can only combine with imperfective viewpoint aspect, while the suffixes in (41b) and (42b) only combine with perfective viewpoint aspect. That is, there is an implicational relationship between thematic aspect as encoded in stem formation and viewpoint aspect, which also means that the a- and the b- suffixes cannot co-occur.

While deponency in Greek and Vedic is not linked to any particular stem forming suffix, there is a connection between deponency and stem formation more generally:

(43)  Generalization: Deponents in Vedic and Greek only make a (primary) present stem, while alternating verbs with the same argument structure usually make both an present and an aorist stem.

To illustrate this, the following tables contain ten of the most commonly used alternating verbs in Vedic and Greek and their present and aorist stems (all forms are 3sg. for Vedic and 1sg. for Greek).6 As above, “alternating” means that these verbs can take both active and non-active morphology, and that non-active morphology in each case is associated with one

---

6I am leaving aside the perfect for now, but note that the Vedic and Greek perfect is not perfective. In other words, a Vedic root that makes both a present and a perfect stem would not be a counterexample to this generalization.
of the canonical oppositional uses discussed in Section 2.2.

Table 36. Alternating verbs in Vedic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pres.act.</th>
<th>pres.mid.</th>
<th>aor.act.</th>
<th>aor.mid.</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kṛṣṇ-ā-ti</td>
<td>kṛṣṇu-té</td>
<td>ákar-ō</td>
<td>ákṛ-ta</td>
<td>kṛ ‘make’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tanā-ti</td>
<td>tanu-té</td>
<td>átan-ō</td>
<td>áta-ta</td>
<td>tan ‘stretch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dádā-ḥ-ti</td>
<td>dád-t-te</td>
<td>ádā-t</td>
<td></td>
<td>dā ‘give’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dádā-ḥ-ti</td>
<td>dhāt-té</td>
<td>ádhi-ta</td>
<td></td>
<td>dhā ‘place’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punā-ti</td>
<td>punālē, pāva-te</td>
<td>ápāvi-t</td>
<td>ápavīs-ta</td>
<td>pū ‘cleanse’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhāja-ti</td>
<td>bhāja-te</td>
<td>ābhāk-ō</td>
<td>ābhak-ta</td>
<td>bhaj ‘divide’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>māṛṣ-ti</td>
<td>mṛṣ-té</td>
<td>āmṛkṣa-t</td>
<td>āmṛkṣa-ta</td>
<td>mṛj ‘wipe’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vṛṇāk-ti</td>
<td>vṛṇk-té</td>
<td>ávṛṇk-ō</td>
<td>ávṛṇk-ta</td>
<td>vṛj ‘twist’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strṇā-ti</td>
<td>strṇā-té</td>
<td>ástṛ-ō</td>
<td>ástṛ-ta</td>
<td>str ‘strew’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiṣṭha-ti</td>
<td>tiṣṭha-te</td>
<td>ásthi-ta</td>
<td></td>
<td>stā ‘stand’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 37. Alternating verbs in Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pres.act.</th>
<th>pres.mid.</th>
<th>aor.act.</th>
<th>aor.mid.</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aγ-ō</td>
<td>aγo-mai</td>
<td>ēgago-n</td>
<td>ēgagó-mēn</td>
<td>‘lead’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dādō-mi</td>
<td>dido-mai</td>
<td>ēdōk-a</td>
<td>edō-mēn</td>
<td>‘give’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ékh-ō</td>
<td>ékho-mai</td>
<td>éskho-n</td>
<td>eskhó-mēn</td>
<td>‘have, hold’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kalé-ō</td>
<td>kalé-mai</td>
<td>ekāless-a</td>
<td>ekalessá-mēn</td>
<td>‘call’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>léγ-ō</td>
<td>légo-mai</td>
<td>éleks-a</td>
<td>eleksá-mēn</td>
<td>‘gather; say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leúp-ō</td>
<td>leipo-mai</td>
<td>élipo-n</td>
<td>elipó-mēn</td>
<td>‘leave’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peith-ō</td>
<td>peitho-mai</td>
<td>epéitho-n, épitho-n</td>
<td>epitho-mēn</td>
<td>‘persuade’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trép-ō</td>
<td>trépo-mai</td>
<td>étrapo-n</td>
<td>etrapó-mēn</td>
<td>‘turn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiθē-mi</td>
<td>tiθe-mai</td>
<td>éthēk-a</td>
<td>ethē-mēn</td>
<td>‘put, place’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khé-ō</td>
<td>khéo-mai</td>
<td>ékhe(u)-a</td>
<td>ekheuá-mēn</td>
<td>‘pour, scatter’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While more examples are easily found for alternating verbs, things are different for deponents. *Per definitionem*, these never have formally active forms, but so far we have no reason not to expect an alternation between a formally non-active present and a formally non-active aorist stem. But this is not the case: The majority of Vedic and Greek deponents only makes a present stem, but not an aorist stem. Table 38 illustrates this for Vedic (all forms are 3sg. unless otherwise indicated).

Table 38. Deponent verbs in Vedic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pres.</th>
<th>aor.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>indh-े</em></td>
<td>1sg.opt. <em>idhī-mahi</em> (7x)</td>
<td><em>idh</em> ‘ignite’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ṛja-े</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>ṛj</em> ‘drive, impel’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ūl-े</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>ūl</em> ‘praise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl. <em>kṣadā-mahe</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>kṣad</em> ‘arrange, serve’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>jóguv-e</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>gu</em> ‘call, praise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3du.ipv. <em>gráse-laṁ</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>gras</em> ‘devour’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2du. <em>taṁsaye-the</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>taṁs</em> ‘push, shake’⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg. <em>tráya-se</em></td>
<td>2sg.ipv. <em>trásva</em> (10x)</td>
<td><em>trā</em> ‘protect’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dáya-te</em></td>
<td>1sg.opt. <em>dīśy-a</em> (1x)</td>
<td><em>dā</em>/<em>day</em> ‘distribute’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pátya-te</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>pat</em> ‘rule’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>bádha-te</em></td>
<td><em>bádhīs-ṭa</em> (1x)</td>
<td><em>bādh</em> ‘beset, oppress’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>máṁha-te</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>máṁ</em> ‘be generous, give’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1sg. <em>rabh-े</em></td>
<td><em>ārab-dha</em> (1x)</td>
<td><em>rabh</em> ‘seize’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>vánda-te</em></td>
<td>3sg. <em>vand-i</em> (1x), 1pl.opt. <em>vándiṣi-mahi</em> (1x)</td>
<td><em>vand</em> ‘praise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>sú-ṭe</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>sū</em> ‘give birth to’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While 9 out of 15 deponents have no aorist at all, 4 have an aorist stem that is attested only once or twice in the entire corpus. Moreover, 4 of the 6 verbs that have an aorist stem at all

---
⁷One formally active aorist form is attested in the Rigveda, see Appendix B.
make an s-aorist, using the productive aorist suffix -s/-iš-. The alternating verbs in table 36, on the other hand, use different aorist types, in particular one in which the verbal inflection is (descriptively) added directly to the root ("root aorists"). This aorist type is practically non-existent in deponents (idhi-mahi in the first line is the only secure instance). The conclusion must be that speakers only sporadically tried to form aorists to deponent verbs, even though non-deponent verbs with the same argument structure have no problem making both a present and an aorist stem, and if they did, they used the productive, unmarked s-aorist.

The situation is similar in Greek. In the alternating category (table 37) we find a number of different aorist formations, including the productive s-aorist, but also the thematic aorist, the reduplicated aorist, and the synchronically unproductive root aorist. While 12 out of 26 Homeric deponents make no aorist at all, 12 out of the 14 that do make an aorist use the s-aorist8 and Stahl (1907: 73) confirms that this observation holds for post-Homeric Greek as well.

---

8All except for arémén (thematic aorist) and edéktō (root aorist) in the second column of the following table; but the latter verb also has an s-aorist already in Mycenaean Greek. Note that the -s- of the aorist is lost by regular sound change in anēnámēn and olōphūrámēn.
Table 39. Deponent verbs in Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>present</th>
<th>aorist</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aínú-mai</td>
<td>anēná-mēn</td>
<td>‘seize’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anámo-mai</td>
<td>érēnēsá-mēn</td>
<td>‘refuse, deny’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arnéo-mai</td>
<td>arē-mēn</td>
<td>‘refuse’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>árnu-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘carry off, win’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dái-mai</td>
<td>edassá-mēn</td>
<td>‘divide, distribute’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>datéo-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘divide up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dékho-mai</td>
<td>3sg. dékto; dézato</td>
<td>‘accept, receive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dízē-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘seek’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erépto-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘bite off’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>érū-mai, erúo-mai</td>
<td>(er)rūsá-mēn</td>
<td>‘protect, defend’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eukho-mai</td>
<td>euxá-mēn</td>
<td>‘pray, declare’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káínu-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘excel, surpass’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kelo-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘exhort, command’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lísso-mai</td>
<td>ellisá-mēn</td>
<td>‘beg, pray’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maio-mai</td>
<td>emassá-mēn</td>
<td>‘seek’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>médò-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘take care of’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mémpho-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘blame, reproach’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>médò-mai</td>
<td>emēsá-mēn</td>
<td>‘plan, devise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mnáo-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘take care of; court’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olopháro-mai</td>
<td>olophûrá-mēn</td>
<td>‘lament, bewail’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>óno-mai</td>
<td>ōnosá-mēn</td>
<td>‘scorn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>péno-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘work at, attend to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ponéo-mai</td>
<td>epónēsá-mēn</td>
<td>‘work at, attend to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>síno-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘rob, plunder’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>titúsko-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘make ready, prepare’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseúdo-mai</td>
<td>epseusá-mēn</td>
<td>‘lie, tell a lie’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, there are no instances in Vedic of a deponent that only makes an aorist but no present, and there are only two potential cases in Greek (see Appendix D). I summarize the distribution found in Vedic and Greek in the following table.
Table 40. Deponents and aspect in Vedic and Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pres.act.</th>
<th>pres.mid.</th>
<th>aor.act.</th>
<th>aor.mid.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Alternating</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Deponent 1</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Deponent 2 (rare)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Deponent 3: Not attested</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While alternating verbs make both a present and an aorist stem (line a.), deponents usually only make a present stem (line b.). If they do make an aorist stem, it implies a primary present stem (line c.). Deponents cannot make only an aorist stem (line d.).

This is odd given that alternating verbs of the same argument structure can have a primary aorist, as shown above, and it is also odd when compared to canonical middle-only verbs (non-oppositional middles of the type discussed in Section 2.3) which show no clear aspectual preference. In the following tables, I list ten of the most common canonical non-oppositional middles in Vedic and Greek (cp. Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2).

Table 41. Canonical middles in Vedic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Aorist</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ās-te</td>
<td>ās’ sit’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cas-te</td>
<td>caks ‘appear; perceive’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nása-te</td>
<td>1pl.opt. nasī-mahi (1x)</td>
<td>nas ‘unite with’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pády-a-te</td>
<td>pād-i</td>
<td>pad ‘fall’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bādhya-te</td>
<td>ābodh-i</td>
<td>budh ‘wake up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mánya-te</td>
<td>āma-ta; mansīs-ta</td>
<td>man ‘think’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mṛṣya-te</td>
<td>2sg. mṛṣ-thās (3x)</td>
<td>mṛṣ ‘forget’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rōca-te</td>
<td>roc-i (2x)</td>
<td>ruc ‘shine’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vṛṇī-te</td>
<td>vṛ-ta (4x)</td>
<td>vṛ ‘choose’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śay-e</td>
<td>2sg. aśaγiṣ-thās (3x)</td>
<td>śi ‘lie’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contrary to deponents, Vedic canonical middles usually make an aorist stem. While there are some s-aorists, we find many more root aorists or so-called “passive aorists”. For many of the latter two, the comparative evidence suggests that they are relatively old formations. In other words, canonical middles are clearly more comfortable with having an aorist than deponents are.

In Greek too, canonical middles usually have both a present and an aorist (using all the available aorist suffixes).

Table 42. Canonical middles in Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>aído-mai</th>
<th>ēidesá-mēn</th>
<th>‘be in awe of’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boúlo-mai</td>
<td>egenó-mēn</td>
<td>‘wish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gígno-mai</td>
<td>[act. ēlutho-n]</td>
<td>‘be born; become’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ērkho-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘come, go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē-mai</td>
<td>oeísá-mēn</td>
<td>‘sit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hīe-mai</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘speed, hasten’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hiknēo-mai</td>
<td>hikó-mēn</td>
<td>‘reach, arrive at’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maínno-mai</td>
<td>[act. emanē-n]</td>
<td>‘rage’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>péto-mai</td>
<td>eptá-mēn</td>
<td>‘fly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peútho-mai, puntháno-mai</td>
<td>eputhá-mēn</td>
<td>‘learn’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To summarize, we have not found evidence that suggests that the external arguments of deponents are associated with a particular type of thematic aspect in Vedic and Greek. We have, however, seen that they are primarily associated with verbal stem forming morphology that makes present stems and triggers imperfective viewpoint aspect. We could therefore specify the lexical entry of Vedic and Greek deponents as follows, based on the general entry for deponents proposed in Section 4.3:

(44) \( \sqrt{\text{trā[AGENT]}_/V_i} \)

“If you merge an agent, merge it in \( V_i \)”
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$V_t$ is used as a cover symbol for all stem forming suffixes that trigger imperfective viewpoint aspect (“present stem”). The similarity to Doron’s functional projection $t$ is intentional, since $V_t$ likewise stands for functional projections below $v$ relating to thematic aspect.

It must be stressed that there is no evidence for a correlation between deponency and aspect (thematic or viewpoint) in Modern Greek or Hittite, but aspect is encoded very differently in these languages, so this finding may not be surprising.

More evidence for a connection between deponency and thematic aspect may come from Latin, however.

**Latin**

In Latin, a number of deponents (and “non-active-only” verbs more generally) take verbal morphology associated with iterativity either diachronically or synchronically. The synchronic suffix -ēsc- contains an element *-sk-* that seems to have made iterative, durative, or habitual verbs in Proto-Indo-European (cp. Fortson 2010: 99) and is attested in this function in, e.g., Greek (“Ionic iterative”, Bechtel 1924: 215, Schwyzer 1939-71: I, 710ff.) and Hittite (“imperfective” -ške-, cp. Hoffner and Melchert 2008: 318ff.).

In Latin, a number of non-active verbs take -ēsc-, including some agentive ones (cp. Leumann 1977: 536, Weiss 2009: 407). Since most of these are deverbal, I include their derivational base when it is known.
Table 43. Latin non-active ēsc-verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>meaning</th>
<th>base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ap-īscor</td>
<td>'reach, attain'</td>
<td>apiō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com-, re-min-īscor</td>
<td>'imagine; recall'</td>
<td>*menior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nanc-īscor</td>
<td>'reach, obtain'</td>
<td>nanciō, nancior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ulc-īscor</td>
<td>'punish'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pac-īscor</td>
<td>'bargain, agree'</td>
<td>(paciō)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oblīve-īscor</td>
<td>'forget'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pro-fic-īscor</td>
<td>'set out, march forth'</td>
<td>pro-faciō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fat-īscor</td>
<td>'fall apart'</td>
<td>[fatūgō]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A larger number of deponents take the synchronic iterative suffixes -tā- and -itā- (also called “frequentative”, “repetitive”, and “intensive”, see Leumann 1977: 547ff., Weiss 2009: 401ff.). They often act as synchronic replacements of their base verbs (which are usually likewise formally non-active) and do not have specifically iterative semantics.

Table 44. Latin non-active -(i)tā-verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hor-t-or</td>
<td>'incite'</td>
<td>(horior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>im-it-or</td>
<td>'imitate'</td>
<td>(*imor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lic-it-or</td>
<td>'offer, bid vigorously'</td>
<td>licor 'bid'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>med-it-or</td>
<td>'reflect on'</td>
<td>(?medor 'heal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min-it-or</td>
<td>'threaten'</td>
<td>minor 'threaten'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec-t-or</td>
<td>'pursue, follow eagerly'</td>
<td>sequor 'follow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tā-t-or</td>
<td>'protect, guard'</td>
<td>tueor 'watch, examine'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, since the derivational basis in these cases is usually also deponent, it is difficult to say whether the non-active inflection is a property of the stem formation or not. Moreover,
the association only goes in one direction: while a large number of Latin deponents takes either -īsc- or -(i)tā- (11 out of the 26 in Appendix E; -īsc-: 4, -(i)tā-: 7), not counting combinations with preverbs), both suffixes are widely used with active inflection elsewhere.

If there is a syntactic or semantic motivation for non-active morphology in iteratives (cp. Berez and Gries 2010 on Dena’ina (Athabaskan) middle iteratives), a further step would be to argue that the functional projection associated with iterative morphology also introduces an agent argument in non-canonical iterative middles. However, the situation in Latin needs further study before such a claim can be made, and the data discussed here should be taken as a very tentative data point on the connection between thematic aspect, non-active morphology, and deponency.

**Georgian deponents**

Another language in which deponent behavior apparently coincides with a particular thematic aspect is Georgian.

Tuite (2002), (2007) discusses a number of Georgian verbs with passive morphology and active syntax and argues that they are semantically similar to middle-only verbs in Greek and Latin.

The Kartvelian verbal category “subjective version” is marked by a prefix (-)i- and has been described as semantically similar to the Indo-European middle. Broadly speaking, it indicates that an action affects, benefits, or generally implicates the subject. The prefix (-)i- is also shared by a class of passives called “prefixal passives”; presumably this passive suffix historically developed out of the subjective version marker.

In this class, we find a number of verbs that take the prefixal passive marker, but are syntactically active. In contrast to deponents in Vedic or Greek, however, they “contrast with active, true passive, or medioactive verbs formed from the same root” (Tuite 2007). That is, they are deponent in particular tense/aspect stems, but behave regularly in others and therefore are descriptively semi-deponents. What is interesting about them, however, is that the formally passive deponents have a very specific meaning compared to the corresponding
“primary” verb forms. In Tuite’s words, “semantically, deponents, in contrast to actives, express repeated, habitual actions, sometimes with the implication that they are characteristic of the subject.”

However, unlike in the case of Vedic and Greek deponents, these properties do not follow from the selection of a particular Aktionsart suffix, but from the passive morphology itself.

I illustrate this with some of Tuite (2007)’s examples (glosses are my own since he does not provide any).9

(45) Georgian deponents (from Tuite 2007 (ts = thematic suffix):

a. *i-ts’er-eb-a*
   PASS-write-TS-3SG.S
   ‘writes to sbdy., informs sbdy. through writing, letters’

b. *i-tsokhn-eb-a*
   PASS-chew-TS-3SG.S
   ‘ruminates, eats in an ugly, unpleasant fashion’

c. *i-p’udr-eb-a*
   PASS-powder-TS-3SG.S
   ‘puts powder on one’s face’

d. *i-gin-eb-a*
   PASS-curse-TS-3SG.S
   ‘curses, utters curse words’

e. *i-k’bin-eb-a*
   PASS-bite-TS-3SG.S
   ‘bites somebody or something; has the habit of biting’

According to Tuite, all of these verbs have corresponding “primary” verb stems in which the syntax matches the meaning.10 The primary verbs corresponding to the “mismatch verbs” in (45) are the following:

---

9I am very grateful to Nikoloz Anasashvili for his judgments and comments on the Georgian data.

10The form *its’ereba* in (26a) can also have the expected passive reading, but none of the other deponents cited here can.
(46)  
a.  *ts’er-s*  
write-3sg.S  
‘writes’ (active)  
b.  *tsokhm-i-s*  
chew-ts-3sg.S  
‘ruminates, chews [cud]’ (active)  
c.  *p’udr-av-s*  
powder-ts-3sg.S  
‘powders’ (active)  
d.  *a-gin-eb-s*  
PRVB-curse-ts-3sg.S  
‘curses, swears at’ (active)  
e.  *h-k’ben-s*  
PRVB-bite-3sg.S  
‘bites’ (mediaactive)

Not all of the deponents in (45) are agentive and transitive (Tuite uses the term in the broad sense that I argue against in Section 2.4). Many are intransitive, but lack the expected passive meaning. However, there are a few transitive ones in addition to the ones in (45):

(47)  
a.  *i-t’q’obm-eb-a*  
PASS-inform-ts-3sg.S  
‘informs sbdy.’  
b.  *i-dzle-a*  
PASS-give-3sg.S  
‘gives to sbdy.’  
c.  *i-lots-eb-a*  
PASS-bless-ts-3sg.S  
‘pronounces words of blessing’  
d.  *i-khvelts ’eb-a*  
PASS-asv-ts-3sg.S  
‘asks for sth. imploringly’

Examples of transitive constructions are given in (48). The arguments take the same case marking as in active imperfective clauses from the same verbs, namely NOM-ACC, the agree-
ment morphology on the verb cross-references the subject.

(48)  

a. Student-i Parisi-dan ts’eril-eb-s i-ts’er-eb-a  
student-nom Paris-from letter-pl-acc pass-write-ts-3sg.s  
“The student writes/is writing letters from Paris”  

b. Student-i ts’eril-s i-khvets’-eb-a  
student-nom letter-acc pass-ask-ts-3sg.s  
“The student asks/is asking for a letter”  

The verbs are imperfective and can apparently have both a generic or habitual reading, like the English simple present, and a continuous/progressive reading.

While the Georgian prefixal passive “deponents” are not completely parallel to the Indo-European cases that I have focused on so far, there are two crucial similarities: 1) There is a mismatch between morphological form and expected function, and 2) this mismatch happens in the context of a particular aspectual/Aktionsart configuration (habitual or iterative).

Summary

In this section, I have discussed more evidence in favor of the claim that deponent behavior is linked to a relatively low functional verbal projection “Vx”. I have provided evidence that this projection is linked to a particular interpretation in some languages: iterative or habitual in Georgian and maybe Latin, and more generally to “present stem” morphology in Vedic and Greek. This is reminiscent of Doron’s analysis of the Hebrew intensive template, in which the external argument is associated with a particular thematic role determined by thematic aspectual morphology.

This area clearly needs further study. It is not clear why non-active morphology in general and deponent behavior in particular should be associated with any particular kind of thematic (or viewpoint) aspect, and I have no explanation for this at this point. However, these observations should provide a good starting point for further research into the nature of mismatch verbs and canonical middles.
4.4.2 A brief note on semi-deponents

At first glance, the revised lexical entry for deponent roots suggested in Section 4.4.1 and repeated in (49) seems to provide a convenient starting point for understanding semi-deponent behavior. Semi-deponents are usually defined as verbs that take non-active morphology in particular “tense-aspect” stems, but otherwise take (canonical) active morphology.

(49) $\sqrt{\text{trē}[\text{AGENT}]} \_ V_i$

“If you merge an agent, merge it in $V_i$.”

At this point, we have no reason for assuming that the conditioning environment for mismatch behavior is always $V_o$, rather than a verbalizing projection that triggers perfective viewpoint aspect, say, $V_o$ (cp. “aorist”). It seems that this situation is actually attested in Latin, where we find semi-deponents that are mismatch verbs in the perfect (using the periphrastic perfect), but formally active verbs in the present.

Table 45. Latin semi-deponents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active present</th>
<th>Non-active perfect</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gaudeō</td>
<td>gāvīsus sum</td>
<td>‘rejoice, am glad’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audeō</td>
<td>ausus sum</td>
<td>‘dare, am bold’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soleō</td>
<td>solitus sum</td>
<td>‘am accustomed to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fīdō</td>
<td>fīsus sum</td>
<td>‘trust’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To capture this pattern (deponent in the perfect, but active in the present), we could modify the lexical entry in (49) to something like (50):

(50) $\sqrt{\text{ROOT}}: V_o \rightarrow [\text{AGENT}]$

“If you select $V_o$, merge an agent in $V_o$.”

This would lead to a mismatch only in the cases in which the specified V type is selected. If a different V is selected, on the other hand, canonical active morphology would surface.
There are a number of reasons why this entry cannot work, unfortunately. First, the four verbs in table 45 are the only ones in Latin exhibiting this pattern (see Flobert 1975: 496ff.), and it is clear that they have the wrong argument structure to fit my definition of deponency, i.e., their surface subject is not an agent, and they therefore cannot have a lexical entry of the type (50). Moreover, three of these verbs also seem to have had old synthetic, formally active perfects: *gaudeō: gāvīsī* (Liv. Andr.), *audeō: ausī* (Cato), *soleō: soluī* (Enn.), although their age of these is somewhat contested (Livingston 2004: 38f. argues convincingly that at least *gāvīsī* and *ausī* are younger than their respective participles). Flobert (1975: 494ff.) suggests that the solution may come from the dual nature of Latin -*lus*, which makes both adjectival and verbal passives (cp. Anagnostopoulou 2003, Embick 2004b on this distinction), and that the “perfect” forms in table 45 are actually adjectival/stative passives that were integrated into the verbal paradigm of these verbs. Taken together, these verbs should not be the basis of generalizations about the behavior of semi-deponents.

The Greek future at first glance seems to be a more promising candidate. As already mentioned, it very often triggers non-active morphology in verbs that are formally active (or alternating) in the present and aorist.

Table 46. Greek semi-deponents/future

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active present</th>
<th>Non-active future</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>acūdō</em></td>
<td><em>acīsomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) sing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>akoūdō</em></td>
<td><em>akoūsomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) hear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hamartánō</em></td>
<td><em>hamartēsomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) miss, fail’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>bainō</em></td>
<td><em>bēsomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) walk, go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gignōskō</em></td>
<td><em>gnōsomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) know’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>klaīō</em></td>
<td><em>klaūsomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) cry, lament’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pūnō</em></td>
<td><em>pūomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) drink’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pleō</em></td>
<td><em>pleūsomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) sail’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pheúgō</em></td>
<td><em>pheúxomaī</em></td>
<td>(will) flee’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More examples are easily found. However, this case is not ideal for testing semi-deponency, either, since unlike the very small class of deponents discussed in Chapter 3, the Greek future semi-deponents are much more widespread and moreover found with a variety of different verb classes, many of which do not have the right argument structure to fall under the narrow definition of deponency argued for in Section 2.4. Rather, the middle morphology in these cases seems to be a property of the suffix. The Greek future suffix -se/o- goes back to a suffix that made desiderative stems in Proto-Indo-European, that is, it originally had the same status as other Aktionsart-related verbalizing suffixes (cp. Section 4.4.1 above).\footnote{For discussions of the development of the desiderative suffix(es) in the different Indo-European languages see, e.g., Jasanoff (2003: 132ff.), Fortson (2010).} Scattered references to a connection between inherently desiderative verbs (‘want’, ‘wish’, ‘choose’, ‘desire’) and middle morphology are found in Kemmer (1993: 78ff., 131, 269). Kemmer suggests that at least ‘choose’ is inherently self-benefactive, and a self-benefactive analysis of synthetic desideratives could derive their non-active morphology. It would also explain why the Greek future suffix, at least at the older stages of the language, is in complementary distribution with other verbal stem forming suffixes (cp. table 46; in a number of cases, the future is moreover suppletive from a different root). On the other hand, the situation in Classical Greek suggests that this suffix developed into a modal marker, since in the future passive it is found after the stem forming morphology (see Section 5.2 for a structural analysis of the Greek passive marker) and closer to the T/AGR complex.

(51) Classical Greek future passive:

\begin{verbatim}
dekh-star se-tai
show-PASS-FUT-3SG.NONPAST.MID
\end{verbatim}

“It will be shown”

Note that the future passive, like the Vedic present passive (Section 5.1), always triggers non-active morphology; this must be a feature of the future suffix and not of the passive suffix, since the latter by itself always takes active morphology (see Section 5.2).
To summarize, the two instances of semi-deponency that are usually discussed in the literature (the Latin perfect and the Greek future) cannot be argued to instantiate "mismatches" in the narrow sense that I have proposed. In Latin, the verbs that fall under this category are experiencer/psych verbs, and in Greek the middle morphology found in the future and especially the future passive seems to be a canonical function of the future suffix. There are no other good cases of semi-deponency in these languages that I am aware of, and I suspect that the reason is that entries of the shape (50) do not exist (that is, entries that specify a property of a categorizing projection for a given root, rather than a property of one of its arguments).

Because of these problems, I have avoided a general discussion of so-called "semi-deponents" so far. The patterns that are usually discussed under this label may not constitute a natural class and certainly need further study.

4.4.3 More on v[AG]

After discussing the nature of V_X in more detail, we still need to say something about the problem for 9-role assignment that this proposal poses. Recall that in the tradition of Kratzer

---

There is one other potential pattern in Greek, in which a number of verbs with a middle-only present make formally active aorists (with the same meaning and syntax as the corresponding middle present). This observation goes back to Watkins [1969: 101] (cp. also Hollifield [1977: 66f.], who discusses the association of full grade thematic presents with zero grade thematic aorists more generally). Examples include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mid. present</th>
<th>Act. aorist</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dérko-mai</td>
<td>édrako-n</td>
<td>'see'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ereúgo-mai</td>
<td>éru-go-n</td>
<td>'belch out'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>értho-mai</td>
<td>élutho-n</td>
<td>'come, go' (suppletive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lázo-mai</td>
<td>él(λ)abo-n</td>
<td>'take'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meiro-mai</td>
<td>émmoro-n</td>
<td>'divide, share'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trephó-mai</td>
<td>étrapho-n</td>
<td>'grow'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is interesting about this synchronic "voice suppletion" pattern is that it looks like some Greek media tantum preferred to avoid a synchronic middle aorist, instead opting for a formally active aorist. However, this pattern has the same problem as the future deponents discussed in the main text, since it too cross-cuts the division between canonical and non-canonical middles, and the zero grade thematic aorist moreover has a very complicated prehistory that may also play a role (see Jasanoﬀ To appear). This pattern is therefore also not the best starting point for studying semi-deponency under the narrow definition of deponency.
(1996) which I follow here, the agent \( \theta \)-role is semantically introduced by \( v \) and syntactically saturated through the merger of a DP in Spec. \( v \)P. I illustrate this in (52) based on Kratzer’s semantics (I again use \( v \)P instead of VoiceP).

(52) a. \( \lambda x \lambda e [\text{agent}(x,e) \& \text{verb}(\text{theme},e)] \)

b. \( v \)P

\( \lambda e [\text{agent}(\text{DP}_x,e) \& \text{verb}(\text{DP}_y,e)] \)

\( \lambda x \lambda e [\text{agent}(x,e)] \) \quad \( \lambda x \lambda e [\text{agent}(x,e) \& \text{verb}(\text{DP}_y,e)] \)

\( v \) \quad \( v \)P

\( \lambda e [\text{verb}(\text{DP}_y,e)] \)

\( V \) \quad \text{DP}_y

\( \lambda y \lambda e [\text{verb}(y,e)] \)

It is clear that my proposal, in which the agent is introduced below \( v \)P, leads to a problem for \( \theta \)-licensing and compositionality. On the one hand, it would be unwise to modify Kratzer’s account, since this gives us the right syntax, semantics, and morphology for agentive transitive verbs with active morphology (“canonical actives”), as argued above, and we should not modify it based on the evidence of a small number of problematic non-canonical forms. But if we leave Kratzer’s model intact and add a low agent to the picture, we are faced with a possible violation of UTAH, the theta criterion, or the Case filter.

As a solution to this conundrum, I want to propose that we can weaken the link between the semantics of \( v[\lambda c] \) and its specifier. As is clear from (52), Kratzer’s model explicitly links the agentive semantics to this functional head. Embick (1997) stresses that it is \( v[\lambda c] \) that adds these semantics, independently of whether or not a specifier is introduced (cp. Section 4.3 above). This raises a more general question, however: how is the agent variable saturated in cases in which \( v[\lambda c] \) does not merge a DP in its specifier? Recall that this is not just a
problem in deponents, but also in self-benefactives under the movement analysis proposed in
Section 2.2.5, and more generally in other “unaccusative” structures that select \( v[AG] \) (non-
active causative alternation verbs, reflexives, and experiencer verbs). In all these cases, \( v[AG] \)
does not have a DP in its specifier, leaving its \( \theta \)-role unsaturated.

The solution to this is precisely the dissociation of the semantics of this head from its
syntactic requirements. Following Chomsky (2000), (2001), we could assume that \( v^* (= v[AG]) \) has an EPP-feature, like “\( \varphi \)-complete” \( T \). This means that it will attract a DP in
its c-command domain to its specifier, which will then in turn be attracted by \( T \) (cp. also
McGinnis 1999 for arguments for movement to Spec.\( vP \)).

The only additional assumption would then be that the moved DP (or its trace) can
saturate the argument variable introduced by \( v[AG] \).

This approach solves the problem of the semantics of specifier-less \( v[AG] \) for morphologi-
cally non-active experiencer verbs, self-benefactives, unaccusatives, as well as for deponents,
since in all these the closest DP will be forced to move to Spec.\( v[AG] \), independent of its own
thematic role, while leaving Kratzer’s semantics of that head itself intact. This proposal also
saves us from the potentially embarrassing situation of having two DPs, but only one case
assigner (\( T \)).

I illustrate this proposal for deponents in (53). Note that I am switching back to using RP
for the projection introducing the internal argument and VP for the verbalizing projection,
but this could easily be modified to fit Borer (2005)’s approach in which the internal argument,
too, is in the specifier of a aspectual functional projection.
The agent DP starts out in the specifier of the verbalizer, moves to Spec $\nu[\text{AG}]$ because of its EPP-feature, thereby saturating its argument variable, and then (eventually) to TP where it agrees for nominative case. Because $\text{DP}_x$ is closer to $\nu[\text{AG}]$ than $\text{DP}_y$ (the theme), the latter will never risk being attracted by the EPP-feature, but agrees for accusative case with $\nu[\text{AG}]$ just like in canonical transitive clauses.

The only remaining question is the denotation of VP, which I have left open for now. This question is connected to the precise nature of the event structure/thematic aspectual semantics introduced by this projection, which I discussed in Section 4.4.1, but must be deferred to future research.

Finally, a general problem of the post-syntactic account is that it cannot predict whether or not $\nu[\text{AG}]$ will merge a DP. That is, there is no syntactic mechanism that prevents the
introduction of a second agent DP in deponents, or of an agent DP in experiencer verbs or self-benefactives, for that matter. On the other hand, if the reason why experiencer verbs and self-benefactives select \( v[AG] \) is the need for valuation of accusative case on the internal argument, we risk creating a lookahead problem. As far as I can tell, this problem is also inherent in other “selectional” approaches to structure building, for example Bruening (2013)’s approach to the passive. Bruening argues that the passive head selects a VoiceP (= \( v[AG] \)) “that has not yet projected its external argument.” (p. 22). This likewise raises the question of how Voice/\( v[AG] \) “knows” that it must not project. To solve this problem of “optional” specifiers, we may ultimately have to appeal to the enumeration, which provides an agent in the case of, e.g., transitive (benefactive) constructions, but not in the case of their self-benefactive counterparts. This then boils down to the question of how a speaker knows that she is going to use an active causative or a non-active anticausative, or a benefactive rather than a self-benefactive, which is not a question of the syntactic apparatus.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, I have provided evidence in favor of the view that the external arguments of deponents are agents, confirming the intuition that these verbs are “mismatch” verbs. I have argued that their complex behavior cannot be captured by assuming a lexical feature [PASS] or [NONACT] on deponent roots. Instead, I have drawn on the connection between deponent behavior and verbal stem formation to argue that deponents are lexically specified to introduce their agent DP below \( v \). Since this means that \( v \) itself will not have a specifier, this will always trigger non-active morphology.

This analysis crucially relies on the “post-syntactic” approach to active/non-active voice morphology sketched out at the end of Chapter 2, in which voice morphology is determined after syntactic operations have taken place. I have shown in this chapter that this approach correctly derives active and non-active morphology in its canonical environments, and that it also provides the mechanism for deriving deponent behavior. I have furthermore argued that deponents are lexically specified to select an agent-introducing verbalizing projection, and
that in some languages there is evidence that this projection is also responsible for thematic aspect (iterative, intensive, or habitual). However, it must be stressed that the last point is a preliminary observation based on Vedic, Greek, and maybe Latin and Georgian that does not seem to have correlates in Modern Greek and Hittite and that needs further study and confirmation.

Finally, I have argued that we can keep a unified Kratzerian semantics for \( v[AG] \) if we accept that the DP saturating its agent variable can start out below \( v[AG] \) under certain circumstances.

In the next chapter, I show how this approach extends to other aspects of the voice systems and deponents of these languages, in particular to the interaction between middle and passive morphology, active-only verbs, and the question of mismatch behavior in non-finite formations of deponents.
Chapter 5

Implications: active, middle, and passive in bivalent voice systems

The analysis of deponents presented in the previous chapter accounts for their synchronic behavior in the Indo-European languages under discussion, using the same mechanisms that are used for deriving canonical middles, as well as (canonical) actives. It is now time to tie up the loose ends that have only been hinted at so far. These concern the status of middle vs. passive in Indo-European (Section 5.1), of activa tantum, or “active-only” verbs (Section 5.2), the question of why English-type languages do not have deponents (Section 5.3), and the behavior of non-finite formations of deponent verbs (Section 5.4).

5.1 Middle and passive

While the languages under discussion have in principle bivalent voice systems, most of them also have distinct passive constructions at least in some tense/aspect combination. This raises the question of the difference between middle/non-active and passive voice, and of structurally locating different types of voice morphology.

Recent generative approaches to passive voice can be roughly divided into two categories. The first assumes that a single head v/Voice is responsible for the difference between active
and passive or active and non-active Voice, usually determined by the presence or absence of a feature [pass/nonact] on Voice (e.g., Kallulli (2006), Bjorkman (2011), somewhat differently Collins (2005)). Both Passive and non-active in these accounts are usually argued to be valency-reducing (by demoting/suppressing the agent).

The second type of account treats active, middle, and passive as separate instantiations of the Voice head, each with its own properties. For example, Alexiadou and Doron (2012) propose the following cartography for the Voice head, which can either merge as $\pi$ (passive) or $\mu$ (middle) (similarly Bruening (2013)). If none of these is merged, active emerges as default.

(1) 

```
Voice
  /\ 
Active  Non-active
    /\ 
  $\pi$  $\mu$
    /  / 
Passive  Middle
```

Both middle and passive are valency reducing, and some languages may have only one of them, resulting in a bivalent system (for example, they analyze Modern Greek as having only $\mu$). This account predicts that a given predicate can have only one voice head which can come in different “flavors”, and this in turn predicts that the values active, middle, and passive are in complementary distribution. This cannot capture the passivization facts of Vedic and Greek, in which passive morphology can co-occur with active or middle morphology. To briefly restate the facts, Vedic passives formed with the suffix -$yá$- obligatorily co-occur with middle morphology:

(2) a. ad-$yá$-$te$
    eat-PASS-3SG.NONPAST.MID
    “is (being) eaten”

b. bhṛi-$yá$-$te$
    carry-PASS-3SG.NONPAST.MID
    “is (being) carried”
c. *yuṣ-yā-te*
   yoke-PASS-3SG.NOPAST.MID
   “is (being) yoked”

In Greek, the situation is more complicated. The Greek passive *thē*-aorist co-occurs with active morphology, as in (3), while the future passive co-occurs with middle morphology, as in (4) (note that this is the post-Homeric/Classical Greek system).

(3) Greek passive aorist:

a. *e-lou-thē-n*
   PAST-wash-PASS-1SG.PAST.ACT
   “I was washed”

b. *e-blē-thē-n*
   PAST-hit-PASS-1SG.PAST.ACT
   “I was hit”

c. *ēkh-thē-n*
   PAST.drive-PASS-1SG.PAST.ACT
   “I was driven, led”

(4) Greek future passive:

a. *lou-thē-so-mai*
   wash-PASS-FUT-1SG.NOPAST.MID
   “I will be washed”

b. *blē-thē-so-mai*
   hit-PASS-FUT-1SG.NOPAST.MID
   “I will be hit”

c. *akh-thē-so-mai*
   drive-PASS-FUT-1SG.NOPAST.MID
   “I will be driven/led”

Crucially, neither in Vedic nor in Greek do active and middle morphology ever co-occur. This is the first piece of evidence suggesting that the cut should be made between active/middle on the one hand and passive on the other.

The second piece of evidence comes from the syntactic contexts in which middle and passive morphology are found. As we have seen, canonical uses of middle morphology encompass a
wide range of syntactic contexts and predicates (anticausatives, reflexives, self-benefactives, mediopassives, statives, (some) denominatives, etc.). The passive, on the other hand, occurs in much more circumscribed contexts and is unambiguous in its interpretation. Cases in which the passive seems to vacillate between an anticausative and a passive interpretation, as in Modern Greek (cp. Alexiadou and Doron 2012) and Modern Albanian (cp. Kallulli 2006, 2007) occur in languages with synthetic bivalent voice systems in which both constructions take the same (non-active) morphology, so that it is likely that the “passive” in these languages is really a mediopassive (see Alexiadou and Doron 2012 for arguments that Modern Greek only has a mediopassive).

Moreover, there is practically unanimous consensus that the passive is a syntactic operation that denotes the external argument—in fact, this is one of the rare points on which the various theoretical frameworks within syntactic theory usually agree, although the implementation varies (e.g., Perlmutter and Postal 1984, Baker et al. 1989, the papers in Abraham and Leisió 2006, Alexiadou and Doron 2012, Bruening 2013, etc.). But whether or not the middle demotes an argument, and which one, is much more contested, and I have argued in this chapter that it does not (at least in languages with a bivalent synthetic voice system).

Finally, at least in Vedic and Greek we see that passive morphology actually occurs in a different structural position from active/middle morphology. While the latter are fused with the tense and agreement morphology of the inflectional endings, the passive morpheme in both languages occurs much closer to the root, in the same location as verbalizing morphology. In fact, both in Vedic and in Greek, the passive morpheme (-yā- in Vedic, -thē- in Greek) has other functions besides making passives. In Vedic, the accented passive morpheme -yā- is in complementary distribution with an unaccented verbalizing suffix -ya- that forms non-passive, mostly intransitive present stems, as in (5) a-c (but note the transitive deponent trāyate in (5) d.):
5. Vedic intransitive -ya:
   a. pād-ya-te
      fall-VB-3SG.NONPAST.MID
      ‘falls’
   b. būdh-ya-te
      awake-VB-3SG.NONPAST.MID
      ‘is awake’
   c. pyā-ya-te
      swell-VB-3SG.NONPAST.MID
      ‘swells’
   d. trā-ya-te
      protect-VB-3SG.NONPAST.MID
      ‘protects’

While passive -yá- and non-passive -ya- historically go back to the same preform,\(^1\) there is a clear synchronic difference between them: In general, passive forms are accented on the suffix, non-passive forms are accented on the root.\(^2\) The following minimal pairs illustrate this, the a. examples are intransitive anticausatives, the b. examples are the passives of the corresponding causatives.

6. a. mūc-ya-te
    release-VB-3SG.NONPAST.MID
    ‘releases oneself, escapes’

   b. muc-yá-te
    release-PASS-3SG.NONPAST.MID
    ‘is released’

\(^1\)Kulikov 2012 provides a detailed study of these two suffixes in Vedic.

\(^2\)This was also the intuition of the Sanskrit grammarian tradition in Indian antiquity, see Kulikov (2012: 715, fn. 2156), who, however, also argues in detail that it is a simplification and that the accentuation in the post-Rigvedic tradition fluctuates according to the different schools of transmission (709ff.). This point was already made by Debrück (1888: 267), whose collection of accented and unaccented forms nevertheless shows that the generalization, although somewhat idealized, is by and large true for the Rigveda and the Atharvaveda (see also Whitney (1879: 250) on the accent fluctuation in the ya-class).
Moreover, while the accented Vedic ya-passives always take middle morphology, the unaccented intransitive ya-presents can take either active or middle endings, just like other verbalizing suffixes (see, e.g., Whitney 1879: 248ff., Macdonell 1910: 331ff.).

The same is true for Greek. The passive use of the suffix -thē- is a largely post-Homeric development (Stahl 1907: 43, Rix 1992: 219); in Homer this suffix usually forms intransitive aorist stems. Examples of this are given in (8) (these stems are found in Homer, contrast the passive aorists in (40), which are post-Homeric).

(8) Greek -thē- in intransitive/anticausative aorists:

a. e-krúph-thē-n
   PAST-hide-AOR-1SG.PAST.ACT
   ‘I hid (myself)’

b. e-phobé-thē-n
   PAST-flee-AOR-1SG.PAST.ACT
   ‘I fled’

c. hēs-thē-n
   PAST-sit-AOR-1SG.PAST.ACT
   ‘I sat’

This explains why we do not find passive thē-aorists made from transitive deponents in Homer.

---

3Note that in Avestan, verbs with the cognate suffix -ria- either inflect as activa tantum or as media tantum, independently of whether they are passives or not (see Kellens 1984: 35f., 120ff.), but the passive use of -ria- in general seems to be less developed in (Old) Avestan than in Vedic (Kellens 1984: 129).

4The future passive is even rarer in Homer: there are only two instances of an s-future with a “passive” marker in Homer (Stahl 1907: 43), both of which are intransitive rather than passive and which use the older suffix variant -ē- instead of -thē-. A detailed account of the prehistory of these two suffix variants is provided by Jasanoff 2004: 161ff.
contrary to Vedic, where we do find yá-passives of deponents: -thē- had not fully developed into a passive suffix at this point.

On the basis of these observations, I propose that the functional head responsible for passivization is different from the functional head determining active/middle morphology (v). At the very least, this holds for languages with the “older Indo-European” type of voice system. While the passive head triggers a syntactic operation that denotes the external argument, the feature specification of v is the result of previous syntactic operations, as argued in Section 4.3.

To motivate this assumption further I briefly review how other approaches handle the interaction between Voice, v, and the passive. Kratzer (1996) in her seminal article already argues that there is a difference between an active and a non-active Voice head. Both take a VP complement, but while the active Voice head introduces the external argument and assigns accusative case, the non-active Voice head does neither. Chomsky (2001) calls this functional head vP, but uses a similar distinction: Transitive v* is “φ-complete” and assigns accusative case, while unaccusative and passive v is “φ-incomplete” and selects a defective V.

Kallulli (2007) and (2013), on the other hand, argues that passives select “agentive” v, v[+act] in her terminology, but lack an external argument. Thus, while passives have v[+act, -ext], anticausatives have v[+caus, -ext]. While languages like English have different morphology for those two categories, languages like Modern Greek and Modern Albanian assign the same morphology—non-active—to all instances of [-ext], leading to a surface “voice syncretism”.

In these approaches, the external argument of an agentive verb is introduced in a different location in the passive (as some sort of adjunct) than in the active (in the specifier of VoiceP/vP).

On the other hand, Collins (2005) and Bruening (2013) both argue that the external argument is introduced in the same structural position in the active and the passive. Collins posits a head Voice in the passive that takes a vP complement. This Voice head is spelled out as by in English and as a passive affix in agglutinating languages, and it checks accusative
case on the external argument, which is merged in Spec.vP, like in the active (in the active, there is no Voice head, and v both introduces the external argument and checks accusative case). For reasons of space, I cannot discuss the details of his “smuggling” approach here, but concentrate only on the proposed division of labor between Voice and v, since this is immediately relevant to the discussion.

Bruening (2013) similarly splits passive from Voice/vP. His passive head Pass selects a Voice projection “that has not yet projected its external argument” (p. 22).

Finally, Harley (2013) provides evidence that the head introducing the external argument, Voice, is different from the head introducing event types like causation, v. Terminology aside, what the last three approaches have in common is a designated (passive) Voice head above the projection that introduces the event type and values accusative case, vP. While vP also introduces the external argument both in the active and the passive for Collins (2005) and Bruening (2013), this is done by Voice in Harley (2013)’s analysis. In these approaches, passive/Voice is above v. In Vedic and Greek, however, the passive morphemes -yá- (Vedic) and -thē- (Greek) are closer to the root than the agreement morphology expressing active and middle. I have argued so far that active/middle are values of the functional head v that introduces the external argument and is responsible for accusative case and event implicatures, much as in the other approaches outlined above. These approaches also provide evidence for a separate head Voice/Pass, but locate it above vP. I now want to argue that at least in Sanskrit and Greek, it must be below vP, occupying the same structural position as the verbalizing morphology in V that was introduced in Section 4.3. The first piece of evidence comes from the alternation between passive -yá- and intransitive/verbalizing -ya- in Vedic and between passive -thē- and intransitive -thē- in Greek, as outlined in examples (39)-(45). Co-occurrence of the verbalizing and the passivizing suffix is impossible in both languages.

In Vedic, this cannot be due to some morphonological restraint against a sequence - (V)gyaya-, since there are verbs formed with the causative suffix -ágā- that exhibit precisely this
sequence, e.g.,  \textit{pyā-yāya-ti} 'makes swell' (\textit{pyā} 'swell'),  \textit{pāy-yāya-ti} 'makes drink' (\textit{pā} 'drink').\footnote{See Jamison (1983) on this formation.} One could argue that the existence of these causatives is precisely what “blocks” the formation of a passive in \textit{*-ya-ya-te} since this would look like a causative stem. However, this still would not explain why passive \textit{-yā} is incompatible with other types of stem-forming morphology. For example, Vedic has a verbalizer \textit{-na/-n-} that is infixed before the root-final consonant of certain roots, forming “nasal infix stems”. The passivizer \textit{-yā-}, on the other hand, is a suffix that follows the root, as we have seen. In principle, these two suffixes should be able to co-occur, but this is not what we find: Passives of nasal-infix stems never retain the nasal.\footnote{I am grateful to Isabelle Charnavel for pointing out the importance of this pattern to me.} The following examples demonstrate this; the a) examples show the 3sg. of the nasal-infix present stem, the b) examples the 3sg. of the corresponding passive.

\textbf{(9)}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{yu<nā>k-ti}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{yoke<VB>-NONPAST.3SG.ACT}
      \item ‘yokes’
    \end{itemize}
  \item \textit{yuj-yā-te}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{yoke-PASS-NONPAST.3SG.MID}
      \item ‘is being yoked’
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\textbf{(10)}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{bhī<nā>t-ti}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{split<VB>-NONPAST.3SG.ACT}
      \item ‘splits’
    \end{itemize}
  \item \textit{bhīd-yā-te}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{split-PASS-NONPAST.3SG.MID}
      \item ‘is being split’
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\textbf{(11)}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{vr<nā>k-ti}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{twist<VB>-NONPAST.3SG.ACT}
      \item ‘twists’
    \end{itemize}
  \item \textit{vrj-yā-te}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{twist-PASS-NONPAST.3SG.MID}
      \item ‘is being twisted’
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
There is no reason to assume that the presence of passive morphology somehow suppresses
the overt spell-out of the verbalizing morphology; it rather seems as if both compete for the
same structural position and passive wins.

The same argument can be made for Greek, where the passive suffix -thē- alternates with
aorist stem-forming morphology such as the s-aorist (note that the s-aorist and the passive
aorist use different allomorphs of the 1sg.act. ending):

(12) a.  e-poiē-s-a
      PAST-make-AOR-1SG.ACT
      ‘I made’
b.  e-poiē-thē-n
      PAST-make-PASS-1SG.ACT
      ‘I was made’

(13) a.  é-du-s-a
      PAST-sink-AOR-1SG.ACT
      ‘I made (something) sink’
b.  e-dū-thē-n
      PAST-sink-PASS-1SG.ACT
      ‘I was sunk’

I conclude that the passive head in Vedic and Greek is below the functional head v([NONACT]),
and that it is in complementary distribution with the verbalizing head V. One way of formally
implementing this conclusion would be to follow Alexiadou and Doron (2012) in setting up a
passive head π below vP. In their approach, π semantically introduces the external argument,
but at the same time suppresses its syntactic insertion by v. Their passive head π is structurally
between the (verbalizing) agency head i discussed in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.3 and vP:
Since I have just argued that VP and the passive head are in complementary distribution in
Vedic and Greek, I indicate a passive head as Vπ, where π corresponds to the feature [PASS]
used in other approaches. Moreover, I depart from Alexiadou and Doron (2012) in proposing
that it is Vπ that introduces the demoted external argument rather than vP. A sample deriva-
tion of an agentive (non-deponent) passive is given in (14). The root node merges with the
verbalizer Vπ that denotes the external argument, but can optionally syntactically introduce
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it as an instrumental DP. But now we face the same situation as in the deponent in (37):
The agent DP is introduced below vP and cannot be merged twice, hence v does not merge
an external argument and is spelled out as non-active together with tense and agreement
features. Head movement takes place as usual.

(14) **Vedic present passive:**

a. \( Y (X_{instr}) bhri-yá-te \)
   
   carry-PASS-3SG.NONPAST: MID
   
   ‘Y is (being) carried (by X)’

b. \( TP + AGR \)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
T \\
\text{AspP} \\
\mid \\
[\text{NONPAST}] \\
\mid \\
\text{Asp} \\
\mid \\
\text{vP[AG]} \\
\mid \\
[\text{IPFV}] \\
\mid \\
\text{v[NONACT]} \\
\mid \\
\text{VP}_\pi \\
\mid \\
\text{V}_\pi \\
\mid \\
\text{(DP}_X) \\
\mid \\
\text{V}_\pi \\
\mid \\
\text{RP} \\
\mid \\
\text{bhar-} \\
\mid \\
[\text{uINFL}_-] \\
\end{array}
\]

This account predicts that passives always co-occur with non-active morphology, and this is
true at least for Vedic. There are two non-standard assumptions here: 1) That the passive
head V\( _\pi \) is below rather than above vP/identical to vP (but see Alexiadou and Doron 2012),
and 2) that V\( _\pi \) introduces the agent in the passive, but vP does so in the active. I have
already motivated 1) for Vedic and Greek, and I will sketch out further motivation for 2)
below.
However, this analysis does not predict the morphology of the Greek passive aorist, which obligatorily co-occurs with active morphology. One way around this problem would be to assume that in Greek it is vP that introduces the external argument, like in the active (and in line with Collins 2005 and Bruening 2013). Since this would mean merging an agent DP in Spec.vP, the conditions for non-active voice assignment would not be fulfilled and active morphology would surface. Vedic and Greek would then be parametrized according to whether v or Vπ introduces the demoted agent in the passive.

While I have no conclusive evidence against such a proposal, I will argue in the next section that the Greek passive aorist is better understood in the context of activa tantum (“active only” verbs), and that an analysis of activa tantum should also be able to capture the voice morphology of the Greek the-aorist.

5.2 Activa tantum: active as default

I have so far avoided the class of verbs that the Indian grammarians called parasmaipadin-verbs and which are referred to as activa tantum or “active-only verbs” in the Western grammatical tradition. These are verbs that only take active morphology, as opposed to media tantum which only take middle morphology and alternating verbs with can take both (depending on the syntactic context). Active-only verbs are not usually discussed as instances of “feature mismatch”, and in general have received less attention in the literature than middle-only verbs (and deponents in particular). This is strange given that active-only verbs usually encompass quite a few distinctly un-active classes of predicates, like unaccusatives/inchoatives, statives, and verbs of motion. I give examples from Vedic, Ancient Greek, Latin, and Modern Greek.

(15) Activa tantum:


c. Modern Greek: *aspriz-o* ‘whiten’ (tr./itr.), *kokiniz-o* ‘redden’ (tr./itr.), *platen-o* ‘widen’ (tr./itr.), *pefto* ‘fall’, *reo* ‘flow’, *meno* ‘stay’, etc.

The question is, then, whether active unaccusatives are a “mismatch” between morphological form and syntactic function, in the same way that deponents (in the narrow definition) are. Weisser (2010) and (2014) assumes that they are, in fact, mismatch verbs. He argues that deponents are characterized by a feature [-Active] in their lexical entry, while unaccusatives have a feature [+Active].

I disagree with such an approach for several reasons (some of which are discussed by Weisser 2010: 27ff.). First, while unaccusative behavior is a matter of argument structure of particular verb classes, deponency, as I have argued here, is a property of lexical items in the context of a particular aspectual head. For the same reason, there is no such thing as “semi-unaccusativity”. More importantly, in terms of economy we should try to avoid setting up distinct lexical diacritics for two verb classes (unaccusatives and deponents). Since there is some agreement that a lexical feature on deponents is unavoidable (cp. Embick 1998 and 2004a’s [pass] feature on deponents), we should try to derive the active morphology on unaccusatives from other, independently needed mechanisms instead of assuming an additional lexical feature [+Active] (see Embick 1997: 201ff. for more arguments against such a feature).

I propose instead that the Greek passive aorist is a subclass of Greek active-only verbs that always select the “defective” *v* that is underspecified with respect to agentivity and case (see Section 4.3). Because this head is never evaluated for whether or not it has an external

---

7This collection reflects the situation in Homer. Quite a few of these verbs make a formally middle future and could therefore be classified as semi-deponents.

8The fact that there is some cross-linguistic variation in whether a particular verb is classified as unergative or unaccusative (e.g., ‘forget’ selects a be auxiliary in Dutch, but a have auxiliary in German) does not, in my opinion, constitute a strong argument against treating unaccusativity as a universal of verbal argument structure.
argument, it will *always* trigger default (= “active”) morphology.

A sample derivation is given in (16).

(16) Greek passive aorist:

\[ e\text{-}b\ddot{e}\text{-}\theta\ddot{e}\text{-}n \]
\[
\text{PAST-hit-PASS-1SG-PAST-ACT} \\
\text{“I was hit”} \\
\text{TP+AGR} \\
\text{AspP} \\
\text{T} \\
\text{[PAST]} \text{Asp} \text{v} \\
\text{[Pers:1]} \text{[PFV]} \text{V}_\pi \\
\text{[Num:Sg]} \text{[uINFL]} \\
\text{V}_\pi \text{RP} \\
\text{-θe-} \text{R} \text{DP} \\
\text{[PASS]} \text{blē-} \\
\text{\{uINFL\}]
\]

The root node merges with the passivizer which suppresses the external argument and selects (defective) \( v \), which in turn triggers default morphology on the T+AGR head. One could argue that \( v \) in (16) could be left out completely, but the proposed parallelism with formally active anticausatives suggests that it contributes a particular kind of event semantics, similar to Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004)’s \( v[\text{BECOME}] \).

Note that under this analysis, Greek \( \theta\ddot{e} \)-passives differ from Vedic \( y\dot{a} \)-passives in having a non-agentive \( v \), while Vedic passives have \( v[\text{AG}] \). This may seem counter-intuitive, since I have argued so far that both suffixes are also found in intransitive anticausative verbs. However, there is some evidence that the Greek passive aorist, even in Classical Greek, is different from the Vedic present passive in \(-y\dot{a}\). In Vedic, the agent of a \( y\dot{a} \)-passive can
only be expressed through an instrumental adjunct (cp. Jamison 1979, Kulikov 2012: 19f.), although this adjunct is of course not obligatory. Nevertheless, Jamison (1979: 200) counts at least 200 instances of an instrumental agent in passive constructions in the Rigveda (25 of them with yá-passives, the rest with passive aorists, formal middles, and, in the majority of cases, with past participles). In Greek, on the other hand, an overt demoted agent is even rarer and can occur with a variety of different prepositions (ek, hupó, pará, pró̂s) depending on the predicate, all of which can also occur with formally active anticausatives (with or without the suffix -thē-, see Kulikov and Lavidas (2013: 103ff.) for more arguments that the Greek thē-aorist is not “a specialized passive marker” (p. 103) and Schwyzer 1939-71: 18ff. on the use of prepositional by-phrases in Greek passives and anticausatives). This suggests that the analysis of the Greek “passive” aorists as a subset of anticausative activa tantum which select a defective v is valid.

In Vedic, on the other hand, there is an accentual difference between passive -yá- and intransitive/anticausative -ya-. More relevant, however, is the aforementioned fact that passive -yá- always triggers non-active morphology, while anticausative/inchoative -ya- regularly takes active morphology, e.g., āśyati ‘is/becomes angry’, ksāyati ‘burns’, ksudhyati ‘becomes hungry’, glāyati ‘becomes weary’, tasyati ‘is pleased’, tṛṣyati ‘is/becomes thirsty’, pūyati ‘is/becomes putrid’, mādyati ‘is/becomes drunk’, śyāyati ‘congeals, freezes’, hrṣyati ‘becomes excited’, etc. These are just a few of the verbs listed and discussed by Kulikov (2012: 517ff.) as “active ya-presents” (there are also some that alternate between active and non-active morphology). I propose that this means that Vedic passive -yá- always selects agentive v[AG], as illustrated in (17a), whereas anticausative/inchoative -ya- behaves like Greek -thē- and selects defective v, cp. (17b).
Because of the different types of $v$ selected by each construction, the Vedic one surfaces with non-active morphology, while the Greek one surfaces with default morphology.

Under this analysis, there are two ways for a verb to receive active morphology: 1) by having an external argument in the specifier of $v[AG]$ (and $v[CAUS]$), 2) by selecting defective $v$. In both cases, default morphology (active) will be inserted at Spell-Out because the conditions for non-active are not fulfilled.

That “active” is actually default inflection is argued for by Embick (1998), (2004a), Alexiadou and Doron (2012) and implicitly assumed by Kalluli (2013). It would explain why speakers of bivalent (Greek-type) voice systems generally do not have the intuition that active anticausatives constitute a “mismatch” in the way transitive deponents do, and why activa tantum have received far less attention in the linguistic literature (both contemporary and ancient\(^9\)) with respect to the question of such a potential mismatch. Moreover, the Indo-European branches that switched from a bivalent synthetic (Greek-type) voice system to periphrastic constructions generalized the older active agreement endings of the verb rather

---

\(^9\)The Indian grammarians seem to have been agnostic on this point by dividing verbs into active-only, middle-only, and alternating. Latin grammarians only operated with a distinction between active and passive until the 3rd century AD, when three further verbo-rum genera were introduced: neutrum for active-only verbs like sedeo ‘sit’ and curto ‘run’, commūne for passive-only verbs that could have both an active and a passive reading, and depōnens for formally passive verbs that had “laid aside” their passive function. However, Flober (1975: 8ff.) stresses that there was a great deal of variation in the terminology used by the different grammarians.
than the non-active ones. The assumption that “active” morphology is actually default (or “elsewhere”) morphology is therefore warranted both on pre-theoretical and theoretical grounds.

5.3 Where have all the English deponents gone?

A puzzling problem that has only been hinted at so far is the observation that only languages with the synthetic morphological “voice syncretism” described in detail in Chapter 3 exhibit voice mismatches (for a recent formulation of this observation see Weisser 2010: 59). To illustrate what such a mismatch would look like in a language like English, consider again deponents like Ved. trāyate ‘protects’ or Latin sequor ‘follow’. I have argued at length that their morphology is descriptively at odds with their syntactic behavior, yet these verbs and their syntax were part of speakers’ grammars.

Trying to construct formally similar examples in languages like English leads to ungrammaticality. For example, any formally passive clause with a direct object is ungrammatical:

(18) a. *Indra is protected the fire
     b. *The Rṣi is followed Indra

The immediate explanation for this is trivial—the English passive participle cannot value accusative case, leading to a Case Filter violation in (18). In Vedic and Latin, on the other hand, non-active morphology does not affect case valuation in canonical contexts, as I have argued in Chapter 2, and we therefore do not expect it to do so in non-canonical contexts. However, this cannot be the whole story, since (18) is grammatical if translated into a periphrastic

---

10 This holds at least for the Germanic, Romance, Modern Indo-Aryan, and Celtic languages, for Armenian (with a few exceptions, cp. Klingenschmitt 1982: 2f.), and also for Baltic, with the caveat that some lexical items seem to have preserved the non-active endings in the 1sg. and 2sg. (cp. Stang 1966: 405ff.); the 2sg. in Slavic in general goes back to the older non-active ending. Sporadic preservation of non-active morphology is also found in other branches as “archaism”, that is, a synchronic anomaly of particular verbs. Note, however, that the opposite case (generalization of the older non-active endings, with or without a few relics of the active) is not attested anywhere in Indo-European.

As for the other branches, Hittite and Tocharian died out taking their bivalent voice systems with them, and Greek and Albanian stuck with their bivalent systems, albeit with a great deal of morphological remodelling.
perfect passive of a Latin deponent:

(19) Amphitruo Mercurium secutus est
Amphitruo.NOM Mercurius.ACC follow.PERF.PTCP.NOM.SG. is
“Amphitruo followed Mercurius”

The formation of the Latin perfect passive is structurally quite similar to that of an English passive ( participle + be-auxiliary), so the impossibility of structures like (18) in English must be caused by some more general property of its voice system rather than the particular structural configuration itself.

Moreover, this observation also extends to other periphrastic constructions that have been compared to the function of non-active morphology in Greek-type languages. We have seen that se-constructions in, e.g., French, are used in contexts where they take accusative objects, as in self-benefactives. Nevertheless, we do not find “mismatches” in French: cases in which an agentive transitive predicate takes se but otherwise behaves like a regular active verb.

(20) *Jean se protège les enfants
Jean se protects the children
Intended: “Jean is protecting the children”

The only instances in which structures like (20) are grammatical are in transparent self-benefactive constructions (see Section 2.2.5, esp. fn. 13). Note that (20) does not have a self-benefactive reading, either.

To explain this lack of mismatch verbs in English-type languages, let us reiterate what triggers deponency in a Greek-type language. I have argued in Section 4.3 that the mismatch occurs because an agent DP is merged below the functional head v[AG] that is evaluated for the condition on non-active morphology (+/- ext.arg.). The fact that the agent is merged “too early” is an idiosyncratic property of particular roots, ultimately due to the diachronic development of those roots in “verbal” syntactic environments. This was formalized as follows:

(21) \( \sqrt{protect[AGENT]/} \_ V_x \)

Where “Vx” stands for a type of verbalizing projection below VP, the default agent-introducing
projection.

What happens if we plug this root into an English clause? The derivation would proceed like in the Vedic deponent in (45) above. Insertion of the root in (21) would trigger the merger of the external argument below vP (by the unspecified category XP), see (22). In a Greek-type language, the lack of an external argument in the specifier of vP would lead to spelling out \( v \) with a feature \([\text{NONACT}]\), together with tense and agreement morphology. In other words, “non-active” is a property of \( v[AG] \) in such a language. However, we have no reason to assume that it is a property of \( v[AG] \) in every language (indicated by the question mark in (22)).

\[
(22) \quad vP[AG]
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{v[AG]} \\
\text{XP} \\
\text{? DP} \\
\text{X} \\
\text{X} \\
\text{RP} \\
\text{\sqrt{protect}} \\
\text{DP} \\
\text{[\text{HINF}_{\text{_}}]} \\
\end{array}
\]

If languages are parametrized with respect to whether or not they care about having an external argument in \( v[AG] \), we derive the lack of deponents in English. It is not that English cannot have idiosyncrasies such as (21) in its lexical entries, it is just that we never see them surface because the functional projection that causes the mismatch in Greek-type languages, \( v[AG] \), is not spelled out differently if it does not have an external argument in English-type languages. This is also suggested by the history of these languages, in which the difference in “\( v \)-oriented” morphology (active—non-active) has been lost (see fn. 23), as well as by the synchronic phenomenon of “labile verbs” (e.g., Engl. \textit{break}, \textit{boil}, \textit{burn}, etc., cp. van Gelderen (2011) on their prehistory).
What about roots with a feature [PASS]? First of all, we should note that such a feature is posited by Embick (1998) and (2000) solely for Greek-type languages, that is, languages where different properties of \( v \) lead to the insertion of different morphology. Concretely, this feature refers to the \( r \)-endings in Latin. To avoid confusion I will refer to this feature as \([\text{NONACT}]\) and continue to use [PASS] only for the feature found on a separate (Voice) head. While \([\text{NONACT}]\) is “post-syntactic” and reflects a particular property of \( v \), [PASS] is a syntactic feature of a designated voice head that enters into an Agreement relationship with the verb (see Section 5.1).

The question is, are there advantages to assuming an Embick-style lexical entry for deponents in languages like Greek, i.e., (23) instead of (21)?

(23) \( \sqrt{\text{protect}}\)[\text{NONACT}] \)

According to Embick (2000)'s “analysis 3” (p. 208ff.), only a feature on \( v \) will have a syntactic effect (that of suppressing Merge of the external argument), while a \([\text{NONACT}]\) (= [PASS] in Embick’s terminology) feature on the root has no syntactic effect and is therefore compatible with a \( v \) that merges an external argument, resulting in a deponent.

When [PASS] is generated on \( v \), it affects Merge: no external argument is merged with \( v \) when [PASS] is on \( v \). However, the complement of \( v \)—namely, the Root and its argument—will contain [PASS] if the Root is deponent. From the perspective of \( v \), the [PASS] feature in its complement has no effect on its syntactic possibilities: a \( v \) can have an external argument even when [PASS] appears with the Root. Thus, there is no contradiction with transitive deponents.

Embick (2000: 208)

Phrasing is crucial here—if the presence of \([\text{NONACT}]\)[PASS] on \( v \) prevents the merger of an external argument, it should do so regardless of whether or not it originated there or lower (on \( V \) or \( R \)) and then incorporated into \( v \). That is, it is not clear why “the [PASS] feature in its \([v’s]\) complement has no effect on its syntactic possibilities”, unless one wants to argue
that the external argument of $v$ is merged before $V[\text{PASS}]$ incorporates into $v$ (which seems incompatible at least with current Minimalist assumptions).

The “post-syntactic” approach fares better because it does not assume that $[\text{NONACT}]/[\text{PASS}]$ “affects Merge”. In this approach (for which I have argued in Chapters 2 and 4), a lexical entry (23) would indeed be compatible with active syntax. The external argument would be introduced by $v$, as in formally active agentive verbs:

(24) \[
\begin{array}{c}
vP_{[AG]} \\
\downarrow \\
DP \quad v_{[AG]} \\
\downarrow \\
v_{[AG]} \quad VP \\
\downarrow \\
V \quad \text{RP} \\
\downarrow \\
\sqrt{\text{protect}}[\text{NONACT}] \quad \text{DP} \\
\hline \\
[\text{uNFL}_-]
\end{array}
\]

The only additional assumption we would have to make is that lexical $[\text{NONACT}]$, being the more marked feature, overrides the default active morphology that we would expect given that $v$ has an external argument, but this is hardly problematic. As for languages like English, we do not expect lexical entries like $\sqrt{\text{protect}}[\text{NONACT}]$ in the first place because English, as I have just argued, does not evaluate its $v$ for $[\text{NONACT}]$ anyway.

It seems, then, that on a post-syntactic approach, the two lexical entries (25a-b) equally derive deponent behavior in Greek-type languages and non-deponent behavior in English-type languages.

(25) a. $\sqrt{\text{protect}}[\text{AGENT}]/_x V_x$

b. $\sqrt{\text{protect}}[\text{NONACT}]$

There are a few arguments in favor of (25a). First, it is better suited to capture the correlation
between deponency and Aktionsart/thematic aspect in Vedic and Greek (discussed in Section 4.3). Second, (25a) gives us an easy way of deriving semi-deponency, since the environment X could in principle be any functional head related to aspect along the verbal spine.

Finally, the morphology of the Sanskrit periphrastic perfect provides a strong argument against (25b) and in favor of (25a). As I have argued in Section 4.1, a [NONAct] feature on a deponent root cannot derive the morphology of the periphrastic passive, where voice morphology is expressed on the auxiliary rather than the root. I repeat the structure below; the problem arises because the purported lexical feature [NONAct] is “stuck” on V. The auxiliary, which picks up stranded features along the lines of Bjorkman (2011), only has access to the features of vP and higher projections.

(26) Sanskrit periphrastic perfect:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{id-\textit{\char96\char96}m} \quad \text{cakr-e} \\
\text{praise-NMLZ do-PERF-3SG.NONACT}
\end{array}
\]

“has praised”

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{T+AGR} \\
\text{T} \quad \text{PerfP} \\
\text{[PERS; NUM; TNS]} \quad \text{Perf} \quad \text{(AspP)} \\
\text{[PERF]} \quad \text{Asp} \quad \text{vP} \\
\text{v[AG]} \quad \text{VP} \\
\text{[NONAct]?} \quad \sqrt{\text{idh}}[\text{NONAct}]_{i+V} \quad \text{RP} \\
\end{array}
\]

If the agent is introduced in the same structural position as in non-deponents (Spec.vP), we
actually expect active morphology on the auxiliary.

However, we now have a solution to this problem. If the agent is actually introduced below vP, as predicted by (25a), we derive non-active morphology on the auxiliary in periphrastic deponents in the same way as in synthetic deponents. The root merges with V_{(i)}, which introduces the agent DP. V cannot move higher (this stipulation is also necessary in (26)), and the auxiliary “rescues” the stranded features on T+AGR, Perf, and v. Because v does not have an external argument, we get non-active morphology through the by now familiar mechanism. This is illustrated in (27), note that we now do not need a separate [NONACT] feature on the root, as opposed to (26).

(27) Sanskrit periphrastic perfect:

\[ \text{\textit{id\-\textit{\textbar{\textbar}m}} cak\-\textit{\textbar{\textbar}e}} \]

\text{praise-NMLZ do.PERF-3SG.NONACT}

“has praised”

\[
\begin{array}{c}
T+AGR \\
| \\
T \\
| \\
[\text{PERS; NUM; TNS}] \\
| \\
\text{Perf} \\
| \\
\text{(AspP)} \\
| \\
\text{Perf} \\
| \\
\text{(Asp)} \\
| \\
v[AG] \\
| \\
[\text{NONACT}] \\
\text{DP\_AGENT} \\
| \\
v \\
| \\
} \text{VP} \\
| \\
} \text{RP} \\
| \\
} \sqrt{\text{idh_{i}+V}} \\
| \\
} t_{i}
\end{array}
\]

In cases where V \textit{does} move to v, the auxiliary obviously does not have to rescue a stranded
voice feature. We therefore expect default (“active”) inflection on the auxiliary, and this is indeed what we see in the Latin periphrastic perfect passive.

However, it must be stressed that the Latin be-auxiliary does not alternate for voice anywhere, i.e., it is *activum tantum*. That is, the fact that we do not see non-active morphology on the auxiliary in periphrastic perfects of deponents could also be due to a morphological quirk of the particular auxiliary available in Latin. Given that the Modern Greek periphrastic passive selects the auxiliary *ime* ‘be’, which is non-active and likewise does not alternate, this may actually be the more likely explanation. In other words, the case of the Sanskrit periphrastic perfect is an exceptional one because Sanskrit has auxiliaries that can and do alternate for active/non-active voice and uses them in periphrastic constructions in an otherwise synthetic system. Latin and Modern Greek, on the other hand, also have periphrastic constructions in a synthetic voice system, but happen not to have alternating auxiliaries. Languages like English, French, and German do not have a voice alternation on *v*, and therefore the question of alternating auxiliaries never arises in their periphrastic constructions in the first place.

I believe that these general mechanisms of deriving deponents, and in particular the lexical entry type for deponents that I have proposed (repeated in (28)) can account for why we do not find deponency in English-type voice systems and why “mismatches” are a feature of Greek-type voice systems.

\[
(28) \quad a. \quad \sqrt{\text{protect}}[\text{AGENT}] / _- V_x
\]

Moreover, the correlation between lack of deponency and periphrastic voice systems is only an apparent one. As Latin and Sanskrit show, deponency does occur in periphrastic constructions, provided the language also has morphology that is sensitive to different values of *v[\text{AG}]*. Since English and French lack such morphology, they also lack deponents.

### 5.4 Non-finite formations

In Chapter 3 I compared how deponents behave with respect to their non-finite formations. In fact, this is where we find most of the microvariation in cross-linguistic deponent behavior.
While in some languages “mismatch” behavior is continued in the participial formations (Vedic, Ancient Greek), it is apparently suspended in others (Hittite, Latin, Modern Greek). In Latin, for example, the same participial suffix is used for the present participle of deponent and non-deponent verbs: act. *amō* ‘love’ — *amā*-ns ‘loving’, deponent *sequor* ‘follow’ — *sequē*-ns ‘following’. This has led Papangeli and Lavidas (2009) to claim that deponent behavior is dependent on the availability of a tense feature on finite T, although they do not provide an account of why this should be so. Pesetsky (2009), building on their proposal and Pesetsky and Torrego (2007)’s idea that verbs are usually lexically valued for T, argues that Latin deponents are “defective verbs that are *lexically* unable to bear T under any circumstances” (p. 217). They therefore cannot agree with the head Tns to value its interpretable, but unvalued T-feature and the copula has to be used instead to “rescue” Tns. However, this account predicts that deponents always surface as *analytic* constructions with active syntax. Pesetsky is forced to argue that the Latin synthetic *r*-forms (passives and deponents alike) are underlingly analytic constructions that have incorporated the copula, which may be the final *-r* itself. However, the comparison with other languages with similar voice systems shows that Latin is actually exceptional in having an analytic perfect passive, and that Vedic, Ancient Greek, Hittite, and Modern Greek consistently have synthetic non-active forms. In other words, it is counter-intuitive to treat the synthetic non-active forms in Latin as unexpected. Moreover, the non-active forms in these languages have a number of other functions beside the passive, some of which can also occur in syntactically “active” environments, like deponents (e.g., self-benefactives, which also have accusative objects). Since Pesetsky’s account relies on object agreement between the verb and the its complement in the passive, it will fail to predict the non-passive uses of non-active morphology.

Finally, there is no diachronic evidence that suggests that the *-r* of the Latin passive (or any other marker of non-active voice discussed so far, for that matter) is etymologically related to the copula (or some other auxiliary).

As the comparative overview in Chapter 3 has shown, languages vary in whether or not they continue deponent behavior in their non-finite formations, another indication that this
cannot be dependent on finite T. I want to propose in this section that deponent behavior in non-finite contexts rather depends on two factors: 1) the structural level at which the nominalizer attaches, in particular whether it attaches above or below vP and 2) the availability of different active vs. non-active nominalizing morphology in different languages.

Concerning the first point, I have already discussed Anagnostopoulou (2003)’s account of the structure of Modern Greek participles. In tos-participles (“stative participles”), the nominalizer (I follow her convention of using AdjP for this projection) attaches directly to the root. The resulting verbal adjective does not have verbalizing morphology, cannot take accusative objects, and does not occur with manner adverbs. I propose that this is also the structure of the Vedic tá-participle, the Ancient Greek to-participle, and the Hittite ant-participle. I repeat this structure in (29) with an example from Vedic.

(29) a. Vedic

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{kT-tá-} \\
\text{make-NMLZ-} \\
\text{‘made’}
\end{array}
\]

b. Adj

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Adj} \\
\text{-tá- RootP} \\
\text{kT DP}
\end{array}
\]

This structure also derives the “theme-orientedness” (passive readings for transitive verbs, intransitive readings for intransitive verbs) of these verbal adjectives. Since the external argument is (usually) introduced by v and (29) does not include v, the nominalizer will contain only the internal argument of transitive verbs, structurally corresponding to the sole argument of unaccusatives (assuming that this is the complement of the root node in both cases, cp. Harley 2009).

We now predict that deponent participles of this structure will behave exactly like those of other transitive verbs, and this is correct. Because the mismatch in deponents happens
between V and v[AG], neither of which is included in the structure in (29), the deponent participle will have the same passive reading as that of a non-deponent verb like ḫṝ, e.g.:

\[(30)\]

a. **Vedic**

\[\text{iḍi-tá-} \]

\[\text{praise-NMLZ-} \]

\[\text{‘praised’} \]

b. **Adj**

\[\text{-tā-} \quad \text{RootP} \]

\[\text{\textit{u}ḍ(i)} \quad \text{DP} \]

The Vedic and Ancient Greek middle participles in -\textit{m}ā\textit{na} and -\textit{menos}, respectively, are different. They take accusative objects, occur with manner and agent-oriented adverbs, and incorporate stem-forming and aspect-related morphology, and even the morphology of the perfect stem, indicating that the nominalizer must attach quite high, at least above PerfP. This means that v[AG] is included in the structure, and since the mismatch in deponents happens between v[AG] and V, it will also happen in nominalizations that include these projections. Again, this is the correct prediction for Vedic and Ancient Greek. I illustrate this with a Vedic deponent participle in (31). Just as in finite verbs, the agent is introduced by the same projection that carries the verbalizing morphology, thus pre-empting the merger of an external argument in Spec.vP[AG].\footnote{I use PtcpP for the nominalizing head; other notations used include nP, NP, DP, and AdjP. The only interesting alternative to this problem of syntactic category is that of Embick (2000), who proposes that the Latin participial suffixes spell out the head Asp when the verb cannot move to T. This avoids the embarrassment of having to operate with a designated nominalizing projection of unclear categorical properties. However, this is not easily applicable to the Vedic and Greek participles under discussion here since they do not enter into (suppletive) finite periphrastic constructions as they do in Latin. My use of “PtcpP” here is therefore merely descriptive (since these forms are traditionally called “participles”) and not meant as a claim about the categorical nature of these forms. Nothing hinges on this notation.}
(31)  a. Vedic

\[ \text{trá-ya-māna-} \]
\[ \text{protect-VB-MID.PTCP-} \]
\[ \text{‘protecting’} \]

b. PtcpP

\[-māna- \quad \text{Asp} \]

Asp \quad vP[AG] \quad VP_t \quad V_t \quad \text{DP}_{\text{AGENT}} \quad \text{RootP} \quad \text{trá} \quad \text{DP}_{\text{THEME}} \]

The middle participle suffix -(m)āna- spells out the nominalizing head in the context of a specifierless \( v[AG] \) head, exactly parallel to finite contexts. That is, the lexical entries for the active suffix -ant- vs. non-active -(m)āna- are the following (the same holds for Ancient Greek):

(32)  a. PTCP ↔ -(m)āna-/_v[AG][\text{NONACT}] 

b. PTCP ↔ -ant-

The mechanism that governs the distribution of active vs. non-active morphology in the participles is thus the same that governs its distribution in finite contexts (i.e., in conjunction with tense and agreement morphology). The middle participial suffix is the more specified variant, while the active one is the “elsewhere” variant with no context specifications.

While the two structures in (31) and (32) correctly capture the behavior of deponent participles in Vedic, Ancient Greek, and Hittite, more has to be said about Latin and Modern
Greek.

In Latin, both the “active” present participle in -\textit{ns} and the “passive” perfect participle in -\textit{tus} are compatible with accusative objects (for the latter, this is only seen with deponent participles) and adverbial modification, and both include verbalizing morphology (that is, the conjugational class markers of Latin). This would indicate that both attach at least above \textit{vP}. For the present participle suffix -\textit{ns}, we could assume the following structures for non-deponent formations like \textit{amāns} ‘loving’ vs. deponent formations like \textit{hortāns} ‘exhorting’ (I leave open the question of whether Asp is also included below the nominalizer, but see Embick 2000: 216ff. and the discussion below):

\begin{align*}
\text{(33) Latin } & \text{\textit{ns}-particiles:} \\
\text{a. Non-deponent: } & \text{\textit{amāns}} \\
\text{b. Deponent: } & \text{\textit{hortāns}}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Ptcp} & \quad \text{Ptcp} \\
\text{-ns} & \quad \text{-ns} \\
\text{vP[AG]} & \quad \text{vP[AG]} \\
\text{(DP)} & \quad \text{(DP)} \\
\text{v[AG]} & \quad \text{v[AG]} \\
\text{vP} & \quad \text{VP} \\
\text{v[AG]} & \quad \text{v[AG]} \\
\text{V} & \quad \text{V} \\
\text{RootP} & \quad \text{RootP} \\
\text{\textit{-ā- \textit{am}-}} & \quad \text{\textit{-ā- \textit{hort}-}}
\end{align*}

As in finite contexts, the external argument in the deponent participle is introduced in a non-canonical position (below \textit{vP}) and should trigger deponent behavior. That is, we expect the same pattern as in Vedic. This is where factor 2) introduced above becomes relevant: Latin does not have a lexical entry like (32) for its present participle. That is, there is no morphological exponent of the participial suffix available that is specified for the context \textit{v[AG][NONACT]}. All Latin has is the context-free suffix -\textit{ns}, with the following entry:

208
Because there is no more specific allomorph available, -\(ns\) is used independently of whether \(v[AG]\) has an external argument or not. This should not come as a surprise, since I have argued in the previous section that not all languages have morphology that is sensitive to this property of \(v[AG]\). We could therefore imagine that this also holds for different contexts within the same language: while Vedic and Ancient Greek have a special allomorph of the participial suffix for the context \(v[AG][\text{NONACT}]\), Latin does not.

However, this predicts that participles in -\(ns\) should be found both with active and passive readings, which is evidently not the case—the participle \(amāns\) ‘loving’ is the participle of active \(amā\) ‘I love’, and not of passive \(amor\) ‘I am loved’. That -\(ns\) is in principle compatible with non-active functions is shown by occasional forms like \(volvēns\) ‘rolling’ which belongs to intransitive non-act. \(volvōr\) ‘I roll’ rather than to transitive act. \(volvō\) ‘I roll something’ (cp. Section 3.4.3). The synchronic association with the active paradigm must therefore be secondary, and may be due to factors outside of the morphosyntax of these formations (pragmatic or frequency-related, for example).

The perfect participle in -\(tus\) is likewise problematic. Although it is usually characterized as perfect (or past) passive participle, I have already mentioned in Section 3.4.3 that both its affiliation with the passive and with perfectivity (or anteriority) are somewhat uncertain. Although it is etymologically related to the Vedic \(tā\)-participle and Greek -\(to\)-, we cannot simply assign it the same structure (that of (29) and (30)), since it differs from both with respect to its morphological and syntactic properties. Contrary to its Greek and Sanskrit cognates, Latin -\(tus\) incorporates stem-forming morphology. The -\(tus\) participles of deponents are syntactically active and transitive (but see the Appendix for some exceptions) and can take accusative objects, while the -\(tā-/-to\)-participles of Vedic and Greek deponents have a passive reading, just as the -\(tā-/-to\)-participles of transitive non-deponent verbs. Moreover, they can occur with manner adverbs, suggesting that they have more verbal functional structure than their Greek and Vedic counterparts (the ability to occur with manner adverbs is one of the diagnostics of Anagnostopoulou 2003, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008, and Anag-
nastopoulou 2014 for distinguishing lexical/adjectival static partcles from phrasal/verbal static partcles). The following example is taken from Embick (2000: 220):

(35)  \textit{filius ūnicē amā-tus}
\begin{itemize}
  \item son uniquely love-PERF.PTCP.NOM.SG
\end{itemize}

‘especially loved son’

Embick argues that both \textit{-ns} and \textit{-tas} incorporate the aspectual head Asp and are in fact allomorps of the same suffix, spelled out as \textit{-ns} in the context of a feature [PRES] on Asp, and as \textit{-t-} (or \textit{-s-}) in all other cases. He gives the following structure for a perfect participle like \textit{amātus} ‘loved’:

(36)  \textit{am-ā-tus} ‘loved’

```
\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node (Asp) {Asp}
  \node (vP) [below left of=Asp] {vP}
  \node (AspP) [above left of=Asp] {AspP}
  \node (DP) [below right of=vP] {DP}
  \node (v) [below of=vP] {v}
  \node (vP2) [right of=v] {\sqrt{P}}
  \node (vP3) [above of=vP2] {\sqrt{DP}}
  \node (vP4) [below of=vP] {\sqrt{\sqrt{DP}}}

  \draw[->] (AspP) -- (Asp) -- (vP);
  \draw[->] (vP) -- (vP2);
  \draw[->] (v) -- (vP2);
  \draw[->] (vP2) -- (vP3);
  \draw[->] (vP3) -- (vP4);
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}
```

Modifying this in line with the previously discussed suffixes, this would give us the following structure for a Latin deponent perfect participle like \textit{hortātus} ‘exhorted’:
(37) *hort-ā-tus* ‘exhorted’

\[
\text{Ptcp} \\
\text{-tus} \quad \text{AsnP} \\
\text{Asp} \quad \text{vP} \quad \text{[AG]} \\
\text{v} \quad \text{VP} \\
\text{(DP)} \quad \text{V} \\
\text{V} \quad \text{RootP} \\
\text{                      } \\
\text{-ā} \quad \text{Root} \quad \text{DP} \\
\text{                      } \\
\text{                  } \text{*hort-}.
\]

This adaption of Embick’s proposal explains why deponent participles can occur with accusative objects: they contain the head that values accusative case, v[AG]. Like -ns, -tus is not sensitive to whether or not v[AG] introduces an external argument. But like in the latter case, we now predict that participles in -tus should be able to have both active and passive readings. Again, occasional active participles such as *iūrātus* ‘having sworn’ and *pōtus* ‘having drunk’ suggest that this is in principle true, but this does not explain why -tus is preferentially passive, while -ns is active, given that they both have similar structures (this problem also arises if we adopt Embick’s idea that both are allomorphs of the same syntactic head in different aspectual environments). I have to leave this matter open for now.
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I have not discussed these formations in Chapter 3 because they are virtually unattested for deponent verbs at the relevant chronological stage (with some important exceptions). The future active suffix -tūrus more or less replicates the syntactic problem of the present active suffix -ns: it always has active syntax and is made both to deponents and active non-deponent verbs. I give an example of an active future participle with an accusative object from Classical Latin in (38) (the deponent is *persequor* ‘persevere, come after’).

(38) Caesar, *De Bello Gallico* 5.1.1:

```
... Caesar obides imperat ... nisi ita
Caesar-NOM hostages-ACC command.3SG.PRES.ACT unless so
fece rint, sese bello civitatem
make.3PL.PERF.SUBJ self.EMPH.ACC war.ABL community.ACC
perse cuturum demonstrat
persecute.fut.ptcp.acc.m indicate.3SG.PRES.ACT
```

“... Caesar demanded hostages ... (He) indicated that he would persecute (their) community with war unless they did this.”

-tūrus is therefore similar in its morphosyntax to both -tus and -ns and its behavior is in principle predictable from the same mechanism elaborated above (cp. Embick (2000: 218f.)).

The gerundive is more complicated. It originally seems to have been a verbal adjective that was syntactically similar to the present participle in -ns, and a number of archaic forms show that it was neither passive nor linked to any kind of modality, e.g., *secundus* ‘second’, originally ‘following’ (*sequor* ‘follow’), *volvendus* ‘rolling’ (itr., *volvör* ‘roll’), *lābundus* ‘slipping’ (lābor ‘slip, glide’), *oriundus* ‘rising’ (orior ‘rise’). The prehistory of this suffix proposed by Jasanoﬀ (2006) suggests that it originally included the same functional projections as -ns, and that its syntax changed on the way to Classical Latin. I have to leave the details of this change (and the syntactic structure of this formation at its starting and end point) open for now.

Finally, it seems that the Modern Greek deponent participles in -menos show unexpected syntactic behavior. In Section 3.6.3, I introduced Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2008)’s proposal that -menos can have two underlying structures, one which includes the projection that determines active vs. non-active morphology (v[AG] in my notation) and one which does
not. Both incorporate Asp, and they argue that /-men-/ is the exponent of the Asp head, parallel to what Embick (2000) assumes for the Latin suffixes -ns/-tus. Deponent participles in -menos have the same passive reading as menos-participles of non-deponent transitive verbs, suggesting a structure without v[AG] (Voice in their terminology). However, they can also take agent by-phrases and occur with agent-oriented adverbs like prosektila ‘carefully’, which Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2008) interpret as evidence for the presence of Voice in resultant state menos-participles. In the notation used here, this would suggest the following structure for a deponent participle like metahirismenos ‘used’:

(39)

```
Ptcp
  \-menos
    Asp
  \    \vP[AG]
  Asp   vP[AG]  VP
       \    \   
      (DP)  V RootP
           \   
            V  Root DP
```

However, this structure predicts that the mismatch behavior should be preserved in Greek participles, parallel to Vedic -(m)āna-, Ancient Greek -menos, and Latin -tus, which essentially have the same internal structure. This is another problem that I have to leave unsolved.

To summarize, I have argued in this section that whether or not a voice mismatch is continued in the non-finite forms of a deponent verb depends on whether or not the nominalizing morphology attaches above or below vP. If vP is included, the mismatch is predicted to be preserved, if vP is not included, we expect the resulting nominalization to pattern with that of a non-deponent transitive verb.
(40) Deponent participles generalization (for Greek-type languages):
If a nominalizer in a given language regularly attaches above vP([AG]), deponent behavior is preserved in the nominalization. If a nominalizer attaches below vP([AG]), deponent behavior is suspended in the nominalization.

This generalization needs to be parametrized to take into account that some languages, like Latin, do not have nominalizing morphology that is sensitive to whether or not v[AG] has an external argument (I have called this “underspecified for voice” in Chapter 3). This means that on the surface, it looks like the mismatch is discontinued in, e.g., the Latin ns-participle, even though it includes v[AG]. However, the comparison with Vedic and Greek shows that this is a peculiarity of the nominalizing morphology of Latin, rather than a general feature of deponent participles.

The following table summarizes the behavior of the participles of deponent verbs. The leftmost column indicates whether they have active or passive syntax (NB this holds only for the deponent participles in these languages, not for the suffixes in general).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>includes vP</th>
<th>no vP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>act.</td>
<td>Gk. -menos, Ved. -(m)āna-, Lat. -ns/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-tus (-tārus)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pass.</td>
<td>MG -menos (?)</td>
<td>Gk. -tos, Ved. -tā-, MG -tos, Hitt. -ant-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that the generalization (40) on the whole makes the right predictions with respect to the behavior of deponent participles. More research is needed on the status of Modern Greek -menos (the question mark in the table above indicates that it is not certain that vP is part of the structure of deponent participles) and the distribution of -ns vs. -tus in Latin.
5.5 Summary

In this chapter I have argued that the narrow definition of deponency together with the analysis of deponents proposed in Section 4.3 and the “post-syntactic” approach to voice morphology in general makes can explain a number of puzzles concerning the distribution of voice morphology in the older Indo-European languages. I have proposed that it can account for apparent “voice co-occurrence” problems in Vedic and Greek, as well as for _activa tantum_. It also provides a straightforward account for the lack of deponents in languages like English, which do not have morphology that is sensitive to different values of $\nu[AG]$.

Finally, the proposal that deponency is triggered by the interaction of a verbalizing head with $\nu$ correctly predicts whether or not mismatch behavior is preserved in non-finite formations of deponents.

This chapter concludes the synchronic discussion of Indo-European deponents. In the next chapter, I discuss the consequences of my proposal for the reconstruction of the voice system of Proto-Indo-European and the question of whether or not we can reconstruct voice mismatches for the proto-language.
Chapter 6

Reconstructing Proto-Indo-European deponents

In the previous chapters, I have discussed Indo-European deponents from a strictly synchronic perspective, and I have proposed an analysis of of when deponency can occur. This chapter has two goals: to show that Proto-Indo-European (PIE), too, had non-canonical middles, and to show how some of the PIE canonical middles developed into non-canonical middles in the daughter branches. This contributes to the ongoing debate about the function(s) of the PIE middle voice. I propose that PIE (and pre-PIE) had a bivalent voice system and that the PIE non-active voice occurred in essentially the same environments as in other languages with this type of voice system. While this in itself is not earthshaking, it does mean that we do not need to make special assumptions for stative *media tantum*, since these are a stable feature of active—non-active voice systems. Moreover, and maybe more controversially, we now expect that formally middle verbs can be transitive, and that some of these transitive middle verbs are agentive and hence non-canonical middles. Before discussing the candidates for this, I briefly review the literature on the PIE middle.
6.1 The Proto-Indo-European middle

The literature on the reconstruction of the PIE middle is divided both on the formal and the semantic side. Concerning the formal side, I follow Jasanoff (2003)’s reconstruction of the “proto-middle” or *h₂e-conjugation set of endings (followed by Weiss 2009 and Fortson 2010) over more traditional reconstructions such as the ones found in standard textbooks like that of Tichy (2001) or Meier-Brügger (2010). While the *h₂e-conjugation ultimately gave rise to a number of different sets of inflectional endings in the IE daughter branches, the focus of this study is on the middle endings that resulted from it. The following table summarizes the PIE middle endings for the singular and plural (based on Jasanoff 2003: 55).

Table 48. PIE middle endings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>primary</th>
<th>secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg.</td>
<td>*-h₂e-r</td>
<td>*-h₂e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg.</td>
<td>*-th₂e-r</td>
<td>*-th₂e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg.</td>
<td>*-o-r; *-to-r</td>
<td>*-o; *-to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl.</td>
<td>*-medh₂(-r?)</td>
<td>*-medh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl.</td>
<td>*-d(u)ye(-r?)</td>
<td>*-d(u)ye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl.</td>
<td>*-ro(-r?); *-nто-r</td>
<td>*-ro; *-nто</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are three main novelties that set this reconstruction apart from older reconstructions of the PIE middle: 1) the reconstruction of the 1sg. *-h₂e(-r), 2sg. *-th₂e(-r) based on the evidence of Hittite, Tocharian, and Italo-Celtic; the traditional Graeco-Aryan based reconstructions *-məj, *-soj are fairly straightforward innovations of the “inner Indo-European” branches1 based on the active endings, 2) the reconstruction of the 3sg. and 3pl. forms, which originally were “dentalless” *-o and *-ro, besides which we find the renewed variants *-to

---

1I use “inner Indo-European” to refer to the group of languages that share this innovation, that is, the replacement of *-r by *-i as the marker of the primary middle endings (“core IE” is also used). In general, I assume a model in which Hittite, Tocharian, and Italo-Celtic split off from the proto-language (and in that order) before the dispersal of the “inner IE” branches began.
and \*-nto already in (late?) PIE (again based on an obvious analogy with the corresponding active endings, cp. also Watkins 1969), and 3) the primary/secondary distinction is expressed through the “hic-et-nunc” marker \*-r in the middle, as opposed to \*-i in the active, meaning that the post-Italic-Celtic branches of Indo-European again innovated in switching from \*-r to \*-i in the middle.

1) and 3) are not directly relevant to the question of deponents in PIE and have already been motivated at length by Jasanoff (2003, see also Jasanoff 1977, 1978, 1979, 1998, 1994). However, the reconstruction of the 3sg. and 3pl. middle endings is linked to the question of the canonical functions of the Proto-Indo-European middle, and deserves a more detailed discussion.

On the meaning side, there is some debate concerning the original functions of the Proto-Indo-European middle (see, e.g., Gonda 1960, Benveniste 1966: 168ff, Hollifield 1977: 5ff., Rix 1988, Benedetti 2006, Meiser 2009). In particular, there is almost no discussion of the oppositional functions of non-active voice that are such a stable feature of languages with the same type of voice system as PIE—a bivalent active/non-active system.

The reason for this is presumably that these functions remained productive in the IE daughter languages and were therefore susceptible to morphological remodeling and lexical replacement, making it difficult to find exact cognates for, e.g., reflexives that are not also explicable in terms of the productive mechanisms of that particular daughter language. This is the same problem that is encountered with other verbal categories that remained or became productive in a given language, like the ágya-causatives in Vedic or full-grade thematic presents in Greek and Indo-Iranian. As a result, the discussion usually centers on formations that are clear archaisms within the synchronic language state, and which do have recognizable cognates in other branches. These are usually media tantum, and they tend to have synchronically irregular morphology (qua archaisms). Examples of such frequently discussed middles are given in (1) (see Villanueva Svensson 2012 for more middle presents).
(1)  a. *kej ‘lie’: Ved. śáye, śére, YAv. sōre, Gk. keĩmai, Hitt. kittá(rí), CLuv. zýgar(i), etc.

b. *h₁es ‘sit down’²: Ved. áste, YAv. 3pl. ághāire, Gk. hēmai, Hitt. eša(rí)
   \[< *h₁ēs-(t)or.³\]

c. *dʰeggʰ ‘be/make useful’: Ved. duhē ‘gives milk’, 3pl. duh-ré, Goth. daug, Gk. étukhon ‘happen to be at, chanced upon’, teūkhō ‘prepare’.

d. *magʰ ‘be able to, enable, achieve’: Ved. ā mahe\(^4\) < *magʰ-oj Gk. mákhomai ‘fight’ (+ dat.), Goth. mag ‘be able to’, OCS mogā.

e. *stey ‘praise’⁵: Ved. stavé ‘is praised’ (besides thematic stávate, later also ‘renewed’ athematic stuté), stávāna-, YAv. staota, 1sg. -stuič, Gk. steūtai, Hitt. īšuwāri, etc.

But basing one’s reconstruction of the distribution of PIE middle morphology on such forms alone is likely to lead to a skewed picture of that distribution. Forms like the ones in (1) in particular have led to the reconstruction of a separate morphological category “stative” in PIE by Rix (1988) and Oettinger (1976b, (1992), Kümmel (1996), Gotō (1997), among others, and this category has become canonized by LIV² as “Wurzelstativ”. However, the functional status of this category and its delimitation from the category “middle” remain unclear. The literature just cited suggests (sometimes implicitly) that this was a third voice category besides active and middle, but a trivalent system active—middle—stative has no obvious typological parallels. Moreover, most of the predicates on which this category is based

---
²LIV²: 232: *h₁ch₁s ‘sit (down), occupy sth.’.

³Cp. Villanueva Svensson (2012: 335 and fn. 7) and Melchert (To appear); both argue against a reduplicated present *h₁c-h₁s-(t)or since *h₁c-h₁s- should have given Hittite ēšt- (Kimball 1999: 144). cp. the fientive/inchoative suffix -ēšt- < *-eh₁s-(Watkins 1971, Melchert 1994: 78, Jasanoff 2004, differently Kloekhorst 2008: 255f.).

⁴The active optative mahema is attested twice in the Rigveda.

⁵This root may have been alternating, Villanueva Svensson (2012: 336) classifies the full grade middle forms as oppositional.
are inherently stative, and not in any obvious sense by virtue of the morphology they take. I briefly mentioned in Section 2.3 that stative predicates in general tend to take non-active morphology in bivalent voice systems and that this should be considered one of the canonical syntactic contexts which license non-active morphology (cp. the Modern Greek examples cited by Zombolou and Alexiadou 2014, e.g., kime ‘lie’, ime ‘be’, dikevome ‘have the right’,

-tsigevome ‘be stingy’, ironevome ‘be ironic’, etc.). In other words, the roots listed as root statives in LIV² can easily be accommodated by the theory of the canonical function of non-active morphology laid out in Chapter 2. These are the following⁶ (6 out of 17 are classified as “uncertain” root statives by LIV, indicated here by a question mark before the root):

---

⁶I am glossing over the difference between R(x) and R(e) here since no discernible functional difference (at least for the “stative theory”) is attached to it.
Table 49. Root statives in LIV²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>“Stative”</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*d₁e₂g₄h</td>
<td>‘be/make useful’</td>
<td>Ved. <em>duhē</em></td>
<td>‘gives milk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*kle₂g</td>
<td>‘hear’</td>
<td>OAv. <em>sruiē</em></td>
<td>‘is famous’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*me₁H₆</td>
<td>‘bloom, grow’</td>
<td>Hitt. <em>miyari</em></td>
<td>‘is born’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*t₆₂g</td>
<td>‘be visible’</td>
<td>Hitt. <em>dukkāri</em></td>
<td>‘is visible’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ye₄H</td>
<td>‘be hot’</td>
<td>Hitt. <em>urāni</em></td>
<td>‘is burning’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*g₂ge₂s</td>
<td>‘turn’</td>
<td>Hitt. <em>kīša(rī)</em></td>
<td>‘becomes, happens’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. *h₂₁a₁</td>
<td>‘be(com) warm, hot’</td>
<td>Hitt. <em>aāri</em>⁷</td>
<td>‘becomes warm’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*h₂₁e₂h₁</td>
<td>‘be hot’</td>
<td>Pal. <em>hāri</em></td>
<td>‘is hot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*h₁₁e₁₂s</td>
<td>‘sit down’</td>
<td>Ved. <em>áste</em>, Hitt. <em>ešā(rī)</em>, etc.</td>
<td>‘sits down’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*h₂₂e₂p</td>
<td>‘fit’</td>
<td>Old Hitt. 3sg.pfv. <em>happara</em></td>
<td>‘let it fit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. *ke₁g</td>
<td>‘lie’</td>
<td>Hitt. <em>kitta(rī)</em>, Ved. <em>sāye</em>, etc.</td>
<td>‘is lying’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ke₂g₄h</td>
<td>‘appear beautiful’</td>
<td>Ved. <em>sōbhe</em>⁹</td>
<td>‘looks beautiful’ (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*le₁g₂h</td>
<td>‘be pleasant, please’</td>
<td>Osc. <em>loufi⁸</em></td>
<td>‘or’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ma₂g₄h</td>
<td>‘be able’</td>
<td>Ved. <em>ā mahe</em></td>
<td>‘procures’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*st₁g₂u</td>
<td>‘be famous; praise’</td>
<td>Hitt. <em>ištuvāri</em>, Ved. <em>stāve</em></td>
<td>‘becomes known, is praised’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*te₁j₄h</td>
<td>‘become hot’</td>
<td>Hitt. <em>zēari</em></td>
<td>‘is cooking, is cooked’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. *yeh₁</td>
<td>‘wear clothes’</td>
<td>Ved. <em>vāste</em>, Gk. <em>heîmai</em>, etc.</td>
<td>‘wears, is dressed’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even under a very narrow definition of what “state” means (excluding, for example, ‘hear’,


⁸See footnote 2.

⁹Hapax in an unclear passage (RV 1.120.5), the interpretation as a verbal form is contested, see Götō 1987: 309 (with literature), Kümmel 1996: 113f., LIV²: 330.

¹⁰From *lēy₁b₅e₁₁r ‘pleases’ according to LIV²: 414. cp. Bick (1904: 14. 150. 177), Weiss (2009: 312 ‘if one wants’), who, however, also points out that the restoration of the final -r is doubtful (p. 388, fn. 43), and De Vaan (2008: 338f.) posits a preform *lōub₅-e₁₁-r.
‘bloom’, and ‘become hot’), 13 out of these 17 verbs are inherently stative predicates, and not stative by virtue of their inflectional endings. That “stativity”, however defined, was not inherently linked to the dentalless third person endings *-o, pl. *-ro is also suggested by the fact that the reflexes of these undoubtedly archaic endings surface in a variety of different contexts in the daughter languages, quite apart from the examples in (1). In Indo-Iranian and Old Irish, for example, they are used as oppositional (often eventive) passives.

In Old Irish, they form the passive of old thematic verbs (see Watkins 1969: 181ff., Cowgill 1983, Jasanoff (2003: 50ff.) on the prehistory of the Old Irish passive and “deponent” inflection):

Table 50. Old Irish dentalless passives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>beirid</td>
<td>‘carries’</td>
<td>ber(a)ir</td>
<td>‘is (being) carried’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benaid</td>
<td>‘strikes’</td>
<td>benair</td>
<td>‘is (being) struck’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canaid</td>
<td>‘sing’</td>
<td>can(a)ir</td>
<td>‘is (being) sung’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melid</td>
<td>‘grinds’</td>
<td>melair</td>
<td>‘is (being) ground’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fedid</td>
<td>‘leads’</td>
<td>fedir</td>
<td>‘is (being) led’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Vedic, on the other hand, dentalless “stative” forms occasionally make oppositional passives to athematic verbs, usually to alternating verbs that also have a 3sg. middle with the renewed ending -te/-ta < *-to(-j) (see Kümmel 1996 for more examples):
Table 51. Vedic dentalless passives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gṛnāti</td>
<td>‘praises’</td>
<td>gṛnātē ‘praises’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śṛṇōti</td>
<td>‘hears’</td>
<td>śṛṇutē ‘hears’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brāvēti</td>
<td>‘speaks’</td>
<td>brāvē ‘speaks’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunōti</td>
<td>‘presses’</td>
<td>sunvē ‘is (being) pressed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hīnōti</td>
<td>‘impels’</td>
<td>3pl. hinvāte ‘hurry’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contrary to the yā-passive, these dentalless passives/“statives” are usually generic and do not occur with agents in the instrumental (cp. Kümmel 1996: 34). This could be interpreted as argument in favor of the “stative” hypothesis, but may just as well be the result of a diachronic development from older middles, since these tend to have generic/dispositional readings cross-linguistically (see Section 2.2.3).

In Hittite, on the other hand, the “stative” dentalless 3sg. ending is found with a number of transitive deponents with a decidedly non-stative meaning: arka(ri) ‘mounts’, ḫanna(ri) ‘contests at law, sues’, ḫatta(ri) ‘slits; sacrifices’, buett(i)a(ri) ‘plucks, pulls’, ışkalla(ri) ‘tears, slits’, (paḥs)ā(ri) ‘protects’, etc. Oettinger (1992: 354) mentions these cases briefly and suggests that they are *einzelsprachlich* developments, but that does not explain their synchronically unproductive and evidently archaic inflection. Not all of these verbs have a good etymology, but arka(ri), ḫanna(ri) and paḥs(a)ri have cognates, and if LIV² feels confident enough to set up a “stative” for the root *tyek* based on the evidence of Hittite dukkanri alone, then not doing so for ışkalla(ri)/*skelH and ḫatta(ri)/?2. *hget* (see the respective entries in LIV²) because of their “aberrant” syntactic behavior seems inconsistent.

It has to be stressed that the “stative” hypothesis rests largely on the opposition between the dentalless 3sg. *-o and the 3sg. mid. *-to (and the 3pl. *-ra in Indo-Iranian), since the

---

11 Also ‘is praised’, e.g., RV 5.41.10.

12 But note that only 2 of the 8 instances of the 3pl. hinvātē are passive, the others are reflexive or self-benefactive, see Kümmel (1996: 142f.)
other endings of the “stative” paradigm are identical to those of the middle. As Gotō (1997: 191) points out, it is not clear that this is enough evidence for setting up a separate verbal category, since the usual mechanism of morphological renewal can adequately capture the replacement of *-o by *-to.

As for the “meaning” of the middle, the discussion likewise places too much emphasis on media tantum, especially archaic forms like those in (3). For instance, Rix (1988: 104) cites the following three functions as being original to the PIE middle: “A) The deponent function or the middle tantum, B) the reflexive function, and C) the passive function.”

However, it is not clear what the deponent/middle tantum “function” would be since this category by any definition encompasses a variety of different verb classes.13 We have seen that passives and reflexives are indeed contexts in which middle morphology is cross-linguistically encountered, but Rix cites šrayate ‘lean’ (itr., glossed as “rises himself”) as an example of the reflexive function B), presumably because it has oppositional active forms, and then claims that the reflexive function is not “capable of accounting for a deponent verb as ... Greek ἐφανο ‘arose’ ...” (p. 105). But if šrayate can be glossed as “rises himself”, then there is no principled reason why the same should not be possible for ἐφανο /énto/. Of course, ἐφανο /énto/ is a medium tantum whereas šrayate is an alternating verb, but neither of them is reflexive.

As for the deponent category, Oettinger (1992) claims that transitive deponents cannot be inherited, since they do not express the original function of the middle (“Betroffenheit des Verhaltensträgers”, affectedness of the agent/actor). He subsumes some cases which must be inherited, like *sekʰetoj, under “reflexives”, but it is not clear why *sekʰetoj, Ved. lābhate ‘seizes’ or Gk. mēmphetai ‘scolds’ should be reflexive (p. 353), whereas Lat. populatur ‘devastates, ravages’ and Hitt. battari ‘slits’ are not (ibid.). Oettinger goes on to suggest that even the latter group of verbs may originally have been reflexive, and that this component of their meaning was lost in the individual branches.

To summarize, agentive verbs with middle morphology (deponents) are generally consid-

13 And “function” is clearly a misnomer for deponents and media tantum.
ered innovations of the individual languages, to be explained by the loss of some aspect of the
original, canonical meaning of the middle verb in question. While such a canonical meaning
is recoverable in some cases, I have argued at length in the previous chapters that “mismatch
verbs” are a general feature of active—non-active (and active—middle—passive) voice sys-
tems and are found at every diachronic stage of languages that have such a system (as the
data from Modern Greek show). That is, these voice systems provide a synchronic “space”
for deponents: verbs which do not have a canonical middle/non-active function that is recov-
erable by language learners. Given that PIE by all accounts had a bivalent synthetic voice
system (grounds for rejecting a third category “stative” have just been given), the unmarked
assumption should be that we will encounter traces of PIE mismatch verbs in the daughter
languages, and that we can attempt the reconstruction of PIE deponents based on these. This
will be undertaken in the next section.

6.2 Proto-Indo-European deponents

In the following, I discuss the PIE roots that seem to have displayed deponent behavior based
on the evidence of the daughter languages. The Hittite, Vedic, Avestan, and Latin deponents
discussed in this section also have entries in the Appendix where their synchronic behavior is
discussed. There are several criteria for positing deponent status of a given verbal stem (or
root) in PIE:

- **Synchronous deponent status in at least two separate branches**, according to the
definition of deponency given in Section 2.4 and the diagnostics discussed in Section
4.2. “Two separate branches” means non-adjacent language families without shared
innovations, that is, a deponent attested in Greek and Vedic, for example, is less securely
reconstructible for PIE than one attested in, e.g., Hittite and Vedic.

- **No synchronic motivation for non-active morphology**: If there is some synchronic
motivation for non-active morphology on an agentive verb in one branch, like analogy
with a semantically or morphonologically similar verb, its claim to PIE deponent status
is weakened, unless there is corroborating evidence from other branches in which there is no synchronic motivation for non-active morphology. In other words, the non-active morphology on such verbs must be “non-trivial” from a synchronic point of view. To give an example (pointed out to me by Jeremy Rau), the non-active morphology of the Greek denominative transitive deponent *aitiáomai* ‘accuse, censure, hold responsible’ (*aitios* ‘responsible’) is most likely due to analogy with the semantically similar deponent *mêmphomai* ‘blame, censure’. While the inner-Greek origin of *aitiáomai* is beyond any doubt, other cases may be less clear, so we need to exclude the possibly of “innovative” non-oppositional canonical middles. This mostly concerns non-oppositional verb classes like stative and experiencer verbs which show a great deal of cross-linguistic variation with respect to canonical voice morphology (cp. the discussion in Section 2.3.2), so voice morphology that is canonical for a given subclass of verbs in one language may be non-canonical in another. This is especially relevant for verbs of speech and certain verbs of visual perception, which vary greatly across the individual branches.

- **Morphological correspondence**: If cognate deponents in different branches correspond in their derivational morphology, they are more likely inherited than if they have differing verbal morphology. The same caveats with respect to adjacent branches as above apply.

- **Syntactic correspondence**: Identical object case and inherited agent nouns or verbal adjectives with the same syntactic behavior may provide additional evidence for deponent status (if one or more of the above criteria already apply).

It is clear that these criteria will lead to a very conservative estimate of the number of deponents we can reconstruct, and most of the time not all of them will be in evidence for a given formation. However, this list can serve as a starting point for classifying verbs into secure and less secure mismatch cases.
6.2.1  *deh₂-ī-  ‘divide, distribute’

While the root *deh₂(i?) ‘divide’ itself was not a deponent (cp. the Vedic aorist forms dīśva (YV) vs. āva adāt (MS), ava-dyātī (YV)), it made an ablauting *h₂-e-conjugation i-present 3sg. *deh₂-ī-e, 3pl. dh₂-ī-énti (Jasanoff 2003: 105ff.) which surfaces as a deponent in Vedic dāyate ‘distributes’ and Greek daíomai ‘distribute’. LIV²: 103f. reconstructs an *ēje/o-present *dh₂-ēje/o- to account for the Vedic and Greek forms; the lack of aspiration on the dental is explained as analagocical to the full grade aorist forms. However, Jasanoff (2003: 101) argues that the Vedic zero grade “iterative- causatives” of the type īsāya- “impel”, rucāya- ‘shine’, turáya- ‘press forward’ are better explained as ya-extended presents of zero grade thematic tudāti-presents (or thematic aorists) with which they are synchronically associated. These have a very different averbo from that of i-presents like dhāyati ‘sucks’, ksāyati ‘rules over’, and hvāyati ‘calls’, and it is this class that dāyate synchronically belongs to. The root shape /day/ is, of course, unexpected both in Vedic and in Greek. Jasanoff 2003: 102ff. argues that the lack of compensatory lengthening in i-presents to laryngeal-final roots is due to a Proto-Indo-European sound law called the “AHIIA-rule”: *-AHIIA- > *-AIHA- (A = any vowel, I = j or y) which would result in a short vowel before the glide in the 1sg. of the paradigm of these verbs (e.g., *dēh₂-i-h₂e > *dé-i-h₂e), with subsequent analogical extension of the new root shape to contexts where compensatory lengthening would regularly take place, like the 3sg. *deh₂-ī-e. This rule also operated in the instrumental singular of ā-stems (-ayā instead of *-eṇā) and would explain the attested root shape /day/ in Vedic.

In Greek, the glide should have been lost in the present stem and must have been restored, presumably precisely because it was felt to be part of the root very early on. Other derivatives from this neo-root in which the glide was preserved before a consonant certainly played a role, too (e.g., daís, -tós ‘feast’, the future daísō, cp. Jasanoff 2003: 105).

On the meaning side, both the Vedic and the Greek forms are agentive, and there is no trace of an older canonical function (although Greek has a a few instances of passive use that must be innovative, see the entry in Appendix D). There is no synchronic reason why a verb meaning ‘distribute’ should be middle in either language, and the continuants of other
i-presents in Vedic are formally active (dháyati ‘sucks’, kṣáyati ‘rules over’, hváyati ‘calls’, vyáyati ‘envelops’). On the other hand, the fact that the reflexes of other *h₂e-conjugation i-presents are formally active in Hittite, Vedic, and Greek makes it seem somewhat strange that *dēh₂-i-h₂e alone is continued as a formally middle verb in the latter two languages. To be on the safe side, we should therefore operate with a late PIE/pre-Graeco-Aryan deponent.

6.2.2 *h₁yegʰh ‘speak solemnly, praise’

This root made an athematic reduplicated middle present (*h₁e-h₁yogʰh-/)h₁e-h₁ugʰh- (LIV²: 253, Villanueva Svensson 2012: 335), which is reflected in the Vedic athematic present 3pl. ñhate, ñhāna,-14 the Old Avestan 1sg. aoyoī, 3sg.ipf. aogdā, ptcp. aoyoīna-, and the Greek 3sg.ipf. eukto (Thebaïs 3.3). This was remodelled as a thematic present eukhomaí very early on (cp. Myc. eu-ke-to /eukhtoi/). While a root athematic present *h₁yegʰh-to with full grade I would also give the Greek and Indo-Iranian forms, the reconstruction of the root shape *h₁yegʰh seems necessary because of the Latin present *vovēs ‘vow’ (reflecting an *ēje/o-iterative *h₁yogʰh-ēje/o-) and may find further confirmation in Ved. vāghat- ‘praiser’ (< *h₁yo/ēgʰh-pto-?), which could belong to the same root (EWA II: 539).-15

The Greek and Vedic forms suggest that a deponent *h₁e-h₁ugʰh-to(r/j) was already part of the proto-language. The non-active inflection is moreover non-trivial from a synchronic point of view. The active inflection of the Latin iterative-causative, on the other hand, is completely expected in this stem type.

6.2.3 *peh₂-s ‘protect’

The root *peh₂ is not exclusively deponent; Indo-Iranian has an active root present in Vedic pāti, OAv. pāṭ ‘protects’ and an active subjunctive pāsati. The latter is generally identified

---

14 Also ñhāná-.

15 I am grateful to Jay Jasanoff for bringing this form to my attention. Further evidence for a full grade II root may come from Armenian, which has a defective aorist stem *gog(e)- (e.g., 2sg.ipv: gog ‘speak!’) that could go back to *gogʰh. See Klingenschmitt (1982: 275) for a discussion of this stem.
as s-aorist subjunctive, e.g., LIV²: 460 and Narten (1964: 168f.), who also argues that it is a recent, metrically conditioned formation. However, there are other s-stem forms of this root that point to an s-present or desiderative *peh₂-s-(e/o-) which surfaces with non-active morphology more often than not in the daughter branches. The clearest case is Hittite pahš- ‘protect’, which is classified as active mi-verb by LIV²: 460, but active forms are practically non-existent until the Neo-Hittite period. Kloekhorst (2008: 612) moreover points out that pahš- takes on the active bi- rather than the mi-inflection when it is finally transformed into an active verb (the form pahšašmi cited by LIV² is actually attested only once, whereas pahšašhi is much more frequent). The fact that pahš takes the dentalless 3sg. middle ending only confirms its status as an archaism. The same s-present is presumably what underlies the OCS present pasq ‘graze, herd’ and the Tocharian A class II present 3sg. pāštār, 3pl. pāsantār ‘protect’ (Jasanoff 1988: 230f., fn. 10, 2003: 136, 182f., 2012a). The Tocharian A deponent inflection makes it tempting to compare this verb directly to Hittite pahša(ri), but the corresponding Tocharian B present pāštār, 3pl. paskentār suggests that both rather go back to an *skē/o-present that became a neo-root in Tocharian (thus Hackstein 1995: 178, Malzahn 2010: 699). Hackstein rightly points out that assuming an *s-present for Tocharian A and a *skē/o-present for Tocharian B is uneconomical, but the connection between the PIE *s- and *skē/o-forms is not completely straightforward. Thus, Latin pāsco ‘graze’ has an unexpected full grade which LIV² loccit. explains as analogical to that of the “s-aorist” *pēh₂-s-/pēh₂-s-. However, the evidence for this s-aorist is based only on Vedic pāsati, which is a young formation, and the Latin perfect pānī, which according to Meiser (2003: 124f.) could represent the inner-Italic replacement of an older s-aorist. This is indirect evidence at best, and without the Vedic subjunctive form, it seems easier to assume that the full grade in pāsco is due to the s-present (for which independent evidence exists at least in Hittite and OCS) which was remodelled as Italic *skē/o-present on the way to Latin. Meiser (2003: 124) points out that forms like the Latin PPP pāstus and the agent noun pāstor are evidence for the existence of an s-present/desiderative beside the *skē/o-formation in Latin (thus also Jasanoff 1988: 230f., fn. 10, but see Hackstein 1995: 177 for objections). We could therefore
reconstruct a deponent s-present *pēh₂-s-or\textsuperscript{16} for Proto-Indo-European that gave the Hittite forms more or less directly, but was remade as *ske/o-present in (at least) Tocharian B and Latin, where -sc- was a synchronically less marked present stem forming suffix than -s-. In Latin, this remodelling was accompanied by the loss of the deponent inflection, which was preserved in Tocharian.

A wrinkle in this picture is the “si-imperative” paḥši, which Jasanoff (2012a) (also Jasanoff 1988: 230f., fn. 10 and Jasanoff 2003: 182f.) traces back to the 2sg. s-present subjunctive *pēh₂-se-si, haploglossed to *pēh₂-si (see Oettinger 2007 for a different view). It is unclear why a formally active 2sg. subj. form would be chosen to supplet the imperative paradigm of a formally middle deponent.\textsuperscript{17} However, this pattern is more generally found with dentalless deponents in Hittite, e.g., hannari ‘sues; judges’ : ipv. ḫanni, ḫanntiɣari ‘pulls’ : ipv. ḫantti, iškallari ‘tears off’ : ipv. iškalši, etc., (see Oettinger 2007), and presumably needs an inner-Anatolian explanation. Nevertheless, the prehistory of the relationship between formally active paḥši and the deponent paradigm of *pēh₂-s- is not completely clear.

While the stem *pēh₂-s-(e/o)- may have been a desiderative at some point, the daughter languages preserve no traces of desiderative meaning, and the neo-root is decidedly agentive in all branches. Moreover, there is no synchronic motivation for non-active morphology on verbs meaning ‘protect’ in these languages (cp. Ved. pāti, rākṣati, OAv. pāl, Gk. phulássō, Lat. custōdiō, conservō, Hitt. paḥšmuzzi, etc.). It is therefore unproblematic to assume that this stem was a deponent already in Proto-Indo-European.

\textsuperscript{16}Or *pēh₂-s-/pēh₂-s-or, depending on how serious we want to take the lengthened grade in Latin. In that case, Hittite would have generalized the weak stem.

\textsuperscript{17}As Jay Jasanoff has pointed out to me, it may be relevant here that Vedic has a few more cases in which a formally active subjunctive is paired with a formally middle indicative of the same stem. This is regular for s-aorist subjunctives, which are usually formally active and do not alternate (only \(\approx 20\) middle forms are found in the RV, Macdonell 1910: 379), while the corresponding indicatives take both the active and the middle endings. This means that verbs that take middle endings in the s-aorist indicative (as expected for media tantum, for example) will end up with a formally active s-aorist subjunctive. Examples include aor. asteṣha ‘praised’ : subj. stelṣat, aor. ayaṃsta ‘directed, drove’ : subj. yūṃṣat, aor. 3pl. nēṣala ‘led’ : subj. nēṣat, etc.
6.2.4  *h₂ne₃h₃ ‘scorn, reprimand’

The deponent inflection of this root is guaranteed by the correspondence between Greek ónomai ‘scorn, reprimand’ (2sg. ónosai, inner-Greek aorist ónosámēn), Hitt. hannari ‘contest at law, sue; judge’,¹⁸ and the k-extended Tocharian root nāk seen in the class I subjunctive B (inf) nāktṣi (replaced by a class VII subjunctive in Tocharian A), pret. III nāksate, and the new class VIII present B nākṣtār, A nākṣṭār ‘blames, reprimands’ (Hackstein 1995: 65ff., Malzahn 2010: 677ff.).

The Greek present could reflect either *h₂ne₃h₃-(t)or or a full grade I variant *h₂énh₃-(t)or or more or less directly. Both *h₂ne₃h₃-C- and *h₂en₃h₃-c would have given *an-o-C- with subsequent assimilation to *on-o-C- (thus Hackstein 1995: 66, who also dismisses Hom. ὄνατο as evidence for final *h₂; see also Pinault (1982: 20ff.) who connects the Greek and Old Irish forms with the root of *h₁ne₃h₃-mn ‘name’), preceded by the by now familiar replacement of the 3sg.mid. *-e by *-to. The Hittite form is more problematic. A full grade II middle is impossible. While a full grade I middle *h₂énh₃-or should have given *HanH-V- > ḫann-V- (cp. ḥarrag- ‘crush’ < *h₂ér₃h₃-V-, Melchert 1994: 79f., Kloekhorst 2008: 300ff.; on the loss of *h₃ in other positions see Melchert 1994: 72ff.), *h₃ was apparently also preserved in medial position in some cases, the circumstances of which are not clear, cp. Hitt. wallh- < *u(e)lh₃-, Kloekhorst 2008: 945ff.; Hitt. lāḫu- ‘pour’ < lōḫ₃-y-, Melchert 2011. If *(C)Rh₃V gave *(C)aRh₃V, as Kloekhorst, loc.cit. suggests, a zero grade middle *h₂en₃h₃-ór, on the other hand, should presumably have surfaced as *hanhāri, and even if gemination took place, the resultant verb should behave like dukkāri ‘is visible’ (reflecting accent on the ending). Since full grade seems to be the more expected ablaut grade of old media tantum and the medial reflexes of *h₃ are contested either way, it therefore seems more prudent to operate with a full grade I middle *h₂énh₃-(t)or for Greek and Hittite.

Old Irish and Tocharian, on the other hand, seem to require a full grade II form. Tocharian inherited a root shape *nā- < *h₂ne₃h₃ which it extended with an element -k- (Hackstein 1995:

66f.); this stem also exhibits deponent inflection. Old Irish -antar ‘is blemished’ (Watkins 1962: 116ff., Pinault (1982) loc.cit., LIV 2 loc.cit.), is explained by which LIV 2 as a blend of the full grade reflex *nā with the zero grade reflex *ana (Watkins operates only with the zero grade). Synchronically, it behaves like the passive of an unattested *anaid < *anati ‘blemishes’ (cp. the nominal forms OIr. on; anim, both ‘blemish’), but the clear deponent status of this root in Greek, Hittite, and Tocharian suggests that this use is an innovation of Old Irish.

While the transitive syntax and agentive semantics of this stem are relatively clear in three out of four branches and the non-active morphology is synchronically non-trivial (but cp. mēmphomai ‘blame’ in Greek), the root shape is not. While full grade I is usually assumed to arise from full grade II as its Schwebeablaut variant (that is, as a new full grade based on its zero grade), it seems that in this case the full grade I present would be quite old. Since at this point we expect media tantum to have full grade, and since zero grade would be problematic for Hittite anyway, this nevertheless seems to be the less problematic reconstruction.

6.2.5 *med ‘measure (out), discern’

The deponent behavior of this root is amply attested in Indo-European: Greek has médomai ‘devise, contrive’ (aor. emésato) and médomai ‘take care of’. The Hesychian gloss μηρτο · βουλεύσατο (mēsto · bouleisato) could reflect a present injunctive *mēd-to, in which case the thematic present would go back to an athematic Narten present, as reconstructed by LIV 2: 423. Greek mēsto is moreover cognate with the Old Irish “long-vowel preterite” -mēdair ‘judged’, confirming that this root made a Narten imperfect (Jasanoff 2012c). 10

There are no reflexes in Vedic, but Avestan has three forms that belong to this root according to Hintze (2000): the Old Avestan 3sg. aorist subjunctive masatā ‘shall measure

---

10 See Schumacher 2004: 74ff. for the more traditional account of the Old Irish preterite, which takes it to be a replacement of an older (at least Proto-Celtic) reduplicated perfect. A general critique of the “reduplication” theory of long-vowel verbal formations can be found in Jasanoff (2012c); note that there is no evidence for an old perfect formation to this root.
out', and the Young Avestan 3pl. present injunctive vī-māḏaiānte (V.7.38, V.7.40) and 3pl. present subjunctive vī-māḏaiānte. Latin has a present medeor 'help, heal' that could reflect *med-eh₁-ie/o-. (see Jasanoff 1978 and 2004 on the prehistory of PIE verbs in *-eh₁-ie/o-) or *med-eje/o-. The latter, however, is unlikely because of the unexpected e-grade of the root. LIIV loc. cit. tentatively sets up an "essive" *mₐ-d-h₁je- (see Harðarson 1998 on this category and Jasanoff 2004 for counterarguments), but concedes that the (likewise unexpected) full grade of the root is probably connected to the full grade presents found in Greek, Old Irish and Gothic. Gothic mitan 'measure' (OE metan, OHG mez(z)an, etc., cp. Feist 1939: 363f.) reflects thematic *med-e/o-. This stem also underlies the Old Irish deponent present midithir 'judge', which was remodelled to *med-je/o- within Celtic (Schumacher 2004: 481; Kortlandt 2007: 137 on the other hand assumes an athematic i-present). While the Avestan causative present and the Latin *ē-stem are most likely creations of those branches, the full-grade thematic presents of Greek, Celtic, and Germanic could reflect the remodelled athematic Narten-ablauting present.

More evidence for a verbal Narten formation may come from Baltic. Villanueva Svensson (2006) argues that the Old Lithuanian athematic present pamēmi (< *pa-mēdmi), inf. pamēdēti (also (pa)mēdyti) 'imitate, ape' and the corresponding Latvian form mēdīt 'imitate' go back to Proto-Baltic *mēd-mai 'measure' and provide further evidence for an old athematic Narten present *mēd-/med-. He notes that the lengthened grade in the Baltic forms could also be due to Winter’s Law, but the Greek forms independently require a lengthened grade form *mēd.

To summarize, we find reflexes pointing to a present stem with R(ē) in Greek, Baltic and Old Irish, and reflexes of full grade in Greek, Old Irish, and Germanic. That the formation underlying these presents was athematic is suggested by Baltic and Greek. Deponent inflection is found in Greek, Avestan, Old Irish, and Latin. Based on this evidence, Villanueva Svensson

---

20 This form could also be read as disyllabic masṭā, in which case it would be a 2sg. s-aorist injunctive reflecting *matsta < *mad-s-ta. but Hintze 2000: 170f. rejects this solution in favor of a trisyllabic reading.

21 Not attested in Old Latin and therefore not included in the Appendix.
(2006) reconstructs an athematic middle present *méd-or, 3pl. méd-ror. This would provide a straightforward point of departure for the forms of the daughter branches, taking into account the usual language-specific innovations and remodelling (thematization, replacement of *-o by *-to, levelling of ablaut differences, etc.). The Narten ablaut in a middle-only paradigm (where we would not expect ablaut at all) is unusual, to put it mildly, but seems to be required by Greek and Old Irish and supported by the Baltic evidence. I therefore follow Villanueva Svensson’s reconstruction of a Proto-Indo-European deponent for the root *med. The formally active participles médōn, médeōn ‘ruler, ruling’ (Hom.-) do not disturb this picture; they rather seem to be the starting point of an inner-Greek “activization” of this verb, and there is reason to believe that *-(o)nl- was not originally associated exclusively with formally active verbal paradigms anyway. An old *-(o)nl- participle to this root would therefore not be a counterargument to reconstructing a non-alternating middle.

To avoid setting up an ablauting middle paradigm, we could assume that the Narten ablaut was actually a feature of this verb’s *h₂e-conjugation predecessor.22 *h₂e-conjugation verbs originally had R(o/e)-ablaut, but there is no principled reason why Narten root *h₂e-verbs should not have had R(ē/e)-ablaut. This would be exactly parallel to the alternation between R(o/e) and R(ē/e) ablaut in the nominal domain, for example in root nouns (*dóm-/dém- ‘house’, *g³óy-/g³éy ‘cow’, *pód-/péd- ‘foot’ vs. *h₃rēj/*h₃rē ‘ruler, judge’, *lēg/*lē ‘law’, see Schindler 1972) and in *i-stems (*h₂óy-i/*h₂éy-i- ‘sheep’, *h₂ók-ri-/*h₂ék-ri- ‘peak, point’ vs. dēr-i/-dér-i- ‘flaying’, etc., see Schindler 1980: 390, Widmer 2004: 50ff.), among other formations.23

We can therefore assume that Proto-Indo-European had occasional Narten *h₂e-presents of the structure 3sg. R(ē)-e, 3pl. R(ē)-r(s), and that the root *med made such a present in the remote prehistory of Proto-Indo-European. Once the *h₂e-verbs split up into either a

22I am grateful to Jay Jasanoff for this suggestion.

23Note that I am not claiming that R(ē/e) ablaut was a functionally distinct ablaut type besides R(o/e) and R(ē/O) ablaut; presumably it was simply the Narten variant of the latter. For a different view according to which verbal Narten behavior represented a distinct Aktionsart/present stem type in Indo-European see Kümmel (1998) and Melchert (To appear).
new formally active conjugation (the Hittite ḫḫ-conjugation and the thematic conjugations of “inner-IE”) or a renewed middle, *med took the latter route, renewing the 3sg. -e as *-o(r). While Germanic generalized the weak root grade, Baltic is ambiguous and Greek and Old Irish have reflexes of both the strong and the weak grade, but note that there was an early semantic differentiation between the two root shapes that justifies the retention of both in Greek. Avestan and Latin seem to have independent formations to this root.

This scenario implies that both ablaut variants of the old Narten present were available relatively late, namely up until pre-Greek. While this may seem surprising, since *h₂e-verbs usually generalize either the strong or the weak stem, there are parallels for the preservation of both ablaut grades in the same language elsewhere in Indo-European (see Jasanoff 2003: 68ff. on Hittite and 2012b on Tocharian).

Concerning the aorist, LIV² loc.cit. assumes that the signatic aorist seen in Greek eméásato and Old Avestan masatā belonged to the proto-language. In that case, *med would be an exception to the generalization that Indo-European deponents do not have old aorists (which holds for all the other roots discussed in this section). However, it cannot be completely excluded that these stems were independently formed in Greek and Avestan.

While the formal side is thus relatively clear, the semantic side is more complicated. We find the meaning ‘measure’ in Avestan, Germanic, andItalic (Lat. modus ‘measure, mode’, Osc. meddīss ‘judge’ < ‘the one who shows (*dejō) the measure (*med), the established mode’), ‘devise’ in Greek, ‘heal’ in Latin (presumably related to ‘take care of’ seen in Gk. médōmai), ‘judge’ in Old Irish (and cp. Osc. meddīss), ‘rule’ in Greek médōn, and ‘imitate’ in Baltic. LIV²: 423 essentially follows Benveniste (1969: 123ff.), who argues that the meaning ‘measure out (to establish/decide something)’ was the original meaning of this root. This is seen most clearly in Avestan and in the Italic nominal derivatives of this root. This then developed into ‘measure out, establish (the right measure) for somebody’ > ‘take care of’ in Greek and Latin. For Latin, this actually makes a denominal origin *med-ēh₁ (instr.) + *-je/o from the instrumental of the root noun underlying Osc. medīss the most likely derivation of medeo ‘help, heal’. This formation should have meant ‘have/be with the right measure (for)’,
and the fact that *meðor* usually takes the dative (rather than the accusative) confirms this. The development from ‘measure out’ to ‘establish, rule, judge’ (Gk. *méðon*, Olr. *midithir*) on the one hand and ‘devise’ (Gk. *médomai*) on the other is also not too surprising. The only real problem is Baltic ‘imitate’, but here at least there is a parallel in the development of Skt. *prati-mā*- ‘imitate’ from *mā* ‘measure’ (Villanueva Svensson 2006: 97; for the semantic difference between *meh₁* ‘measure’ and *med* ‘measure out, discern’ see again Benveniste 1969).

As a final point, it should be noted that there is some variation in the object case of this verb. Greek *médomai* usually takes the genitive, like other verbs that mean ‘take care of, think of’, and Latin *meðor* is usually found with the dative. However, Greek *médomai*, Avestan *masatā*, and Old Irish *midithir* take accusative objects (*midithir* is also used with the preposition *for* ‘on, over’), suggesting that the transitive use of *med* must be old.

6.2.6  *ji-jeh₂-* ‘demand, seek’

As argued by García Ramón (1993) and (1999b) (see also LIV²: 310f.), Greek *dízēmai* ‘seek’ forms a word equation with the stem of Vedic *ímahe* ‘we are asking, pleading’. He traces both verbs back to a reduplicated middle present *ji-jeh₂-* and argues that the Vedic middle forms 1sg. *iye*, 1pl. *ímahe*, and the middle participle *iyānā*-24 go back to this stem more or less directly (with remodelling of the reduplication syllable), while Greek *dízēmai* introduced the full grade of the root (*zā/-ze- < *jeh₂*), maybe in analogy to the active root present *jeh₂-ti* attested in Vedic *yāti* ‘asks, requests’ (and note that the synchronous *to*-participle Ved. *yātā*-,
OAv. *yāta*- and Greek also reflects full grade of the root). Because *ímahe* synchronically functions as the middle of act. *yāti*, it is not included in the Appendix.

Deponent behavior of this root is also found in the Toch. B subj. II *yāstār* ‘will ask, beg’ < *ihe₂-skē/o-, which reflects a different present stem formation (see Malzahn 2010, also Hackstein 1995: 184ff.; 242 who posits a now obsolete root *djeh₂*).

---

24The accent of the participle is unexpected for a reduplicated present, however.
The Vedic, Greek, and Tocharian deponents of this root are transitive and they all display agitative behavior. García Ramón (1999b) in particular points out the correspondence between Ved. yátár- ‘avenger’ and Gk. Zêlēr (Zητήρ · Ζεύς εν Κύπρῳ /Zêtér · Ζεύς ἐν Κύπροι/, Hsch.), both reflecting an old agent noun *jeh₂-tēr- ‘seeker’. Moreover, at least four Rigvedic passages contain a passive īyate that must be interpreted as the passive of the root underlying īmahe (Kulikov (2012: 494f.), see also Schmid 1956, Insler 1972: 100f.).

While this root did not exclusively take middle morphology (e.g., act. Ved. yāti, aorsubj. yāsat ‘shall plead’, cp. Narten 1964: 209f.), we have enough evidence to set up a reduplicated deponent present *jē-ja-h₂-to(i) ‘seeks, requests’ at least for late inner-Indo-European/pre-Graeco-Aryan. The Tocharian comparandum could suggest that deponent behavior was even older, but because of the non-matching stem forming morphology this is uncertain.

6.3 Possible Proto-Indo-European deponents

6.3.1 *yēr ‘protect; fend off, stop’

Greek has a u-present érūmai (also thematized erúomai) and a middle perfect eírūmai, probably based on the athematic present (and synchronically functioning as present). The lack of a digamma effect has given rise to comparison with Latin servō ‘save, protect’; this is rejected by Solmsen (1901: 245ff.) who also discusses the digamma problem. LIV²: 685, n. 4 suggests that the full grade of érumai < *yēr-u-mai was introduced in analogy to the active or the subjunctive, but the root is solidly deponent in Greek and we have already seen evidence that media tantum paradigms tends to have full grade (see Villanueva Svensson 2012). In light of this, the apparent ablaut suggested by the zero grade variant rhūmai < *fr-u-mai (later also thematic rhúomai) is more problematic. Beekes (2010: 466), following Frisk and Chantraine (GEW: I, 568f., DELG: II, 376) assumes that there were two ablaut variants *fr-u- and *frū- in Proto-Greek, but without discussing the relationship between them.

Moreover, the affiliations of this root outside of Greek are completely unclear. LIV² loccit.
suggests that some of the nominal and verbal forms traditionally grouped with Vedic vyṛ ‘cover’ (as in EWA II: 512f. and Lubotsky 1997: II, 1336ff.) actually belong to a separate Vedic root vyṛ ‘protect’ < *yer that fell together with the reflexes of *Hyer ‘lock in, keep safe’ (?Ved. ávar ‘opened’, Lat. aperīō ‘open’, etc.) and 1. *yel ‘lock in, cover up’ (Ved. vṛṇōti ‘locks in’, Gk. elĕō ‘hem in’, etc.) because of the formal and semantic overlap of these roots in Indo-Iranian. Because it is difficult to tease apart which verb forms belong to which root, I have not listed this verb as a synchronic deponent in Appendix B. Nevertheless, there are several nominal forms that seem to be built on the same *u-present that is attested in Greek, e.g., vārūtha- ‘protection’, varūdār- /vārūdrī- ‘protector’ (besides vartār- ‘defender’, cp. EWA II: 512f.) and providing indirect evidence that this present belonged to at least late Proto-Indo-European /pre-Graeco-Aryan. LIV² furthermore tentatively suggests that certain verbal formations that are usually grouped with vyṛ ‘cover’ might belong to this root, like the aorist subjunctive vārate ‘shall ward off’ or even some forms of vṛṇōti in the meaning ‘wards off, stops’, but this is uncertain because of the aforementioned difficulties in telling the two roots apart (cp. Hoffmann 1967: 241, who argues that all forms of vāra- can be explained as aorist subjunctives of vṛṇōti).

Hackstein (2002: 124f.) tries to solve the morphological and phonological problems in Greek by assuming that the underlying root is the same as that of Gk. 3pl. ὀρνται ‘are watching over, taking care of’, YAv. nī harātdē ‘preserves’, etc., for which LIV²: 534 has a separate entry 1. *ser, and of Lat. servā ‘save, protect’. He posits a root *syerh₃ (the meaning of which is never defined) and argues that the different root shapes seen in Greek, Latin, Avestan, etc., can be accounted for by the Proto-Indo-European metathesis rule *yR(H) > *Ru(H) (cp. Mayrhofer 1986: 161f.). Besides the full grade *syerh₃ and the regular zero grade syēh₃, this would give us a metathesized weak stem variant *srūh₃ which would give Gk. ῥή- (rhūmai) directly. While this solution would solve both the problem of the missing digamma in the anlaut and the /ũ/ in the auslaut (these two properties correlate according to Hackstein 2002: 124f.), it means we have to give up the equation with the Vedic forms, which lack initial s- and are moreover anīt (cp. vṛtā-, vārtar-, etc., EWA II: 512f.). On the other
hand, there is no convincing alternative to the structural analysis of Ved. varū as *\(^*\text{var-u-H}\) (Klingenschmitt 1982: 233’s proposal of /\u0107/ as due to rhythmic lengthening is completely ad hoc), and the same holds for Greek rhū*. That is, there seems to be no way around the laryngeal metathesis proposed by Hackstein, which in turn is potentially incompatible with some of the Vedic forms discussed here. Pending a thorough study of which forms outside of Greek actually belong to the same root, I cannot offer a solution to this problem.

While the formal side of the Greek forms is problematic, it is clear that this verb was synchronically an agentive deponent (cp. the agent noun rhūlēr ‘protector’). Non-active inflection on this verb is moreover non-trivial, that is, there is no clear synchronic motivation for it (cp. alexō ‘ward off, defend’, amānō ‘ward off, keep away’, phulāssō ‘protect, guard’, etc.). To conclude, there is some evidence for a pre-Greek (maybe late Proto-Indo-European) deponent *u-present *\(^*\text{yer-u-to} \) ‘protect, defend, fend off’, perserved in Greek modulo the formal difficulties concerning the root shape and ablaut and maybe indirectly in Vedic nominal forms like varūdār- ‘protector’. That Vedic also inherited verbal forms of this root is possible, but cannot be conclusively shown. Because of uncertainties concerning the verbal comparanda, very little can be said about the original morphosyntax of this verbal stem, so this must remain a somewhat unhappy case of potential deponency.

6.3.2 *\(^*\text{treH}/\^*\text{trā} \) ‘protect’

LIV\(^2\): 646 tentatively sets up this root for Proto-Indo-European based on the Indo-Iranian evidence alone, and this seems warranted given that the middle inflection of both Vedic trāgate ‘protects’ and Young Avestan ḥrāišente ‘protect’ (Yt.13.146, also inf. ḥrāišiōīdīiāi, Y.34.5, Y.11.9) is not explicable from a synchronic perspective and suggests an inherited archaism.\(^{25}\)

This root also made an s-aorist in Indo-Iranian, attested in the Vedic imperatives trāsva, pl. trādhvam (= Old Avestan ḥrāzdām, Y.34.7, Y.58.5) and the subjunctive trāsate. These and

\(^{25}\)If this present stem is indeed attested as a loan word in Uralic as suggested by Katz (2003: 178), this would be additional evidence for its age.
a few other attested forms are discussed by Narten (1964: 131f.), who seems to suggest that the Vedic s-aorist was marginal and falling out of use. This verb is transitive and agentive (cp. Ved. trātār- ‘protector’ = Av. ṭrātar, see EWA I: I, 679f. for more nominal forms), and it is safe to assume that at least pre-Proto-Indo-Iranian (/late Proto-Indo-European?) had a deponent *ṭrā-ja-ta(i) ‘protects’.

6.3.3 *gres/gras ‘devour’

Vedic grāsate ‘devours’ (perf. mid. opt. jagraśīla, ptp. jagraśāna-, superlative grāśiṣṭha-, cp. EWA I: 507) shows deponent behavior (the inner-Indic active causative grāsayati (Br.) is hardly a counterargument) and has a cognate in the formally active causative Thematic Greek present grō ‘eat, gnaw’ (Call., also Hsch. γρατίζοντα / γράτζοντα, see GEW: I, 325, DELG: I, 237 for more instances). The middle inflection in Vedic is non-trivial, since other verbs of ingestion are formally active (āttī ‘eats’, aśnāti ‘eats’, āghas ‘devoured’, pīhati ‘drinks’, cp. Buck and Petersen 1945: 327ff.). Since the same is true in Greek (εστι ‘eat’, ēdō ‘eat’, but fut. ēdomai, aor. ēphagon, bēbrōka ‘have devoured’, pīnō ‘drink’ vs. patēmāi ‘eat, taste’, crēptomai ‘feed on’, see Appendix D), we could posit a late Proto-Indo-European/pre-Graeco-Aryan deponent, whose middle inflection was given up in Greek. Given that it is easier to find a synchronic account for the active inflection in Greek than for the middle inflection in Vedic, we can tentatively set up a deponent *gres-e-to.27

Note that LIV2: 192 sets up an athematic present based on the Cypriotic Greek active imperative ka-ra-si-ti / grāsthi/. This form is dated to the 4th century BCE by Masson (1983: 280) and may not be the strongest evidence for an old athematic paradigm, but if it is old it could mean that this root was not exclusively deponent in PIE and that the mismatch behavior was a relatively late development of pre(-Graeco)-Aryan.

That this root was agentive may receive more evidence if the etymology of gastēr ‘stomach’

26Die vereinzelten modalen s-Aor.-Formen im RV. können wohl ebensowenig wie die nachruvedischen Ind.-Formen (...) ein im eigentlichen lebendiges s-Aor.-Paradigma bezeugen.”, Narten (1964). Ioc.cit.
27For Greek, *gras-e- would also be possible [Gotō 1987: 129, fn. 153].
< *gras-tér- ‘devourer’ holds (thus, e.g., GEW: 291, but sceptical Beekes (2010: 262), see also the entry of gras in the Appendix).

6.3.4 Summary

In the last two sections, I have discussed 6 very likely and 3 possible Proto-Indo-European deponent stems. I have argued that based on their stem-forming morphology, inflection, syntax, and meaning, these should be reconstructed as such already for some stage of the proto-language. This is a deliberately conservative approach—many of the synchronic deponents discussed in the Appendix could be added here, but have been excluded for now because of their lack of unambiguous non-active marked cognates in other languages (e.g., Vedic bādh ‘attack’, rabh ‘seize’, kṣad ‘serve, arrange’; Hittite parš(i)- ‘break’, tuḫš- ‘cut off’, iškalla- ‘tear, slit’, etc.). As I have argued in the case of *gras, the middle morphology in such agentive predicates is very often the lectio difficilior; since a functionally active deponent was always at risk of being “regularized” by switching to active morphology. In other words, it is likely that more verbs will have to be added to this list in the course of time. Potential cases include:

- The family of Gk. ἱλάσκομαι, ἱλάμαι ‘appease’ and Lat. sōlor ‘comfort, console’, which has been excluded here because of the possible denominal origin of the latter and because of uncertainties concerning the meaning of the root, cp. LIV²: 530: *sellh₂- ‘gnädig werden’, also Klingenschmitt (1970).

- Gk. sképtomai ‘watch’, Lat. con-spícor ‘see’, etc. (vs. active speciō) < *spek (LIV²: 575f.), excluded here because it is not clear whether active or middle morphology was canonical for PIE verbs of this type (similar to speech act verbs, cp. the discussion in Section 2.3.3) and the Indo-Iranian reflexes of this root are activa tantum.

- Lat. ātor ‘use’, if this is indeed cognate with the Gk. suppletive future of phérō, oǐsomai (cp. LIV²: 297: ?*h₂gei- ‘mitnehmen’).
The deponents discussed here have a very different profile from canonical middles: They are based on present stems rather than aorist stems and (with the exception of *med and *trā) lack old aorist formations altogether.

In the next section, I discuss the Proto-Indo-European middle presents that were originally canonical middles, but developed into deponents in one or more of the daughter languages. Again, this is a conservative estimate—some of these verbs pattern as agentive according to one or more of the criteria established in Chapter 4 and could be argued to belong in the deponent category.

6.4 Inner-Indo-European deponents

The Indo-European daughter languages also have a number of synchronic deponents which go back to earlier canonical middles. That is, a diachronic motivation for their middle morphology is easily reconstructible. In this section I discuss middles which are deponents in one branch, but go back to PIE non-deponents.

6.4.1 *h2ējsd ‘praise, revere’

The middle-only inflection of this root is assured by the correspondence in non-active morphology between Vedic īṭṭe ‘implores, beseeches’ from athematic h2i-h2ējsd-/*h2i-hgīsd- or hgīsd- (with compensatory lengthening, cp. LIV\(^2\): 261) and Homeric ἀἰδόμαι ‘be reverent of, fear’ from *h2ējsd-e/o- (cp. Peters 1980: 77f.), later replaced by the denominative ἀἰδόμαι, likewise a medium tantum. Vedic also has a middle perfect ube < *h2i-hgīsd-ai.

Formally active forms are found in Avestan and Gothic: Old Avestan has a stem is\(^3\)sa-(Y.50.2 is\(^3\)sāt, Y.51.19 is\(^3\)sās, Y.31.4 is\(^3\)sā) which according to Humbach (1956: 67) goes back to *ūzd-ske/o-. In Gothic, we find the 3pl. present aistand ‘they are in awe’, which may continue the same full grade thematic stem we find in Greek.

While the Vedic forms are undoubtedly agentive (agent noun īṭitār-‘praiser’ (AV), the passive īḍyate is attested in Classical Sanskrit), Greek and Gothic point to an experiencer verb meaning ‘fear, be afraid of’ (with NOM-ACC alignment). We could therefore reconstruct
a full grade *medium tantum* \(^{*}h₂eʃ̝d-e\)-to\(_j\) as the immediate preform for Greek. As for Vedic, Peters (loc.cit.) suggests a reduplicated preform \(^{*}h₂i-h₂eʃ\(_d\)-o\(_j\) (my notation), with replacement of \(^{*}o\) by \(^{*}-to\), and compares the formal relationship between the reduplicated present and the full grade thematic present to that of Vedic \(\dot{\text{j}}\)ate ‘impels’ : \(\dot{\text{d}}\)jat₁ ‘drives’. On the meaning side, it seems easiest to assume that the primary verbal formation made to this root was originally an experiencer verb meaning ‘fear, be in awe of’ (and therefore a canonical middle-only verb) that developed into a deponent in Vedic.

6.4.2 \(^{*}h₃eʃ\(_k\)\) ‘behold, catch sight of’

Ved. \(\dot{i}ks\)ate ‘sees, perceives’ goes back to a reduplicated desiderative \(^{*}h₂i-h₂e\)-se/o\(_r\), a desiderative is also attested in the Greek future \(\dot{o}psomai < ^{*}h₃(e)k\(_s\)-s-e/o\(_r\). While middle morphology on s-desideratives and futures may be considered canonical, Homeric Greek also has a present \(\dot{o}ssomai < ^{*}h₃k\(_s\)-ie/o\(_r\) ‘see, foresee’ that lacks desiderative semantics. However, the consistent middle morphology may be due to an original meaning ‘perceive’, and hence an experiencer verb (with NOM-ACC alignment), making the synchronic deponent status uncertain.

Formally active forms are found in Young Avestan \(\dot{a}i\_\dot{z}i-\dot{a}x\_\dot{s}aii\_a- \)‘oversee’, which may be an \(^{*}(e)je/o\)-extension of the thematic desiderative stem seen in Greek (LIV²: 297, for a different view see Werba 1999), and in Greek, which has an active perfect \(\dot{o}p\_\dot{ω}pa\).

6.4.3 \(^{*}Hej\(_k\)\) ‘appropriate, seize’

The Vedic present \(\dot{i}ʃ\)e ‘owns, has power over’, corresponding to Old Avestan \(i\_ʃ\_e\) (Y.50.1), \(i\_ʃ\_n\_a\)-, etc., goes back to a result state perfect \(^{*}Hi-Hj\_h\_e\)- \(\sim \) \(^{*}He-Hj\_k\/_He-Hj\_h\_e\- ‘own’ \(< ^{*}h\)as appropriated, seized’ according to LIV²: 223, and this is also the preform of the Germanic preterite-present seen in Gothic \(a\_i\_h\), 3pl. \(\_a\_i\_g\_u\_n ‘own’ < ^{*}d\_i\_ʃ\_h\_γ\_e/-a\_i\_γ\_- (OE \(\_a\_h\), \(\_a\_gon\), OHG \(e\_i\_g\_u\), etc., cp. Seebold 1970: 69ff., LIV² loc.cit.). The root is also attested in Tocharian B, where it makes a *medium tantum* class II “thematic” present \(a\_i\_ʃ\_t\_a\_r ‘recognizes, knows’ (see Malzahn 2010: 543ff., for the semantic development cp. the meanings of Engl. *grasp*).

The root meaning ‘appropriate, seize’ given by LIV² seems to rest mainly on the evidence
of Ossetic īs-/es- ‘take’, whose affiliation to this group of forms is doubtful. Without it, a basic meaning ‘own’ would derive the Indo-Iranian and Germanic meaning from a stative perfect and would also work for Tocharian assuming a semantic shift to possessing knowledge. In that case, the external argument was originally a possessor rather than an agent. Moreover, while the Germanic and Tocharian forms take accusative/oblique objects, in Indo-Iranian the genitive prevails (see the Appendix for the occasional uses with an accusative). Taken together, it seems that the use of middle morphology with this verb can be considered canonical, either because it was inherently stative (‘own’) or because it was self-benefactive (‘has taken for him/herself’).

6.4.4 *sekʰu ‘join, accompany, follow’

This verb is one of the most conspicuous candidates for Proto-Indo-European deponent status. We find middle morphology in almost all old Indo-European languages with a morphological voice distinction. The most ubiquitous formation is the thematic middle present *sekʰ-e-to(r) seen in Ved. sácate, OAv. hacaitē, Gk. hēpomai, Lat. sequor, OIr. sechithir, and also in Lith. sekū ‘follow’ and possibly Goth. saīvan ‘see’ and its Germanic cognates. In Greek, middle morphology is actually found in all tense-aspect stems. The middle thematic aorist hespómēn is not necessarily a replacement of an older root aorist (as suggested by LIV²: 525) since the pattern full grade thematic middle: zero grade thematic aorist is well-established in Greek (cp. dērkomai: édrakon ‘see’, trēpō: étapōn ‘turn’, peúthomai: epúthomēn ‘learn, come to know’, etc.). The other aorist formation that could be old is the Vedic middle root aorist found in the participle sacānā- (only once in the Rigveda besides thematic sácamāna- = Av. hacīmna-, hacimna-) and the optative sacīmahi (KS), which may be a younger, inner-Vedic replacement of the Rigvedic s-aorist optative (Narten 1964: 262). As for sacānā-, Lowe (2012a) has argued that Vedic aorist participles in general do not necessarily imply a “live” aorist paradigm (see also Lowe 2012b on Caland-associated participles in -āna- and 2013). Old Avestan, on the other hand, has two active forms in Y.46.1 hōcā ‘I will accompany’ and the 3pl.ipv. scantū (Y.53.2) ‘let them accompany’ which LIV² loc.cit. interprets as aorist subjunctive
and imperative, respectively. However, Kellens (1984: 354, 394) remains undecided between present and aorist, and trisyllabic *hēcē is usually interpreted as active present subjunctive (thus Harðarson 1993: 120, fn. 96, but see also Narten 1986: 288, fn. 3). The YAv. 1pl. *haxma is interpreted as a root aorist injunctive by Cardona (1960: 54). In other words, while there is some evidence for an old root aorist in Indo-Iranian, the material is fairly ambiguous and uncertain.

Indo-Iranian also has several formally active formations to this root which have the same syntactic and semantic behavior as the full grade medium tantum (cp. Gotō 1987: 319f.), so these were not oppositional actives and should therefore probably be interpreted as inner-Indo-Iranian innovations. The most conspicuous is the reduplicated present Ved. *sīsakti, 3pl. sāscati ≈ OAv. 1pl. (subj.?) hišcamādē (Y.40.4), YAv. 3sg. ā.hišhāxti (V.5.34), but the new Vedic perfect also has active forms (1pl. saścima, 3pl. saścur) beside the more commonly found 3pl. perfect middle saścirē.

Finally, Vedic and Avestan have a few active s-formations that are variously classified as desideratives or s-aorist subjunctives. The Old Avestan 1sg.subj. haxšāi (Y.46.10) is classified as an s-aorist subjunctive by Kellens (1984: 367), who, however, also points out that several of the passages containing haxš- are corrupt and may have to be emended to hiš-, a desiderative present. Narten (1964: 262) groups haxšāi with the Vedic s-aorist subjunctive sakšat, and points out that this was a productive aorist class (type bhaj-ābhaksi), whereas LIV² loc.cit. classifies both OAv. haxšāi and Ved. sakšat as subjunctives of an old desiderative present *sek*-s-/sk*-s- (cp. Gk. hépsomai ‘will follow’).

To summarize, the Proto-Indo-European averbo of this root was based on the full grade thematic middle present *sék*-e-to(r), which judging by the evidence of Indo-Iranian and Greek also made a desiderative *sek*-s- that surfaces as active in Indo-Iranian and as middle in Greek. The active reduplicated present and the perfect are innovations of Indo-Iranian, but the root may have had an old middle root aorist (the reconstruction of which rests entirely on the somewhat uncertain Indo-Iranian evidence).

While there are no objections to reconstructing a deponent present on the formal side, the
meaning and external syntax of the reflexes of *sékʰ-ē/o- suggest that this was a canonical middle verb in Proto-Indo-European. While the reflexes of this verb take accusative objects in Vedic, Old Irish, and Latin ((2a-c), respectively), they usually take dative objects in Greek (accusative is also found occasionally) and instrumental in Vedic (which is more common than the accusative), cp. (3a-b):

(2) a. Ved., RV 4.7.11c:

vātasya medīṁ sācate
wind.gen roar.acc follow.3sg.pres.mid
“He follows the roar of the wind”

b. OIr., Ml. 19b11:

né sechtar immurgu ord oc suidiu
neg follow.3pl.pres.non-ac t however order.acc at this.dat
“They do not, however, follow the order in this”

c. Lat., Plaut., Aulularia 4.7.16:

I, iam sequor te, mater
go.1pv at.once follow.1sg.pres.pass you.acc mother
“Go! I (will) follow you at once, mother.”

In Vedic, construal of sac with the instrumental means ‘join with, go together with’, and the same construction seems to underlie the use of Greek hépomai with the dative.

(3) a. Ved., RV 1.145.2:

'syā krātvā sacate ápradṛpitah
his insight.instr follow.3sg.pres.mid not.careless.nom
“The one who isn’t careless follows/joins in his insight”

b. Gk., Od.9.159:

nées mén moi héponto duódeka
ships.nom part me.dat follow.3pl.ipf.mid twelve
“Twelve ships followed me”

In Indo-Iranian, this construction is often ambiguous between an active, “intransitive-reflexive” reading (Narten 1986: 289) “follow, join (with) somebody” and a passive reading “be accom-
panied by”. This ambiguity is often found in the middle participle, e.g.:

(4) a. Ved., RV 5.42.8a-b:

távotībhīḥ sācamānā āriśṭāḥ ...
your+help.INSTR.PL accompany.NOM.PL.MID.PTCP unharmed.NOM
suvīrāḥ patrons.NOM

‘Accompanied by your help ... the patrons remain unharmed’

b. OAv., Y.43.12:

soraoṣō aṣī ... hacimnō
obedience.NOM reward.INSTR follow.PRES.PTCP.MID.NOM.

“Obedience (is) ... accompanied/followed by reward.”

Hollfield (1977: 11) suggests that the “intransitive-reflexive” behavior with an instrumental argument points to an old reciprocal middle meaning “accompany each other”, and since reciprocals and verbs of motion are well-attested canonical functions of non-active morphology (see Chapter 2), this verb did not originally belong in the deponent category. This is confirmed by the lack of synchronic agentive behavior (no agent nouns, no yā-passive in Vedic, etc.).

6.4.5 *h₁erīɡʰ ‘climb up, onto’

The reconstruction of an old middle-only present stem rests mainly on Hittite arkatta; arya, ipv. arγaru ‘mounts sexually’ (sheep, etc.) which is formally ambiguous and could reflect *h₁erīɡʰ-o(r) (cp. Melchert 1994: 136f.) or *h₁erīɡʰ-o(r); in the latter case the lack of expected *arγári would have to be explained as analogical to the (old full grade) type seen in Hitt. kitta ‘lies’, kīša ‘becomes’ (Craig Melchert, p.c.).

Hitt. ark- is almost exclusively transitive (HW: I, 301), the formally active 3sg.pres. ārki attested in a Neo-Hittite text (KBo 10.45 iv 30) is probably not old (a variant of the same

---


29Pace Kloekhorst 2008: 203f. (who reconstructs initial *h₂). *h₁erīɡʰ-o(r) is excluded because accented /dé/ should have lengthened in both open and closed syllables, see Melchert (1994: 146f.).
text has *arya*).

The Greek iterative *orkhéomai* ‘dance’ < *h₁ergʰ-h-ēje/-e/ - confirms the inflectional pattern of this root, as well as the semantics: Watkins (1975: 18f.) points out that the verb has sexual connotations in Archaic Greek graffiti inscriptions. He also adduces Vedic *ṛghāya* - ‘rage, rave’ as a further cognate (but see EWA I: 249).

Another potential candidate is Greek *érkhomai* ‘come, go’, which is usually taken to be a *skê/o*-present to *h₁er* ‘reach something, stand’ (thus Rix 1970: 98, LIV²: 238f.). However, the other attested *skê/o*-presents to this root are formally active (Ved. *rochāti* ‘reaches’, Hitt. áraskizzi ‘reaches’, OP -arsatiy ‘comes’). If *érkhomai* does go back to *h₁ergʰ*, it provides a parallel of transitive use with Hittite, since it is used with accusative objects designating the path/goal of the action, as in II.1.322: *érkhesthon klisiôn ... Akhilēos “go to the hut of Achilles”. However, it is difficult to decide whether this verb should be grouped with *h₁ergʰ* or *h₁er* (as a compromise, LIV² loc.cit. suggests that the reflexes of *h₁ergʰ-e/-o-* and *h₁er*-skê/o-* may have fallen together in Greek).

To summarize, based on Hittite alone, we can set up an athetic middle present for *h₁ergʰ* which seems to have been a verb of translational motion (“climb onto”, with an early development into “mount sexually”) and hence a canonical middle, whose likewise middle iterative is found in Greek.

### 6.4.6 1. *yes* ‘wear clothes’

The full grade middle present of this root is amply attested: Vedic *vāste* ‘is wearing’, 3pl.ipf. *avasran* (RV 4.2-19), Old Avestan *vastē*, YAv. mid.ptcp. *vaŋhāna*, Greek *heînai* (synchronically used as the perfect of the new present *hénnāmi* ‘am putting on (clothes)’), and Hittite *wēšta, 3pl. wēssanta* all point to a PIE middle present *yēs-o(r), 3pl. *yēs-ro(r)* (Ved. *avasra(n)*, remodeled as *yēs-to, 3pl. *yēs-pto* (cp. LIV²: 692f., Villanueva Svensson 2012: 335). According to Malzahn (2010: 896f.) the Tocharian A subjunctive V 1sg.opt. *usîmâr, 2sg. usiṭâr* does not continue the full grade middle present but a zero grade middle aorist *u-to*, based on the evidence of the corresponding subjunctive I in Tocharian B (3sg. *wastâr, 2sg. *wastâr*
inf. wasṭsi). Given that this root otherwise shows Narten behavior (in Tocharian as well, see Malzahn 2002) and does not have an old aorist formation (the Greek aorist ἔσσα ἔσσα ‘wore’ and the Armenian aorist z-gec’aω ‘put on’, both apparently from *yēs-s-*, are unlikely to be old), this would have to be a Tocharian innovation. However, Toch. B wasṭār could also continue the old middle present *yēs-to(r). The only objection to this explanation would be the lack of root-initial palatalization in Toch. B, but the fact that middle subjunctive I stems never have root-initial palatalization (see Malzahn 2010: 277) makes analogical depalatalization an unproblematic assumption, and this way we do not have to assume an otherwise unparalleled zero grade form of this root (this is also tentatively assumed by LIV2 (loc.cit) for the Toch. A opt. wsīmār).

Since subjunctive I is often synchronically associated with a class III preterit, the preterit III forms Toch. B wāssāte, A 3pl. wsānt cannot be interpreted as evidence for an old s-aorist of *yēs (pace LIV2), especially since both the subjunctive and the preterit lack root-initial palatalization, making it more likely that the preterit is an inner-Tocharian creation based on the (analogically depalatalized) subjunctive.

On the other hand, the class IX present Toch. B 3pl. yāskemtār shows synchronically unexpected full grade and initial palatalization. Hackstein (1995: 270) suggests that this is due to an inner-Tocharian remodelling of the inherited full grade middle present as *yēs-ske/o-*, with retention of the full grade of the older present formation. It is unclear why the irregular initial palatalization would be retained in the present stem, but eliminated in the subjunctive. Nevertheless, it seems easiest to assume that the old full-grade middle present in fact underlies both formations.

The root also made an active causative *yos-ēje/o- attested in Hitt. waššezzi, later waššiya- (Eichner 1968, Melchert 1984: 164), Ved. vāsāyati, Goth. wasjan, OE werian, etc. (see Feist 1939: 552f.) and Alb. vesh, all meaning ‘dress (somebody) in’.

The middle present of this verb is transitive in all branches, the direct object is what is

---

being worn (cp. Eichner 1968):

(5) RV 4.2.19:

ṝtam avasrann uśáso vibhātiḥ
truth.ACC wear.3PL.IPF. MID dawn.NOM.PL radiant.NOM.PL

“The radiant dawns clothed themselves in truth”\(^3\)

Greek *heîmai*, synchronically the perfect of the active present *hénûmi*, also takes accusative objects. Its participle likewise has active syntax:

(6) Hom., Od.15.331:

khaînas ēi heîmênoi ēdē khîtonas
cloaks.ACC well wearing.MID.PTCP.NOM.PL and tunics.ACC

“wearing cloaks and tunics/well dressed in cloaks and tunics”

Hittite *wēšta* ‘wears’ can be intransitive or transitive with an accusative object (Klockhorst 2008: 1004ff.), as in (7).


weššanda=ma  išhharwantuš  TÛG-HI-A-uš
wear.3PL.PRES.MID=PART blood.red.ACC.PL clothes-PL.ACC.PL
putaliyanteš=a
girded.PRES.PTCP.NOM.PL=and

‘They are wearing blood-red clothes and are girded up.’

The same construction is found in Tocharian, where *wâs-* takes oblique objects, as in (8) (from Malzahn 2010: 897, see also Hackstein 1995: 264ff.).

(8) wâssate kašār-wassi
put.on.3SG.PRET.MID Kašār-garment.OBL.SG

“He put on the *Kâsâya*-garment.”

\(^3\)Insker (1968).
Despite this correspondence in transitive syntax, I have not added this verb to the deponent category because of its lack of agentive syntax (especially passivization), even in the cases where it means ‘put on’ rather than ‘wear’, as in Tocharian. Since *yes is usually classified as inherently stative, its subject is better characterized as holder/possessor.

6.4.7 3. *yes ‘graze, eat’

This root is attested in Hittite, where it makes a deponent *ušiyattari ‘grazes’, which is usually causative-transitive (“X grazes Y”), but can also be intransitive (“Y grazes”). Kloekhorst (2008: 1007f.) suggests that this is actually a denominative of *uši- c. ‘pasture’. However, deponent inflection is also found in Latin *ušcor ‘nourishes oneself (with), enjoys, makes use of’ (Pacuv.+ and therefore not included in the Appendix), which goes back to Proto-Italic *ušsk-e-ske-o- (differently LEW: II, 769). The lengthened grade could suggest an old Narten ablauting paradigm (cp. *med above), and this is what LIV2: 693f. tentatively sets up based on the additional evidence of nominal forms like Avestan vāstra- ‘pasture’ and vāstar- ‘herdsman’ (cp. also ON vist ‘nourishment’ < *yes-ti-), but it is also possible that the lengthened grade in the verbal forms was taken over from the nominal forms and is therefore secondary (thus De Vaan 2008: 669).

Although the Hittite and Latin verbs use different stem-forming suffixes, they agree with respect to their object case. The transitive forms in Hittite take accusative objects (but note that the oldest attestation is intransitive), and so does Latin ušcor at the oldest stage, although this is later replaced by the ablative (presumably under the influence of semantically similar verbs like ǔtor and fruor). That this verb was agentive is furthermore confirmed by the close correspondence in agent noun formations between Avestan vāstar- and Hittite uššara-, both meaning ‘herdsman, shepherd’ (the Hittite form presumably reflects a thematization *uš-sk-o- of the *-ter/-tr- stem, cp. Kloekhorst 2008: 1008).

The correspondence in middle inflection and transitive use and the similarity in meaning makes it tempting to set up an old deponent for this root, but there is no morphological common denominator with respect to stem forming morphology, and an inner-Hittite denom-
inative origin of *wešigattari* cannot be excluded. Moreover, the meaning of the Latin verb
suggests that this verb may originally have had a canonical middle meaning (reflexive “nour-
ish oneself” or experiencer “enjoy”). It is surprising that this also took on the corresponding
causative meaning in Hittite, but again this development seems to be *einzelsprachlich*.

6.4.8  *potiće/o-* ‘be master over, own’

Both Indo-Iranian and Latin have a denominative deponent *potiće/o-* from *pōti- ‘lord,
master’ (Ved. pāti- ‘master’, Gk. pósis ‘master, husband’, Lat. potis ‘able’). In Vedic, this is
reflected as pātyate; Avestan has paṭīiete ‘becomes master over’ (N.105) and the subjunctive
paṭīiāite in V.18.76, as well as active paṭīieiti in V.5.62 which should be restored to paṭīiāite,
cp. Kellens (1984: 20) (see also EWA II: 72). Latin has a deponent potior (3sg. potitur and
potiur) ‘become master of, take possession of’, but formally active forms are also found
already in Plautus (see DELL: 528f., LEW: II, 350f., De Vaan 2008: 484f.). While it would be
tempting to reconstruct a Proto-Indo-European denominative deponent, both the Vedic and
the Latin form are analyzable as synchronous denominatives to pāti- and potis, respectively.
Moreover, the variation in the object case suggests an old stative or inchoative formation
with a possessor subject (‘be/become master of’). In the Rigveda, pātya- takes accusative
objects in 16 out of 28 passages (twice with the preverb abhí), the instrumental twice, and
the locative five times (sometimes with a dative). The Avestan passages all have accusative
objects, while Latin varies between accusative, genitive, and ablative (accusative is more
common in Old Latin than in Classical Latin, but there does not seem to be any difference in
meaning between the different cases (DELL: 528)). Since transitivity alone is not a criterium
for deponent status, and since the verb does not otherwise show agentive behavior, I have
excluded it from the deponent class.

6.4.9  Summary

The middle verbs discussed in this section can mostly be explained as PIE canonical middles,
although some of them occasionally show deponent-like behavior in the individual branches.
So far, we have seen that Proto-Indo-European had present-stem based deponents (Section 6.2) and canonical middles (Section 6.4). Old aorist formations are typically not found in either class (with the possible exceptions of *med and *sekʰ). I have argued in the previous chapters that Indo-European deponents never reflect old (root) aorists. In the next section, I argue that canonical middles, on the other hand, are often based on an inherited aorist beside which we usually find an equally old present stem. The aorist of an old canonical middle is thus markedly different from that of an old deponent.

6.5 Proto-Indo-European middle aorists

A thorough discussion of all canonical middle aorists that are reconstructible for the protolanguage is outside the scope of this thesis, but even a preliminary survey shows that middle aorists differ from middle presents in never surfacing as deponents in the individual branches.

The biggest class of aorist-based media tantum belongs to what Jasanoff (2003) calls “stative-intransitive systems”. These consist of canonical middles (usually stative, anticausative, and experiencer verbs) which made a PIE *h₂gon-conjugation aorist, a stative perfect, and (depending on the branch) a *je/o-present or an athematic middle present with zero grade of the root (“stative-intransitive” athematic root present, “dentalless middle”). The *h₂gon-aorists tend to surface as passive aorists in Vedic and were sometimes replaced by *t-aorists in Greek, but reflexes of middle root aorists are also found in Vedic and Greek. Moreover, a number of the associated formations (notably the perfect and some of the present stems) surface as formally active formations in the individual branches, usually in cases where they enter a transitivity alternation (cp. Hittite lāki below).

Not all of these aorists are synchronically non-oppositional, but the oppositional active is usually younger than than the middle and derivationally based on it. The following aorists can be considered representative (this list is based on Jasanoff 2003: ch. 6):

- *h₂gon ‘wake up': aor.: Ved. ābodhi, 3pl. ābudhram, budhánta ‘woke up’; Gk. eputhómen ‘I learned’, pres.: Ved. bódhita; būdhyata ‘wakes up; is awake’, YAv. (-)būdhiia- ‘wake
up'; Gk. *peúthomai 'learn, perceive'; OCS ｂdítb 'is awake', perf.: Gk. *pépusmai 'have learned, know', Ved. babudhānā- 'having woken up'.

- *šeus 'try, taste': aor.: Ved. juśānā-, 3pl. juśanta, ajusran 'like, try', pres.: Gk. geúomai 'taste', perf.: Ved. jujuṣa 'has tried, likes', Goth. kaus 'tested'.

- *legh 'lie down': aor.: Hitt. lāki 'knocks down' (tr.) (synchronously an active present based on a *hge-aorist with secondary transitivization, Jasanoff 2003: 149ff.), Gk. elekto 'lied down', OCS -leže 'lied down', pres.: Gk. lékhetai 'lies down to sleep' (Hsch.), Toch. B pres. II lyasām 'lies', Or. laigid 'lies (down)', Goth. ligan 'lie' (< *le/e/o-), Fal. leceit 'lies'; Hitt. lagāri 'bends' (itr.), OCS -ležitb 'lies', both from *lēghh-ór (Jasanoff 2003: 166, 170, Jasanoff 2004: 160); perf.: Gk. lelokhūsa 'woman in childbed' (from the perfect participle), Goth. lag 'lay'.

- *leyk 'shine': aor.: Hitt. lukta 'dawns', Ved rucānā- 'shining', Toch. A lyokāt 'became bright' (< "Presigmatic" aorist with o/o-ablaut *loyk-to, root initial palatalization irregular), Jasanoff (2003: 180)), pres.: Ved. rocate 'shines, is bright', YAv. ptcp. raocint- 'bright', Toch. B subj. II lyustār 'lights up' (< *leyk-e-); Toch. B lyuketār 'shines' < *luk-ō-tor ← *luk-ōr), perf.: Ved. ruróca 'has lit up, is bright'.

- *men 'think': aor.: Ved. ámata 'thought (of)', OAv. manṭa;33 Gk. emánōn 'became mad' (Greek -i-aorists functionally replace old intransitive middle root aorists, Jasanoff (2004: 163)), pres.: Ved. mángate 'thinks (of), considers' (also manutē 'remembers'), OAv. mainiissentē, Gk. maínomai 'rages, become mad', Or. -mainethar 'thinks, believes' (do-moinethar 'supposes, believes') (all from *mēn-jē/ā-); OCS məniti 'thinks', Lith. mini 'remembers', Goth. munaip 'remembers, commemorates' (all from *mēn(n)-ōr), perf.: Gk. mémona 'remember, have in mind', Lat. memini 'remember', Ved. plupf.

---

32No finite aor. forms in Vedic.

33Pace LIV²: 435f., the Avestan full grade middle preserves the original ablaut grade.
ámanan ‘remembered’, YAv. 3sg. manne ‘thought’, Goth. ga-man ‘remembers’.\(^34\)


- *jet ‘take up position’: aor.: Ved. yatānā ‘positioned, fixed’\(^35\), TB subj. V yālam ‘will be capable of (of)’, pres.: Ved. yatate ‘positions oneself’, Lat. nītor ‘leans, supports oneself’ (*ni‐jet‐e/‐e, LIV\(^2\): 314); Toch. B yototār, Toch. A yatatār ‘is able to’ (cp. Malzahn (2010: 787)), perf.: Ved. yetire ‘are standing firmly, are fixed’, OAv. yōthomā.

- *jes ‘return’: aor.: Ved. opt. sām nasīmahī ‘may we reunite’, Gk. pctp. āsmenos ‘save; glad’, pres.: Ved. nāsate ‘reunites with; returns’, Gk. nēomai ‘return home’, Goth. ga‐nisan ‘be saved’; Ved. nīmsate ‘seek, come to’, Gk. nīsomai ‘return’ (?),\(^36\) perf.: Goth. ga‐nas ‘was saved’.


Another very likely candidate is the root *\(d^b\)ey\(g^h\) ‘be/make useful’ with the conspicuous zero grade “stative” present *\(d^b\)ug\(h^h\)‐ō(r), 3pl. *\(d^b\)ug\(h^h\)‐rō(r) seen in Vedic duhē ‘milks; gives milk’, 3pl. duh‐rē, duhatē\(^37\) (on the use of duhē see Gotō 1991, Kümmel 1996: 53ff., Gotō

\(^{34}\)But not Hitt. mēmai ‘speaks’, which is from *me‐moH‐i‐ (‘stammer’). Jasannoff (2003: 118).

\(^{35}\)No other aorist forms attested.

\(^{36}\)Toch. A nas‐. B nes‐ ‘be’ does not reflect a perfect (pace LIV\(^2\): 454), but either a *\(h_2e\)‐present with R(o/e)‐ablation or a Narten‐present with analogical depalatalization. thus Jasanoff (2003: 74; 224).

1997: 170ff.) and a perfect (Ved. dudôha ‘has milked’, but more often middle,\(^{38}\) Goth. daug ‘is useful’). So far, this root fulfils all the criteria for a “stative-intransitive” system root. However, the only aorist formation attested is the Greek zero grade thematic aorist étakhôn ‘happen to be at, chanced upon’.\(^{39}\) While root stative-intransitive presents like \(*d^{h}ug^{h}-ô(r)\) are derivationally related to \(R(a/e)-h2e\)-aorists (via internal derivation, Jasanoﬀ 2003: 171, Jasanoﬀ To appear), there is no direct evidence for such an aorist in this particular case.

More examples of old aorist-based \textit{media tantum} paradigms can easily be found, and most of these also have old present formations. They differ in this from the deponents discussed in Section 6.2, which are usually restricted to a particular present stem formation and which rarely have a “live” synchronic aorist paradigm (although Greek was somewhat more enthusiastic in extending deponent behavior from presents to new aorists of the same verb), and practically never an old one.

This conclusion is similar to the one drawn by Meiser (2009), where, however, it is phrased rather differently. Meiser also notes a discrepancy between middle root aorists and presents, but contrary to what I have argued so far, he claims that deponency in PIE was often restricted to an old root aorist:

“Weit häufiger als “durchgängige Deponentien” finden sich allerdings Paradigmen, bei denen lediglich der Grundstamm – in aller Regel der WA (...) – (mindestens früheinzelsprachlich) ausschließlich medial flektiert, ...”

(Meiser 2009: 319)

However, the table following this quote illustrates that this means that the oppositional active of an old middle root aorist paradigm is often found making only a present, but no aorist stem (while the middle root aorist also has a middle present, as I have argued above),

\(^{38}\)This perfect could also be an inner-Vedic formation, cp. Kümmel (2000a: 250).

\(^{39}\)The late PIE thematic present itself may have ultimately originated in root stative-intransitive presents of the type \(*gid-ôr\), see Jasanoﬀ (To appear).
but since the oppositional active in these cases is usually secondary, this may not be too surprising. Furthermore, Meiser does not distinguish between media tantum and deponents, that is, between canonical and non-canonical uses of middle morphology. His approach is descriptive; all attested middle-only verbs are listed and grouped according to the semantic classes established by Kemmer (1993), hence the problem of “mismatches” does not arise. Once this is taken into account, most of Meiser's “deponents” turn out to be canonical middles, so that his generalization concerning aorist middles and my own concerning the connection between aspectual stem type and deponency in (9) are not incompatible.

(9) Proto-Indo-European deponents/non-canonical middles are restricted to roots that make a primary present stem, while Proto-Indo-European canonical middles (alternating and non-alternating) can make either a primary present or a primary aorist.

The deeper reason for this is not clear, so (9) has the status of a mere observation for now. If the connection between deponency and Aktionsart discussed in Section 4.4.1 holds, (9) could be due to the fact that Aktionsart-stem forming suffixes were associated with the present stem rather than with the aorist stem in Proto-Indo-European (why this should be so is, of course, also not quite clear). In that case, the observation in (9) could be reduced to whatever motivates deponency (or maybe non-active morphology more generally) in the context of particular Aktionsart types. As mentioned above, this topic awaits further study.

### 6.6 Conclusion

I have argued in this chapter that separating media tantum from deponents via the definition of the canonical function (or rather, canonical syntactic environments) of middle morphology allows for a more fine-grained distinction between different types of middle paradigms in Proto-Indo-European. In particular, I have shown that it is possible to reconstruct non-canonical middles—deponents—already for the proto-language, which is expected from the perspective of the general typology of active—non-active voice systems.

The crucial difference between canonical and non-canonical middles is that the latter are
never made from aoristic roots (at least at the PIE stage). This is summarized in the following table.

Table 52. PIE *media tantum* & deponents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><em>media tantum</em></th>
<th><em>deponents</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ext.arg. = agent</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aorist-based</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>*ke₂, *mers, <em>men, etc.</em></td>
<td>*deh₂- &lt;-, *med, <em>h₂neh₃, etc.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That deponents are in fact non-canonical middles because they are agentive has been motivated at length in Chapter 2. I have also argued that transitivity alone is not a decisive criterion for distinguishing between canonical and non-canonical middles. The new finding is that this distinction between the two classes translates into a distinction in their averbos: the presence vs. absence of old aorist stems.

Furthermore, we may also construct a fairly detailed relative chronology of deponent (and, generally, *medium tantum*) behavior based on what we know about the different stages of morphological renewal that the middle endings underwent. Pre-Proto-Indo-European had a bivalent voice system with active (*-mi*) vs. non-active/middle (*-he*) endings. The latter was subject to several waves of morphological renewal and recharacterization on the way to the daughter branches; the most important “split-off points” are summarized in the figure below (based on Jasanoff To appear).
(10) Development of the *h₂e-conjugation/proto-middle

1. Proto-middle
   -h₂e, *-th₂e, *-e

2. Middle
   -h₂e(r), *-th₂e(r), *-o(r)

3. "Neo-active"
   PIE perfect
   thematic conjugation
   Hitt. hi-conjugation

4. "Dentalless middle"
5. PIE middle
   -h₂e(r/j), *-th₂e(r/j)/*-so₂j, *-o(r/j)
   -(m)h₂e(r/j), *-th₂e(r/j)/*-so₂j, *-to(r/j)
   IIr. "stative"
   Hitt. a(ri)-middles
   OIr. berar-passive

In combination with the methodological criteria discussed in Section 6.2, this gives us an idea of how old the proposed deponents are relative to the morphological renewals of the individual branches.

Of the 6 relatively secure deponents of Section 6.2, 3 belong at least to pre-Graeco-Aryan: *h₁e-h₁ugʰ-to(j) ‘praises’, *ji-h₂-to(j) ‘seeks, demands’, and *dáj(h₂)-e-toj ‘distributes’. We may still be able to say more about the internal morphological and semantic prehistory of these forms; the point here is that their deponent status must at least belong to this stage.

2 deponents are dentalless middles in Hittite with transitive middle cognates elsewhere in the family (*pēh₂-s-or ‘protects’ and *h₂ph₂-or ‘scorns’), suggesting that they belong to an older layer of PIE middles.

Finally, we have two cases in which non-active morphology paired with transitive syn-
tax may go all the way back to the proto-middle. The first one is *med ‘measure’; I have argued in Section 6.2.5 that this may ultimately go back to a *h₂e-present *méd-e/*méd-rs ⇒ *méd-(t)ο(r/i) ⇒ *méd-e-toi/r, *méd-e-toi/r, based partially on the reconstruction by Villanueva Svensson (2006). The second one is *dēh₂-i- ‘distribute’, whose reconstruction as a deponent is based only on Greek and Indo-Iranian, but which can be traced back to a *h₂e-conjugation i-present *dēh₂-i-e through internal reconstruction (cp. the discussion in Jasanoff 2003: 103ff.). The problem with these forms is that a proto-middle with active meaning and transitive syntax should have been remade as formally active on the way to the individual branches. That is, it should have become a “neo-active” (node 3 in (10)), mostly likely a thematic active in Greek and Indo-Iranian. It is not clear why *méd-e and *dēh₂-i-e escaped this fate, since there were several opportunities for morphological remodeling.

As for the root ablaut grades, no clear generalization emerges. Full grade seems to be the common denominator (we also have two zero-grade reduplicated middles) for all of the forms in Sections 6.2-6.4, not unexpectedly given the observation that root present media tantum in general prefer full grade of the root (Watkins 1969: 113), Hollifield 1977: 128, Villanueva Svensson 2003: 145, Villanueva Svensson 2012: 341), but how this relates to the derivational prehistory of these verbs warrants more research.

To conclude, in reconstructing the distribution of the PIE active (*-mi, *-si, *-ti) vs. the (proto-)middle set of endings (*h₂e, *-th₂e, *-e), we need to distinguish between canonical and non-canonical uses of the latter, in addition to distinguishing between oppositional and non-oppositional middles. We also have to take into account the different chronological “split-off” points that led to morphological renewal.

In order to do this, we first need to establish how the Indo-European languages synchronically treat media tantum and deponent verbs and what their averbos look like in these languages. While I have attempted to do this for deponents in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Hittite, and Latin, more research on the development of canonical non-oppositional middles is needed. However, I believe that the methodological guidelines outlined in this and the previous chapters will make a useful starting point for such future research.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

The starting point of this thesis was the intuition that verbs like Latin *hortor* ‘exhort, command’, Vedic *trāgata* ‘protects’, and Modern Greek *metahirizome* ‘use’ have the “wrong” exponents of voice morphology: they use non-active morphology, but appear in syntactically active environments. This kind of “feature mismatch” is found in a variety of different, genetically unrelated languages with the same type of voice system. I have dubbed this “Greek-type” voice system, which exhibits an opposition between active and non-active inflectional voice morphology (or a trivalent system with designated passive morphology). Crucially, non-active morphology in such a system can be characterized as showing “voice syncretism”, that is, it is found in a cross-linguistically stable group of syntactic environments. I have discussed these environments in Chapter 2; they encompass both alternating and non-alternating contexts (anticausatives, reflexives, reciprocals, dispositional/generic constructions, passives, statives, experiencer verbs, etc.). I have argued that the intuition that some verbs that take non-active morphology fall outside these canonical contexts is correct, and I have defined the term “deponents” to refer exclusively to these non-canonical middles. This is in line with current research that suggests that the majority of verbs taking non-active/middle morphology in Greek-type languages, including middle-only verbs, are actually canonical middles (Kalhulli 2013, Zombolou and Alexiadou 2014). The crucial feature that distinguishes canonical from non-canonical middles (deponents) is the fact that their surface subject is an agent DP. Since
this is actually contested in the literature, part of the empirical contribution of this thesis has been to provide evidence for the agent (rather than experiencer) status of the external argument of deponents (Section 4.2).

The discussion of the morphosyntactic microvariation in deponent behavior constitutes another important empirical contribution. Previous research on deponents (normally defined in the “broad” sense) has usually focused on only one or two languages (very often Latin and/or Greek). I have argued that this has led to some incorrect generalizations, for example, concerning the ability of deponents to passivize and the syntactic behavior of deponents in non-finite environments. I have given a comparative typology of deponents in Vedic Sanskrit, Hittite, Ancient Greek, and Latin in Chapter 3 and compared these non-informant languages to a modern language with the same kind of voice system, Modern Greek.

On the theoretical side, I have argued that the key to understanding deponency is actually the “voice syncretism” exhibited by non-active morphology in Greek-type voice systems. I have followed a line of research that argues that this can be explained if active/non-active morphology spells out the functional head v[AG] in different syntactic environments: v[AG] is spelled out as active if it introduces an external argument and as non-active if it does not. In other words, voice morphology of this type is “post-syntactic” and does not effect alternations in the syntactic component, following Embick (1997), (1998), (2004a) and, similarly, Kallulli (2007) and (2013). While the exact mechanism of this process in canonical environments was not the primary concern of this thesis, I have spent some time elucidating it to show how the same mechanism can be used to derive non-canonical middles. I have argued in Chapter 4 that the agent argument in deponents is introduced in a non-canonical position below v[AG], thus pre-empting the mechanism that would otherwise lead to the spelling out of active morphology. The structural parallel for this are self-benefactives, in which the surface subject is introduced by an applicative head Appl\textsubscript{sen} below vP[AC] and then moves to Spec-TP. This structure likewise triggers non-active morphology, even though benefactive predicates are on the surface agentive. I have followed Embick (among others) in assuming that agentivity is a semantic property of the head v[AG], independent of whether or not this head merges a
DP in its specifier, and this is also why merging an agent DP below v[AG] triggers mismatch behavior.

As for the nature of the projection that introduces the agent in deponents, I have argued that it is the verbalizing head V, since deponent behavior is inextricably linked to the “verbal stem” morphology of deponents. I have shown that in Vedic and Greek, deponents are restricted to the imperfective (present) stem, and I have argued that the functional head that is spelled out as verbal stem forming suffix also introduces an agent DP in deponents. I have called this projection V, following Doron (2003) (and passim)'s research on Aktionsart and the intensive template in Hebrew.

The exact nature of V, remains an open question. I have argued that it relates to imperfective aspect in Vedic and Greek, and more concretely to a type of Aktionsart that may be similar to Doron’s “intensive” template: iterative, intensive, or habitual. Since no such specific semantics are traceable in the deponents that I discuss in Chapter 3, I have called this projection “imperfective”, albeit in a very broad sense, and more research on its exact nature is needed.

In Chapter 5, I have discussed the implications of this analysis for the verbal system of the older Indo-European languages. I have shown that the post-syntactic approach to non-active morphology makes the right predictions for the apparent co-occurrence of passive and middle morphology in Vedic and passive and active morphology in Greek. I have furthermore shown that it also predicts the variation with respect to mismatch behavior of the non-finite formations of deponent verbs: nominalizations that include the v[AG]-V-complex continue deponent behavior, while it is suspended in nominalizations that attach directly to the root.

Finally, I have attempted to answer the difficult question of why only “Greek-type” languages have deponents. I have argued that languages like English are not sensitive to whether or not v[AG] has a specifier, and that a lexical entry that would trigger deponent behavior in a language like Greek will always fail to do so in a language like English. I have provided arguments in favor of a lexical entry that specifies the syntactic context for the agent argument, rather than a feature [PASS] or [NONACT] on the root, as in previous approaches. However,
the exact formulation of this entry may have to be refined, and may vary from language to language.

While a large part of this thesis is dedicated to establishing the synchronic morphosyntactic patterns of deponent verbs in Vedic, Greek, Hittite, and Latin and its consequences for the theory of the interaction of voice morphology with the syntactic component, there is also an important diachronic aspect to the question of deponency. This is most immediately clear with respect to the development of individual lexical items that start out as canonical middles and turn into non-canonical middles in the course of time. I have outlined how my analysis of deponency as having “low agents” makes a very straightforward analysis process available by which the surface subjects of canonical transitive middles (in particular those of self-benefactives and experiencer verbs) can become reanalyzed as agents.

The focus of the diachronic parts of this dissertation, however, has been on the general implications of this analysis and general framework for reconstructing PIE deponents. In terms of the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European voice system I have argued that we can go beyond tracing the development of individual lexical items from canonical to non-canonical middles and delineate the canonical functions of middle morphology at different stages of its development more generally, and that the reconstruction of deponent behavior can help us establish these canonical functions. I have followed Jasanoff (2003) in assuming an essentially bivalent voice system for (pre-)Proto-Indo-European and its descendants, and I have shown that we can reconstruct mismatch verbs for the successive stages of morphological renewal of the “proto-middle” from pre-PIE to the daughter languages. This finding contributes to the ongoing debate about the function of the PIE middle by approaching the problem from the opposite direction: by establishing that PIE had the type of voice system where morphology occasionally does not “match” syntax, we can gain a better understanding of the environments where it does.
Appendix

A. Hittite

A.I Introduction

Since Hittite transferred most of its transitive middles to the active conjugation between Old Hittite (OH) and Neo-Hittite (NH; see Hoffner and Melchert 2008: 233f.) I concentrate on the synchronic situation in OH and Middle Hittite (MH). I furthermore follow the common practice of distinguishing between texts redacted in Old Script (OS), Middle Script (MS), and New Script (NS).

Hittite deponents can be grouped into two classes, distinguished by the 3sg. middle ending they take. The majority of Hittite deponents takes the dentalless ending -a(ri), which is archaic compared to the synchronically productive 3sg. -atta(ri) taken by a smaller group of deponents. The following classification is based on Melchert (2012). I first give the relevant forms of the morphologically middle deponent paradigm and then cite the formally active forms, if there are any. Only forms that are syntactically passive will be listed under “pass.”.

A.II Deponents in -a(ri)

ark- ‘climb, mount sexually’


Pres. 3sg. arkatta (OH/MS), 3sg. arga (MH/NS)
Pres.ptcp.  **arkant-** (OS)

Act.  3sg.pres.act. ārki (MH/NS)\(^1\)

The participle is only used attributively and has the passive reading typical of Hittite *ant*-particibles associated with transitive predicates, e.g.:

KBo 2.12 v 9ff.:

1 UDU šuppištuwaran natta arkántan \(^{SAL}\)-išpunnaš dái
1 sheep consecrated not mounted.pres.ptcp.acc fem-Išpunalla takes

“...The išpunalla-priestess takes one consecrated, unmouted sheep.”

**hanna**- ‘contest at law, sue; judge’  \(^{*h\_nch\_}\)


**Pres.**  2sg. hannatta(ri) (OH/MS), 3sg. hannari (OH/NS)

**Pres.ptcp.**  **hannant-** (MH/NS)

**Pret.**  3sg. hann(at)at (OH/MS)

**Pass.**  3sg.pret.mid. hann(at)at (3x)

Act.  3sg.pres. hannai (MS), 2pl.ipv. hanničten (MH/MS), 2sg.ipv. hann (MH/MS)

Three attestations of the preterit middle have a passive reading according to Neu (1968a: 39), e.g.:

\(^{1}\)Kümmel 2014b: 111 also cites active arkanzi, but this form belongs to *ark- ‘divide’, HW: I, 300f., Kloekhorst (2008: 204f.)
KUB 12.63 obv. 33:

\[ \text{ḥannešša-šet} \quad \text{ḥannat} \quad \text{עני} \]

judgment-3SG.N.POSS.PRON judge-3SG.PRET.MID not

“[J]udgment was not passed on him”\(^2\)

Puhvel, HED: III, 83, suggests that the passive use of ḫannat in this passage was taken over from the phrase ḫanneššar ḫanna “adjudicated case”, in which the present participle has the passive reading expected of a participle of a transitive verb (cp. also Eichner 1970: 15, n. 17). However, the use of the neuter possessive pronoun together with the fact that all other verbal attestations of the phrase ḫanneššar ḫanna- are active (“bring suit, start a lawsuit”, later “pass judgment”) means that the passage could equally well be translated as “He did not make a case against himj / He did not judge hisj case”.

The other two passages cited by Neu (1968a: 39) as instances of passive use have the same phrase as KUB 12.63 above (minus the possessive pronoun): ḫanneššar ḫannaddāt/ (KUB 34.51 5\(^3\)) and ḫannatat (78/e rev. 4). As Craig Melchert has pointed out to me, it is noteworthy that the potential “passive” uses of ḫanna- occur with -tta(ri) rather than -a(ri), and are moreover restricted to the phrase ḫanneššar ḫanna-, generally considered to be a calque based on Akkadian. In other words, we could be dealing with a borrowed syntactic construction that was outfitted with the productive “passive” morphology of the target language, namely -tta(ri). This receives confirmation from the fact that there are no instances of passive use of ḫanna- in its older meaning ‘contest at law, sue’.

---


\(^3\)HW: II, 2, 137 actually translate this passage as active.
**hatt(a)-** ‘slit, sacrifice (by cutting the sacrificial victim’s throat)’

[*ḥ̠aṭَاṭ̠*]


**Pres.** 3sg. *hattari* (OS), 3pl. *hattanta* (OS)

**Pres.ptcp.** *hattant-* (OS), [*hazziant-* (OS), cp. active stem]

**Pret.** *hattat* (MH)

**Act.** 3pl.pres. *hattanzi* (MS)

Only middle forms of the stem *hatt-*, later *hatta-,* are attested from OH on; active forms are securely attested only in MH. Kloekhorst (2008: 331) suggests that the stem *hatt(a)-* was originally formally middle, while the corresponding active was made from a different stem *hazziya- (< *ḥatt-ya- < *je/o-)*. However, the attested forms of this verb mean ‘strike’ rather than ‘slit, prick’ and are grouped with a separate, alternating verb *hazziya-* by Neu 1968a: 53, whom I follow here. The non-active forms of *hatta-* are never passive (Neu 1968a: 51). The occasional reflexive use of non-active forms (+ za) is attested but cannot be confirmed for OH. This may indicate that the non-active forms were secondarily construed as oppositional once *hatt(a)-* started to inflect as active in MH. The following passage exemplifies this (newer) oppositional use of non-active *hatta* (OH/NS):

KUB I 14 ii 8ff:

EGIR=ŠU=ma Lú.MESZilipuriyatallaš uwanzi m1=za 6-ŠU walhanzi
Then=his=but m.pl.Zilipuri-priests come.3pl PART=REFL 6-times hit.3pl
1=aš=za=kan |ŠU=ZU hatta 1=aš=ma=za=kan |[Gl]R-ŠU hatta
1=he=REFL=PART hand=his pierces 1=he=but=REFL=PART foot=his pierces

“Then the (two) priests of Zilipuri come. They hit themselves six times. One (of them) pierces his hand, (the other) one pierces his foot.”

---

⁴Only in Anatolian, cp. LIV².
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**huett(i)**- ‘pluck, pull’

[°*h₂yeit₅*


**Pres.** 2sg. *huezta* (OH/MS); 3sg. *hue/ittiwar* (MS), 3pl. *huettı(y)anta* (OS)

**Pres.ptcp.** *huettiant-* (OS)

**Pret.** *huettiyanı* (OS), *huettiyanı* (OH/MS)


This verb is exclusively transitive in OH, the occasional passive readings are only found in NH and/or NS texts, and crucially only with the productive ending -*tta(ri)* rather than -*a(ri)*.

**iłkalla-** ‘tear, slit’

[°skelH


**Pres.** 3sg. *iłkallıri* (OH/NS)

**Pres.ptcp.** *iłkalliant-* (NS)

**Pret.** 3sg. *iłkallatta* (MH/NS)


Since the active and middle forms come from the same chronological layer of texts, it is difficult to decide which ones are older. However, both the active and the middle forms are syntactically active and transitive, which makes it somewhat more likely that this verb

---

5 Only in Anatolian, but *h₂ut-je/a-* should have given *huzzıya-* rather than attested *huettiya-* (both stems attested from OH on). Melchert (1984: 88. fn. 16) therefore proposes *h₂yel₅h₂e* cp. also Kloekhorst (2008: 352).

was originally a formally middle deponent that was later remade as a formally active ḥi-verb (cp. *ark-, ḥanna-, pahš-). The oldest securely attested form is actually the 2sg.ipv. iškalli, but the imperative ending -i has been analyzed both as formally middle (Oettinger 2007, cp. also Kümmel 2014b) and as formally active (Jasanoff 2012a, cp. also Kloekhorst 2008). Vine (1999a: 566) argues that this verb belongs to the family of Gk. skullō ‘flay’, Lith. skēlti ‘split’, etc.

**pahš-** ‘protect’

*peh₂-s-


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pres.</th>
<th>3sg. pahša/ri (MH/MS), 3pl. pahšanta (OH/MS), 2pl.ipv. pahḥašdumat (MH/MS),</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pret.</td>
<td>( pahḥaštat (NH))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act.</td>
<td>1sg.pres. pahḥaši (MH/NS), 2sg.ipv. pahši (OH/NS, MH/MS), 2pl. pahḥašten (MH/MS); pahšnu-zi (OS+)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The middle forms are older than the active ones and are syntactically active and transitive (forming an indirect reflexive with za was apparently possible later, cf. KUB 36.127 vs. 8), just like the corresponding nu-stem. However, pahš- was also inflected as an active at least from MH on, originally as a ḥi-verb (cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 612).

**parš(i)-** ‘break’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pres.</th>
<th>1sg. parašha (OS), 3sg. paršiya (OS), paršiyari (MS), 3pl. paršanda (OS), paršiyand/ta (OS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.ptcp.</td>
<td>paršiyant- (OS), paršant- (MH)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Act.


The middle forms of *parš(i)*- are very common in OH; the active forms only catch on in MH. In OH, the middle forms are exclusively active and transitive. The three attestations in which middle forms of *parš(i)*- have an intransitive/anticausative reading (‘break, disintegrate’) are MH/NS; two occur in the same text.7

#### *tuhasil* - ‘cut off’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pres.</th>
<th>3sg. <em>tuhasil(ri)</em> (OS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.ptcp.</td>
<td><em>tuhasilant</em>- (OH/MS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pret.</td>
<td>3sg. <em>tuhasilat</em> (MH/MS), <em>tuhasilati</em> (OH/NS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>3sg. <em>tuhasilat</em> (MH/MS), 1x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Act.**


The middle forms of *tuhasil*- are older than the active ones (which are OH/MS+) and are active and transitive. There is one Middle Hittite instance of apparently passive use of a middle form, the 3sg.pret. *tuhasilat* in KBo 39.8 i 41 (cf. Rost 1953: 350ff., Miller 2004: 66), and again we see that the passive reading is associated with a 3sg. in *-tla(ri)* rather than *-a(ri)*. As for the two instances of the 3sg.ipv.mid. *tuhasilu* in the same text (KBo 39.8 ii

---

7KBo 6.34, see CHD: P, 182 and Oettinger (1976a: 9), who translates the first instances (i 38) as passive.
13, cf. Miller 2004: 71), the fact that the putative subjects are plural make it unlikely that these are indeed passives (pace Miller, loc.cit., and Neu 1968a: 176), especially since hurtauš ‘curses’ in line 14 is unambiguously accusative, suggesting an impersonal active construction⁸:

KBo 39.8 ii 13-14:

\[\text{[tu(h)\textsuperscript{úb} (s)]ar\textsuperscript{ú} ap\textsuperscript{ê}l UD-a\textsuperscript{s} EME-\textsuperscript{H.I.A}} \text{tul\textsuperscript{úb}šaru=wa [(ap\textsuperscript{ê}l)] UD-a\textsuperscript{s} cut.\textsuperscript{off.3SG.IPV.MID that GEN} day GEN tongue-PL cut.\textsuperscript{off.3SG.IPV.MID [(that GEN)] day GEN hurtauš curses ACC.PL} \]

“Let one/him cut off the tongues of that day! Let one/him cut off the curses of that day!”

A further complication is introduced by the fact that there are parallel passages that actually use a periphrastic passive, as in the following case (cited after Miller 2004: 66):

KBo 39.8 i 48-49:

\[\text{[(nu=wa=šm)]aš=kan tul\textsuperscript{úb}šan ëštu tueggaš PART-QUOT-YOU.DAT-PART cut.\textsuperscript{off.PRES.PTCP.NOM.N} be.3SG.IPV.MID bodies GEN apedaš [(UD-aš E)]ME-\textsuperscript{H.I.A} those GEN day GEN tongue-PL} \]

Miller translates “let the tongues of those days be removed from your persons!” , but EME ‘tongue’ is plural and (usually) commune and should therefore not agree with a neuter singular participle. A possible solution is provided by Rost (1953: 351), who translates “<das> soll von euch abgetrennt sein, <nämlich> die Zungen jener selben Tage.” (“let <this> be cut off from you, <namely> the tongues of those days”), in which the participle agrees with a dropped pronominal subject, which is specified by a plural apposition.

To sum up, the dentalless middle forms of tulš- are syntactically active and transitive, the one certain case of a passive reading is from Middle Hittite and uses -\textit{tt}a.

---

⁸I am grateful to Craig Melchert for pointing this out to me.
Unclear cases

I leave out karš- ‘cut’ (< *kers), since this verb is attested as an active mi-verb already in OH, whereas the corresponding middle forms are on the whole younger. While the late dentalless 3sg. mid. karša (NS) is indeed transitive, other middle forms of karš- are intransitive (‘stop’) or passive (‘be cut off’), cp. Neu (1968a: 82ff.), HED: IV, 100ff. Although the intransitive/passive forms always take -tta(ri) rather than -a(ri), they may be oppositional middles to the formally active stem, rather than to the dentalless deponent (which may be a nonce form). In other words, it is not clear that the middle forms of karš- were ever non-oppositional.

A. III Deponents in -(a)tta(ri)

šarra- ‘transgress, break [an oath]’


Pres. 2sg. šarratta (MH/MS), 3sg. šarrattari (MS), šarratla/ (OS or MS), 3pl. šarranta (MS); 3sg. šarrietla/ (OS or MS, stem šarriya-)

Pres.ptcp. šarrant- (MS)

Pret. 1sg. šarrahhat (OH/MS), 3sg. šarrattat (MH/MS)

It.-ipf. šarraške/a- (OH/MS)

Act. In the meaning ‘divide, split up sth.’: 3sg.pres. šārri (MH/MS), 3pl. šarranzi (OS), 3sg.pret. šāraš (OS), later also attested as active mi-verb.

Active forms of this verb are attested from OH onwards and mean ‘divide, split up’ (see Kloekhorst 2008: 728ff. for arguments that this verb was originally a hi-verb). The middle forms are either oppositional to the active (‘be(come) divided’) or active and transitive in the meaning ‘break an oath, transgress a border’. These two uses cannot be synchronically derived from each other, and it is likely that the latter one represents the original syntactic behavior of the middle and that the oppositional use was introduced once a corresponding
active paradigm existed. Given how early the active paradigm is attested, the second possibility is that this verb was never a deponent, and that the active transitive use of the middle developed somehow out of its “canonical” oppositional use (although it is difficult to conceive of a semantic development that takes ‘divide’/‘divide for oneself’ to ‘transgress, cross over’).

**wešš-**  ‘wear [clothes]’

1. *y-es*


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pres.</th>
<th>3pl. weššanda (OS), (? waššanda, MH/MS), 3sg. wešta (OH/NS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.ptcp.</td>
<td>waššant- (MH/MS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act.</td>
<td>active mi-verb “clothe (sbdy.)”: 3sg.pres. wašše[zzi], (OS); 3sg. waššiezzi (MH/MS); 3pl. waššanzi (MH/MS), 3sg.pret. wašla (MH/NS); 3pl. weššanzi (MH/MS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hittite middle forms go back to a middle root present 3sg. *y-eš-*(t)o(r), 3pl. *y-eš-ro(r) (cp. Ved. ávāsrān; 3pl. later *y-eš-nto) which was active and transitive already in PIE. As Eichner (1968) shows, the root present meant ‘wear’ + acc.obj., while the *ejej/ o-causative from the same root meant ‘clothe sbdy.’ (act.) and ‘put on clothes, dress oneself (in)’ (mid.). This distribution is more or less still seen in Hittite, where wešš-i-ta reflects the old middle root present and wašš-e-zi the old causative (Eichner 1968, Melchert 1984: 164), which was later remodeled as waššiɣa-:. Both the active and the middle forms of this stem could be used as reflexives (with or without the reflexive particle za). Examples of transitive (never reflexive) use of wešš- are given by Eichner, loc.cit, and Neu, loc.cit., and need not be repeated here.

**wešiɣa-**  ‘graze (animals)’

3. *y-es*


---
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Pres.  1sg. wešiyahhāri (MS), 3sg. wfelšiyetta (OS), wešiyattari (MH/MS), 3pl. wešiyandari (MH/MS)

Pret.  3sg. wešiettāt (OH/NS), [? weš(e)iatt (OH/NS)]

Both transitive (‘X grazes Y’) and intransitive use (‘Y grazes’) are attested for this verb. The oldest attestation is actually intransitive:

KBo 17.23 obv. 4:

-Šenî=ma GUD-uš u<e>šetta
-ŠLOC=but cow-NOM graze.3SG.PRES.MID

“... but on the [...] a cow is grazing.”

Unclear cases

I leave out parḫ- ‘pursue, chase’ (< *bḫrḫ), which is attested as active mi-verb from Old Hittite on (3sg. parhaḫi (OS), 2sg. paraḫši (MH/MS)), and as an active bi-verb in one text only, KBo 3.5 (MH/MS, see Kloekhorst 2008: 634, also CHD: P, 143ff. and Kümmel (2014b: 19f.)). The middle is first securely attested in the 3sg. parhattarī (MH/MS) and is syntactically active and transitive, with the same range of meanings as the formally active mi-verb. The occasional passive/intransitive uses of the middle are found only in NH texts. This case is similar to the one of iškalla-: Both the active and the middle forms are transitive. While it is possible that middle forms reflect an old deponent paradigm, the fact that formally active forms are attested from the earliest period on means that this verb technically does not fall under the definition of deponency used here.

The oldest attestation of šanna- ‘conceal’ is as an active bi-verb (2sg. šannattî (MH/MS)). Most attestations, including the middle forms, are NH and/or NS (see Kloekhorst 2008: 719, CHD: Š, 156ff., Kümmel 2014b: 128). Both the active and the middle forms are syntactically active and transitive without any discernible distinction in meaning. This verb may have been a deponent originally, but as in the case of parḫ- this is difficult to confirm.
Finally, I also leave out the denominative verb *zāhhiya*- ‘fight’ (derived from *zāhha*- c. ‘battle’, cp. Kloekhorst 2008: 1021f.). This verb takes both active and middle endings, the latter very often have the reciprocal meaning associated with this type of predicate (‘fight each other’), so that there is no synchronic mismatch here.

B. Vedic

B.I Introduction

The next section contains a list of Rigvedic deponents, based primarily on Whitney (1885) and Lubotsky (1997). Only forms that are syntactically passive are listed under “pass.”, optional prepositions follow the entry of the root in brackets.

B.II Vedic deponents

*iddh* ‘ignite, kindle’


Pres. 3sg. *indhē*, 3pl. *indhāte*, ptcp. *indhāna-

Aor. 1sg.opt. *idhimahi*, ptcp. *idhanā-

Perf. 3sg. *īdhē*, 3pl. *īdhirē

Pass. 3sg. *idhýate*, ptcp. *idhyāmāna-

Ger., etc. *iddhā*- ‘kindled’

This root ultimately goes back to the same root as Ved. *edh* ‘thrive’ (< ‘shine, glow’? Thieme 1958 = Thieme 1971: I, 1:160-69), though synchronically they should be kept separate.

Although LIV² classifies this root as aoristic, the putative root aorist paradigm is based only on the 1pl.opt. *idhimahi* and the participle *idhanā*-⁹ As recently argued by Lowe

---

⁹The putative aorist subjunctive *idhatē* in RV 7.1.8a *ā yās te agna idhatē ānīkam* “... who makes your face glow, O Agni” is a nonce form, to be interpreted as 3sg. despite the completely irregular accent. Oldenberg
(2012b), quite a large number of putative Vedic root aorist participles are not associated with any finite aorist forms. Root aorists should therefore perhaps not be set up based on such participles only. The putative root aorist optative *idhāmahi (7x) is not as easily dismissed, however. All seven attestation are in cadences of Gāyatrī, Aṣuṣṭubh or Jagatī versets where a heavy initial syllable would be impossible, so there is no doubt that this form is real (and presumably old); while it could theoretically be a replacement of an even older present optative *indhāmahi (optatives to nasal-infix presents are exceedingly rare in the Rigveda) there is hardly any evidence one way or the other. I therefore follow the literature in (tentatively) classifying this form as root aorist optative.

As for the participle *idhān-, Lowe argues that a number of such aorist particles can be interpreted as belonging to a “stative” paradigm, following Kulikov (2006). “Stative” here refers to a type of (synchronously) oppositional passives (bruvé ‘is called’, śṛṇv ‘is heard’, etc.). Kümmel (2000a: 125, fn. 80) proposes that the passive reading of *indhē in RV 7.8.1 may actually reflect a “stative” dentalless *indh-ē (older **indh-ē?), while the active, transitive attestations of *indhē are usually interpreted as reflecting simplified *ind-ādhē with the regular 3sg. middle ending. The passive readings of the putative aorist participle *idhān- could then be explained as belonging to the paradigm of the “stative” present *indh-ē (Kulikov 2006, Lowe 2013).

However, the situation is more complicated. While the designated ya-passive stem of *idh behaves like an agentive passive, with the agent in an adjoined instrumental phrase as in RV 3.26.3 (see Kulikov (2012: 55)), the present *indhē is never unambiguously used as a passive. It rather seems that all instances of alleged passive use of the present stem *indh- can also be
interpreted as anticausatives—that is, they designate a spontaneous, not externally caused event of lighting up. This even holds for Kümmel’s “stative” in RV 7.8.1. I give the entire strophe, since the context makes this even clearer (the hymn is addressed to Agni).

RV 7.8.1:

indhē rājā sām ar, yo nāmobhir  
light.up.3SG.PRES.MID king.NOM PRVB lord.NOM reverences.INSTR

yasya prātikam āhutam ghṛteṇa  
whose face.NOM poured-out.NOM butter.INSTR

nāro havyēbhīr īdate sabādha  
men.NOM sacrifices.INSTR invoke.3PL.PRES.MID eagerly

āgnir āgra uśasām aśoci  
PRVB+Agni.NOM first Uśas.GEN shine.3SG.PASS

“The king, the lord is lighting up amid acclaim, he whose face is drenched in butter. The men are eagerly invoking (him) with sacrifices. Agni shone forth (even) before the Uśas.”

Note that the subject of intransitive idh-clauses like in 7.8.1a is usually Agni/the fire, which is also usually the direct object of the transitive uses of idh. While the (medio)passive uses of non-active voice are often difficult to distinguish from the anticausative readings in languages with a voice system like Vedic (cp. Alexiadou and Doron (2012) on this distinction in Hebrew and Modern Greek), an agentive adjunct phrase is only allowed in the passive. The fact that only the stem idhyā-, but not the stem indh-, allows such a phrase is evidence that only the former is a passive, while the latter can have only an anticausative, but not a passive reading. The same holds for the participles īndhāna- (8x) and (sam)idhānā- (48x). I have not been able to find a case of passive use with an agentive instrumental for either; all passages are compatible with the anticausative reading. While this “double life” of indhē (i.e., both a canonical and a non-canonical reading are possible) is still problematic, an account along the lines of Kümmel and Kulikov is still the most likely, namely that we are dealing with a
dentalless “stative” besides a morphologically younger middle. While the former is usually semantically stative or passive, the latter can be transitive, as in the following examples (cp. Kümmel 1996: 10).

(1) “Stative”—middle pairs

\[
\begin{align*}
grûé & \quad \text{‘is/gets praised’} & grûîê & \quad \text{‘praises’} \\
\hat{sr}ñuvé & \quad \text{‘is heard, famed as’} & \hat{sr}ñuté & \quad \text{‘hears’} \\
bruvé & \quad \text{‘is spoken’} & \hat{brû}té & \quad \text{‘speaks’} \\
[*\ indh-é & \quad \text{‘lights up’} & *\ indh-té & \quad \text{‘lights sth. up’}]
\end{align*}
\]

The same original distribution may be assumed for \textit{idh}, where both \textit{*indh-é} and \textit{*indh-té} fell together as \textit{indhè} in Vedic.

\textit{ī} (\textit{ápa, sám}) ‘drive, move’ (tr.) \quad \textit{\textsuperscript{\textit{h}_2\textit{i-h}_2\textit{g}-}}


\textbf{Pres.} \quad 3sg.pres. \textit{ījate}, ptcp. \textit{ījamāna-}

This neo-root probably continues an old iterative stem of the root \textit{*h}_2\textit{eg} ‘drive’ (Gotō 1987: 90). Although some verbs of motion can broadly be understood as falling under the category of canonical middle uses, the middle morphology on \textit{ī} is unexpected given its causative semantics (cp. RV 6.29.5d below) and the consistent use of active morphology on its (diachronic) derivational basis \textit{āj} ‘drive’ with the same meaning. I have therefore left this verb in the deponent category.

RV 6.29.5d:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
yù\textit{hēvāpsū} & \text{sam-} & \textit{ījamāna} & \text{ūtī} \\
\text{herds.ACC+like} & \text{waters.LOC} & \text{together-drive} & \text{MID.PTCP.NOM help.INSTR}
\end{array}
\]

\textsuperscript{11}Also ‘is praised’, e.g., RV 5.41.10.
“... like one who, with help, drives the herds together in the water.”

\(\tilde{d}\) ‘invoke, implore, praise’ (prá, úpa prá, práti)  
*\(h_2i\)-\(h\ge i\)sd/\(h\)\(\tilde{d}\)sd-


Pres. 1sg. \(\tilde{d}\)ē, 3sg. \(\tilde{d}\)ēte, 3pl. \(\tilde{d}\)ā\(\tilde{d}\)ate, 2sg. \(\tilde{d}\)ē\(\tilde{d}\)ēva, ptcp. \(\tilde{d}\)ā\(\tilde{d}\)ana-
Perf. 3sg. \(\tilde{d}\)ē
Periphr. perf. \(\tilde{d}\)ē\(\tilde{d}\)ē \(\tilde{d}\)akre (B. +)
Nom. Ag. \(\tilde{d}\)ē\(\tilde{d}\)tār- (AV)
Ger., etc. \(\tilde{d}\)ē\(\tilde{d}\)yā- ‘to be praised, praiseworthy’; \(\tilde{d}\)ē\(\tilde{d}\)n,\(\tilde{d}\)y- ‘id.’; \(\tilde{d}\)ē\(\tilde{d}\)tā- ‘praised, invoked’

A reduplicated present of \(h\)\(\tilde{d}\)ē\(\tilde{d}\)sd ‘revere, be in awe’, synchronically treated as a neo-root.

\(\textit{uh}\) ‘praise’  
*\(h\)\(\tilde{d}\)ē\(\tilde{d}\)g\(\tilde{d}\)h-

Lit.: LIV\(^2\): 253, EWA I: 283, Narten (1968a), VIA I: 164f..

Pres. 3pl. \(\tilde{d}\)hate, ptcp. \(\tilde{d}\)ā\(\tilde{d}\)ana- (1x)/\(\tilde{d}\)hā\(\tilde{d}\)na- (1x), 2sg.subj. \(\tilde{d}\)hase, 3sg. \(\tilde{d}\)hate
Aor. 3sg. \(\tilde{d}\)a\(\tilde{d}\)hi\(\tilde{d}\)sta (1x)

See Greek \(\textit{e}\)\(\tilde{d}\)k\(\tilde{d}\)h\(\tilde{d}\)mai.

\(k\)\(\tilde{d}\)\(\tilde{d}\)d ‘arrange sth. (for sbdy), serve (a dish)’  
\[^*\\(\tilde{d}\)\(\tilde{d}\)d\]\


Pres. 1pl. \(k\)\(\tilde{d}\)\(\tilde{d}\)d\(\tilde{d}\)ma\(\tilde{d}\)he (AV 10.6.5)
Perf. 1sg. \(c\)\(\tilde{d}\)\(\tilde{d}\)d\(\tilde{d}\)d, ptcp. \(c\)\(\tilde{d}\)\(\tilde{d}\)d\(\tilde{d}\)d\(\tilde{d}\)nā-
Nom.Ag. \(k\)\(\tilde{d}\)\(\tilde{d}\)ttār-

Only in Indo-Iranian.
gu ‘call, praise’  


Pres.  Int.: 3sg. jóguve, ptcp. jóguvána-

gras ‘devour’  


Pres.  3du.ipv. grásetām

Perf.  Opt.3sg. jagrasāla, ptcp. jagrasāna-

Pass.  Perf.ptcp. jagrasanā- (1x)

Nom.Ag.  [grasitštama- (Nir. VI 8), grastar- (Cl.)]

Ger., etc.  grasitá-

The finite forms of gras are active and transitive, but it is surprising that one of the two Rigvedic attestations of the perfect middle participle has a passive reading. This is unusual for deponents, whose middle participles usually have the same behavior with respect to voice and valency as their active forms. However, the use with an instrumental agent in RV 4.17.1d (= 10.111.9a) makes this the only possible interpretation of jagrasanā-:

RV 4.17.1d

ṣṛjāḥ sīndūṁṛ āhinā jagrasānān
release.2SG streams.ACC snake.INSTR devour.PERF.MID.PTCP.ACC.PL

“You release the streams (which have been) devoured by the snake.”

The second attestation of jagrasanā- in RV 10.94.6 behaves as expected, however. The apparent set-character seen in formations like the verbal adjective grasitá- (later grastá-) must be secondary (cp. Gotō 1987: 129, fn. 151).

The late superlative grasitštama- could be indirect evidence for an agent noun to this root
(grasitar- + superlative suffix -tama-), see Tichy 1995: 75ff. Tichy, however, also points out that -tama- takes both adjectival and substantival derivational bases, and there is no way of telling which one we are dealing with in the case of the putative *grasitar-. The simplex grasar- ‘eclipsor’ (designation of a astronomical constellation), if it indeed belongs here, is not attested until Classical Sanskrit.

tāniṣ ‘push, shake, pull’ *tens


Pres. áya-pres.: 2du. tānisayetha, inf. paritamisayādhyai; int.: 3du.subj.

vitantasāte

Perf. 3pl. tatāsre

Act. Caus.aor. 2du. nirātataṁsatam (1x); ipf. 3sg. ātāṁsayat (VS); aor. ātasat (AV)

Although Jamison (1983: 94) argues that the active VS form ātāṁsayat should be taken as evidence of an originally active causative paradigm, all the Rigvedic forms are formally middle, with the exception of the cryptic past form nirūtataṁsatam in RV 1.120.7b. Kūmml (2000a: 205) hesitates between interpreting this as a pluperfect or a reduplicated aorist. Bendahanman (1993: 130f.) classifies the form as a “perfect preterit” (i.e., a pluperfect), but does not discuss it further. Since there is a well known association between (causative) aya-stems and reduplicated aorists in Vedic (see, e.g., Jamison 1983: 216ff.), I have followed Lubotsky (1997: I, 579) in classifying the form as a reduplicated aorist, but nothing hinges on it.

The verbal forms of this root are all active and transitive, but Schaefer (1994: 126) points out that a number of passages (especially of the intensive forms) support a reciprocal meaning “pull sth. back and forth” (between several people), cp.:
RV 4.23.5d

yē asmin kāmaṃ suyūjaṃ tatasrē
who.nom.pl him.loc wish.acc well.yoked.acc pull.3pl.pers mid

“(The followers) ... who (between them) have pulled their well-yoked wish to/before him.”

If this was the original use of this root, it would explain the preference for middle inflection, since reciprocal use is one of the well-established canonical functions of the middle. However, reciprocity is not recoverable from all passages, which is why I list this verb as synchronic deponent.

trāḥ ‘protect’


Pres. 2sg. trāgase, 3pl. trāgante, ptcpr. trāgayamāṇa-
Aor. 2sg. subj. trāsate, 2du. opt. trāsūthām, ipv. trāsva
Perf. 3sg. tatre
Nom.Agr. trātār-

Only in Indo-Iranian. Narten (1964: 131f.) doubts that the modal s-aorist forms were part of a productive aorist paradigm. The irregular 2du. subjunctive trāsāthe (RV 5.62.6) is a nonce form. The imperatives 2sg. trāsva, 2pl. trādhvam (= OAv. trōzdām) are here interpreted as belonging to the same (marginal) s-aorist stem (following Narten and LIV²), rather than to an otherwise unattested root present (thus, e.g., Whitney (1885), Macdonell (1910); on the late putative root present trāti see likewise Narten (1964: 132), Narten 1968a: 122).

dā/day ‘distribute’


**Pres.** 3sg. dágyate, ptcp. dáyamāna-

**Aor.** 1sg.opt. diśīya

Most discussions of this Vedic neo-root assume that it goes back to an original *éje/o*-present *dh₂-éje/o-. An alternative is offered by Jasanoff (2003: 105ff.), who argues for an original *h₂e-conjugation i-present 3sg. *dēh₂i-e, 3pl. dh₂i-énti. The root shape /day/ could be due to a PIE sound law termed the “AHIHA-rule” (*-AHIHA- ⇒ *-AIHA-; A = any vowel, I = ů or ų) which would result in a short vowel before the glide in the 1sg. of the paradigm, with subsequent analogical extension of the root shape (see Section 6.2.1).

*pat* ‘have power over, rule’  

[*potj-e-]*

**Lit.:** EWA II: 72, VIA I: 430, Kulikov (2012: 324ff.)

**Pres.** 3sg. pátyate, pátyamāna-

While this verb does not exclusively take accusative objects (locative and instrumental also occur), it is the most common object case in the Rigvedic attestations (18 out of 30 instances). I have therefore left it in the deponent class.

*bādh* ‘beset, oppress’  

[*bh₁dh₁]*


**Pres.** 3sg. bādhate, 3pl. bādhante, ptcp. bādhamāna-; int. 3sg. bābadhe, ptcp. bābadhāna-

**Aor.** bādhīsta (1x)

**Perf.** 3sg. babādhē-, ; int.perf. 3sg. babadadhē, ptcp. babadhānā-

**Ger., etc.** bādhilā- ‘beset, hemmed in’, ger. bādhya-
Although LIV\textsuperscript{2}: 68 mechanically sets up a root \textsuperscript{4}vh\textsubscript{1}dh\textsubscript{2}, verbal forms are only found in Indic, which makes the origin of the long vowel difficult to determine. The root is moreover found in Av. auui.bāḍa (intr.sg. of a root noun *bāḍ-, cp. Ved. bāḍh- ‘distress, oppression’, see Hoffmann and Narten 1989: 82). Nominal cognates may furthermore be attested in Balto-Slavic.

Like the other transitive deponents, bāḍh only makes imperfective verbal stems in the Rigveda, the iṅ-aorist bāḍhīṣṭa is attested only once and modelled on the pattern prāthate : aprathīṣṭā (see Narten 1964: 177f., who also discusses later problematic aorist forms of this root).

While the present and the perfect stem (as well as the finite forms of the two intensive stems) are agentive and transitive, four out of the six attestations of the intensive perfect participle badbadhānā- are unambiguously passive.\textsuperscript{12} They all occur in passages relating to the Indra myth and refer to the waters trapped in the mountain, e.g.:

RV 5.32.2

\begin{verbatim}
tvāṁ útsāḥ īrtūbhīr badbadhānāṁ āraṁha
you springs.ACC times.INSTR oppress.INT.PERF.MID-PTCP.ACC.PL release.IPF.2SG
ūḍhaḥ pārvatasya vajrīṁ
udder.NOM mountain.GEN cudgel.bearer.VOC
\end{verbatim}

"You have released the springs (which have been) hemmed in by these times, the udders of the mountain, O cudgel-bearer!"

The participle badbadhānā- in this passage is actually glossed as bābadhyamāna- (that is, with overt passive morphology) by the later commentator Yāśka (Nīr. 10.9, see Gotō 1987: 216, fn. 448).

\textsuperscript{12}The recharacterized stem badbāh- synchronically functions as a perfect of the intensive according to Schaefer (1994: 156); Kümmel (2000b: 331) follows this analysis.
maṁh ‘be generous, give’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>3sg. maṁhate, ptcp. māṁhamāna-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>3sg. māmhe, ptcp. māmahnā-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act.</td>
<td>Caus. māṁhāya-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jamison (1983: 130) argues that the original meaning of the thematic present was ‘be ready’, as seen in the idiomatic phrase dānāya maṁhate ‘is ready to give’, whereas the causative originally meant ‘make ready’. However, already in the Rigveda the meaning of the two stems has largely converged, and the ága-stem no longer functions as a synchronic causative. Moreover, the present stem maṁha- appears with accusative objects in the RV, as in RV 4.31.8. I have therefore left this verb in the deponent class.

RV 4.31.8

... sunvate ... puru cin maṁhase vāsu
pressing.DAT many EMPH give.2SG.PRES.MID goods.ACC

“... you also give many goods to the one who presses (Soma).”

I have followed the literature in keeping this root (at least synchronically) separate from mah ‘be able to’.

rabh, rambh ‘seize’ (ā)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>1sg. rabhe, 3pl. rabhante, ptcp. ā-rāhamāna-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aor.</td>
<td>ārabalha (1x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>1. 3sg. rārabhe; 3pl. rebhiré</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

286
Pass. rabhyāte ‘is seized’ (YV+)

Ger., etc. Ger. rábhya-; sú-sám-rabdha- ‘put together tightly’

Act. 1pl.perf. rarabhımá

I follow LIV²: 411ff. and EWA II: 434f. (pace VIA I: 226) who set up a single root *lembʰ for rabh and the later root rambh ‘seize’ (cp. YV caus. rambhayati), as well as the slightly later (but already Rigvedic) l-version of the root (see labh below). While verbal forms of this root occur only in Indic, nominal forms are also found in Gk. amphi-laphēs ‘wide-spreading, enormous’ and láphūra (n.pl.) ‘spoils’. The formally active 1pl.perf. rarabhımá is attested only once in book VIII and has the same meaning as the deponent middle forms of the perfect. It is conceivable that this form was “activized” to fit the metre by losing the extra syllable of the 1pl.mid. ending (-mahe). Kümmel (2000a: 419), however, takes the active form to be older, and the short reduplication syllable must indeed be original compared to the lengthened reduplication syllable of the perf.mid. rārabhe.

The aorist árbdha is formally ambiguous: the root later makes an s-aorist (e.g., 1sg. ārpsi, AVP) and this is how Whitney (1885: 136) and Macdonell (1910: 379) interpret this form, cp. Narten (1964: 218). However, an old root aorist cannot be excluded. Nevertheless, the aorist paradigm of this root is marginal at best and does not threaten the generalization that “mismatch” verbs in Vedic tend to be restricted to imperfective verbal formations.

labh ‘receive, take’


Perf. 3pl. anv-á-lebhire, ptpc. ā-lebhāná-

Pass. labhyāte ‘is offered’ (YV+)

Ger., etc. á-labdha- ‘taken, seized’
Younger, semantically differentiated form of *rābh*.

**vand** ‘praise’

[?] *yend*


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pres.</strong></td>
<td>3sg. vāndate, ptcpl. vāndamāna-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aor.</strong></td>
<td>3sg. vandi (1x); 1pl.opt. vandiśimāhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perf.</strong></td>
<td>3sg. vavande, 3pl. vavandiré</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pass.</strong></td>
<td>3sg.aor. vandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nom.Ag.</strong></td>
<td>vanditār-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ger., etc.</strong></td>
<td>vanditā- ‘praised’ (AV+), ger. vāndya- ‘praiseworthy’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Act.** | Perf. 1/3sg. vavanda, 1pl. vavandima |

The two perfect active forms attested to this otherwise deponent root have the same meaning as the perfect middle. The active inflection is in all likelihood older (Kümmel 2000a: 452). In terms of diachrony, this means that this verb took only $h_2e$-conjugation endings. In the perfect, these turned into the perfect active endings and a renewed set of perfect middle endings was created. These eventually replaced the older, but now synchronically active endings in cases like *vand*.

Moreover, we find one passive use of the 3sg.pass.aor. *vandi* in RV 10.61.16. While this may not be entirely expected for a mismatch verb (since morphological form and syntactic function actually match), it does confirm the generalization stated in Section 4.2.2: deponent verbs can passivize if passive morphology that is distinct from active morphology is available, as in this case.
RV 10.61.16

ayáṃ stutó rājā vandi vedhāḥ
this praised.nom king.nom praise.3sg.aor.pass worshipper

“This lauded king was praised as (being) a worshipper.”

This availability may vary from verb to verb. Crucially, in the case of vand we also find one attestation of a middle is-aorist in RV 1.82.3, which has precisely the active, transitive syntax expected of a mismatch verb:

RV 1.82.3

susamāśaṁ tāvā vayāṁ māghavan vandīṃāhi
good.appearance.acc you.acc we generous.voc praise.aor.opt.1pl.mid

“We want to praise you (who is) beautiful to look at, generous one!”

Both the passive and is-aorist are relatively new, but isolated formations (Narten 1964: 237, Kümmel 1996: 98), but it is interesting that the availability of a morphological passive/middle distinction was nevertheless exploited in the (very marginal) aorist paradigm of vand.

vas ‘wear (clothes), dress in’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>3sg. vaste, 3pl. vásate, 2sg.ipf. ávästhās, 3pl. ipf. avasran, ptcp. vásāna-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aor.</td>
<td>3sg. (a)vasiśta, ipv. vāsiśva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>3sg. vārase, ptcp. vāvasānā-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act.</td>
<td>Caus. vāsāya-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*avasran* in RV 4.2.19 as belonging to *vas* ‘wear’ rather than *vas* ‘light up’.

RV 4.2.19

ṛtām avasrann uṣāsō vibhātīḥ
thruth.ACC wear.3PL.IPF.PASS dawns.NOM radiant.NOM.PL

“The radiant dawns were wearing (/were clothed in) truth”¹³

The relationship of the “stative” ending -run to the regular 3pl.ipf. in -ata is only briefly discussed by Kümmel. He takes it to be evidence for an old “stative” paradigm of *vaste*, parallel to śāye, śēre ‘lie’ or āste, āsate (vs. YAv. 3pl. āghāire) ‘sit’. While the dentalless middle endings for the latter two are paralleled by Anatolian (Luv. ziŋari ‘lie’, Hitt. ēša(ri) ‘sit’), the root *yes* is otherwise only attested with the renewed 3sg.mid. *-to*. Given the Ved.-Av. pair āsate – āghāire, it is nevertheless possible that RV 4.2.19 preserves the more archaic 3pl. ending.

*sū* ‘give birth to’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pres.</th>
<th>3sg. <em>sūте</em>, 3pl. <em>sūwate</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pass.</td>
<td>? 3sg. <em>sūyata</em> (1x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nom.Ag.</td>
<td><em>sūtrē</em> (AV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ger., etc.</td>
<td>(<em>sū</em>)-śūta- ‘-born’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Act.</td>
<td>3sg.perf. <em>sasūva</em> (3x); fut.ptcp. <em>sūsyntyāḥ</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verbal forms of this root are only found in Indo-Iranian. The present stem may still continue an old middle root present *suH-(t)ör* (cp. Villanueva Svensson 2012: 335), but it

---
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is noteworthy that Avestan has an active nasal infix present *hunāmi* with the same meaning. Together with the fact that old *media tantum* tend to have full grade rather than zero grade, this makes it unlikely that this root was a deponent before the Old Indic stage. In fact, the attested active perfect stem has the same syntactic behavior and meaning as the present stem, so this root could also be classified as a synchronic semi-deponent. Kümmel (2000a: 559) points out that the formal similarity of *sū- : sasūva* to *bhū ‘become’ : babhāva* could mean that the perfect is a relatively young formation (although in that case one would expect it to take the middle endings), and the later root aorist *asūt* (MS) also looks suspiciously similar to the aorist *ābhūt*.

The Rigveda may furthermore have an instance of a formally and functionally passive form of this root in RV 10.132.4 (thus Grassmann 1996: 1562 and Lubotsky 1997: I, 1561):

RV 10.132.4a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>asāv</th>
<th>anyō</th>
<th>asura</th>
<th>sū-ya-ta</th>
<th>dyāus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom.sg</td>
<td>gen</td>
<td>voc. 3sg. mid</td>
<td>heaven</td>
<td>nom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“That other one, the heaven, is born?/consecrated?, O Asura.”

Kulikov (2012: 284f.) points out that all other Vedic occurrences of the passive stem *sūyā-* are usually taken to belong to I. *sū- ‘impel’ and mean ‘be consecrated’ (cp. *rājasūya-* ‘royal consecration). Following, e.g., Narten (1986: 110f.), Gotō (1991: 696), Geldner (1951: III, 364)) he therefore takes *sūyata* in this passage to belong to the same root. I have tentatively grouped this form as a passive of *sū- ‘give birth to’ for now, but must leave the question open.

**B. III Unclear cases**

†kṣ (abhi, āva, sám) ‘see’


**Pres.** 1sg. †kṣe, 3du.ipf. aūkṣetām
Ger., etc. īkšēn-ya- 'worth seeing; to be seen'

Act. Caus. īkṣāyat

This neo-root goes back to a reduplicated desiderative *h3i-h3k*-s(e)-. Although it is only sparsely attested in the Rigveda, it catches on in later Vedic, making a periphrastic perfect īkṣāṃ cakre and an iṣ-aorist aikṣiṣi (cp. Narten 1964: 142). While the imperfect in RV 10.121.6 is unproblematic, the second possible attestation, īkṣe in RV 8.79.9 could also belong to īś ‘have power over’ (see below) and is interpreted as 3sg.pres. of that root by Lubotsky (1997: I, 329). I follow Oldenberg (1912: 140) and Renou (1961: 71) in interpreting the form as 1sg.pres. of īkṣ:

RV 8.79.9ab:

ava yat svē sadhāsthe devānaṁ durmatār īkṣe
PRVB if own.LOC dwelling.LOC gods.GEN. malevolence.ACC.PL see.1SG.PRES.MID

“If I see the malevolence of the gods in my own home”

Semantically, this verb is close to aṣṭe ‘see, perceive’: both should probably be classified as experiencer verbs.

īś ‘have power over, own, rule’ *Hi-Hik-


Pres. 1/3sg. īše, 3pl. īṣiire, ptcp. īśāna- (īśānā-); 3sg. īṭe (1x), 3pl. īṣate (2x)

Nom. Ag. īṣitar- ‘ruler’ (Up. +)

Synchronically a neo-root which is standardly explained as going back to an old perfect (*Hi-Hik- ← *He-Hojk-/Hik-, e.g., LIV²: 223, EWA I: 297). This is confirmed by the occasional “perfect” accentuation of the middle participle, īśānā-. Although this verb usually
takes genitive objects, there is a parallel in transitive use with an accusative relative pronoun between RV 3.18.3c yāvad īse ≈ OAv. yauuat isai “as much as I have power” (Narten 1986: 119, but cp. Oldenberg 1912: 140). Another instance of transitive use is RV 7.37.7a, albeit with a transitivizing preverb:

RV 7.37.7a:

abhī yāṃ devī nīrṭiś cid īse

**to.PRIVB REL.PRON.ACC goddess.NOM Nīrṭi.NOM EMPH have.power.3SG.PRES.MID**

“... over whom even the goddess Nīrṭi has power.”

Because of its syntax (genitive objects) and originally stative semantics (‘hold (power), own’), this verb is therefore probably not a synchronic mismatch verb.

**sac** ‘accompany, follow’  

*sek*³


**Middle**


**Aor.** pctp. *sacānā*- (1x)  

**Active**

**Pres.** 2pl.ipv. *sacatā* (RV 10.75.5);¹⁴ 3sg.pres. *sīkakti*, 3pl. *sāscati*; them.  


**Aor.** 3sg.subj. *sakṣat*, 1pl.opt.mid. *sakṣimāhi*  

**Perf.** 1pl. *saścima*, 3pl. *saścur*, 3pl.mid. *saścirē*  

Although the middle thematic present is old, synchronically this root takes both active

and middle endings, distributed across different stems. It cannot be classified as alternating because the formally active and the formally middle forms share the same syntactic and semantic behavior.

While *sac* takes accusative objects, instrumental ones are more common, e.g.:

RV 9.74.5a:

áraśid AMILY sācamāna ūrmiṇā
to roar.3SG.AOR plant.NOM following.MID.PTCP.NOM wave.INSTR

“The Soma-plant roared, uniting with the wave”

Therefore *sac* (or even just the thematic stem *sācate*) should probably not be classified as deponent both on formal and on semantic grounds.

C. Avestan

Leaving aside hapax legomena and verbs whose meaning is unclear means that the Avestan deponent corpus is rather smaller than that of Vedic and the other languages. The following list is based on Kellens (1984: 19ff.), Kellens (1995), and Kümmel (2014a).


• *caš* ‘teach’ (*kšēkš-s-): pres.: YAv. 3sg. *cašte*, ptcp. *cašāna*-.


• *draṇj* ‘hold on to, grasp’ (*dreb|h*): pres.: YAv. 2sg. *dražahe*, 3sg. *dražaite*, ptcp. *dražimna*-.
   The aiia-causative is formally active. See LIV²: 126, Kellens (1995: 32), EDIV: 76.

• *mad* ‘measure’ (*med*): pres.: YAv. 3pl. *vi-mādiianhta*, subj.: YAv. 3pl. *vi-mādiianhte*,


• *vah* ‘wear’ (*yes*): pres.: OAv. 3sg. *vastē*, ptcp. *vānhaṇa*; them. YAv. 3sg. *vānhaṭa,*

• *raš* ‘injure, damage’ (*hreks*): pres.: YAv. 3pl. *rāsaiēnte*, OAv. inf. *rāsaiēγhē*. The deponent status is uncertain because of the scarcity of attestations, but *rāsaiēnte* in Yt.10.21 is active and transitive (“damage something”) without any “middle” meaning. See LIV²: 505, Kellens (1995: 57), EDIV: 315.
D. Greek

D.I Introduction

The following is a list of Homeric deponents (Iliad and Odyssey). Optional prepositions follow the verb entry; if a verb is attested only with a preposition in Homer, it precedes the verb entry (in brackets). The list follows the Greek alphabet.

Only forms that are syntactically passive are listed under “pass.”. For example, if a verb makes both an s-aorist and a thē-aorist, and both are syntactically active and transitive, the latter will be listed under “aor.” and not under “pass.” despite its traditional classification as “passive aorist”.

D.II Greek deponents

aínunmai (ap(o)-, ex-, sun-) ‘take, seize’


Pres. 3sg. aínutai, 3sg.ipf. aínuto, ptcp. aínúmenos

The root is also attested without the nasal infix in the to-participle éx-aítoa ‘selected’ and belongs to the same root as Toch. A e- /Toch. B aí- ‘give; take (mid.)’ and Hitt. pai- ‘give’, from *p(e)-h₁oj- (Melchert 1989). However, Jasanoff (2003: 94) points out that Anatolian is the only branch of the family in which the root is attested with apparent zero grade,¹⁵ with full grade actually restricted to Hittite (e.g., Pal. pīša-, CLuv. pīya-, Lyc. pije-, etc.). He suggests keeping the Anatolian root separate from Greek and Tocharian and sets up a root *bʰjeH/bʰiH that may also underlie Toch. B pito ‘price’ (Jasanoff 2003: 94, fn. 206). This means that the root of aínunmai may be set up with *h₂ (similarly Beekes 2010: 40 based on Kloekhorst 2008: 615f., who traces the family of Hitt. pai- back to *h₁ep ‘seize, grab’). The consistent full grade of the root may indicate that this verb was a medium tantum already in the proto-language, falling under Villaneuva Svensson (2012)’s generalization that athematic

¹⁵Ved. inóti ‘impels’ belongs to *h₁ej ‘go’, LJIV²: 232f.
middle root presents in PIE had full grade of the root (pace LIV²: 229, fn. 3, where the full grade of aínunai is argued to indicate that the formation may be secondary). The original meaning may well have been canonical “take for oneself”, explaining the middle inflection, but I have left this verb in the deponent class for Greek since the self-benefactive meaning is no longer evident, cp. Od.14.144 with a non-agentive subject:

Od.14.144

allá m’Odussèos póthos aínutai oikhoménoio
but me.ACC+Ulysses.GEN longing seize.3SG.PRES.MID go.PRES.MID.PTCP.GEN

“... but longing for Ulysses (who is) gone seizes me.”

alé(u)omai (hup-, hup-ex-) ‘shun, avoid, flee’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>3pl.ipf. aléon̂ to, 3sg.subj. alé̂ ò tai; 3sg.subj. aleú̂ tai</td>
<td>*h policemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aor.</td>
<td>3sg. aleú̂ ato, ptcp. aleû menos; 2pl.ipv. alé̂ sthe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act.</td>
<td>Pres.ptcp. aluŝ sō̂ n̂ tes, fut.inf. akú̂ xê in, 3sg.aor. éluxe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

anaínomai (ap-) ‘refuse, deny’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>1sg. anaínomai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aor.</td>
<td>3sg. ané̂ nato, 3sg.subj. ané̂ n̂ tai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presumably a denominal verb *ana-ainaomai to aî nos ‘speech, praise’.

arnéomai ‘refuse, deny’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>3sg. arnê ò tai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aor.</td>
<td>Inf. arné̂ sâ thai, 2sg.opt. arné̂ saio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The comparison with OAv. rūrošieintī ‘defect, rebel’ < *h₂ra-h₂rs-ja- and the causative YAv. rāŋhaːiōn ‘cause to rebel’ suggests that the deponent behavior of this verb is an innovation specific to Greek.

**árnnumai (ex-)** ‘carry off, win’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>2du.ipf. arnústhēn, ptpc. arnúmenos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aor.</td>
<td>3pl. áronto (them.); 1pl. ērūmetha (s-aor.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the (thematic) aorist and the present stem are old, cp. Arm. aṟī, pres. aṟnowm. Greek also has an s-aorist in complementary distribution with the thematic aorist; the s-aorist is restricted to augmented forms. Moreover, the aorist forms partially overlap formally with those of acró ‘lift, raise up’ and mutual influence cannot be excluded.

**daíomai** ‘divide, distribute’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>3sg.ipf. daíeto, ptpc. daíómenos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>3pl. dedaíatai (1x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass.</td>
<td>3sg.pres. daíetai, 3pl.perf. dedaíatai, ptpc. daíómenos (2x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom.ag.</td>
<td>PN Daítôr; daírós ‘carver’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This verb goes back to an i-present (cp. Ved. dāyate above); the glide was presumably preserved in analogy with verbal and nominal formations from the same root where it was followed by a stop (e.g., daís, -tós ‘portion’, daiṭē ‘meal’, daírós ‘carver’, etc.) or the -s- of the aorist and future. The active future daísō is attested already in Homer in the meaning ‘will hold a banquet’, as is the aorist stem daíša-. Synchronically, these are treated as belonging to
the inner-Greek present *daímômi* ‘hold a banquet’ and are therefore not listed as active forms of the averbo of *daíomai*. This root and its derivatives are problematic in several respects (see the discussion of their Proto-Indo-European pre-forms in Section 6.2.1). Synchronously, *daíomai* is furthermore conspicuous in that it can be both syntactically active with a direct object (i.e., deponent) and syntactically passive. Of the two Homeric attestations of the finite present stem, one is active and the other one is passive.

Act.: Od.15.140:

pár de Boéthoúdês krēa daíeto kai néme
nearby PART B.NOM meat.ACC divide.3SG.IPF.MID and distribute.3SG.IPF.ACT moíras
portions.ACC

“And nearby the son of Boethous carved up the meat and distributed the portions.”

Pass.: Od.1.48:

allá moi amph’ Odúsēi daíphroni daíetai étor
But me.DAT about Ulysses.DAT skillful.DAT divide.3SG.PRES.MID heart.NOM

“But my heart is divided for/on account of skillful Ulysses”

The perfect in Od.1.23 is likewise passive (“are divided”), as are two instances of the present participle (Od.5.61 and 9.551). The two active passages (Od.15.140, ptcp. daiómēnous in Od.17.332) both take krēa ‘meat’ as direct object. The comparison with Sanskrit suggests that the transitive use is older, so the passive use may be due to an inner-Homeric reanalysis of *daíomai* as an oppositional middle/mediopassive to an unattested active *daítō* (which in turn could be interpreted as underlying the future *daísō* and the aorist édaisa).

**datéomai (apo-)** ‘divide up’

* *dh2-t.*

Pres. 3pl. datéontai, 1pl.subj. datéometha; (3sg.ipf. dasásketo)

Aor. 3sg. edássato, ptcp. dassámenos; 1pl.opt. dasaímetha, inf. dásasthai

Perf. 3sg. dédastai (3x, pass.)

Fut. 3pl. dásontai; 1sg. apo-dássomai

Pass. 3sg. perf. dédastai (3x)

This verb belongs to the same PIE root as daíomai with which it overlaps both in its syntax and meaning. The perfect and the aorist are already found in Mycenaean (perf. PY Vn 20 e-πi-de-da-tο /epi-dedastoi/, aor. PY Wa 917 jo-da-sa-το /hō dasato/, cp. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 538). The three Homeric attestations of the perfect are passive, like the perfect of daíomai, e.g.:

Il.1.125:

allà tâ mén pollōn exepráthomen, tâ dédastai, ...
but that part cities.gen pillage.1pl.aor.act that divide.3sg.perf.mid

“But that which we pillaged from the cities has been divided up, ...”

dékhomai (ana-, apo-, ek-, para-, pros-, hupo-) ‘accept, receive’ *dek


Pres. 3pl. dékhatai, 1pl.ipf. edégmēn, ptcp. dégmenos; 3sg. dékhetai, 1pl.subj. 
dék̄hmētha, 1sg.opt. dekhōimēn; 3pl. deidékhatai

Aor. 3sg. dékto; 3sg. dézato, ptcp. dēzāmenos;

Perf. 2sg.ipv. dédexo, ptcp. dedegmēnos

Fut. 3sg. déxetai

Nom.Ag. déktēs ‘beggar’, déktōr ‘accepter’ (Aesch.), apo-dektēr ‘receiver’ (Xen.)

The s-aorist is attested already in Mycenaean (KN L 641 de-ka-sa-to /deksato/, PY Pn
30 *o-de-ka-sa-to* /hō deksato/), the root aorist may be attested in Myc. KN Le 642 *de-ko-to* /dekto/ (but see Harðarson (1993: 201f.)). Note that the comparison with the other Indo-European languages makes it clear that the deponent/medium tantum behavior was generalized in Greek only. Vedic, for example, has an active Narten present dāṣṭi ‘makes offerings, honors’, a nasal infix present dāṇotī id., and a formally active perfect dadāśa. Other active forms include Latin doceō ‘teach’, discō ‘learn’, Greek dokei ‘seems’, etc. (see LIV² loc.cit.). The Greek deponent behavior can be understood as the grammaticalization of a self-benefactive of this root meaning ‘take, appropriate for oneself’.

*dēlōmaí (dia-)* ‘hurt, spoil, destroy’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aor.</td>
<td>3sg. <em>dēlésetai</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fut.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nom. Ag. *dēētēr* ‘destroyer’ (Hom., Epigr. 14.8)

One of the rare cases of a Homeric deponent without an attested present stem. Most commentators assume that this verb is an *ēje*-iterative-intensive to the root underlying Latin dolō ‘chip, hack’ and dolēō ‘suffer, be in pain’, *del* or *delh₁* (thus LIV²: 114). However, a laryngeal-final root seems to be excluded by the *ēje*-o-present dāλλει ‘harm’ (Hsch.), which could reflect zero grade of the root (cp. also phreno-dalēs ‘mind-destroying’ (Aesch.) and pan-dalētos ‘destroyed’ (Hippon.), all with -ā- in the root syllable), but old R(ā)-ablaut is also possible and does not mean that this verb is “non-IE”, pace Beekes (loc.cit).

*dīemai, dīomai (ex-apo-)* ‘speed, chase off’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3pl. <em>dīentai</em> (itr.), inf. <em>dīesthai</em> (itr.); them.: 1sg.subj. <em>dīōmai</em>, 3sg.opt. <em>dīōito</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres. stem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Act. 3pl.ipf. en-díesan; them. 1sg.ipf. díon

The isolated thematic active form may belong to (or at least be influenced by) deíðō ‘fear’ (aor. díon), cp. GEW, DELG, loc.cit. The two unambiguously athematic forms díentai and en-díesan may go back to an old root present (thus LIV2 loc.cit.), but could also be analogical to hiéntai, hiésan ‘speed, hasten’ (hiémi). Two of the Homeric forms are intransitive (‘speed, hurry’), but the others are transitive (‘chase’). I therefore treat this verb as a synchronic deponent, even though the comparison with other IE languages suggests that the intransitive use is the older one (cp. Ved. dīyanti ‘fly’).

dízēmai ‘seek’


Pres. 2sg. dízēai, ptcp. dízémenos
Fut. 1pl. dízēsōmetha16
Nom. Ag. Zélér ‘avenger’ (Hsch.)

eréptomai ‘bite off, feed on’


Pres. Ptcp. eréptómenos

Beside the present participle, an s-aorist may be attested in Od.20.234 an-érëpsanto (the manuscripts usually have -érëpsanto), cp. GEW, DELG loc.cit.

---

**érūmai, erúomai, rhúomai, rhûmai** ‘protect, guard, defend’  

1. *yer*


| Pres.      | 3sg.ipf. erúeto; 3pl.ipf. rhúato, inf. rhústhai; inf. érūsthai; inf. rhústhai |
| Aor.      | 3sg. eirússato; 3sg. eirússato; 3sg. (er)rúsato; |
| Perf.      | 3pl. eirúatai¹⁷ |
| Fut.       | 3sg. erúsetai |
| Nom.Ag.    | rhúter ‘guard, protector’, rhútor (Aesch.) |

The oldest present stem presumably reflects an ablauting *u*-present that underlies érū-mai < *(y)er-ū- and rhû-mai < *wr(-)ū-, but both the morphology and the phonology of these and the associated forms are problematic, as is the status of the initial digamma, which seems to be missing entirely (DELG, loc.cit., but cp. Solmsen 1901, loc.cit., for a possible solution). van de Laar (2000: 152) proposes a dissimilation of (Proto-Greek) *we-wrû-mai > *e-wrû-mai in the perfect, and analogical introduction of the digamma-less root variant into the present stem. Hackstein (2002: 124f.) posits a root *syrh₃ and claims that this root also underlies Gk. 3pl. órontai ‘are watching over, taking care of’, YAv. nī haraitē ‘preserves’, -haurwaa- ‘watching over’, etc. (cp. LIV²: 534: 1. *ser), and Lat. servō ‘save, protect’. Via metathesis of *gR(H) > *Ru(H) (cp. Mayrhofer 1986: 161f.), this would result in a weak stem variant *sruh₃ which would give Gk. rhū* (rhûmai) directly. Crossing with the full grade variant *syr(o)* could then have given the stem allomorph erū*. Mycenaean, however, preserves initial digamma in -u-ru-to /-wrantoι/ (cp. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 589), which Hackstein explains as analogical reintroduction of the digamma from the full grade forms.

Hackstein’s proposed connection of the Greek forms with the Avestan and Latin forms cited above is controversial, but his core proposal of the metathesis rule must be correct, since structurally there is no good alternative that would give rhū*. See Section 6.3.1 for a longer discussion of possible connections outside of Greek.

¹⁷Synchronically used as present.
eúkhomai (ep-) ‘pray, declare’


Pres. 3sg. eúkhetai, ptcp. eukhómenos
Aor. 3sg. eúzato, 1sg.opt. euxámen, ptcp. euzámenos

The Greek present is usually analyzed as a thematicization of a reduplicated present \(^{*}h_{1}\mu\gamma\nu^{\text{th}}/h_{1}\mu\gamma\nu^{\text{th}}\). (e.g., LIV\(^2\) loc.cit., Lindeman (1972), Hardarson 1993 loc.cit., Villanueva Svensson 2012: 335, fn. 6), cp. Ved. 3pl. óhate ‘they are praising’, uh ‘praise’. The athematic 3sg. eúkto (Thebaís Fr. 3-3), if it is old, could be either an old root aorist or an old athematic imperfect corresponding to the OAv. 3sg. aogodá (Narten 1968a: 11f.). Other athematic forms attested in post-Homeric Greek are, e.g., the 1sg. ēúgmén (Soph.) and the ptcp. eugménos (Hes.). The Mycenaean form eu-ke-to (PY Eb 297, Ep 704) is usually interpreted as thematic 3sg. /eukhetoí/ (cp. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 547).

The post-Homeric perfect ēuktai is passive.

hílúskomai ‘appease’


Pres. 3pl. hílúskontai, inf. hílúskethai; 3pl. híláontai (i)
Aor. ptcp. hilassámenoi (i), 1sg. subj. hílóssomai, 2sg. subj. hilássmai (i), 1pl. hílasóimestha
Act. 2sg.pres.ipv. hůstå ‘be gracious!’; 3sg.pres.subj. hůkěisi

hílúskomai reflects \(^{*}si-slh_{2}^{-}/(\text{ske}/o-)\); the unexpected short root vowel (also in the reduplicated present hilamai (Hom. hym.) ← \(^{*}si-slh_{2}\), whose thematicized variant is attested in Homeric híláontai) must be analogical, maybe to the s-aorist (LIV\(^2\) loc.cit., Beekes loc.cit.,
Klingenschmitt 1970: 78). The perfect ipv. ἱῆθι stands for εὐθῆθι (Hsch.) < *se-slēth₁/ṣlēh₁-
(and note that the perfect is intransitive).

This group of verbs is usually thought to belong to the same root as Latin sōlor ‘console, comfort’, likewise a deponent. However, the Latin verb is ultimately denominal, and the deponent inflection of the Greek and Latin continuants of this root may therefore have arisen independently.

[iptomai] ‘oppress, beset’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aor.</td>
<td>2sg. ēpsao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fut.</td>
<td>3sg. ēpsetai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the rare cases in which a Homeric deponent is attested only in the aorist (but note that there are only three Homeric attestations of this verb and very few post-Homeric ones). The etymology is unclear.

kaínunai (apo-) ‘excel, surpass’

* k/hend


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>3sg. ipf. ekaínuto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>3sg. kékastai, ptcp. kekasménos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

kélosmai ‘exhort, command, drive’

* kel


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>3sg. kéletai, 1sg.opt. keloímēn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fut.</td>
<td>3sg. kelésetaí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I follow Bendahanman (1993: 110ff.) and LIV²: 361f. in grouping the reduplicated aorist *kēkletō with kalēō ‘call’ rather than with *kēlōmai. I also keep *kēllō, okēllō (< *kel-je/o-) ‘drive a ship ashore, land’ (aor. ékelsa) synchronically separate, although they in all likelihood go back to the same root.

**ktōmai** ‘acquire’, perf. ‘hold, possess’  
*tk-eh₁-


- **Aor.** 3sg. ektēsato
- **Perf.** inf. ektēsthai
- **Nom.Ag.** kteāteira f. ‘owner’ (Aesch.)

According to LIV² loc.cit., the neo-root ktē- was abstracted from an old denominative *je/o*-present *tk-eh₂-je/o- which underlies ktōmai. This present, however, is attested relatively late, i.e., Soph., Hdt.+. I therefore follow Jasanoff (2003: 104, fn. 32) in setting up the root as *tkheh₁. This seems to be required by the Ionic present ktōmai anyway; the form ktōmaĩ is presumably analogical to *pāomai ‘acquire’ (fut. pāsomai, perf. pépāmai) < *k/kyeh₂.

**līssomai** ‘beg, pray’  
*lejil


- **Pres.** 1sg. līssomai, 1sg.subj. līssōmai, ptcp. līssōmenos; 3sg.ipf. līssēsketo
- **Aor.** 1sg. ellīsámēn; inf. litēsthai, 1sg.opt. litoimēn

**maĩomai (amphi-, eis-, epi-)** ‘seek’  
*mes


- **Pres.** 3sg.ipf. ep-emaiēto, inf. maĩēsthai, ptcp. maiōmenos
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médomai 'think of, take care of'


Pres. 3spl.lpf. médonto, 3sg subj. médetai, 3sg.opt. médoíato

Fut. 1sg. médosmai

Act. Ptcp. médôn; ptp. médên, both 'ruler, ruling'

I follow the standard practice of having separate entries for médomai and médomai (below), but their semantics and paradigms are similar and warrant the reconstruction of an old middle with Narten ablaut (*méd-/méd-, cp. LIV² loc.cit., Villanueva Svensson 2006) which split into separate paradigms in Greek (for alternative explanations see GEW, l.c., and Beekes 2010, loc.cit.). The active paradigm is only attested in two present participles with a different meaning than the middle ('ruling'), these are almost exclusively restricted to just two Homeric formulae (cp. van de Laar 2000: 214, fn. 768 & 769) and do not cast doubt on the synchronic deponent status of this verb. Note that only médomai regularly takes accusative object; médomai usually takes the genitive.

(epi-)mémphomai 'blame, reproach'


Pres. 3sg. epi-mémphetai

No etymology.

médomai (epi) 'plan, devise'

941).

**Pres.**  
3sg. médetai

**Aor.**  
3sg. (e)mésato

**Fut.**  
2sg. méseai

**Nom.Ag.**  
méstór ‘adviser, counsellor’ (+ gen.)

See médomai above.

**mnáomai, mnómai** ‘be mindful of take care of; court’  
* mnēwód


**Pres. stem**  
3sg. mnātai, 3pl. mnōntai, 3pl.ipf. mnōnto, ptcp. mnōmenos, mnōōmenos; 3sg.ipf. mnāsketo

**Nom.Ag.**  
mnēstér ‘suitor’ (mnēstór, Aesch.)

**Act.**  
Pres. mimnēskō ‘think of, remember’, aor. émnēsa, fut. mnēsō, etc.

Most commentators have connected the Greek root mnā < *mnēwód with PIE *men ‘think’ (Gk. mainomai ‘rage’). The *je/o-present mnáomai (< *mnēwód-jé/ó-) has taken on the new meaning ‘woo, court’ in Homer, the older meaning ‘think of, remember’ is found in the new, secondarily reduplicated present mimnēskō (cp. Anacr. mnēsketai). The s-aorist and future forms as well as the perfect mémnēmaί synchronically belong to mimnēskō rather than to mnáomai.

**olophúromai** ‘lament, bewail’


**Pres.**  
3sg. olophúretaí, ptcp. olophúrómenos

**Aor.**  
3sg.aor. olophúrato
Cp. odúromai, kinúromai, minúromai for the suffix. The root may be the same as that of Arm. otl 'lament', Lith. ulbàoti 'sing' (*Helb?).

ónomai 'scorn'  

Pres.  2sg. ónosai, 3pl. ónontai, 3sg.opt. ónoito
Aor.  1sg. ónosámên; ptcp. onossámenos
Fut.  3sg. onóssetai

The Homeric form ónato (Il.17.25) is a nonce form and cannot be counted as evidence for a present *ónama (see Hackstein 1995: 66).

pénomai (amphi-) 'work at, attend to, toil'  

Pres.  3pl.ipf. pénonto, inf. pénesthai

In the intransitive use, pénomai means 'busy oneself with, toil, work'. The transitive use 'work at something' is mainly found in the phrase daīta pénomai 'prepare a banquet', e.g.:

Od.4.531:

hetérōthi d’anógei daīta pénesthai
other.side. ADV PART+command.3SG.ACT feast.ACC prepare.INF.MID

“... but on the other side he commanded (them) to prepare a feast.”

ponéomai (amphi-) 'work at, attend to'  
(pénomai), Beekes (2010: 1172 (pénomai)).

Pres. 3sg.ipf. poneito, 3pl.ipf. poneonto, ptcp. poneúmenos
Aor. 3sg. ponésato
Perf. 3sg. pepónēlo

Cp. pénomai above; ponéomai (< *sph1-eje/-o-, later act.) has the same range of meanings as pénomai, which it begins to replace already in Homer.

sínomai ‘rob, plunder’

Pres. 3sg. sínetai; 3pl.ipf. sínéskonto
Nom.Ag. sínēs ‘robber, destroyer’

sképtomai ‘look around, examine’ *spek

Pres. 3sg.ipf. sképteto
Aor. Ptcp. skepsúmenos
Nom.Ag. skopós ‘scout, spy’

tínomai (apo-) ‘chastise, punish, take revenge’ *k3(e)-ney/nu-

Pres. 3sg. tínatai, 3pl. tínuntai, 3sg.ipf. ap-etínuto, ptcp. tinúmenos
Nom. Ag. tās ‘avenger’ (Aesch.), tātai (Hsch.)
Act. Pres.inf. tínein (pres. tínō), fut. teisō/tísō, aor. éteisa/étēsa
Homeric tiónmai (for teínumai; this may have replaced older *tiónmai in analogy to the full grade of the s-aorist and future stems (thus LIV2: 380), but an old full grade is also possible, see Wackernagel 1916 (loc.cit.)) continues an athematic middle *nu-present of the root *kwegi ‘punish’. This verb was thematized early on, giving Homeric (alternating) tínō–tínomai < *ting-o- (Attic has tínō, tínomai), but the athematic stem is listed here because it is exclusively deponent.

Greek also has an alternating future and s-aorist stem, the latter may already be attested in the Mycenaean mid-ptcp. qe-ja-me-no /kwegi:menos/ (LIV2 (loc.cit), but has also been argued to reflect a root aorist participle (DELG (loc.cit)).

titúskomai ‘aim at; make ready, prepare’


**Pres.** 3sg.ipf. titúsketo, ptcp. titúskómenos

This verb ultimately belongs to the group of verbs in Greek that go back to PIE *dʰeygʰ ‘be useful, happen to/upon’ and *teuk ‘hit, push’ (e.g., teúkhō ‘make ready, prepare’, aor. eté-tukon; tunkhánō ‘succeed, happen’, aor. étukhon, etc.). The two roots apparently influenced each other and are not always easily distinguishable (cp. LIV2: 148f., 640). The synchronically isolated *ske/o-present titúskomai could go back to either Proto-Gk. *ti-tuk-ske/o- or *ti-tukh-ske/o-.

pseúdomai ‘lie, tell a lie’


**Pres.** 3pl.ipf. pseúdonto, ptcp. pseúdómenos

**Aor.** Ptcp. pseúsámenos

**Fut.** 1sg. pseúsomai

**Nom.Ag.** pseússtēs ‘liar’
Although this verb is usually intransitive, it can occur with direct objects in the meaning ‘tell a lie, lie about sth., belie’, e.g.:

Il.7.351-2:

nūn d’hókria pistâ pseúsámenoi makhoîmêsta
now PART +oaths.ACC faithful.ACC lie.AOR.MID.PTCP.NOM.PL fight.1PL.PRES.MID

“Now we fight, having lied (about) our oaths of faith.”

D. III Unclear cases

This section contains transitive middle-only verbs that should probably be classified as canonical middles synchronically.

 dúnamai ‘be able (to), be strong’


Pres. 1sg. dúnamai, 1sg. opt. dunámēn, ptcp. dunámenos
Aor. 3sg. (e)dunésato; 3sg. dunástē
Fut. 1sg. dunésomai
Nom.Ag. dunástēs ‘ruler’ (Aesch.), dunástōr (Eur.)

In the majority of cases, this verb takes an infinitival complement in a subject control construction. However, in a few cases dúnamai takes an accusative object (usually a pronoun, indefinite adjective, or quantifier), e.g.:

Od.4.237:

Zeûs agathón te kakón te didoî: dúnatai gār
Zeus.NOM good.ACC and bad.ACC and give.3SG.PRES.ACT be.able.3SG.PRES.MID PART
hápanta everything.ACC

“... Zeus gives good and bad (things): For he can do everything.”
Note that both the s-aorist and the thē-aorist have the same meaning (that is, the latter is not “passive”).

ōssomai (epī-, proti-) ‘see, sense’  


Middle

Pres. 3sg. ósseto, ptcp. ossómenos
Fut. 3sg. ópsetai, ptcp. opsómenos

Active

Pres. [horāō]
Perf. ópōpa

The present óssomai (< *h₃kʰ-je/ō-) is replaced by the suppletive verb horāō (< *sor-āie/o-) in Greek, the other stems based on Gk. op- < *h₃kʰ are semantically closer to horāō than to óssomai.

patéomai ‘taste, eat’  


Aor. 1sg. pasámēn, 3pl. pásanto, inf. pásasthai; ptcp. passámenos, inf. pāssasthai
Perf. 1sg.pluperf. pepásmēn

The handbooks mostly assume a connection with *peh₂ ‘protect’ (cp. Hitt. pahš-), the formation could be ultimately denominal to a nominal stem *ph₂-t(o)- → *ph₂-t-ėje/o-; the s-aorist has taken over the root vocalism of the present stem. This verb takes both accusative
and (partitive) genitive objects; the middle inflection could be due to influence by the semantically related verb *geúomai*, since verbs with this meaning usually take active morphology in Greek (cp. 6.3.3).

**D.IV Denominal and dejectival deponents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Aorist</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>aitiáomai</em></td>
<td><em>eirýázeto</em></td>
<td>‘accuse, blame’</td>
<td><em>aítios</em> ‘responsible’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>akéomai</em> (ex-)</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘heal, repair’</td>
<td><em>ákos</em> ‘cure’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gounázomai</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘implore’</td>
<td><em>gónu</em> ‘knee’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gounóomai</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ergázomai</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘work’</td>
<td><em>érgon</em> ‘work’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/lóbaomai/</td>
<td>2pl. <em>lóbēsasthe</em></td>
<td>‘outrage, mistreat’</td>
<td><em>lóbē</em> ‘outrage’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>manteúomai</em></td>
<td><em>manteúisato</em></td>
<td>‘prophesy’</td>
<td><em>mántis</em> ‘prophet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mētiomai</em></td>
<td>3pl. <em>emētisanto</em></td>
<td>‘devise’</td>
<td><em>mētis</em> ‘wisdom, skill’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>muthéomai</em> (apo-)</td>
<td><em>mūthēsato</em></td>
<td>‘relate, tell’</td>
<td><em>mūthos</em> ‘speech, tale’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>odiáromai</em></td>
<td>ptcp. <em>odusámenos</em></td>
<td>‘lament, bewail’</td>
<td><em>ódānē</em> ‘pain’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>oinizomai</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘procure wine’</td>
<td><em>oinos</em> ‘wine’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dia-skipiáomai</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘spy out’</td>
<td><em>skopiā</em> ‘look-out place’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>teknaíromai</em></td>
<td><em>tekmērato</em></td>
<td>‘assign, ordain’</td>
<td><em>tékmar</em> ‘mark, sign’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tektaínomai/</td>
<td><em>tektilnato</em></td>
<td>‘do carpentry’</td>
<td><em>téktēn</em> ‘carpenter’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kharizomai</em></td>
<td>opt. <em>kharisaito</em></td>
<td>‘bestow, gratify’</td>
<td><em>khāris</em> ‘grace, favor’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E. Latin

E.I Introduction

The following list of Old Latin deponents is based on Flobert (1975). The focus is on Plautus, forms that are found outside of Plautus (e.g., Ennius, Naevius, etc.) are specifically indicated. As before, only syntactically passive forms are listed as “pass.” I depart from previous practise here and list compound verbs with preverbs as separate subentries of the main verb.

E.II Latin deponents

*a*psi-cor* ‘reach, attain, seize’


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td><em>apiscitur</em> (pass.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>aptus sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass.</td>
<td><em>apiscitur</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fin.</td>
<td>Inf. <em>apisci</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unextended *ap/*ēp is found in OLat. *apia* ‘bind together, fasten’ and co-*ēpiō, co-ēpī* ‘begin’ (cp. Vine 2012: 9, Leumann 1977: 119). The perf.ptcp. *aptus* may originally belong to *h2ēp* ‘fit’ (so LIV, loc.cit.), but is synchronically used as perfect participle of *apia-cor*.

The only present stem form in Plautus is actually used as passive (i.e., non-deponent):

Plautus, *Trinummus* 2.2:

Non aetate, verum ingenio *apiscitur* sapientia
NEG age.ABL but character.ABL attain.3SG.PRES.PASS wisdom.NOM

“Not through age, but through one’s character is wisdom attained.”

Hofmann (1910: 12, 32) and DELL loc.cit. posit a backformed active *apia* based on these passive readings. While we do not find formally and functionally active forms of this
verb at this stage of Latin, this nevertheless seems warranted given that we we find formally active *indipīscō* (see below). This suggests that there was some pressure to turn this verb into an alternating verb early on, starting from the non-finite formations.

- **adipīscor** ‘arrive at, reach, obtain’
  
  *ad-ap-

  Lit.: See *āpīscor*.


- **indipīscor** ‘seize’
  
  *end(o)-ap

  Lit.: See *āpīscor*.

  Pres. 1sg. *indipiscor*, 1sg.subj. *indipiscar* (+gen.),
  
  Perf. *indeptus est*

  Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. *indeptus*, inf. *indipisci*

  Act. 2sg.pres. *indipīsces*, 3sg.pres. *indipīscet*

Hofmann (loc.cit.) suspects that the active forms (Plaut., *As. 2.2* and *Aul. 4.10*) are due to metrical requirements.

- **redipīscor** ‘recover’ (hapax)
  
  Lit.: See *āpīscor*.

  Non-fin. Inf. *redipisci*

*aspernōr* ‘reject, spurn’

*sp-hern(e)-H-


Pres. 3sg. *aspernātur*, 2sg.subj. *aspernēris*

Non-fin. Inf. *aspernārī*
Intensive/durative of *spērniō* ‘push away, reject’.

*caluor* ‘lie, deceive’


Pres. 3sg. *caluitur*

Hapax in Plautus and rare in later texts, but included here because it also occurs once in the Twelve Tables (itr., *Tab. I, 2*, Flach 2004: 38ff.).

*com-miniscor* ‘imagine, invent’


Perf. 3sg. *commentust* (*< commentus est*), *commenta est*

Pass. *commentum fest* ‘it was devised’

Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. *commentus*, -a, -am, inf. *comminisci*

*minīscor* presumably goes back to the *-skē/o*-extended stem *ṃ-jē/ō*- seen in Ved. *mānyate* ‘thinks’, Gk. *mainomai* ‘rage’, OIr. *mainethar* ‘believes’, etc. Its perfect participle *commentus* may underlie the denominative formation *commentor* ‘study, think about’ (see E.III below). It displays consistent deponent behavior in Plautus’ works, with the exception of the following passage, in which the perfect participle has a passive reading:

Plautus, *Truculentus* 2.5:

edepol *commentum* male
EXCL deviset PART.PERC NOM.SG.N deviously

“Truly, it was deviously devised.”
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• re-comminisci*cor 'recall, remember' (hapax)

Pres.
1sg. subj. recomminisci*

cónor 'attempt, try, undertake' (inf.)

*kenh₁

De Vaan (2008: 130f.).

Pres.
2sg. cónārē

Perf.
cónātus sum

Non-fin.
Perf. ptcp. cónātus, inf. cónāri

The five instances of this verb in Plautus are absolute or constructed with the infinitive,
but I include this verb here because it is later also attested with accusative objects. The
participle (acc.pl.n.) cónātā in Merc. 39 has a passive reading (Hofmann 1910: 16).

As for the etymology, LIV²: 352 posits a *je/o-stem with R(ō)-grade, of the type Lat.
sōpīre 'put to sleep' < *syōp-je/o-, Gk. póleomai 'go up and down' < *kбыόλh₁-je/o-.
Vine (1998), on the other hand, suggests that this verb could be an old denominative to a feminine
adjectival abstract *kόn-eh₂ ('freshness', cp. Gk. kainós 'fresh'), but concedes that this derivational
basis is not attested anywhere. Given that Weiss (To appear) argues convincingly that
Lat. sōpīre is better explained as a backformation from the *to-adjective sōpītus, itself a "de-
casative" derivative *syōp-ih₁-to- from the instrumental of a (lengthened grade) acrostatic
on de-instrumental stems in general), a parallel denominative origin of cónor is nevertheless
more likely, especially since the R(ō)-je/o-"causative-iterative" class posited by LIV² is not
universally accepted.

despicer 'despise, disdain'

*spek'-je/o-

578f.).
Pres. 3sg. despicātur
Pass. Perf.ptcp.f.sg. despicāta (1x)
Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. despicāta (1x; pass)

See cônspicor and suspicor. The only attestation of the perfect participle in Plautus has a passive reading (cp. Hofmann 1910: 14):

Plautus, Casina 189:

Vir me habet pessumīs despicatam modis
husband.NOM me.ACC has worst.ABL.PL disdained.PERF.PTCP.ACC.F manner.ABL.PL

“My husband holds me in disdain in the worst manner” (lit. “has/holds me_i disdained.”)\(^\text{18}\)

*fateor* ‘confess, acknowledge’


Pres. 1sg. fateor, 2sg. fatēre, 3sg. fatētur, 1sg.subj. fatear
Perf. 3sg.m. fassust, 3sg.f. fassa est
Fut. 1sg. fatēbor
Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. fassus, -a, -um, inf. fatērī

Descriptively, this verb goes back to an *e\text{ie}/o- (or *e\text{ie}/o-, cp. Jasanoff 2004) stem made to the t-extended version of the root *bh2\text{e}h2 ‘speak’ (Lat. fārī, Gk. phēmí, etc.), which could either be a root noun (-)bh2\text{h}t- or maybe the to-participle *bh2\text{h}t-to- (Gk. phatós). As for the stem formation, LEW (loc.cit.) cite Gk. patēomai ‘taste, eat’ < *ph2-t-e\text{ie}/o- for comparison (cf. also Gk. datēomai ‘divide up’).

\(^{18}\)Although this construction later gave the periphrastic have+PPP perfect in the Romance languages, it should not be translated as such here because the participle still agrees with the object, and not the subject.
• **cōnfiteor** 'acknowledge, grant, concede'

Lit.: See *fateor*.

Perf. 3sg.m. *confessus est*, 3sg.subj.m. *confessus sit*  

The earliest attestation of the participle *cōnfitēsus* in the Twelve Tables (*Duodecim tabularum leges = Tab.*) has a passive reading (Hofmann 1910: 13, Flach 2004: 70ff.):

*Tab. III:*

aeris confessi rebus–que iure indicatis
payments.DAT acknowledged.GEN case.DAT.PL=and adjudged.DAT.PL court.ABL
triginta dies iusti sunto.
30 days right.GEN be.3PL.IPV

“For the payment of an acknowledged [debt] and for a case adjudged by a court there shall be 30 days of legal respite.”

• **profiteor** 'declare, confess'

Lit.: See *fateor*.

Pres. 3sg. *profītētur*  
Non-fin. Inf. *profītērī*

Attested twice in Plautus, both times intransitive.

* for 'speak, say'  

Pres. 3sg. *fātur* (Enn.)  
This paradigm is famously defective in its finite forms, only the 3sg. \textit{fātur} and the 3pl. \textit{fantur} actually occur. However, there can be no doubt that this verb was active and transitive, the first attestation of \textit{fātur} (Ennius, \textit{Ann.} 360, see Vahlen 1928: 64, Warmington 1935: 130f.) introduces direct speech and all the early instances of \textit{effor} and \textit{profor} (see below) are active. This also holds for the non-finite forms, which later switch to being passive (cp. DELL, loc.cit.).

- \textit{effor} 'speak out, declare'

  \textbf{Lit.}: See \textit{for}.

  \textbf{Pres.} 3sg. \textit{effātur} (Enn.)
  
  \textbf{Non-fin.} Perf.ptcp. \textit{effātus} (<\textit{ecfatus}>, Enn.), inf. \textit{effārī} (<\textit{ecfari}>, Enn.)

The earliest attestation of the perfect participle is active and transitive (see Warmington 1935: 16f.):

Ennius, \textit{Ann.} I 47:

\begin{verbatim}
haec effatus pater, germana, repente
this.ACC declared.PERF.PTCP.NOM.SG.M father.NOM sister.VOC suddenly
recessit withdraw.3SG.PERF.ACT
\end{verbatim}

"Having declared this, my sister, father suddenly withdrew."

- \textit{profor} 'announce, declare, foretell'

  \textbf{Lit.}: See \textit{for}.

  \textbf{Perf.} 3sg.f. \textit{profāta est} (Liv.Andr.)
  
  \textbf{Non-fin.} \textit{profātus}, -a, (Enn., Liv.Andr.)

The periphrastic perfect in Livius Andronicus patterns as expected in being syntacti-
cally active (see Warmington 1936: 28f., Livingston 2004: 7ff. on this passage):

Livius Andronicus, *Odissia* 10:

quando dies adveniet quem profata Morta
when day come.3sg.fut which.acc foretoldperf.ptcp.nom.sg.f Morta.nom
est be.3sg.pres

“When the day comes which Morta has foretold ...”

*fungor* ‘perform, carry out; enjoy’

*by²_e_yg*


**Non-fin.** Inf. *fungi*, inf. *fungier*

While this verb takes accusative objects in the earlier stages of Latin, its later syntax and meaning resemble that of *fruor* ‘enjoy’ (+ abl.). However, Wackernagel 2009: 95f. (= Wackernagel 1920: I, 68) argues that the comparison with Skt. *bhúkté* ‘enjoys’ (+ acc. & instr.) shows that both the use with structural case (acc.) and inherent case (abl. or instr.) must be old.

*hortor* (*horior*) ‘incite, encourage’

*cg₃_er*


**Ipf.** 3sg. *hortábátur*

**Fut.** 3sg. *hortábítur*
Non-fin. Inf. hortārī, inf. hortarier
Nom.Ag. hortātor ‘inciter’

Commentators agree that horior (Enn., Ann. 432) \( \Leftarrow ^{*}h\text{-}je/o- \) (cp. Meiser 1998: 63) represents the older stem (which has formal cognates in, e.g., Ved. háryati ‘likes, is happy about sth.’ and Gk. khaírō ‘rejoice’, but note that the meaning does not match). This stem was then replaced by the “frequentative-intensive” (DELL, loc.cit.) horitor, which gave syncopated hortor. Neither stem has an old perfect.

- **adhortor** ‘encourage’
  
  **Lit.** See hortor.
  
  **Pres.** 3sg. adhortātur

- **dehortor** ‘dissuade, discourage’
  
  **Lit.** See hortor.
  
  **Pres.** 1sg. dehortor, 3sg. dē mē hortātur (Enn. Ann. 381)
  
  **Non-fin.** Inf. dehortārī

**imitor** ‘imitate’

**Lit.** LEW: I, 17 (aemulus); 689 (imāgō), DELL: 309 (imāgō), Flobert (1975: 64), De Vaan (2008: 298 (imāgō)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pres.</th>
<th>3sg. imitātur, 1sg.subj. imiter, 1pl.subj. imitēmur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fut.</td>
<td>1sg. imitābor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fin.</td>
<td>Inf. imitārī, inf. imitārier, ger. imitandum (Enn.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act.</td>
<td>1sg.fut. imitābō (Liv. Andr., Trag. 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possibly the intensive of an unattested verb *imor* (LEW: I, 17).
*licitor* ‘offer, make a bid’


**Pres.** 2sg.subj. *licitēre*, 3pl. *licitantur* (Enn.)

This rare and furthermore intransitive verb is included here because of its more common, transitive derivative *pollicitor*; *licitor* itself is an intensive formation to the likewise intransitive *liceor* ‘make a bid’ (cp. *polliceor* below).

- **pollicitor** ‘promise’ (< *por-lik-*)
  
  Lit.: See *licitor*.
  
  **Pres.** 2sg.subj. *pollicitēre*
  
  **Fut.** 1sg. *pollicitābor*
  
  **Non-fin.** Inf. *pollicitārī*, inf. *pollicitārier*

Usually construed with the infinitive or absolutely, but one passage in Plautus has a direct object (*Mil.* 879).

*loquor* ‘speak, say’


3sg.subj. *loquātur*, 3pl.subj. *loquāntur*
  
  **Ipf.** 1sg. *loquēbar*, 1sg.subj. *loquerer*, 3pl.subj. *loquerēntur*
  
  **Fut.** 1sg. *loquar*, 3pl. *loquentur*
  
  **Perf.** 1sg.f. *locūla sum*, 3sg.m. *locūtus est*, 3pl.m. *locūtī sunt*
  
sup. *locūtū*
Loquor is the best-attested deponent in Plautus (259 instances, 104 with accusative objects according to Flobert, loc.cit.) and, like sequor ‘follow’ (178 instances), has a late and relatively rare perfect (8 instances, not counting the preverb compounds, cf. below); the perfect participle itself is modelled on the type solūtus, volūtus, etc. (cf. Flobert, De Vaan, loc.cit.).

- adloquor, alloquor ‘speak to, address’

  Lit.: See loquor.

  Pres. 1sg. adloquor, 2sg.ivp. adloquere, 1sgsubj. adloquar (all-)
  Non-fin. Inf. adloqui (all-)

- conloquor, colloquor ‘talk to, converse with’

  Lit.: See loquor.

  Pres. 3pl. colloquuntur, 1sg.subj. conloquar, 3sg.subj. conloquētur
  Fut. 1sg. conloquar
  Perf. 2sg. conlocūtū’s
  Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. conlocūtūs, Inf. conloqui (coll-)

- ēloquor ‘speak out, declare’

  Lit.: See loquor.

  Pres. 1sg. ēloquor, 3sg. ēloquītur, 2sg.ivp. ēloquere, 1pl.subj. ēloquāmur
  Ipf. 3sg.subj. ēloquerētur (Emn.), 3pl.subj. ēloquerēntur
  Fut. 1sg. ēloquar
  Perf. 1sg.m. ēlocūtus sum, 3sg.m. ēlocūtus, 3sg.f. ēlocūta est,
  1sg.pluperf.subj.m. ēlocūtus essem
  Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. ēlocūtus, -a, -um, inf. ēloqui
• prōloquor ‘speak out, declare’
   Lit.: See loquor.
   Pres. 1sg. proloquor
   Fut. 1sg. proloquar
   Perf. 3sg.m. prolocūtus est
   Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. prolocūtus, -a, -am, inf. proloqui

• transloquor, trúloquor ‘recount, talk over’ (hapax)
   Lit.: See loquor.
   Non-fin. Inf. trúloqui (trans-)

Itr./oblique objects: obloquor ‘cut off’, praeloquor ‘speak first’.

meditor ‘reflect on, muse about’

   Pres. 3sg. meditātur, 1pl.subj. meditēmur
   Ipf. 1sg. meditābar
   Fut. 1sg. meditābor
   Perf. 1sg.m. meditātus sum, 1pl.m. meditātī sumus, 3pl.m. meditātī sunt
   Pass. 3pl.perf.m. meditātī sunt, perf.ptcp.acc.sg.f. meditātam “thought out, planned, prepared”
   Non-fin. meditātus, -a, -um, inf. meditārī

This verb is generally considered an iterative-intensive formation to medeōr ‘heal, cure’, probably from an earlier meaning ‘take care of’ (cp. Gk. médomai ‘be mindful of’). While the finite forms are active and usually transitive, the perfect participle has a passive reading in its attributive use (see Hofmann 1910: 14 for more passages), e.g.:
Plautus, *Miles glorigus* 903:

Proba meditatam utramque duco
thoroughly prepared.PERF.PTCP.ACC.F each.ACC.F lead.1SG.PRES

“I lead each of them here thoroughly prepared.”

However, this passive reading of the perfect participle is not restricted to non-finite contexts, as the following passive instance of a 3pl. perfect shows:

Plautus, *Pseudolus* 941:

meditati sunt mihi doli docte
preparedPERF.PTCP.NOM.PL be.3PL.PRES me.DAT plans.NOM.PL cleverly

“My plans are cleverly prepared”

Nevertheless, the third person of the perfect can also have the expected active reading, e.g.:

Plautus, *Persa* 4,2 465-6:

Tragici et comici numquamaeque sunt meditati
tragedians and comedians never equally be.3PL.PRES preparedPERF.PTCP.NOM.PL

“Tragedians and comedians have never prepared themselves quite as well.”

Note that the context makes it clear that the “actors” in this passage have prepared themselves (= have reflected on their roles), in contrast to *Mil.* 903 cited above, where they have received instructions from somebody else. The passive reading of the participle also underlies the adverb *meditātē* ‘in a well-prepared manner, thoroughly’.
\textit{minitor} ‘threaten’


| Fut. | 1sg. \textit{minitābor} |
| Non-fin. | Inf. \textit{minitāriā}, \textit{minitēriā} |
| Act. | 2sg.pres. \textit{minitās} (also Liv. Andr.), 2sg.ipf. \textit{minitābas} |

Intensive of \textit{minor} ‘be threatening’; see Hofmann (1910: 41) for a collection of the passages with formally active forms.

\textit{minor} ‘jut forth, be threatening, threaten sbdy. (dat.) with sth. (acc)’


| Pres. | 2sg. \textit{mināre}, 3sg. \textit{minātur} |
| Perf. | 3sg.m. \textit{minātus est} |
| Non-fin. | Perf.ptcp. \textit{minātus, -a, -um} |

This verb is a denominative of \textit{minae} ‘threats’ and usually takes only dative objects, but is included here because of its derivative \textit{minitor} (see above), which is more common already in Plautus (also in \textit{commīnitor} ‘threaten’ (1x), \textit{ēminor} ‘chase away with threats’ (1x), \textit{interminor} ‘interrupt with threats’ (4x)).

\textit{nancīscor} ‘reach, obtain, get’


| Pres. | 3pl. \textit{nancīscuntur} (Enn.) |
**Perf.**  2sg.m./f. nactus/nacta es, 3sg.m. nactus est, 3pl.m. nantē sunt, 1sg.pluperf.m. nactus esset, 2sg.fut.m. nactus eris

**Non-fin.**  Perf.ptcp. na(n)etus, -a, -um, inf. nancīscī inf. nancīscier

LIV² suggests a blend between an old nasal infix present of *h₂negēk and a *je/o-present to account for the Proto-Italic stem *nank-ē > Lat. nancior (cf. García Ramón 1999a for a detailed discussion of the phonological and semantic problems), which in Latin was extended to *nank-ē-sk-. Nancior ‘attain’ (also renancior and act. nanciō) is sparsely attested, e.g., Festus 166, 29: nancitor in XII (inc. 1) nactus erit, praen-derit., etc. (Lindsay 1913: 166, see also Hofmann 1910: 42f., Flobert 1975: 59, García Ramón 1999a: 63, fn. 67).

**oppeerior** ‘wait, await, expect’


**Pres.**  2sg.ipv. oppēriēre, 3sg. oppēriār, 1sg.subj. oppēriār, 2sg.subj. oppēriāre, 1pl.subj. oppēriāmur

**Fut.**  1sg. oppēriār

**Perf.**  1sg.m. oppēriātus sum

**Non-fin.**  Perf.ptcp. oppēriātus, -a, -um (later: oppertus)

*Oppèrior* can be transitive or intransitive. The simplex *perior* ‘experience, undergo’ is attested only once in Plautus:

Plautus, *Persa* 270-1:

nil iam mihi novi offerre potest, quin sim  
nothing now me.DAT new.GEN bring.INF can.3SG REL.NEG be.1SG.SUBJ  
peritus  
experienced.PERF.PTCP.NOM.SG.M

“Nothing new can he bring before me now that I have not already experienced.”
Perior was replaced by experior ‘experience’ early on (53x in Plautus); I exclude this verb here because it is an experiencer verb.\(^{19}\)

The etymology is contested; LEW and DELL loc.cit. suggest a connection with 1. *per ‘cross over, traverse’ (Ved. pēparti ‘helps across’, Gk. peirō ‘pierce’, peira ‘attempt’); De Vaan (2008: 445) groups perior with pariō ‘give birth; create; acquire’ < *perh₃.

**polliceor** ‘promise, offer’

\(^{(?)\text{*leik}}\)


- **Pres.** 1sg. polliceor, 2sg. pollicēre, 3sg. pollicētur, 1pl. pollicēmur, 3pl. pollicērentur (Enn.), 1sg.subj. pollicear
- **Ipf.** 1sg.subj. pollicērer
- **Perf.** 3sg.m. pollicitust
- **Non-fin.** Perf.ptcp. pollicitus, -a, -um, inf. pollicērī

Usually transitive or construed with an infinitive, but Nussbaum (1994) argues in detail that the original use of \(\text{(pol)}\)liceor was intransitive (cp. intransitive licēminī in Plautus, Stich. 221 and pollicitust ‘he made a bid’ (itr.) in Merc. 439); see also licitor above.

**queror** ‘complain, lament, bewail sth.’

\(^{*\text{kyes}}\)


- **Pres.** 1sg. queror, 2sg.ipv. querere, 3sg. queritur
- **Non-fin.** Inf. querī, sup. questum

\(^{19}\text{In fact, the experiencer verb.}\)
• *conqueror* ‘lament, deplore sth.’

Lit.: See queror.

Pres. 1sg. conqueror, 3sg. conqueritur

*sector* ‘follow, pursue’


Pres. 1sg. sector

Perf. 1sg.m. sectátus sim, 3sg.subj.m. sectátus sit

Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. sectátus, -a, -um, inf. sectárius / sectári

Intensive of sequor.

• *adsector* ‘attend, follow’

Lit.: See sector.


• *cōnsector* ‘attend, pursue’

Lit.: See sector.

Pres. 2sg. cōnsectāre, 3sg. cōnsectātur, 3pl. cōnsectantur

Non-fin. Inf. cōnsectarier

Occasionally has used as passive in Plautus (Hofmann 1910: 33).

• *īnsector* ‘pursue’

Lit.: See sector.

Pres. 3sg. īnsectātur
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg. subj.</td>
<td>āsectārēr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg. m.</td>
<td>āsectātus est</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf. ptc.</td>
<td>āsectātus, -a, -um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>3sg. fut. āsectābit (2x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- persectōr ‘follow’
  Lit.: See sectōr.

Inf. persectārī

sequōr ‘follow’

Pres. 1sg. sequōr, 2sg.ind./ipv. sequēre, 3sg. sequītur, 3pl. secuntur, 2pl.ipv. sequiminē, 1sg.subj. sequar, 3sg.subj. sequātur

Inf. sequī, ger. secundus, -a, -um

Construed absolutely or with accusative objects; the perfect participle secūtus (see the compound forms below), like that of loquōr, is recent and modeled on, e.g., solūtus, volūtus, etc.

- adsequōr ‘pursue, follow closely’
  Lit.: See sequōr.

Pres. 3sg. adsequītur, 2sg. ipv. adsequere

Fut. 1sg. adsequār

- cōnsequōr ‘accompany, pursue’
  Lit.: See sequōr.

Pres. 3sg. cōnsequītur, 2sg. ipv. cōnsequere, 2pl. ipv. cōnsequiminē, 3sg.subj. cōnsequātur, 1pl.subj. cōnsequāmur
Perf.  3sg.m. cōnsecūtūst
Non-fin.  cōnsequī

- **exequor** 'follow through, carry out'
  Lit.: See sequor.

Pres.  1sg. exequor, 3sg. exsequitur, 3pl. exsequontur, 1sg.subj. exsequar, 2sg.subj. exsequāre, 1pl.subj. exsequāmur
Fut.  1sg. exsequar
Perf.  1sg.f. exsecūta sum
Non-fin.  ex(s)equī

- **obsequor** 'yield to, obey' (+dat., acc.)
  Lit.: See sequor.

Pres.  1sg. obsequor, 3sg. obsequitur, 2sg.ipv. obsequere, 1sg.subj. obsequar, 2sg.subj. obsequāre
Ipf.  3pl. obsequebantur (Enn.)
Perf.  3sg.f. obsecūlast
Non-fin.  Pres.ptcp. opsequēns, Perf.ptcp. obsecūlus, -a, -um, inf. obsequī (Enn.)

- **persequor** 'follow, pursue'
  Lit.: See sequor.

Pres.  1sg. persequor, 1pl. persequimur, 1sg.subj. persequar, 2sg.subj. persequātur, 1pl.subj. persequāmur
Non-fin.  Pres.ptcp. persequēns, Perf.ptcp. persecūlus, -a, -um, inf. persequī
- **subsequor** 'follow closely'

  Lit.: See sequor.

  **Pres.** 1sg. subsequor, 3sg. subsequeitur, 2sg.ipv. subsequere

  **Fut.** subsequar

  **sōlor** 'console, comfort'  


  **Pres.** 3sg. solātur, sgsubj. solētur

  Sōlor is usually connected with Gk. hilāskomai 'appease', hūlēmi 'am gracious', etc., and thus with *selh₂ (LIV²: 530). Vine (loc.cit.) suggests that the Latin verb goes back to a denominative derivative from a lengthened grade *eh₂-stem, thus *sōlh₂-eh₂ 'consolation' → *sōlh₂-eh₂-je/o- 'console' (cf. Gk. lōbē 'outrage' → lōbáomai 'mistreat, insult').

  - **cōnsolor** 'console, comfort'

    Lit.: See solor.

    **Pres.** 3sg. cōnsolātur, 1sgsubj. consoler

    **Non-fin.** Ger. cōnsolāndus, inf. cōnsolārī

  **suspicor** 'suspect' (+inf., acc. (rare))  


  **Pres.** 1sg. suspicor, 3sg. suspicātur, 2pl. supicāmini, 1sgsubj. suspicer,

  3sgsubj. suspicētur, 3plsubj. suspicēntur

  **Ipf.** 1sg. suspicābar

  **Fut.** 3sg. suspicābitur

  **Perf.** 2sgm. supicātus es
Non-fin.  Inf. suspicāriēr, suspicārī

Act.  2sgsubj. suspicēs (Plaut., Cas. 394)

See cōnspicor and dēspicor.

tueor, tuor ‘protect, watch’  


Pres.  1sg. tueor/tuor (Eth.)

Non-fin.  (Perf. ptc. tūtus, -a, -um), ger. tuendus, -a, um (Plaut.), inf. tuērī (Eth.)

Nom.Ag.  tūtor

Plautus and Ennius use both tueor, -ēris and tuor, -ēris. The latter seems to be the older form, it acts as a metrically convenient variant in Plautus and Ennius and does not occur in prose (DELL, loc.cit.). The easiest assumption is that its preform was either a zero grade thematic middle *tuH-e/-o-. The corresponding perfect participle tūtus < *tuH-to- does not make a periphrastic perfect until Classical Latin and is used only as an adjective ‘safe; careful’ in Plautus (cp. the adverbs tūtō, tūtē ‘carefully, safely’; Hofmann 1910: 16 interprets these instances as passive uses of the perfect participle). De Vaan (loc.cit.) suggests that the variant tueor reflects a causative *touH-eje/-o-; this could have taken over the zero grade from tuor. Alternatively, a stem *tuH-eH1je/-o- would also have given tueor (see Jasanoff 2004 on the “stative” suffix *-eH1-je/-o-, cp. also Harðarson 1998 and LIV² (loc.cit.) for a different reconstruction of the suffix). Given that there are no clear cognates to this root outside of Latin (the connection with *teyH2 ‘be strong’ suggested by De Vaan 2008 (loc.cit.) is semantically unconvincing) and the two verbs do not differ in meaning, it is easiest to assume that tueor was in fact an inner-Latin remodelling of tuor.
• contuor 'observe, survey'
  Lit.: See tueor.
  Pres.  1sg. contuor
  Non-fin. Inf. contuī

• intuor, intuor 'look closely at'
  Lit.: See tueor.
  Pres.  1sg. intuor/intuor, 3sg. intuētur/intuītur, indotuētur (Enn.),
         3pl. intuentur

• obtuor, obtuor 'look at, see'
  Lit.: See tueor.
  Pres.  2sg. optuere; 3sg. obtuētur
  Non-fin. Inf. optuērier

tūtor 'protect'
  ?*tēyH


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>3pl. tūlantur (pass.), 2sgsubj. tūlēre, 3sgsubj. tūlētur, 1plsubj. tūlēmini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipf.</td>
<td>3plsubj. tūlārēntur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fut.</td>
<td>1sg. tūtābor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>3sgm. tūlātust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass.</td>
<td>3plpres. tūlantur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fin.</td>
<td>Perf.ptcp. tūlātus, -a, -am, inf. tūtāri, tūtārier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Act. | 2plsubj. tūlētis (Plaut., Merc. 865), 3pl. tūlant (Naev., Trag. 17),
       2sg.ivp. tūla (Pacuv., Trag. 288) |
**Tūtor** is the repetitive/frequentative of *tueor, tuor*, based on the perfect participle *tūtus*.

It occurs once in Plautus with a passive reading (cp. Hofmann 1910: 34):

**Plautus, Amphitruo 649-51:**

`virtus omnibus rebus anteprofecto: libertas salus`

`vitae res et parentes, patria et proagnati`

`watch over. 3PL. PRES. PASS protect. 3PL. PRES. PASS.`

"Virtue truly precedes all other things. Liberty, safety, life, property and parents, (one's) country and offspring are watched over and protected (by it)."

It is possible that this use is oppositional to the marginal, formally active *tūlō* attested in Plautus, Naevius, and Pacuvius (cf. Hofmann 1910: 45).

**ulcīscor** ‘take revenge on, punish; avenge’


Ipf. 1sg. subj. *ulcīscecer*

Fut. 1sg. *ulcīscar*

Perf. 1sg. m. *ultus sum*, 1sg. fut. m. *ultus fuerō*

Non-fin. Perf. ptep. *ultus, -a, -um*, ger. *ulcīscendus, -a, -um* (Pacuv.), *ulcīscē*

Nom. Ag. *ultor (< *ulc-tor*) ‘avenger’ (Acc. +)

Act. 1sg. ipf. subj. *ulcīscecerem* (Enn.); *ullō* ‘will have avenged’ (Acc.)

The etymology suggested by LIV², *h₂l̥k-s̥ke/o-* presupposes a development *h₂l̥lC > #olC > #ulC*, but the evidence collected by Schrijver (1991: 66f.) suggests that the outcome should be #alC (see also Meiser 1998: 106). De Vaan (2008: 637) suggests a preform
\( *h_3\theta l_1 \) (‘perish’, LIV\(^2\): 298. cf. Gk. perf. \( \delta o\lambda a \) ‘I am lost’) > \( *o\lambda k \), with the late addition of what is presumably the same -\( k \) as in Gk. \( o\lambda k\delta \) ‘destroy’. However, a preform \( *h_3\theta l_1\)-\( k \)- would also have given both the Greek and the Latin stem form; this would then have been extended by \( *-\text{isk} \)- in Latin.

\( \text{vēnor} \) ‘chase’

\( *\text{γenH} \) (?)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>1sg. vēnor (Enn., pass.), 2sg.ipv. vēnāre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass.</td>
<td>1sg. vēnor (Enn.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fin.</td>
<td>Inf. vēnāri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom. Ag.</td>
<td>vēnātor ‘hunter’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

De Vaan (loc.cit.) suggests a denominative origin of this verb (from a lengthened grade feminine abstract \( *\text{γenā} \)- ‘hunt’?). It is usually thought to belong with \( *\text{γenH} \) ‘become fond of, desire’, cf. Ved. \( \text{vānate} \) ‘loves’ (thus Meillet, LEW, De Vaan loc.cit.).

- **pervēnor** ‘chase through(out)’

**Lit.:** See vēnor. Hapax in Plautus (inf. pervēnāri, Merc. 805).

### E.III Unclear cases

The following middles are transitive, but should be classified as canonical because of their non-agentive behavior.

\( \text{cōnspicor} \) ‘see, perceive’

\( *-\text{spēk-je/o-} \)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>1sg. cōnspicor, 3sg.subj. cōnspicētur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perf. 1sg. conspicātus sum, 3sg.m. conspicātus, 3sg.f. conspicātast, 2sgsubj.
conspicātus sīs

Non-fin. Perf.ptcp. conspicātus, inf. conspicāri

The simplex specīō 'see' is active (but note that its Greek cognate sképtomai is deponent), and Plautus also has a formally active conspicīō with the same meaning as the deponent. See dēspicor and suspicor (I give separate entries for these because there is no simplex deponent).

frūniscor 'enjoy'

Lit.: LIV²: 96 (fruor), LEW: I, 552, DELL: 256f. (fruor), Flobel (1975: 44f., 61), De Vaan (2008: 244f. (fruor)).

Non-fin. frūniscī

Hapax in Plautus, but included here because of its opposition to its derivational basis fruor 'enjoy, make use of'. While the latter is regularly construed with the ablative (as in Plaut., As. 918), frūniscor, though rarer, generally occurs with the accusative (a parallel between deponent behavior and the *skē/o-suffix is found in Hittite). The phonological development suggested by LEW and De Vaan, loc.cit., *frūg-nV-sk- is problematic given that word-medial -gn- should be preserved (cp. Weiss 2009: 169).

ūtor 'use, enjoy' (+abl., acc. (rare))


Pres. 1sg. ūtor, 2sg. ūteris, 2sg.ipv. ūtere, 3sg. ūtitur, 1pl. ūtimur, 3pl. ūtantur, 1sg.subj. ūtar, 2sg.subj. ūière, 1pl.subj.utāmur 2pl.subj. ūtāminī, 3pl.subj. ūtantur

Ipf. 3pl. ūtēbantur, 1sg.ipf.subj. ūterer

Fut. 1pl. ūtēmur, 2sg.ipv. ūtitor
**Perf.** 1sg. āsus sum

**Non-fin.** Perf.ptp. āsus, -a, -um, ger. ātendus, -a, -um, inf. ātī, ātīr

Spelled oet-, oit- in Old Latin.

Although ātor usually takes the ablative (46 out of 74 times in Plautus, Flobert (loc.cit.)), there are a few instances in which it takes an accusative object, as in Merc. 145-6. Furthermore, abūtor (below) regularly takes the accusative.

Plautus, Mercator 145-6:

Dic mihi, an boni quid usquamst, quod quisquam uti
Tell.IPV me whether good GEN any Nom anywhere is which ACC anyone Nom use INF
possiet sine malo omni
can.3sg.subj without evl ABL any ABL.

“Tell me whether there is anything good at all that one can enjoy without any evil.”

If the connection with Gk. fut. oisomaī ‘I will bring’ (suppletive to phērō) is correct, the use with accusative objects may actually be the older one (thus also Flobert 1975: 44). The ablative may stem from the construction alicui alicuā ré āsus est ‘Somebody dat has use of/needs something abl’ (āsus, -ās m. ‘use’) or from the influence of the semantically similar fungor, where it must be inherited (cf. the entry of fungor).

The gerundive ātendus, -a, -um has the expected passive reading ‘to be used’ and is amply attested in Plautus in the construction aliquid ātendum dare ‘give sth. to be used’ = ‘lend sth.’, e.g.:

Plautus, Asinaria 444:

Scyphos quos utendos dedī Philodamo, rettulit=ne?
cups.SG which use ger.SG.PL give.1sg.perf Philodamus.SG return.3sg.perf=part

“The cups which I gave Philodamus to use (= which I lent to Philodamus), did he return them?”
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• *abūtor* ‘use up, consume’

Lit.: See ūtor.

**Fut.** 1sg. *abūtar*

**Perf.** 1sg.m. *abūsus sum*, 3sg.f. *abūsast*

**Non-fin.** Perf. ptc. *abūsus*, -a, -um

The perf. ptc. *abusa* is passive in Plaut., *Asin.* 196 (Hofmann 1910: 13).

### E.IV Denominal and deadjectival deponents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>arbitror</em>&lt;sup&gt;20&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>‘observe, witness’</td>
<td><em>arbiter</em> ‘witness’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>commentor (re-)</em></td>
<td>‘study, think about’</td>
<td><em>mens</em> ‘mind’&lt;sup&gt;21&lt;/sup&gt; or <em>commentum</em> ‘fiction, invention’&lt;sup&gt;22&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fabricor</em></td>
<td>‘make, build’</td>
<td><em>fabrica</em> ‘workshop’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(cōn-)*fābulor</td>
<td>‘speak, chat’</td>
<td><em>fābula</em> ‘story’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(dē-, ē-)*lūdi-ficor&lt;sup&gt;23&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>‘make fun of, mock’</td>
<td>-fex ‘-maker’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fūror</em></td>
<td>‘steal’</td>
<td><em>fūr</em> ‘thief’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(dē-)*frūstror</td>
<td>‘deceive’</td>
<td>frūstra ‘in error’ (adv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>interpretor</em></td>
<td>‘explain, interpret’</td>
<td><em>intrepres</em> ‘intermediary’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lāmentor</em></td>
<td>‘wail, lament’</td>
<td><em>lamenta</em> ‘laments’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>largior</em></td>
<td>‘give, bestow’</td>
<td><em>largus</em> ‘abundant, large’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>māchinor</em></td>
<td>‘design, invent’</td>
<td><em>māchina</em> ‘engine, machine’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>20</sup> Also passive, cp. Hofmann 1910: 32.

<sup>21</sup> See DELL: 397

<sup>22</sup> See LEW: II. 66/67, 70.

<sup>23</sup> Also formally active, see Hofmann (1910: 28).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>medicor(^{24})</td>
<td>‘cure, heal’</td>
<td>medicus ‘doctor’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ē)mentior</td>
<td>‘lie’</td>
<td>mēns ‘mind’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(com-, prae-)mercor</td>
<td>‘buy, trade’</td>
<td>merx ‘goods, merchandise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(com-)miseror(^{25})</td>
<td>‘lament, commiserate’</td>
<td>miser ‘wretched’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ad-, ā-, dē-, ē-)mēdōr</td>
<td>‘endeavour, undertake’</td>
<td>mēdōs ‘mass, bulk; toil, labor’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(com-, dē-, re-)moror</td>
<td>‘wait, tarry; delay, hinder’</td>
<td>mora ‘delay’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percontor</td>
<td>‘question, explore’</td>
<td>contus ‘pole, boat hook’(^{26})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perīcītor</td>
<td>‘try, test’</td>
<td>perīculum ‘test, attempt, danger’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potior(^{27})</td>
<td>‘obtain, take possession of’</td>
<td>potis ‘able’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rūminor (Liv. Andr.+ )</td>
<td>‘think over, muse on’</td>
<td>rūmen ‘throat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specular</td>
<td>‘spy out, explore’</td>
<td>specula ‘watchtower’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ēn-)stipulor</td>
<td>‘bargain, stipulate’</td>
<td>stipula ‘stalk, halm’(^{28})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(an-, dē-, ob-)testor(^{29})</td>
<td>‘call/declare as witness’</td>
<td>testis ‘witness’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(con-)vador</td>
<td>‘bind by bail, prosecute’</td>
<td>vas ‘bail’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{24}\)Formally active forms are also found in Plautus, cp. Hofmann (1910: 41).

\(^{25}\)Also reflexive in Plautus, see Hofmann (1910: 18).

\(^{26}\)Thus DELL: 140f., arguing against a connection with cūnctor ‘hesitate’, cp. also Flobert (1975: 78. fn. 1). This verb is formally active in Naevius, cp. Hofmann (1910: 44).

\(^{27}\)Also formally active, cp. Hofmann 1910: 27, DELL: 528f., etc.

\(^{28}\)See Flobert (1975: 82. fn. 3).

\(^{29}\)See Hofmann (1910: 15) on passive readings of the perfect participle.
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